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Abstract
This study demonstrates how minority youth across Europe are adopting the musical politics of
American hip hop and aligning themselves with African Americans in their struggle for equality. It
focuses specifically on the ways in which European hip hop gives voice to the ideal of equality through a
non-assimilative expression of minority difference, a creative strategy that also exposes problematic
national conflations of race and citizenship. By using racialized discourses hip hop youth are challenging
the conventional distinctions between sameness and difference as a way of bringing into form the
antinomies of inclusion and exclusion that structure national identities. For while hip hop tends to be read
as a "resistance vernacular," it is also a form of assimilation into both national discourses and national
economies. The example ofhip hop in Europe is thus instructive as a cultural form that is ostensibly
about militant opposition and resistance, but which functions in structures oflinguistic and cultural
inclusion, is widely commercially available, and circulates publicly through the national body politic.
To analyze the seeming paradox of a commercialized resistance music, the study employs the
heuristic device "(African) Americanization." In short, this critical apparatus keeps us mindful of the
complicated relationship between African American expressive culture and American consumer culture.
By drawing out the oft-occluded blackness of American culture we can unpack the racial contradictions
inherent in that set of commercially available cultural forms known collectively as "black music," and
come to a new understanding of hip hop's global resonance.
Drawing on recorded music and media as well as interviews and observations from fieldwork in
Paris, Berlin, and London from 2006 through 2008, the study demonstrates how the children and
grandchildren of immigrants from the former colonies and peripheries of Europe are employing the
African American musical protest strategies of hip hop both to differentiate themselves from and to relate
themselves to their respective majority societies. The study thus situates musical analyses in the
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postcolonial and globalizing contexts of the three cities, demonstrating how black music structures local
concerns creating syncretic expressions that are at once wholly local and definitively global.
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Prologue:
Occupations and Preoccupations with American Culture

On January 27, 2007, four months into a yearlong fieldwork project examining the racial politics
of hip hop in Berlin, Paris, and London, I attended a concert presented by the hip hop label Aggro Berlin
in the city's Columbiaclub (Fig. 1). A large crowd of mostly ethnic German and Turkish young men
waited patiently in the cold outside of the hall while truly effective looking bouncers took their time
frisking the down-jacketed, hoodied, and "slaggy"-panted youth and rifling through the purses carried by
the handful of young women in attendance. 1 From the knee up, the gathered crowd was indistinguishable
from one you might find outside a hip hop show in the US. At the feet of the crowd, however, classic
Nike Air Force One basketball sneakers were interspersed with new models of Adidas indoor soccer
trainers, and many wore their pant legs bunched at the hem-a style particularly popular among Turkish
German hip hop youth. Of course, there was one other notable difference from an American perspective:
a near total absence of black people.

Fig. 1- Columbiaclub (once the Columbia Cinema) in Berlin's Kreuzberg district.

1

One of Aggro Berlin's artists, B-Tight, uses the anglicized formulation of"slaggy-pants" in his track "Der Neger"
to refer to the signature hip hop fashion of loose-fitting and sagging pants. The track is discussed below. B-Tight,
"Der Neger" Der Neger (in Mir) (Aggro Berlin 2001). Special thanks to Rick Mook and Maya Gibson for their help
with earlier versions of this chapter.
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The small rounded edifice of Columbiaclub is situated on the north side of Columbiadamm, the
main thoroughfare dividing the central district ofKreuzberg from the southern Neukolln and Tempelhof
districts. Across Columbiadamm from the club looms the stark neoclassical fa~ade of Flughafen
Tempelhof [Tempelhof Airport]. Named for its location on the site of a medieval Templar stronghold, the
airport was built by the newly installed National Socialist government in 1934 as a symbol of Germany's
rising power in the European community. The monumental structure was the largest in Europe, and its
sprawling semi-circular floor plan was conceived as an abstraction of the Deutsche Adler-an eagle with
its wings outspread-the symbol ofthe republic (Fig. 2). Tempelhofwas a cornerstone in Hitler's vision
of Berlin as the political, economic, and cultural crossroads of Europe, an edifice conceived as the very
center of the continent. 2

Fig. 2 - Detail of Flughafen Tempelhof and its Deutsche Adler imagery.

Today, Flughafen Tempelhofis best remembered as the center of operations for the Berlin Airlift.
After World War II the airport, located in the American occupied sector, was controlled by the US Army
and with the establishment of the US Air Force in 1947 it was renamed Tempelhof Air Base. During the
Airlift of 1948-1949 the Air Base became a highly visible and literally concrete example of American

2

Siobhan Dowling, "An Uncertain Future for Hitler's Airport," Spiegel Online 15 December, 2006.
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involvement in West Berlin as well as a symbolic font of Marshall Plan redevelopment funds and
reeducation efforts. Sensing the prolonged engagement that the nascent Cold War would bring, the Air
Force began construction on nearby recreational sites for "US military personnel and their guests." 3 As
the Columbiaclub website points out, it was one such venue "where Gis assuaged [trosteten] their
'Homesick Blues,' with the latest Hollywood films and local girlfriends during the fifties. " 4 As I inched
forward in the crowd ofB-Boys and Girls, I imagined a differently uniformed but similarly young crowd
of mostly men and their dates waiting in line fifty years earlier to see Jailhouse Rock or Rebel Without a
Cause.
The first film shown at the then Columbia Cinema was not one of Elvis's musical romps nor a
tale of teenage angst and disillusionment, but the 1951 Warner Bros. naval epic Captain Horatio
Hornblower, starring Gregory Peck. Perhaps more fittingly, the story described the imperial escapades of
the British sea captain in the Western Hemisphere during the Napoleonic Wars. The film mirrored many
realities of the Cold War, including subplots of shifting allegiances, clandestine operations, and the
destabilization of enemy regimes. Indeed, the story begins with Captain Hornblower carrying out orders
to support a megalomaniacal strongman and establish a banana republic in Central America. The choice
of the film seems a poignant statement about the new role for the US on the world stage-an oddly
forthright if unintended harbinger of the emergent American military, economic, and cultural hegemony.
In both its form and function, then, the Columbiaclub is something of a monument to the oftdebated issue of American cultural imperialism. Although that night's hip hop show would sp_eak
volumes about American intervention in contemporary Berlin, it would not highlight the legacy of US
military occupation nor the homogenization of fast food and strip malls, theme parks and planned
communities. This would be a new incarnation of American hegemony.

http://www.spiegel.de/international/0,1518,451212,00.html (last accessed May 2007).
"Our History," Columbiaclub website, columbiaclub.de/main.html. All translations by the author unless otherwise
noted.
4
"Our History," Columbiaclub website.

3
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The underlying goal of my fieldwork project in Berlin, Paris, and London was to offer an
explanation of how the "soft power" of American culture had changed in the last twenty years. Here was
a site, I thought, that spoke to the unspoken complexity of that ubiquitous and divisive, yet nebulous term
"Americanization." It was in just such a place as this that I hoped to support my thesis about the effects
of American music on European racial politics with on the ground observations and interviews with
members oflocal hip hop communities. This thesis proposed that minority youth across Europe had
adopted the identity politics associated with hip hop and aligned themselves with African Americans in a
struggle for equality through difference, not assimilation. While Americanization is commonly
understood through the language of commercialization and cultural imperialism, these recent
developments represented another less discussed side of the larger process-a transaction that we might
call (African) Americanization.
In her article "Hip-Hop Made in Germany" from the collection German Pop Culture: How
American Is It?, Sabine von Dirke lays out a German version of an oft-recited three-part narrative of hip

hop in Europe first proposed by Andre Prevos in 1996. 5 There was first an arrival period marked by
international exchange, then a nationalizing period in which the form became adopted and localized, and
lastly a period in which national minorities began to employ oppositional politics. Regarding this final
stage, von Dirke remarks on the indebtedness of self-consciously Turkish-German hip hop to the African
American model of musical protest. Yet, like most scholarship on such appropriations, von Dirke is
careful to remind us that "African-American vernaculars emerged in a historically very different
situation" and "should therefore not be equated" with Turkish-German expressions.6 Instead she agrees
with the view of Americanization scholars such as Rob Kroes, which eschews the neatly "hypodermic"

5

Perhaps the most notable of these is AndreJ. M. Prevos's "The Evolution of French Rap Music and Hip Hop
Culture in the 1980s and 1990s," The French Review, Vol. 69, No.5 (April1996) wherein the author describes a
three-stage process of"arrival, adoption, and adaptation."
6
Sabine von Dirke, "Hip-Hop Made in Germany: From Old School to the Kanaksta Movement," in German Pop
Culture: How American Is It?, ed. Agnes C. Mueller (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2004), 104. See
below for a more detailed review ofrelevant literature.
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machinations of the cultural imperialism thesis in favor of a more dynamic model of "creolization" or
"hybridization." 7 Although the purveyors of this current consensus view recognize the cultural mixing
that occurs when an American form is adapted by a European culture-and even use biological metaphors
in doing so--they forget that American culture is itself always already creolized (as we must remember
are European "national" cultures). Hence, I am using the construction of"(Mrican) Americanization" to
keep us mindful of both the centrality of African American culture to American culture-especially with
regard to music-and of its imminent hybridity. 8
While I do not intend for this study to describe hip hop in Berlin, Paris, and London as simply
derivative and unworthy of study on its own terms, I believe a more in-depth look into the continuities
between the musical politics of US and EU hip hop will prove fruitful. To be sure, European hip hop
scenes cannot be understood through a reductive cultural imperialism model, but neither can they be
understood to exist as cultural islands with neatly periodized strata frozen in the geological record.
Working towards an understanding of this most overtly localized of global music forms necessitates a
model that keeps the particular and the universal in dialogue. As such, in the following chapters I read
the local contexts of Paris, Berlin, and London through the lens of (African) Americanization-a process
that while rooted in well-established localized histories has become universally available.
Ostensibly a showcase for the city's dominant hip hop recording label Aggro Berlin, the
Columbiaclub concert would feature SIDO and his hype man Alpa Gun, a Turkish German known for his
track "Ich bin ein Auslander" [I am a foreigner]. The supporting performances were to feature "Der
Vollblut-Araber" [the full-blooded Arab] Tony D, the Turkish-German G-Hot (a homophone ofjihad),
the self-consciously white German rapper Fler (aka Frank White) whose logo incorporates the Deutsche

Rob Kroes, "Rap: The Ultimate Staccato Culture" in If You've Seen One You've Seen the Mall: Europeans and
American Mass Culture (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1996), 154-161.
8
The "(African) Americanization" figure is explained in detail in the following introduction.
7
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Adler, and the Afro-German rapper B-Tight (aka Der Neger). 9 As the racialized descriptions and alter
'

egos of the label's artists indicate, Aggro Berlin is in the business of capitalizing on government fears and
media sensationalism in a racially hypersensitive nation. 10 The independent label has become the most
influential and commercially successful hip hop imprint in Germany through its marketing strategy of
racial branding. As the popular German weekly Der Spiegel put it:
Aggro Berlin functions like a comic book: for every taste there is a suitable hero; simply
pick out the one you most identify with. There is the Afro-German [Afrodeutsche] who
presents himself as a "crass nigger" [krasser N eger] (B-Tight), the working class Turk
[tiirkischen Proleten] with wordplay (G-Hot) and the tough German with hooligan
appeal (Fler). 11
By transgressing the civilized boundaries of racial discourse that stretch from the nation's
contemporary politically correct culture back to post-1968 attempts at dismantling racial ideologies, and
echoing the denazification programs of post-Holocaust Germany, the Aggro Berlin musicians have dug
up an issue most Germans would rather leave buried. But in doing so they have built themselves a vast
audience of young people that both understand and identify with the forbidden language and politics of
"Rasse" [race]. Looking around the Columbiaclub with its ubiquitous MTV banners, the source of such

mediatized racialization seemed clear. The global popular music industry thrives on images of
difference. 12 But although Aggro Berlin's comic book characters may seem little more than ugly tropes to
most Germans, they are speaking to a generation of youth and providing a platform for questions about
identity, difference, race, and inequality. Most importantly, Aggro's stereotyped voices of difference
come from within not without-they are ofBerlin.

9

"Aggrostarz," Aggro Berlin Official Website, http://aggroberlin.de. Last accessed October 1, 2007. While
''Neger" can also be translated as "Negro," B-Tight's intention is clear as we will see.
10
The Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth keeps an official list of media works
allegedly harmful to young people known as the Bundespriifstelle fiir jugendgefiihrdende Medien or BPjM [Federal
Department for Media Harmful to Young Persons]. The process, known as Indizierung [indexing], regularly
includes Aggro tracks, a fact that the label seems to revel in.
11
Daniel Haas, "HipHop Star SIDO: German Head Trauma," Spiegel Online
http://www.spiegel.de/kultur/musik/0,1518,452883,00.html, 7 December 2006. Last Accessed
12
See Timothy Taylor, Global Pop: World Music, World Markets (New York: Routledge, 1997) for a detailed
examination of this commoditization of ethnic and racial difference.
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In her Jazz, Rock, and Rebels: Cold War Politics and American Culture in a Divided Germany,
Ute Poiger describes in detail how American culture represented a serious threat to bourgeois racial and
gender norms in 1950s Germany. In a section dedicated to the reception of Elvis Presley in Germany,
Poiger cites a 1956 Berliner Zeitung article that describes such American "nonculture" as primitive as
well as a Der Spiegel article from the same year that likens Elvis's audiences to entranced members of a
"jungle tribe." 13 Getting to the heart of this low-brow and uncivilized threat, an article appearing in
Berlin's Der Tagesspiegel went so far as to hypothesize that Elvis must have "black blood"-a gesture
laying bare the biologized logic of miscegenation at the heart of fears about this American (non)culture. 14
To be sure, these reactions mirrored the early misgivings about Rock and Roll in the US as well, but for
German audiences in the 1950s these threats were external as populations were overwhelmingly
homogenous (despicably so in the wake of the Holocaust). As Poiger explains, race was never an issue in
media reports about the "German Elvis," Peter Kraus, though he performed Rock and Roll and covered
numbers popularized by Presley.
Today race is very much part of the discussion in German-made popular music-nowhere more
so than in Berlin. The issue has been forced into the public debate by the controversial music of German
minority hip hop artists and the prominent discussion of their respective ethnic backgrounds. The lineup
of artists on the Aggro Berlin label is a microcosm of the various forces that have changed the
demographic makeup of the city. Tony D, Alpa Gun, and G-Hot are all the sons ofMiddle Eastern
Gastarbeiter [guest worker] families that began arriving in 1960s Germany to fuel the post-war recovery
and eventual Wirtschaftswunder [economic miracle]. The three employ their respective ethnic identities
as platforms from which they critique normative German-ness and aspects of German society that they
find exclusive. Fler is an ethnic German who turns this debate on its head, urging Germans to get past

13
Ute G. Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels: Cold War Politics and American Culture in a Divided Germany
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 168, 170. The Zeitung article is titled "Appell an den
Unnenschen" [Appeal to the primitives].
14
Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 173.
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their collective guilt and find pride in their heritage. Although sharing the stage with Tony D, Alpa Gun,
and G-Hot might seem unexpected since Fler is often accused of promoting rightist ideals, it instead
makes perfect sense through the framework of Aggro Berlin's niche business model-promoting what are
best described as "authenticized caricatures" of contemporary German society.
Furthermore, all of Aggro's artists flaunt their disregard for politically correct culture, aiming
their provocative and racialized lyrics, sounds, and images directly at a bourgeois society that promotes a
race free ideal. Read together, their cultural critiques highlight the antinomies of citizenship and national
belonging, in effect characterizing the ideal of an interest-free public sphere as a middle class European
project that suppresses both the voices of ethnic minorities and the voices of working class ethnic
Germans who have not bought into a race free Germany or the universalizing EU project. This
unexpected common ground is most evident in the Turkish and Middle Eastern men's clubs and
traditional German Kneipen [local bars], that while scattered throughout Berlin's neighborhoods, are
frequented almost exclusively by ethnic minorities and working class ethnic Germans, respectively. That
these sites are seldom patronized by the German professional classes, offers an indication of the social rift
that makes the allegiance between Fler and Aggro's Middle Eastern rappers possible.
The headliner of the Columbiaclub show, the ethnically German rapper SIDO, capitalizes on the
working class realities of his low-income housing project in North Berlin's Miirkisch quarter. He rose to
fame with the 2004 track "Mein Block" in which the rapper authenticates the violence, addiction, and
poverty in his neighborhood. As Der Spiegel wrote: "SIDO, the stoner underdog, told us about his block
in Berlin's Markisch quarter which was discovered as a ghetto for showbiz. 'Hey, we have a Bronx too,'
cheered middle class kids from Stuttgart to Sylt, 'and we don't need to drive anywhere, we'll just watch a
SIDO video."' 15 As Paul Gilroy noted in his 1991 article "Sounds Authentic: Black Music, Ethnicity, and
the Challenge of a Changing Same," such cultivation of authenticity: "supplements the appeal of selected
cultural commodities and has become an important element in the mechanism of the mode of
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9
'racialization' necessary to making them acceptable items in the pop market." 16 Yet, the underclass
masculinity of SIDO illustrates this type of mediatized authenticity can be cultivated and articulated
through class and gender as well as race. Indeed, although this study focuses on the politics of European
racial minorities, majority ethnic communities are inevitably part of the story.
Finally, there is B-Tight, the Afro-German-a category that Michelle Wright dubs "The
Impossible Minority" in her literary study of racial identities in Berlin, London, and Paris Becoming
Black: Creating Identity in the African Diaspora. 17 Wright's designation refers to the German ancestry
requirements that were until recently part of German citizenship, but it also highlights the resulting
scarcity of Afro-Germans in the nation. Although Berlin was the site of Bismarck's Conference of 18941895 that formally divided up Africa among European nations, and though German colonial involvements
in Southwest Africa brought small numbers of Africans to Berlin, the idea of Afro-German as a
demographic category was inconceivable to Germans until the post-war coupling of German women and
occupying American, French, and British soldiers of African descent produced children. Even then, the
derogatory term Besatzungskinder [occupation children], which carried implications of rape, eschewed
the possibility of the hybrid national category "afro-deutsch."
A generation after the Berlin Airlift, B-Tight was born Robert "Bobby" Edward Davis to an
African American serviceman and an ethnically German mother and raised in West Berlin an AfroGerman. As a member of the Aggro Berlin family, his alias Der Neger positions him in an important role
as the record label's only black member. Through his character, B-Tight employs a strategic form of
racial essentialism that articulates black identity through the stylistic contours hip hop and through his
translation ofthe African American experience into his Afro-German context. Indeed, his cultural
politics finds its most poignant expression through musical sound and in the dramatic communities

15

Haas, "HipHop Star SIDO"
Paul Gilroy, "Sounds Authentic: Black Music, Ethnicity, and the Challenge of a 'Changing Same,"' Black Music
Research Journal, Vol. 11, No.2 (Autumn 1991), 124.
16
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formed in live performance. As such, his blackness is not only sounded by, but is premised upon black
music. Despite the localizing factors that scholars of European hip hop have taken pains to highlight, his
creative output is quite audibly black American music. This fact became abundantly clear that night at
Columbiaclub as each successive artist took to the stage with propulsively swinging bass drum beats,
syncopated snare lines, extravagantly loud and funky bass lines and-most of all-highly cultivated
styles of phrasing and vocal modulation that evidenced the continued processes of Americanization at
work in this hall that once housed Hollywood films. But the highlight of the show, for me, came when BTight performed his signature track.
"Der Neger" begins with a six-note motive of diffuse bass tones doubled by a piercing moog

synthesizer line three octaves above-production values reminiscent of the classic G-funk beats
composed by the US West Coast producer Dr. Dre. Mter the initial four bar loop concludes, a continuous
stream of electronic beeps enter, providing an eighth-note pulse and mid-range support for theE minor
melodic hook. The pulse accentuates the syncopated structure of the hook and helps the track gain steam
as a bouncing hip hop drum track of bass drum, snare, and shaker joins the pitched material. Together,
the midrange eighth-note loop and the three distinct percussive lines focus the energy of the heretoforelazy loop, giving the track its syncopated and ultimately propulsive character.

17

Michelle Wright, Becoming Black: Creating Identity in the African Diaspora (Durham: Duke University Press,
2004), 183.
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Ex. 1- The primary loop of B-Tight's "Der Neger." The track begins with one cycle of the Moog and
bass lines, after which the other lines enter .18

On hearing the initial bass line and moog hook, the crowd at Columbiaclub applauded and cheered wildly.
They knew the simple gesture well. But when the drum and eighth note line entered, their knowledge was
activated as their recognition gained musical structure and performative materiality. Anticipating the
downbeat of the fifth measure of "Der Neger ," the young crowd raised its open hands in concert and
proceeded to outline the quarter-note pulse, nodding their heads and lowering their outstretched arms to
the swinging syncopated beat.
Mter the first iteration of the full loop B-Tight stepped into the spotlight and delivered the
following lines of the chorus. Using vocal modulations dripping with irony, he asked the audience:
Wer hat das Gras weggeraucht?
Wer rammt dir den Penis in den Bauch?
Wer ist immer down mit mehr als einer Braut,
Wer fallt immer auf, wei! er gerade baut?

[Who smoked all the grass?
Who rammed the penis in your stomach?
18

All transcriptions by the author unless otherwise indicated.
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Who always gets down with more than one woman,
Who always sticks out because he rolls ajoint?] 19

Not missing a beat, the audience of mostly ethnic German and Turkish Berliners responded in rhythm to
each question with fingers pointed in mock accusation at the rapper: "Der Neger!"

Fig. 5- B-Tight on stage at Columbiaclub (stage right) with audience encouraging him on.

The rehearsal of racial difference exemplified in this call and response between B-Tight and his audience
is echoed in countless European hip hop recordings today and is employed by many of the rappers with
whom I spoke in Berlin-as well as in Paris and London, as we will see.
In all of these contexts the musical dramatization of racial stereotypes provided a sort of exorcism
in which all could participate. The dialogue and its act of pointing here serve both to mark racial
difference and to critique it. Most importantly, the performative musical structure of the call and response
activates a racial dialectic that implicates B-Tight and his multi-racial German public. Through the
racialized forms of hip hop they create this difference together. While local and national contexts
inevitably inform rappers' messages from city to city and neighborhood to neighborhood, the common
denominator of this difference can be found in the contours and discourses of black music that sound a
history of contest between Mrican America and America. The dialectic between B-Tight and his
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audience thus finds its originary impetus in the well-rehearsed tension encoded in (African) American

music-a term and a music that are both packed with the antinomies and social contradictions of national
inclusion, exclusion, and occlusion. Despite its long reliance on a racialized definition of citizenship, the
German nation has always been a country of dynamic shifts and migrations. The Aggro concert at
Columbiaclub simply offered a platform for expressions of this historically elided dynamism.
The image of ethnic German and Turkish Berliners raising their right arms together in salute of an
Afro-German rapper was at once stunning and baffling to behold in the context of the Columbiaclub.
Read amongst the historic and physical backdrops of the American Cold War edifice and its proximity to
Hitler's monumental airport, the scene served as a reminder of how much things have changed. In the
context ofthe (in)famously divided city and its nation's recent history, this image resonated with
countless others, forging an ambivalent continuity of Nazi salutes from old film reels, the iconic black
power salute ofTommie Smith and John Carlos at the 1968 Munich Olympics, and the myth of Hitler's
failure to salute Jessie Owens at the 1936 games in Berlin. Indeed, in one sense the audience's musically
inspired performance did seem to put the old white supremacist allegiance of the Nazi gesture to rest. But
as strategically inverted and otherwise deformed racial discourses went flying around the room, this
performance also made these histories all the more present. The specter of race still hung in the air.
Although the term ''Neger" is usually translated as the antiquated English "negro" and still
appears unproblematized in German dictionaries, B-Tight's use ofthe term is clearly marked as a stand in
for the more racially charged and controversial "nigger." In fact, the word Neger as spoken by B-Tight is
phonetically indistinguishable from the standard US hip hop usage "nigga." B-Tight's (African)
American usage is made clear in the conclusion of his signature track "Der Neger"-a send up of AfroGerman stereotypes that segues into a scratched turntable solo on a recorded sample of the Ebonies word
"nigga." In the tumtablism solo, Aggro Berlin's DJ Werd scratches calls of: "ni-, ni-, nigga" to which BTight and the chorus of overdubs responds: "Der Neger." As the call and response continues DJ Werd's
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solo on "nigga" grows more complex and convoluted eventually subsuming the German response(s).
After the syncopated rhythms produced on the two syllables subsides, Werd lets the record spin, revealing
the source of the line, the original call: "Niggaz, thugs, dope dealers and pimps I basketball players, rap
stars, and simps [simpletons/fake pimps] I That's what little black boys I are made of." 20 The sample's
source turns out to be the American rapper Boots on the track "Not Yet Free" by the Oakland-based hip
hop group The Coup. In this call and response, B-Tight and his overdubbed countrymen are answering an
American call. What was once a dialogue between the rapper and his audience here becomes a call and
response between an Ebonies sample and the chorus of Germans.

Ex. 1- Conclusion of"Der Neger." Here the texted lines are represented in relative pitch space with the
scratched gestures. (The complex rhythms in meas. 3 are represented through approximations as the
rhythmic line becomes increasingly chaotic, multilayered, and ultimately unrepresentable in musical
notation.)
20

B-Tight, "Der Neger" onDer Neger (in Mir) (Aggro Berlin, 2002) featuring a sample of The Coup's "Not Yet
Free" on Kill My Landlord (Wild Pitch Records 1993).
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B-Tight's decision to conclude with this sample is particularly noteworthy, as it not only clarifies
his intentions in the translation of language but in the translation of social meaning. In short, through hip
hop he articulates his own Afro-German experience to the African American experience and claims
membership in a global black diaspora-a strategy that further authenticizes the US form. Also notable
here is the eventual elision ofB-Tight's response by the (African) American call. As the sampled scratch
solo grows more complex and syncopated, it also starts extending into the (Afro-)German half of each
measure. By the third measure of the solo call, there is no rhythmic space for his multi-voiced response.
In giving the American sample the privilege of the last word, B-Tight defers to the original (African
American) English, "nigga," rather than the German, ''Neger." By establishing this diasporic connection
through the use of the Coup sample, his afro-deutsch subjectivity seems to be subsumed by a now hyperauthenticized US form.
As the beat fades away and disappears, however, we are treated to a comic denouement that
reestablishes B-Tight's local context through the exaggerated contours of a typically rough old Berliner
accent performed by SIDO. The entrance of the stereotypical (antiquated white) Berliner voice
performing the chorus serves not only to recontextualize the track, but shows that B-Tight's anti-racist
critique has been absorbed by his object of critique-the supposed local perpetrators/perpetuators of the
anti-black stereotypes that the track catalogs. 21 In the end, the track's narrative establishes a dialogue
with German society that is intended to show how B-Tight's statement is not lost on its intended targets.
B-Tight's reference to The Coup in particular on the "Der Neger" sample is also telling. While
the cultural politics of stereotype repetition and inversion are by no means uncommon in hip hop, The
Coup holds a particularly prominent spot in the pantheon of black militant hip hop coming out of an early
1990s milieu of Afrocentric rap music. On the sampled track the MC, Boots, deforms a seemingly
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innocent nursery rhyme to account for what he sees as the depths of American racial attitudes about
blacks. On the 1993 track, he argues that the futures of black children are entirely proscribed by
American racism. As the deformed rhyme above suggests, whether they fail or achieve success, little
black boys only have a handful of options. B-Tight, in fact, uses Boots's black nursery rhyme mode of
critique on a later track from the album, entitled "Zehn Kleine Negerlein" [ten little niggers ]. In this
stereotyped critique, B-Tight again employs a sample, this time from an antique recording of a German
children's choir singing a racist nursery rhyme of the same name. In so doing, he is indicting German
society via a material artifact from its past that finds comedy in a story of the immin~nt death of black
children. Importantly, however, the lyrics and basic structure of the song are translated and borrowed
wholesale from a nineteenth-century blackface minstrel song by the Philadelphian Septimus Winner-a
track that was first published as "Ten Little Indians" and later appeared as "Ten Little Niggers." 22 BTight's translational references to American hip hop and black identity politics on the album are thus part
of a longer history of cultural exchange and borrowing. What is new in this musical call and response
that spans almost two hundred years and half the globe, however, is B-Tight's voice. The "impossible
minority" is now possible in Germany and he speaks back to the racist past and the present it has
produced through a form descended from American "black music" of times past.
In his pathbreaking work on black internationalism, The Practice of Diaspora, Brent Hayes
Edwards uses the concept of decalage to analyze the logistics of diaspora. As the title of his study
implies, Edwards reads diaspora not as the dispersal of people like seeds tossed across land from an
originary point, but as an active project-a practice. His heuristic device decalage [Fr. un-fixing] uses
the analogy of a wedge that has been removed exposing a gap or imbalance, like a shim under a table leg,
to interrogate diasporic strategies. The interesting thing about this idea is that the implied state of rest or
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normalcy before the displacement of people is pre-decalage, or simply calage-a propped up evenness or
fixity. Edwards explains: "Decalage indicates the reestablishment of a prior unevenness or diversity; it
alludes to the taking away of something that was added in the first place, something artificial, a stone or a
piece of wood that served to fill some gap or to rectify some imbalance." 23 As Edwards describes, Black
Power, Afrocentrism, Negritude, and other black diasporic movements smooth out the real world
differences that exist between African descended peoples across the globe in order to facilitate solidarity
and accomplish political work against anti-black racism. Read through Edwards's model it would seem
that B-Tight's translational gesture to the African American experience of racism is akin to a shim that
evens the displacement, planes the surface, and attempts to fill the seam between the communities.
Although he mentions the centrality of music to the black diaspora, in his study Edwards focuses on the
international dissemination of print media as the primary technology that facilitated the emergence of a
black diasporic project in the early Twentieth century. IfB-Tight is any indication, it would seem that
one hundred years on, it is hip hop that provides the unifying device between diverse peoples of African
descent.
Throughout "Der Neger" B-Tight establishes his connection to the African diaspora via the black
musical forms of hip hop. In the second verse of the track he pays particular attention to non-musical
expressions of his hip hop identity, gesturing to the (again, stereotyped) lifestyle and fashion choices that
he employs to establish his practice of diaspora.
Es fing schon in der Schule an, der Neger war der Drogenmann
Der dir alles von Hasch bis LSD besorgen kann
Ega/ ob griin, weiss, schwarz, er macht alles klar
Mit Slaggy Pants und Kamm im Afrohaar.
Sonnenbrille aufgesetzt, Coolness-Faktor abgecheckt.
Links und rechts eine Olle machen den Neger komplett. 24
[It begins in school, the nigga is the drug dealer
He can get you anything you want
23
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Whether green, white, black, he can get everything
With baggy pants and a comb in his Afro
Sunglasses on, coolness-factor checked
Left and right, women surround/complete him.]
Like Boots' stereotypes about "Niggaz, thugs, dope dealers and pimps," B-Tight uses well worn AfroGerman stereotypes of drug dealing black youth. But in the verses, he also gestures to the selfconsciousness behind his actions. He is playing a part that necessitates "checking" his "coolness-factor"
as though marking off a list of the accoutrements needed for his hip hop uniform. The final line above
functions in two ways in the original German: first, it signifies his "complete" inundation with women
and second, it marks the successful completion of his list of what the "Neger" character/stereotype needs.
Importantly, the word Olle [woman/chick] also signifies his berlinischer Dialekt, and is thus a marker of
his inclusion in the local linguistic culture. With this tum of phrase B-Tight relates himself to the nation
and his city through stereotypes borne of American media culture. Such references to African American
racial stereotypes are common gestures of affiliation in European minority hip hop, and form part of a
mode of difference production that I argue is historically definitive of black music in the US.

In the case of B-Tight, the global and local, past and present converge in particularly poignant
ways, throwing the complexity of (Mrican) Americanization into high relief. I use the example of BTight at Columbiaclub first because of the very real resonance that he has as a symbol of US military
occupation in a place such as this where American soldiers once sought comfort from their "Homesick
Blues" with their "local girlfriends." But I also offer a brief excavation of this place to argue that the
difference between B-Tight's practice of diaspora and that of the self-defined outsiders sharing the stage
with him is growing indistinguishable. Indeed, B-Tight is hardly the only one to have made such gestures
with hip hop.
Europeans of African descent are not the only ones to have called upon the symbols of African
American difference, oppression, and struggle to make their case. The sounds, sights, and symbols of this
musical (African) Americanization were on full display that night at Columbiaclub as SIDO, Alpa Gun,
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Fler, Tony D, G-Hot, and the rest ofthe Aggro crew dramatized their diverse ethnic backgrounds, giving
musical voice to their respective outsider identities and to their roles in the German national imagination.
The musical identity politics of the Aggro artists of Turkish and Arab backgrounds attest to recent
developments across Europe wherein minority people of all backgrounds are using the medium (and
media) of hip hop to articulate their dissent from the mainstreams of their respective nation states. In so
doing, however, they also carve out a space for their inclusion into their nations. Indeed, Algerian
Parisians, South Asian Londoners, and countless others that I have both interviewed and seen in concert
claim membership in a contingent but puissant racialized global underclass that gains its political force
through its use of the iconic African American model of opposition. In this study, I argue that the
relationship between EU and US hip hop is more akin to diaspora than to appropriation-less we are like
those people than we are those people. It is a calage premised on African American cultural politics and
articulated through the black musical contours of hip hop. Despite the racialized modes of critique and
the particularity of American blackness, in European hip hop we see a reassertion of historicity locating
the origins of racism in the shared legacy of European national, colonial, and imperial projects.
In one particularly provocative, but not exceptional, example of Aggro's racialized promotional

strategy we see SIDO, B-Tight, Tony D, G-Hot, and Fler pictured together, heads in nooses.

Fig. 3- Left: CD cover for Aggro Berlin's Anklage Funf(from left to right: SIDO in his signature chrome
skull mask, B-Tight, Tony D, G-Hot, and Fler). The Aggro Berlin album appears as both Ansage Funf
and Anklage Funf Right: classic logo for the New York based hip hop crew Public Enemy (a beretwearing Black Panther in the crosshairs ).
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On first inspection, this metaphorically charged image is understood in its Berlin context as a way for the
oft-scapegoated Aggro artists to assume their role as the bad boys of the German music industry- public
enemy number one so to speak. Indeed, the image recalls the iconic logo of the New York rap crew,
Public Enemy, which featured a beret-clad Black Panther in the crosshairs of the (white) mainstream
"public." But on a deeper level, this album cover for Aggro's sampler album Anklage Fun/[accusation
five] articulates a racialized victimhood through the image of a group lynching. The image along with
album's title function in the same mode of Mrican American critical inversion as the Public Enemy logo,
Boots's deformed black nursery rhyme, and B-Tight's catalog of stereotypes. By representing themselves
as the accused, they instead claim victimhood and redirect the guilt at a German society that they perceive
to have falsely sentenced them to death. Surely, the noose has innumerable meanings as a cultural
signifier in different contexts-especially in Berlin-but here the symbolism is clear: the referent is the
Mrican American experience of racial terror.
In her landmark study Exorcising Blackness, Trudier Harris examines the social psychoses of

lynching in the American context.25 She demonstrates how both hate and guilt, sex and fear lay the
contradiction-laden foundation for such racial brutality. Although Harris reads the lynching ritual as a
form of racial exorcism, she also notes how the inhuman process often concluded with the collection of
horrific "souvenirs"-namely the genitals and other parts of the deceased's body. Amy Louise Wood
builds on Harris's work, suggesting that: "In this way, the black 'criminal' was not ritually expunged
from the community. Indeed ... the rituals surrounding the lynching ensured that the (now disintegrated)
black body was integrated back into that community ."26 In her study, Wood thus focuses on the
collection and fetishization of photographs in relation to the collection of human remains as part of this
ritual re-incorporation.
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I cite these unfathomable details to suggest that the images from the Aggro Berlin catalog not
only draw on the contradictions of "love and theft" -to use Eric Lott's evocative formulation-but to
argue that through the production of such images, the record label is producing a fetish item that in fact
incorporates racial otherness back into the German national body politic. This image is a disturbing one
to be sure, but I feel that an attempt at understanding the cultural logic behind such images is a better
course of action than allowing them to continue circulating pri,vately as fetish objects without comment.
Wood offers a thoughtful reflection on both the benefits and the pitfalls of re-circulating such images,
writing:
it is only through bringing these memories from private discourse back into public
discourse that old wrongs may be acknowledged. While resurrecting these images
from forgotten history is, to be sure, to risk once again reengaging in this process of
violence and symbolic representation, we can hope that by recontextualizing these
photographs, we can transform the ideological message embedded in the image. 27
It is my belief that through attempting to understand these contemporary images, we might gain a better

understanding of the cultural and commercial logic that produces them. Only then can we properly put
them to rest.
In another provocative image from the Aggro catalog, B-Tight appears in neck collar and chains,

evoking the middle passage and New World slavery on the back of his CD Neger Neger. In yet another,
he appears with a gun to his head on the CD cover of Der Neger (in Mir) [in me] (Fig. 4). Finally, in the
cover art for Tony D's single "Totalschaden" [totally screwed/destroyed] we see the rapper restrained
with a straightjacket (Fig. 5). The images are part and parcel of Aggro Berlin's strategy of provocation
and promotion-introducing German society to its others within.
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Fig. 4- CD back forB-Tight's album Neger Neger and cover for Der Neger (in Mir).

Fig. 5- CD single cover for Tony D's "Totalschaden" and racialized comic book promotional material.

In all three photos, the MCs are depicted as mentally or physically damaged characters. Notably, all share
a logic of victimization that posits a mainstream societal oppressor, that enslaves or institutionalizes the
notably racialized other. The visual strategies here thus speak to the German nation quarantining or
killing off a part of itself-a point I will return to in a moment.
In the Tony D CD cover, the rapper is pictured from an angle that accentuates his sharp nose and
prominent brow. This same style of representation is depicted in comic book fashion in his other
promotional materials -caricatures that often include an islamicizing beard. Notably, for his photo
shoots B-Tight has "blackened up," adding a noticeable layer of dark paint to his face, arms, and body.
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To complicate matters further, both the chains and the gun pictured on the album are golden, indicating a
degree of economic ambivalence. Importantly, all of the visual strategies employed here are in dialogue
with US histories of blackface minstrelsy. Stereotyped images and caricatures often accompanied the
sheet music used to disseminate minstrel songs, coon songs, and even ragtime.

Fig. 6- Sheet music cover forT .D. Rice's "Jim Crow" (1829).

Like the strange racialized images of minstrelsy, the album art above is also manifestly designed
to shock, unsettle, and ultimately, to sell the record label's products. However, Aggro's images are also
part of a fully conceived and carefully executed commentary on the historically ambivalent role that
"black music" has played for people, especially in US contexts. In the hands of blackface minstrels (both
white and black, we should note), black music historically functioned as a form of stereotyping-a point
that B-Tight makes on the track "Der Neger" and on the cover art to Der Neger (in Mir). But in other
historical contexts and in different hands (again both black and white), it has also been promoted as the
"the sole American music ... the singular spiritual heritage of the nation and the greatest gift of the negro
people" in the words of W. E. B. Du Bois?8
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In his Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance, Houston A Baker shows how, by the late
Nineteenth century, African Americans seized upon the minstrel mask as a tool with which to relate
themselves to white Americans. As he argues, it was only through the minstrel mask that black people
could communicate with mainstream society. Without this racialized communicative medium, African
Americans were voiceless and invisible. He thus situates the birth of African American modernity in the
context of Booker T. Washington's address to the Atlanta Cotton States and International Exposition in
1895 -an address that Baker argues typified the newly consolidated relationship of African Americans to
their nation. As Baker notes, "The immensity of the Tuskegee orator's ability (quite cannily won) to take
the stage at Atlanta and speak into existence a program, policy, and platform that offered guiding
premises and discursive strategies has been remarked by many." [my emphasisf9 It is the famed orator's
speaking the black nation into existence through the compromise of the minstrel mask in which Baker
locates an originary African American modernity .30 In this way, despite its oppressive genesis, the mask
and its musical performativity became a central and celebrated locus in the identity formation of African
Americans.
In his Lying up a Nation: Race and Black Music, Ronald Radano foregrounds a related

ambivalence of black music that he locates (coincidentally) in the German word, Gift [poison]. Citing Du
Bois's considerable interest in German culture, his knowledge of the language, and his three years as a
student in Berlin (1892-1894),31 he argues that DuBois could not have missed the implication of his
famous codification of African American music as "the greatest gift of the Negro people." Of this gift to
the American nation, Radano writes:
The poison in black song, however, meant not the end of America but, rather, its beginning,
a cure for its racial sickness. For it is in the engagement of black music as American music,
a music whose very composition reflects an inextricable racial crossing, that black people
29
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claim America as their own .... The gift of black song thus harkens a new America, revealing
double consciousness as a condition running across the color line.32
The "gift/Gift" that he describes is thus a Trojan horse that, once accepted and valorized as a national
treasure by (white) American mainstream society, contained the ingredients to destabilize America's
white supremacist racial ideology. To put it another way, if this music truly was truly "the sole American
music," then the souls of its originators must also be truly American.33
Read at the level of the German "body politic," the murderous gestures depicted in Aggro's
carefully staged promotional photos act as metaphors confronting conceptions of national unity as racial
purity. The self-eradicating gesture of B-Tight's Der Neger (in Mir) photo comments on the rapper's
own racial two-ness through his blackening up and the parenthetical construction that highlights the
German side of his ancestry. In blackening up and pointing the gun at his head, the photo offers up an
interesting question. What will Germany lose if it cuts off its immigrants? The group lynching photo
extends the national body metaphor by including the ethnic Germans, SIDO and Fler along with the
Auslander. Once Germany is understood to be a hybrid and many-voiced nation, how can part of the
body politic be amputated? In this way, the presence- "the gift/Gift" -of black music in Germany
seriously compromises conceptions of national purity.
It is worth looking at one more image from the Aggro catalog here. As an Afro-German, B-Tight

uses lyrical and visual imagery that speaks to his own racial two-ness. His gestures of blackening up,
then, are part of a reification of one side of his identity over another. In perhaps the most violent-and
the most thought provoking-image from Aggro's ocean ofracialized images the rapper holds his own
"real" head in his hand, while self-amputating his blackened head.
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Fig. 7- Images of self-mutilation as national amputation in a promotional photo forB-Tight

The image is clearly designed to work with multiply oversignified meanings, but we can read it
nonetheless as a struggle with racial identity at the level of self. Yet, as we have seen, and will see, racial
subjectivities are always in dialogue with the nation. Indeed, these subjectivities are structured as much
by the antinomies of national identity as by the individual identities that work together in praxis. The
image thus comments on the violence perpetrated by racial-national ideologies that stress purity and oneness in a world where there is no such purity.
Most importantly, the violent racialized gestures depicted in these promotional photos act as
metaphors confronting the history of the American "black music" industry in relation to conceptions of
German national unity as national purity. In the above album cover, we see B-Tight, who, having already
cut off the "true" bi-racial head of Bobby Davis, now seems to regret the decision and sets to amputating
his performer's head- that of B-Tight, "Der Neger ." Read at the level of the German "body politic"
these images ask the rhetorical question: can a nation amputate part of itself and survive? Ralph Ellison
remarks on this exact point-what he calls "the fantasy of a benign amputation." In his 1970 article
"What America would be like without Blacks," he writes at length of this fantasy:
In spite of his unquestioned greatness, Abraham Lincoln was a man of his times and
limited by some of the less worthy thinking of his times. This is demonstrated both
by his reliance upon the concept of race in his analysis of the American dilemma and
by his involvement in a plan of purging the nation of blacks as a means of healing the
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badly shattered ideals of democratic federalism. Although benign, his motive was no
less a product of fantasy. It envisaged an attempt to relieve an inevitable suffering
that marked the growing pains of the youthful body politic by an operation which
would have amounted to the severing of a healthy and indispensable member ....
today, in the form of neo-Garveyism, [this fantasy] fascinates black men no less than
it once hypnotized whites. Both fantasies become operative whenever the nation grows
weary of the struggle toward the ideal of American democratic equality. Both would
use the black man as a scapegoat to achieve a national catharsis, and both would, by
way of curing the patient, destroy him.
Could it be, then, that by othering himself B-Tight is reinscribing himself into the German body politic?
Could it be that through acts of segregation, these MCs are in fact assimilating themselves into
mainstream society?
Getting back to the imagery of the noose, we might readily accept its symbolic argument in the
case of B-Tight and for Tony D and G-Hot, the sons of Middle Eastern guestworkers in Germany. For in
their cases the imagined coalition with Mrican Americans is premised on a form of racial marginalization
also rooted in histories of dispersion, manual labor, and tenuous citizenship. However, the inclusion of
the ethnic Germans SIDO and Fler in this image surely raises some eyebrows. The cultural logic at work
here also pits the working-class identity of SIDO and the ethnic German-ness of Fler against a broader
enemy that all pictured can feel united in confronting-that is, mainstream bourgeois society. In a nation
where ethnic pride is viewed with much alarm, Fler's use of the German flag is perceived as a
provocation, a violation of civilized norms. Like Aggro's rappers of minority backgrounds, Fler is
declaring himself an outsider and asserting his independence from the race-free public sphere of
politically correct Germany-an authentic alternative to the universal but seemingly soulless EU
citizenship he sees on the horizon. In short, these Aggro artists of both majority and minority
backgrounds are militating to preserve racial difference. Perhaps crudely, but by no means thoughtlessly,
these racialized images draw upon the iconic example of Mrican American struggle in order to forge a
coalition premised on equality through and despite difference.
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In the chapters that follow, I examine how hip hop is a common wedge that defines difference
and yet binds people of different backgrounds and experiences together in a common struggle to redefine
and join national bodies politic. Edwards's paradoxical symbol of a wedge as a unifying device functions
especially well here in considering how hip hop's fractious politics of difference could ever be used to
unify people. The power of Edwards's decalage metaphor comes from its ability to recognize diaspora's
active side or "practice" of unifying people of differing experiences. This active model would seem to
stand in direct contrast to the presumed or passive membership of racial belonging that naturally endures
after geographic dispersion. But by referencing the African American experience as well as their own
respective racial belongings, I argue that European hip hop musicians and their fans are having it both
ways. They are both loosed from the racialized moorings of blackness and deeply engaged with African
American racial politics.
In her study of jazz ambassadors during the Cold War, Penny Von Eschen shows how American
cultural imperialism is much more complicated than a simple top down transaction? 4 As she concludes,
along with the US State Department's intended commercial and imperial goals, African American jazz
musicians brought with them a host of counter messages. Today, Americanization continues to be a
highly dynamic hegemonic contest rife with antinomies and paradox, most remarkably because American
culture is so deeply informed, indeed largely defined, by Mrican American culture. But as evident from
the Aggro Berlin concert at Columbiaclub, Americanization no longer requires foreign actors- the
ambassadors are now within.
In 1903 W. E. B. Du Bois wrote that "the problem of the Twentieth century is the problem of the
color-line" but as his work indicates he did not intend for this to be understood as a uniquely American
problem. In his 1906 article "The Color Line Belts the World" DuBois explained how "The Negro
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Penny Von Eschen, Satchmo Blows up the World: Jazz Ambassadors Play the Cold War (Cambridge, Mass.:
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problem in America is but a local phase of a world problem."35 Nonetheless, the "race problem" was cast
as a uniquely American one over the course of DuBois's century-the unseemly counterpart to American
exceptionalism known the world over. Indeed, Von Eschen notes "the widely shared sense that race was
America's Achilles heel internationally" during the Cold War. 36 It is worth note that in the transactions
surrounding minority hip hop in Europe today, the American example has become something more than
just a phase, it has become something iconic and universally assimilable to a degree that the dominant
modalities in which minority identities are now lived are American ones. Furthermore, as Brent Hayes
Edwards argues in his path breaking study The Practice of Diaspora: "the possibility of black
internationalism is heard to be a matter of music." 37 In the following pages, I submit for your
consideration that minority identity in Europe today is increasingly heard to be a matter of Mrican
American music.

35

DuBois, "The Color Line Belts the World," in W. E. B. DuBois: A Reader, ed. David Levering Lewis (New
York: H. Holt, 1995), 42. See also Robin D. G. Kelley's "'But a Local Phase of a World Problem': Black History's
Global Vision 1883-1950," The Journal ofAmerican History, Vol. 86, No.3 (Dec. 1999), 1045-1077.
36
Von Eschen, Satchmo Blows up the World, 5. Von Eschen writes: "despite the government's complacency on
domestic race relations, even Eisenhower was profoundly affected by the widely shared sense that race was
America's Achilles heel internationally."
37
Brent Hayes Edwards, The Practice of Diaspora: Literature, Translation, and the Rise ofBlack Internationalism
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003), 68.
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Introduction:
Hip Hop, Black Music, and (Mrican) Americanization in the New Europe

Over the past twenty years, hip hop has become a powerful expression of social solidarity and
political opposition in Europe, especially among the children and grandchildren of immigrants from the
former colonies and peripheries of Europe. 1 This recent burgeoning of European rap music and hip hop
I

culture has coincided with a pan-European struggle to redefine itself politically and culturally in a postCold War landscape. The greatest focus of these efforts tore-envision Europe can be seen in the
European Union (EU) project, as individual nation-states seek the economic and political benefits of such
an alliance while attempting to keep the acculturative influences of such an internationalizing project at
bay. Notably, the presence of diasporic hip hop identities has proven confounding for the project of
integration at the local, national, and EU levels, as questions of national identity and political citizenship
collide with questions of ethnic culture and media regulation. This dynamic postcolonial and post-Cold
War "New Europe" is the site for my investigation in both its real and imagined manifestations. 2
This study thus builds the case that rap music has "(African) Americanized" the identity politics
of minority populations in Paris, Berlin, and London. In the broadest terms, I argue that while the
musical expressions of minority communities in the New Europe have put a global spin on rap music, the
socio-political template of African American hip hop culture has provided a new platform for European
minorities. Following the political contours of the modern American civil rights movement and its modes

1
Andre Prevos, "Two Decades of Rap in France: Emergence, Developments, Prospect~," in Black, Blanc, Beur: Rap
Music and Hip-Hop Culture in the Francophone World, ed. Alain-Philippe Durand (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press,
2002); Dietmar Elflein, "From Krauts with Attitudes to Turks with Attitudes: Some Aspects of Hip-Hop History in
Germany," in Popular Music, Vol. 17, No.3 (October, 1998); Nabeel Mustafa Zuberi, Listening to Britain: Popular
Music and National Identity, 1979-1996 (PhD Diss.: University of Texas, Austin, 1996). As discernible in the
German Gastarbeiter [guest worker] debates of the past thirty years the German example is somewhat divergent
from the decidedly postcolonial situations in London and Paris.
2
Gallya Lahav, Immigration and Politics in the New Europe: Reinventing Borders (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2004). The "New Europe" that I describe throughout the text refers to this demographically
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of racial consciousness, contemporary European nations are witnessing a political mobilization of
ethnicity in heretofore relatively homogenous populations. Indeed, today a critical mass of minority
citizens are finding the national subjectivities of individual European states to be too small, too parochial,
and decidedly outmoded. Notably, they are voicing this dissatisfaction through the style and substance of
black music. In brief, I argue that rap music has changed the politics of minority identity in Europe. For
while black musics have had a long and contested history in Europe, it is only within the last twenty years
that the cultural forms have gained a remarkable degree of political salience as non-white Europeans have
begun speaking to Europe from within its borders and from within its populace. Drawing on recorded
music, news reports, and other sources as well as interviews and observations from fieldwork in the three
sites over a period of thirteen months between September 2006 and August 2008, the dissertation
investigates how Europe's minorities are employing the African American musical protest strategies of
hip hop to define themselves in relation to their respective majority societies.
As indicated by the controversial new Ministry oflmmigration and National Identity in France,
the fractious debates about Leitkultur [mainstream culture] in Germany, and growing fears about radical
Islam in the UK, these nation-states are in the midst of a highly politicized socio-cultural sea change.
Heated debates about immigration are not new to European politics, but are now often misdirected at
minority citizens who seek to reform parochial national identities. Although rap ml}sic's quasi-separatist
politics are a much discussed topic in news reports and editorials, hip hop youth are most often reduced to
an abstract problem and tossed into the heart of debates about culturally integrating "immigrants" into
purportedly universal European societies. In this process minorities are mistakenly conflated with nonnaturalized persons, and many of the voices that truly understand the challenges that face contemporary
European society are elided. Although much needed political, economic, and sociological work is being
conducted to achieve the goal of an integrated Europe at all levels, issues of culture often prove the most

changed Europe that, while impacted by the migration flows ofthe post-cold war period, does not refer specifically
to the former Eastern Bloc countries. Lahav describes this globally diversified "New Europe" in her study.
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divisive. As David Morley and Kevin Robins explain in their Spaces ofIdentity, "Culture is at the very
heart of the European project."

3

In 1996, the EU Commission's European Music Office published its first report on hip hop,
entitled "Hip Hop and Rap in Europe: The culture of the Urban Ghetto's" [sic], as part of a larger project
4

designed to help understand music in the context of Europe's increased diversity. In the concluding
section of the government study, "The culture of a new and often multiracial generation," Marie-Agnes
Beau writes: "Rap in Europe has grown with the second generation of immigrants, who have followed the
American model but quickly differentiate themselves with their own social and personal specifics." 5 The
author goes on to note that by the mid-1990s: "Hip hop and rap are going far beyond an immigrant kids'
fashion, it is now the culture of a whole new and often multiracial generation who wants to find its own
ways to adapt and find its place in the society." By citing the influence of the "American model" on
Europe's second-generation immigrants, the document implies the influence of African American music
and politics, but then goes on to describe the rapid process oflocalization-a transaction in which
European hip hop differentiates itself and works towards inclusion into the broader EU society. As
evidence of this new and hopeful direction, Beau suggests that: "there is no gangsta rap in Europe ... and
pure hard-core seems to become old-fashioned and too far from a more nuanced reality. Probably
because there are less urban ghetto's [sic] in Europe than in the US."
In the piece for the EU Commission, Beau thus echoes Andre Prevos's influential three-step
6

conceptualization of arrival, adoption, and adaptation. In so doing, she disarticulates European hip hop

3

David Morley and Kevin Robins, Spaces ofIdentity: Global Media, Electronic Landscapes and Cultural
Boundaries (London: Routledge, 1995), 49.
4
Marie-Agnes Beau, "Hip Hop and Rap in Europe: The culture of the Urban Ghetto's" in Paul Rutten ed., Music,
culture and society in Europe, Part II of: European Music Office, Music in Europe. Brussels, 1996, 129-134.
http://www .icce.rug.nl/~soundscapes/DA TABASES/MIE/Part2_ chapter08.shtml (last accessed 12 January 2009).
The introduction to the study notes its genesis as an EU project: "On October 18th and 19th, 1996 representatives of
all areas of the European music industry met together with representatives of the European Commission and
European Parliament in Ennis, Ireland. The meeting coincided with the publication of the report "Music in Europe",
a study carried out by the European Music Office, with the support of the European Commission."
5
Beau, "Hip Hop and Rap in Europe"
6
Prevos, "The Evolution of French Rap Music."
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from the US model, suggesting that because ofthe US's race problem, as symbolized by its urban ghettos,
hip hop has not offered American minorities ways to take part in their own multiracial search for a place
in US society. She thus posits the example of gangsta rap as a musical expression of this impasse. In
sum, the report celebrates socially conscious European hip hop while reifying US gangsta rap as an
expression of the unassimilable qualities of African American culture into American society. Yet gangsta
rap has spoken to a broad swath of American youth, and indeed does so in countless European contexts
today, over ten years on from the Commission report. Historically, expressions of musical difference
have served as a primary way for African Americans to relate themselves to American society, at once
carving out an enunciative space for black cultural expression and finding in black music a form that is
unequivocally American. From the racialized expressions of blackface minstrelsy through the jazz age to
rhythm and blues and the birth of rock 'n' roll, black music has, through its contestation between unity
and difference, been the primary way for African Americans to relate to American society and take their
place in the nation.
Indeed, it is black music's circulation as a publicly available entity that enables it to function as a
quintessentially American music. Yet as the term "African American" lays bare, a racial contradiction
lives at the heart of such national logics. If the nation is ideally conceived as an organic whole, then how
can it be subdivided into discrete parts-how can a plurality speak from a unity? In his "Racism as
Universalism," Etienne Balibar explains:
what seems to be the case is that racism deprives nationalism of its universalistic character
or, if you like, that racism reveals the nonuniversalistic component of nationalism, which
was hidden within it, thereby obstructing the primacy or even the manifestations of the
universalistic component. It does this in at least two ways. One, by introducing divisions
and discriminations inside the so-called national community.... Two, by precisely identifying
the alleged national character, or singularity, with some hereditary element, pseudo- or quasibiological, even cultural, it in fact segregates the nation itself, or, to put it better, the ideal
nation inside the nation, from the community of mankind. [emphases in original]'

7

Etienne Balibar, "Racism as Universalism," in Masses, Classes, Ideas: Studies on Politics and Philosophy Before
and After Marx (New York: Routledge, 1994), 194.
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The segregation of Mrican/American reveals the structural inequality in its normative ideal-simply
American. Yet at the same time, in highlighting the incommensurability of"Mrican American" with
simply "American" as "the ideal nation," the formation reveals the imminent hybridity of the nation and
reminds us of the illogical presumption ofbiological continuity.
As Balibar explains, the concept of universalism also, in tum, "compensates for the 'excesses' of
racism." 8 In effect, he argues that the universal ideal of Western humanism is a rationalized cover-up of
an irrational system ofracialized hierarchies that inform post-Enlightenment thinking on every level. We
can read the presence ofthis side of national (il)logics in the term "second-generation immigrants" that
has come into wide circulation in EU discourses, and which Beau uses in her report. Although the term
seeks to describe the recent growth of non-white populations from the former colonies and peripheries,
the majority of these youth are not immigrants. Indeed, the designation "second-generation immigrants"
is a logical fallacy. The young people that Beau is referring to are not a second generational group that is
immigrating to Europe in the wake of their parents, but a group who, despite being born in Europe retain
the stigma of immigrant. As such, the term "xenophobia" is used more commonly than "racism"
throughout the EU and the designation "second-generation immigrant" used in place of"minority"
despite the fact that the subjects of such terms are not immigrants but "natural born" national subjects.
The universal language of citizenship thus compensates for the realities of national exclusion and elides
them by occluding the language of race. It is a gambit designed to marginalize racial others by renaming
them immigrants, thereby protecting the "ideal nation inside the nation." But just as the contradictory
term African American speaks to the imminent hybridity of the American nation, the illogical term
second-generation immigrant reveals the truth of a Europe that also misunderstands itself.
Following this continuity, I argue that hip hop in the EU is thus another intervention that exposes
the universalized cover up of racialized thinking in national discourses. Although Beau is right in noting
that a young and multiracial generation is using this music to find its place in the nations of Europe and in
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the broader EU society, her thoughts betray a widely held misconception about how this musical culture
approaches assimilation. As I found in my thirteen months in Paris, Berlin, and London, and through my
five years of focused investigations into EU hip hop, rap artists in Europe are using the form to highlight
and interrogate racial difference rather than differentiating it from, or subjugating it to, national identity or
otherwise suppressing it with the politically correct language of universalism. Indeed, racial difference
and national belonging function in tandem and must be understood as such.
In Lying up a Nation, Radano works through the layers ofEurocentric racial ideologies,
American normative whiteness, and the African presence within this "ideal nation." The theory he
proposes in the study locates black difference in an experience he describes as a broadly national double
consciousness "reflecting the relational circumstances of interracial experience." 9 Binaries of self and
other in the US context are thus read as mutually constituted and reflective of the inherent antinomies of
nation that Balibar describes. Racial difference is produced not by the presence of a nominal other, but
through the material and discursive antinomies of national identity. And as he notes, this difference finds
its most evocative expression in black mu~ic. He continues: "The double vision of race reveals why 'the
Negro problem' historically assigned to African-America is in fact a condition ofU.S. history in general
and of black music in particular."
As such, a primary aim ofRadano's research is to unseat the logics of racial essentialism that are
reified most prominently in black music. 10 While black music is a form that functions like none other to
uphold the fallacies of racial difference, it in fact speaks the truth of a racially mixed nation. Ironically,
the mediatized iconicity of reified black musical difference that appeals to millions globally also betrays
the truth ofthat music's constitutive hybridity. In its sounding of a mulatto nation, black music thus

8

Balibar, "Racism as Universalism," 198.
Ronald Radano, Lying up a Nation: Race and Black Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 2003.
10
But as Radano notes: "my ultimate aim is not to simply critique black music's pervasive essentialism ... I want to
show the true miracle of black sound derives neither from a simple African origin nor from an inherently 'spiritual
nature' that seemingly 'jes grew.' It emerges instead from the alchemy of modem racial logic and the ironic
differences that logic produces." Radano, Lying up a Nation, 13.
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holds the potential to unseat logics of national-racial purity in contexts far removed from the similarly
iconic symbol of African American struggle.
Nikhil Pal Singh opens his study, Black is a Country, describing the rapidly internationalizing
vision of Martin Luther King, Jr. during the escalation ofthe Vietnam War. Singh describes how in
turning his attention abroad and articulating his American struggle to global ones, King was following in
the footsteps of African American leaders before him, chief among them Paul Robeson and W. ~· B. Du
Bois. Citing an address on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Singh notes how King was
conceiving of the US civil rights movement in an increasingly global context. He writes: "Here, King, the
chief symbol of U.S. racial-national integration consciously deconstructed the unifying term-'United
States citizens'-emphasizing that 'Negroes' had a separate existence within, and a tortured relationship
to the United States as a nation. This singular history, he implied, made other sorts of allegiances and
affiliations possible, even necessary." 11 In King's address Singh recognizes a two-fold turn, at once
looking inward at the unfinished integration of the United States and looking outward at the ways in
which this uniquely American history was resonant with struggles around the world. In these struggles,
King also recognized the fault lines at the heart of national belonging and worked in his final years as an
African American citizen, as an American leader, and as a citizen of the world. 12
US hip hop's historic focus on America's manifest "race problem" and African American
struggle has served as a model with which EU rappers have claimed such a necessary affiliation, and in
doing so voiced the truth of a mulatto Europe. The continued rise of hip hop in the intervening years
since the European Commission's 1996 study has highlighted this fact through arguments that Europe
does have structural inequality, countless ghettos, and attendant social ailments. In owning these societal
dysfunctions, hip hop youth have both foregrounded the diversity of their respective nations and claimed
them as their own. As we will see, these hip hop expressions do not simply revel in racial difference and
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reify minority oppression. The music continually highlights the forms of local pride and national
belonging that have characterized hip hop from its inception. Indeed, the push and pull between
difference and assimilation form a dialectic in EU hip hop that critiques just as it claims nationality. And
just as African American practitioners have created a form that gains its Americanness through its
circulation among and absorption by the national public, European rap musicians have found in their
distinct forms a similar dialectic of sameness and difference that captures the particularities and voices the
contours of their nations.

(African) Americanization
In this study, I demonstrate with concrete examples how minority youth across Europe are
adopting the identity politics associated with hip hop and aligning themselves with African Americans in
a struggle for equality through difference, not assimilation. More accurately, by claiming their
differences hip hop youth are problematizing the simplistic binary between sameness and difference,
instead formulating expressions that expose the antinomies of inclusion and exclusion that are part of
national identity. For while hip hop tends to be read as an oppositional tool and a "resistance
vernacular," 13 it is, in fact, also a form of assimilation into both national discourses and national
economies. Recalling Radano, the contours of hip hop's black musical difference reflect ''the relational
circumstances of interracial experience" in European national contexts. The example of gangsta rap is
again instructive as a form that is ostensibly about militant opposition and resistance, but which functions
in structures of linguistic and cultural inclusion and through wide public dissemination and commercial
availability. Although Beau conjectures that gangsta rap is not possible in Europe because of a lack of
ghettos and states that: ''the hard-core movement stays underground anyway and never comes up to a
commercial level" these forms have, in fact, been among the most prominent and commercially
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successful in the EU over the past ten years. From the hard-core images of Aggro Berlin to Paris's NTM,
London's Dizzee Rascal, and countless others across Europe, the commercial success of nominally
oppositional groups indicates not only the degree of gangsta rap's broad public appeal in Europe, but the
extent to which hip hop writes a script of difference directly onto national belonging. Indeed, hip hop is a
blaring example of the racial contradictions inherent in European national identities.
In attending to these matters of race and nation, I analyze the central role that music plays in the
processes of cultural appropriation and the political mobilization of African American cultural politics.
Indeed, I argue that black music is the key to EU hip hop's emergent politics of affiliation and its
constitutive hybridity. Black music has historically functioned as a primary site of cultural memory
formation and a crucial platform for formulating and expressing the project of African American
solidarity, social equality, and national inclusion. Today the same is true of black music's function for
minorities in Europe. As the key element in articulating minority identities, building solidarity among
non-white youth, and expressing national belonging, EU hip hop appropriates both the musical form and
the historical function of black music in the US context. This study thus makes the case that minority
identity in Europe is increasingly heard to be a matter of black music.
My formulation of"(African) Americanization" interrogates the seemingly paradoxical valences
of this deeply oppositional and localized street music that gains its political force through national media
outlets and global commercial networks that are commonly indicted in discourses of"Americanization."
The heuristic device serves to interrogate the relationships between race and commerce, African
American cultural identity and blackness, and the relationship of African Americans to the American
nation. Indeed, following Balibar, the parenthetical construction of (African) Americanization highlights
the glaring exception that complicates the racial purity of America's "ideal nation." It encodes the
unassimilable etcetera into the national motto E pluribus unum. Yet, just as this theoretical apparatus
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extricates the African from the American, it also highlights the "intrication" of the African in the
American, recognizing that buried at the heart of the American nation in a constitutive blackness. 14
This approach thus reexamines discourses of American exceptionalism vis-a-vis African
American particularity to analyze how a critical mass of minority citizens from the former colonies and
peripheries of Europe are finding European national subjectivities decidedly outmoded and militating for
new inclusive and equitable models. Rather than reinforcing either form of American exceptionalism, I
wish to highlight the continuities between US and EU contexts. Indeed, as Penny Von Eschen has
demonstrated in her Race Against Empire, the contemporary disconnect between American anti-racist and
global anti-colonial movements was accomplished through American Cold War policies that conflated
anti-colonialism with communism, effectively domesticating the US civil rights movement. She writes:
"In the 1940s, racism had been widely portrayed not only by African American intellectuals but also in
popular discourse as located in the history of slavery, colonialism, and imperialism. In the 1950s, the
equation was reversed: rather than the result of slavery and colonialism, 'race' and 'color' were now
offered as explanations for them." 15 As Von Eschen shows, both the US government and civil rights
leaders traded in on ideals of exception and isolation for political expediency faced with the "threat" of
communism. In the wake of the red scare, the post-Cold War thaw, and the increased mobility of
populations from peripheries to postcolonial centers, the continuities are reemerging. Indeed, as the US
continues to struggle with the impact of its legacies of imperialism and slavery, Europe's colonial history
is gaining a material presence through immigration, as former subjects of the colonizing nations become
themselves national subjects.
As the primary expressive form ofhip hop culture, rap music serves as both a creative channel
and a political tool for Europe's minorities from the former colonies and peripheries to relate themselves

14
Edwards, "The Uses of Diaspora," 4 7. Edwards cites Edouard Glissant' s term intrication to reference a "point of
entanglement" that early Pan-Africanists recognized in Africa. My usage here is inversional, reflecting the
centrality of America to contemporary black diaspora studies.
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Von Eschen, Race Against Empire, 155.
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to their respective mainstream societies. 16 Music has for a long time served as the primary site of racial
contestation and definition in American national life. From the nineteenth-century appropriations and
approximations ofblackface minstrelsy through the myriad syncretisms and creolizations of ragtime, jazz,
and rock 'n' roll, music has also served as a metaphor for America's ever-changing demographic
portrait-alternately highlighting or suppressing the reality of the nation's fragmented and diverse body
politic. Black music has been at the center of discourses framing the relationship of ethnic diversity to
national identity in the US. Today the same is true in Europe, due to the cultural interventions of hip hop.
As I demonstrate, rap music's inseparable associations with American racial politics and with American
blackness have given the music a potentiality for igniting debates about social fragmentation in European
societies struggling with their postcolonial and post-Cold War realities. Furthermore, its implication with
American media culture also gives the musical genre an iconicity and a mediatized power that non-white
Europeans are harnessing and deploying in crafting their own distinctive musical statements. These uses
of hip hop engage mass mainstream audiences while carving out an expressive space to declare
differences and encourage political debate. Importantly, through the expressive form of rapping, these
minority Europeans are thus positioning themselves as simultaneously constitutive of and marginalized
from European national life. In both form and function, European minority hip hop thus mirrors African
American expressive cultures that are central to, yet set apart, from American culture.
Underlying my assertions about the appeal of hip hop's identity politics to European minority
youth and their collective cultural and political agency is a broader thesis arguing that American
ideologies regarding racial authenticity are being mapped onto European societies through this music and
its attendant media forms. As a musical form valued for its perceived authenticity, hip hop commonly

16
While the term hip hop refers to a broader urban culture of dancers, visual artists, and style communities, it is also
commonly employed as a synonym for rap music-the most prominent expression of this culture. It is this
interchangeable usage that I will employ throughout the study.
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functions as a site of racial difference through discourses of"keepin' it real."

17

Authenticity and

essentialized racial difference have, of course, been central discourses surrounding African American
musics since at least the antebellum period, but perhaps at no time in this music's history have the
subjects been such overt concerns in musical performance. 18 Today, these topics are increasingly
prominent among European rappers as well, employed both to pursue personal and community agendas
and to succeed in a global industry that has cultivated black music's particular brand(s) of authenticity.
As I argue, these two motivators are not necessarily at odds, but rather inhabit an ambivalent space that
gives black music much of its dynamism and power.
Indeed, I use the heuristic (African) Americanization to help us approach black music as not
either authentic cultural expression or commercial product, but as both. While African American cultural
expressions are commonly celebrated for their creativity in spite of an oppressive society, these same
forms are in fact the product of that society, its racial ideology, and its commercial culture. In brief, the
issue of cultural agency here is best understood dialectically as the result of a dynamic contest between
individual actors and their social contexts-the interplay does not begin with an agent and end with his or
her society but is constantly enacted and rehearsed. Neither does this interaction function in a closed
circuit between black musicians and African American audiences. As Paul Gilroy notes in Chapter Three
of The Black Atlantic, "Jewels Brought from Bondage: Black Music and the Politics of Authenticity":
"black music cannot be reduced to a fixed dialogue between a thinking racial self and a stable racial
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community ." 19 Indeed, black music is constituted between its practitioners, its consumers, and broader
society. As such, black musical authenticity is at least as much a function of societal investments in
blackness as it is the product of vernacular creation and artistic originality. And yet, while the latter half
ofthe African/Americanization dyad draws attention to the broader social and economic processes, the
former is also entangled in the dialectical process. (African) Americanization thus describes and
interrogates these highly antinomial but deeply implicated relationships between African American
culture and mainstream American culture, between local vernacular cultures and globalized media outlets,
between the particularity of hip hop as an African American music and a universally available art form,
between cultural expression and commodity.
Importantly, the racial authenticities fashioned by youth descended from the former colonies and
peripheries of Europe are not primarily situated in the traditions of their parents' homelands, but in the
cultural style ofhip hop's black American inner city. Indeed, images of these authenticities are more
prevalent than those of traditional culture in the global media societies of Europe's metropolises. Yet
neither are these authenticities founded in African American culture per se, but are rather codified through
the stylized and commodified form of American blackness. We might think of this difference between
African Americanness and blackness as a matter of political vs. cultural practices, but it is better
understood as the difference between private and public identities. 20 Importantly, the appropriation of
African American music by European minorities reveals the ways that blackness functions as a publicly
available identity and as a commercial product. Indeed, the importation and reterritorialization of hip
hop's American blackness in European cities indicates that there is no simple causal relationship between
African American identity and cultural blackness.
Gilroy notes that: "the globalization of vernacular forms means that our understanding of
antiphony will have to change. The calls and responses no longer converge in the tidy patterns of secret,
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ethnically encoded dialogue ... we will have to remember that these communicative gestures are not
expressive of an essence that exists outside of the acts which perform them and thereby transmit the
structures of racial feeling to wider, as yet uncharted, worlds.',21 Here, Gilroy describes with clarity and
insight the process of black music's diffuse cultural transmission. Indeed, he could well be speaking of
the Middle Eastern and South Asian hip hop artists that I examine in this study. Yet, his insistence on
referring to black musics as "vernacular forms" indicates a fundamental misunderstanding of the forms,
such as hip hop, that he discusses in his musical chapter of The Black Atlantic. In explaining that "the
original call is becoming harder to locate," Gilroy threatens to essentialize the very forms he seeks to
unmoor from racial particularity. Like all modem "black musics" hip hop came into circulation not as an
ethnic "vernacular," but as a form of popular music that was inspired by other popular forms and enacted
in multiracial public spaces. 22
As I argue, the cultural politics of affiliation that European minorities are practicing is premised
on an historical relationship of experience rather than an essential ethno-biological connection. The
musical gestures of analogy to and allegiance with African Americans that I lay out in the following
chapters are premised on the historical continuities between the structural inequality of American slavery
and European colonialism and the conceptions about European national superiorities that privileged
lighter "races" over darker ones. Although African American cultural identity is not readily available to
European minorities, blackness is. As such, the private ethnic identities of the sons and daughters of
Europe's immigrants meet and reconfigure this blackness in the varied publicized forms of their private
identities-from the broad, well-worn, and mediatized racial categories such as Middle Eastern,
Caribbean, and South Asian, to other less circulated forms that we might call: Turkishness, Tamilness,
Algerianness, Pakistaniness.
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In\hip hop we can also hear European minorities relating themselves in both style and substance
to the African American experience of double consciousness. Both implicitly and explicitly, these
expressions of double consciousness share with African Americans the cultural memory of slavery and
colonialism and the lived legacy of racial exclusion and oppression. As an artistic movement and popular
cultural form, hip hop positions minority life within the context of majority society. Despite the historical
marginalization of black Americans, African American culture-especially music-is undeniably at the
core of American culture. Ralph Ellison expresses this point in his 1970 article "What America Would be
like Without Blacks." His argument, of course, concludes that it would be unrecognizable. Indeed, it
would not be America. Ellison writes:
The problem here is that few Americans know who and what they really are. That is why
few [white ethnic] groups-or at least few ofthe children of these groups-have been able
to resist the movies, television, baseball, jazz, football, drum-majoretting, rock, comic strips,
radio commercials, soap operas, book clubs, slang, or any of a thousand other expressions
and carriers of our pluralistic and easily available popular culture. It is here precisely that
ethnic resistance is least effective. At this level the melting pot did indeed melt, creating
such deceptive metamorphoses and blending of identities, values and lifestyles that most
American whites are culturally part Negro American without even realizing it. ..
Despite his racial difference and social status, something indisputably American about
Negroes not only raised doubts about the white man's value system, but aroused the
troubling suspicion that whatever else the true American is, he is also somehow black.
Materially, psychologically and culturally, part of the nation's heritage is Negro American
and whatever it becomes will be shaped in part by the Negro's presence. 23
Ellison reminds us of the fact that the African American is constitutive of the American, and yet is
commonly subjected to erasure in national and international discussions. Similarly, the parenthetical
construction of(African) Americanization is thus designed to draw out and highlight the centrality of
African American culture while simultaneously speaking to the marginalizations and erasures at play. To
use W. E. B. DuBois's noted metaphor of double consciousness, the parentheses in this figure are "the
veil."
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My point in citing Ellison at length here is that in the EU's struggle to define the New Europe, we
can see a body politic finding out that it is not what it thought it was. In the process of imagining an
international New European, EU member states are recognizing the difficulties of identity that remain at
the national level. In looking outward, the EU nations are also forced to look inward. In her Immigration

and Politics in the New Europe, Gallya Lahav writes:
The growing politicization of immigration in Europe has occurred at a time when
Europeans witness a challenge to the very idea of their nation-states. Despite and because
of increasing integration of the European Union, the problems of immigration point to the
differences that still exist among the member-states. The construction of Europe, while
incorporating attempts to manage issues such as immigration collectively, brings to the fore
the existing diversity of cultures and political traditions in the region, particularly in dealing
with concepts that are so close to the core of identity: questions of"us" versus "them." 1~
Indeed, Lahav notes that as of2004, fifteen million "foreigners" live in Europe-a figure she calculates at
one quarter of the world's migrants. As Europe grows ever more ethnically diverse and national cultures
evolve new contours, the category of ''them" becomes harder to define. Nonetheless, Europe's minorities
remain peripheral to national cultures despite their historical political affiliations and their impact on
national identities stretching back to the first colonial encounters and the resultant imperial projects.
It is by no coincidence that the antinomies of European national belonging manifest themselves
most prominently in the realm ofpopular culture. These same antinomies of inclusion and exclusion--of

them as us-have played out for centuries in the US national context, most visibly (and audibly) in the
realm of music. Ever since Thomas Dartmouth "Daddy" Rice appropriated the musical blackness of a
performer and gave mainstream voice to African American culture through blackface minstrelsy,
processes of love, theft, and erasure have characterized white appropriations of black music?~ The
Original Dixieland Jass Band performed this function for New Orleans jazz, Paul Whiteman for swing,
and most famously Elvis Presley for rock 'n' roll. What they all had in common was an ability to sell
approximations of African American expressive culture to mainstream audiences as "black music." In
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doing so, they all performed the tricky magic of alluding to an authentic blackness, while obscuring it to
such a degree that it might not offend respectable audiences. As a presumably manifest marker of
difference, racial blackness thus serves to demarcate the border between us and them and facilitates
cultural borrowing without the threat of becoming other.
Paradoxically (or perhaps fittingly) this well-practiced slight of hand implicating music and racial
authenticity was accomplished in each case through technologies. From Rice's burnt cork makeup, to the
recording technologies that allowed New Orleans jazz to be recast as "Dixieland music," to the radio
broadcasts and films that claimed swing and rock 'n' roll for white America, all of these African
American originated musics became part of the cultural mainstream via technological middlemen that
disembodied the music. Indeed, it is technological mediation that allowed for the development of socalled popular musics, from the transcription, promotion, and dissemination of popular sheet music in the
Nineteenth century to the widespread sale and broadcast of sound recordings and music videos over the
course of the Twentieth century. Keeping in mind the centrality of African American cultural innovation
to the development of popular music, it seems appropriate to keep media technologies and commerce in
dialogue with aesthetic considerations when considering hip hop music.
In tracking the global spread of hip hop, the heuristic (African) Americanization thus helps to
recognize the ways in which African American cultural traditions are commodified and become
universally available in the form of black music. Read from different angles, the device highlights the
contradictions of race, the antinomial vectors of national inclusion and exclusion, the instability of racial
essence, and the commoditization of authenticity in black musical circulation. Yet, as my findings bear
out, the commercial transactions that mobilize this resultant musical blackness fail to evacuate the
emancipatory potential of African American struggle. Indeed, this universal form of blackness enables
European minorities (and often majorities, it should be noted) to draw on the iconic model of African
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American cultural politics in making that universalized particular have relevance for themselves. As my
musical analyses and fieldwork data indicate, European minority hip hop recasts the expressive forms of
black music and rehistoricizes the cultural memories of African America clearing the way for localized
expressions and rekindling a sense of common cause rooted in global histories of racial oppression.

Media Technologies and the Birth of a Nation
In his article "Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy," Atjun Appadurai
offers an elegant model for conceptualizing the multiple valences of contemporary glQbalizing culture as
overlapping "scapes." Written in 1990, his now widely influential model describes the complex
interaction of the "ethnoscapes, mediascapes, technoscapes, finanscapes and ideoscapes" that shape the
world. Appadurai writes:
I use terms with the common suffix scape to indicate first of all that these are not
objectively given relations which look the same from every angle of vision, but rather
that they are deeply perspectival constructs, inflected very much by the historical,
linguistic and political situatedness of different sorts of actors: nation-states,
multinationals, diasporic communities, as well as sub-national grouping and movements
(whether religious, political or economic), and even intimate face-to-face groups, such as
villages, neighborhoods and families ... These landscapes thus, are the building blocks
of what, extending Benedict Anderson, I would like to call 'imagined worlds', that is, the
multiple worlds which are constituted by the historically situated imaginations of persons
and groups spread around the globe.
An important fact of the world we live in today is that many persons on the globe live in
such imagined 'worlds' and not just in imagined communities, and thus are able to contest
and sometimes even subvert the 'imagined worlds' of the official mind and of the
entrepreneurial mentality that surround them. 26
I cite Appadurai at some length here first because the five perspectives of his "scapes" are helpful in
considering the processes of rap music in their totality from public circulation, cultural exposure, and
artistic creation to the production, distribution, and consumption of the cultural commodities. But I also
hope to tease out an intriguing continuity between this narrative and that of Benedict Anderson's equally
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influentiall983 work Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread ofNationalism that
Appadurai references here. 27
The central thesis of Anderson's narrative is that nationalism was born not of primordial racial
belonging as is often assumed, but rather promoted through the efforts of print capitalists in
revolutionary-era America. Early newspapermen and pamphleteers, he argues, fomented the logic of
nationhood by providing a sense of belonging and shared purpose to a large geographic region-thus
building an "imagined community" between the far-flung cities and states of the US. By Anderson's
account, the origin of nationalism was thus American media. Fast-forward two hundred years: Appadurai
describes the "imagined worlds" that people construct to navigate displacement and through which
individual agents "are able to contest and sometimes even subvert the 'imagined worlds' of the official
mind and of the entrepreneurial mentality that surround them." By calling upon Anderson's historical
work and conjuring up big brother images of the "official mind" and "entrepreneurial mentality"
Appadurai draws a continuity between early print capitalists and today's powerful corporate media.
Indeed, the contemporary representatives of this lineage include those CNNs, MTVs, and Disneys that
provide fodder for the water cooler chit chat and school bus gossip that bind us today. Of course, these
companies also create shared meaning for people of countless other nations and are thus commonly
indicted as "Americanizers" in discourses of media globalization.21>
My interest in this narrative linking corporate media back to the birth of a nation stems from the
complex and often unexpected ways in which ethnicities are expressed through media today. When
Appadurai speaks of people contesting and subverting "imagined communities" through the construction
of their own "imagined worlds" he is making a gesture to a post-national potential. In doing so, he is also
indicating that these agents can use the same media that built nations to remake or even unmake them. I
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argue that this is precisely what is happening with minority youth and hip hop in Europe. Rappers are
voicing their dissent in a struggle against the exclusionary premises and politics of nationhood with a
model taken from a universally accessible media culture. Yet hip hop culture, while global, has a still
highly resonant specificity located physically and psychically in the African American ghetto. Extending
Ralph Ellison's conclusions, hip hop is like all American popular culture both "pluralistic and easily
available ... " and "also somehow black." Fittingly, Appadurai sees the hallmark of globalization as the
mutual cannibalization of"the twin Enlightenment ideas ofthe triumphantly universal and the resiliently
particular." 29 Indeed, this formulation marks something of a coming to terms when read in tandem with
Balibar's uneasy coexistence of nationalism and universalism. For him, globalization marks the
forthright contradiction of the nation. It seems fitting then to describe the rise of global hip hop in terms
of (African) Americanization-a process that carries a particularizing force on the wings of a broadly
available commercial one.
Hip hop's critique of the "imagined communities" of European nationhood is conducted as much
through media technologies as it is on the street. So while membership in the "imagined world" of hip
hop as constructed by, say, a Somali Londoner might manifest itself in an MTV inspired gangsta pose on
a Camden street comer, it might just as well result in a Turkish Berliner's ability to imagine something
beyond the racialized dichotomy of immigrant or citizen. Importantly, in both instances hip hop provides
a compass point-not an uncritical submission to the nation, but a shared opposition to the politics of
racial exclusion that national logics have inspired. 3n To be sure there is no such thing as a singular
"global hip hop culture," but as I show through close readings of media artifacts and data from my
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fieldwork with rappers, there exists a shared cultural logic of pride expressed through difference that is
still bound to hip hop's black inner city aesthetic.

Global Hip Hop, America, and the European Project
In a rapidly growing body of scholarship on the role of American culture outside of the US,
authors have characterized European responses to American cultural products as a highly ambivalent
mixture of fascination and fear-a love/hate relationship. 31 As Rob Kroes observes in his study of
American culture in Europe: "These scholars' common focus was the dual nature, the Januslike face, of
American culture as it has been perceived and received in Europe."

32

On the fascination side of the Janus

face, the authors describe a reception that formulates the US as the "New World"-a diverse, vibrant,
democratic, and egalitarian society in contrast to the "Old World's" homogeneity, drudgery, monarchy,
and age-old class stratification. 33 The alienation produced by industrialization and the tradition of nobility
by birthright, are thrown out the window in this "New World" figuration. In this way, Europeans have
shaped a fantasy of America-with American help of course--as a land of new beginnings and authentic
life experience.
On the fear side, the authors describe a formulation of"America, Inc." as an overtly capitalistic
society with no regard for local vernacular and non-commercial artistic expressions. America's
commodification processes, described as "Coca-Colonization" and "McDonaldization," thus threaten to
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drown out European voices, leaving them marginalized and alienated by the commercial juggernaut. 34
Kroes refers to the common use of the term "Americanization" to describe this formulation which:
"normally serves in a discourse of rejection to point to the variety of processes through which America
exerts its dismal influence on European cultures."

35

Europeans-again, not without the help of

Americans-have thus constructed a contrary view of the US as a homogenized land of electronic media,
mass culture, malls, and fast food.
A number of these recent studies on the influence of American culture in Europe have begun to
address issues of race and national identity in European contexts. 36 Many include discussions of rap
music and hip hop culture as a key development in the field in recent years. But while we have witnessed
an explosion in Americanization literature over the last twenty years, scholars of global hip hop have
overwhelmingly focused on the ruptures between US hip hop and global forms, rather than the shared
logics and cultural flows between them. 37 In the introduction to the first major collection on the subject,

Global Noise: Rap and Hip-Hop Outside the USA, Tony Mitchell marks the emergence of international
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hip hop through the metaphor of"other roots." 38 Mitchell, the study's editor, rightly suggests that global
hip hop: "cannot be viewed simply as an expression of African American culture; it has become a vehicle
for global youth affiliations and a tool for reworking local identity all over the world. " 39 Yet, in his
choice of the "other roots" metaphor, Mitchell gestures to African America, but simultaneously posits a
disconnect. In a particularly telling tum of phrase he continues: "Rap and hip-hop outside the USA reveal
the workings of popular music as a culture industry driven as much by local artists and their fans as by the
demands of global capitalism and U.S. cultural domination." Here, Mitchell completes his disarticulation
of global hip hop from the US by juxtaposing collections of authenticized local agents with the
monolithic force of Americanization. Notably, this commercially globalized America is structured in
opposition to local hip hop scenes despite (African) American culture's own inherent particularities and
hybridities. Mitchell's reification of"America, Inc." thus fails to interrogate the Januslike qualities of
American culture and unnecessarily dissociates global hip hop from African America.
In a particularly confounding example of this disconnect, in the article "Spaghetti Funk:

Appropriations of Hip Hop Culture and Rap Music in Europe" Amo Scholz and Jannis Androutsopoulos
describe an "emancipation process" of European rap from its American roots. 40 The authors describe this
process as a clean break that appropriates a "globally available cultural form," emancipates it from its
makers, and reterritorializes it in the new host country. 41 With the loaded term "emancipation," the
authors point directly to, but ultimately downplay the African American progenitors of rap and ignore the
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discourses of blackness that remain indelibly tied to the music. Like Mitchell's use of the "roots"
metaphor, Scholz and Androutsopoulos draw on hip hop's blackness while at the same time eschewing it.
I feel that in the rush to declare European hip hop as freed from its (African) American moorings,
scholars have missed an opportunity to examine the deep continuities that exist between EU and US
minority groups and re-articulate a lost postcolonial solidarity between US and EU people of color. As
such, I would like to take a step back and examine this music and its politics through the lens of the
polarizing yet multivalent term, Americanization. I think in doing so we can learn more about this music
and better understand the still highly resonant symbols of musical blackness and African American
cultural politics in relation to Americanization. In her foundational study of hip hip music and culture,
Black Noise, Tricia Rose expresses the hope that her study of US hip hop forms will pave the way for
further work on international popular cultures, among them the "French North African immigrant hip-hop
scene in Paris or the German, British, or Brazilian rap scenes. " 42 I answer this call by investigating hip
hop not only in its national contexts, but in its historical, transnational, and translational contexts. In so
doing, I demonstrate how hip hop and its black musical precursors have provided European minorities
with a set of strategies that both interrogates the structures of racialized inequality at the heart of Western
universalism and complicates the Americanization as cultural imperialism thesis.
Increasingly, scholars of global hip hop are attending to the cultural politics of affiliation enacted
by global practitioners of hip hop in reference to the American model. In his study Sounds English:
Transnational Popular Music, Nabeel Zuberi engages Gilroy's black Atlantic apparatus to address the
diasporic music cultures of South Asians in the UK. In his work, Zuberi is interested in how the cultural
politics around blackness have found voice in the Asian British context, writing: "black America, the
Caribbean, and black British popular culture have been imbibed through media images and sounds and
then worked upon the Brit-Asian imagination. This saturation in black media has fostered affiliations of
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affect." 43 Importantly, Zuberi 's formulation of "affiliations of affect" pre-figures Ian Condry's
pronouncement of a "new cultural politics of affiliation" in his study of rap music and globalization Hip-

Hop Japan. Condry writes: "Japanese rappers, by allying themselves with African American rap, engage
in what might be called a new cultural politics of affiliation."44 As both Nuberi and Condry describe, hip
hop provides a means for the articulation of international allegiances that orient themselves in significant
ways toward the iconic model of African American cultural politics. Through the framework of black
American music, people in these national contexts structure their respective social critiques and, in so
doing, foster these affiliations and allegiances.
As Marc Perry notes in his comparative study of hip hop in Brazil, Cuba, and South Africa, such
affiliations also have racializing effects. In "Global Black Self-Fashionings: Hip Hop as Diasporic
Space," Perry looks at articulations of blackness through an "Afro-Atlantic" lens, noting how: "Africandescendant youth in an array of locales are using the performative contours of hip hop to mobilize notions
of black-self in ways that are at one time both contestive and transcendent of nationally bound,
hegemonically prescriptive racial framings." 45 Noting the same eschewal of African American influence
and discourses of race that I describe above, Perry argues for the continued salience of the American form
to global practitioners. He writes: "while not necessarily beholden, self-constituting black identifications
of the like are by no means disarticulated from U.S. historicity. The question rather concerns the dialogic
manner of their re-articulations."

46

While the multinational focus of Perry's recent work most closely mirrors my own project in the
present study, I want to make a case that such racializations are not bound to Black Atlantic groups nor to
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African descended populations alone. As such, my job here is to connect the nationally focused work of
Zuberi and Condry with the international black diasporic focus of Perry to argue that hip hop's global
impact is both international and non-black. Indeed, the processes that I see at work in the hip hop
expressions of Europe's Asian, Middle Eastern, and Mrican minorities are at once ethnically defined and
in dialogue with African American blackness. Furthermore, I argue that these overlapping processes are
indicative of the particularizing and universalizing contradictions of (African) Americanization. Finally, I
endeavor to demonstrate how t~ese processes are not only "contestive and transcendent of nationally
bound, hegemonically prescriptive racial framings," as Perry describes, but also work to relate minority
populations into their adopted nations. As such, European hip hop not only militates against, but works to
redefine ideal national prescriptions.
Although scholars have begun to focus on these musical communities, they have also tended to
examine their politics at the national level. I argue that the diasporic aesthetic contours and political
content of this international yet profoundly localized music should lead us to question our over-reliance
on traditional national modes of inquiry. In the multinational context ofthe EU, I find an ideal situation
to make this case. With the continuing EU project it is becoming ever more appropriate to speak of a
pan-European whiteness as constructed in relation to its minorities. Through the national belongings of
member-states to a supra-national Europe defined as much by a shared whiteness as by geography, the
EU project implicitly structures discourses that conflate citizenship with race. As Lahav notes, ''the
growing politicization of immigration in Europe" reinforces the borders of Europe, just as the EU project
destabilizes national identities in favor of a normative European-ness. 47 The ideal continent is thus
constructed as white. Indeed, these processes have not gone unremarked by European hip hop groups. In
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one widely noted case, the UK group Asian Dub Foundation framed the EU and its attendant
politicization of immigration as "Fortress Europe" on their 2003 album Enemy ofthe Enemy. 48
As the EU project shifts the locus of political belonging from the national to the supra-national
level, the local level gains added relevance. This is especially true for hip hop as a form that has, in all its
various global contexts, tended to emphasize the local. As the Turkish Berliner Aziza-A insists "Fur

mich zahlt nicht Deutschland, sondern Berlin" [For me it is not Germany that counts, but Berlin]. 49
While the historical circumstances of Paris, Berlin, London, and their respective nation-states vary
greatly, they are increasingly bound to one another in the political, economic, and cultural projects of the
EU. Similarly, the Algerian and Senegalese communities in Paris, Turkish and Lebanese communities in
Berlin, and South Asian and Caribbean communities in London all have distinct stories but share a
common reality as non-white and often non-Christian national subjects in the New Europe.
The sites Paris, Berlin, and London were thus chosen for their longstanding status as political,
economic, and cultural capitals of Northern Europe. As political capitals, the three cities are guiding loci
of the universalizing EU project. But in a related sense, as national capitals the three cities also serve as
three distinct models of European identity-what we might call "capitals of whiteness." It is their
emblematic stature as national capitals and as postcolonial centers that has created the political and social
conditions, as well as the cultural ferment for alternately militant, brash, outspoken, critically oriented,
and self-reflective hip hop cultures to flourish.
In his landmark study Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany, Rogers Brubaker
elaborates the two continental models of national identity par excellence. In defining France as "statecentered and assimilationist" and Germany as "Volk-centered and differentialist" Brubaker interrogates
the two influential codes of nationhood through contrast, but notes that their differences are due not to
inherent ethno-cultural biases nor to instrumental historical events. Instead, he notes how the relational
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praxis of state and nation-between politics and culture-defined and refined the political goals and

°

cultural idioms in each national context. 5 Following Brubaker, I would like to argue that together with
the Anglo-American model, as a sort of compromise position highlighting political assimilation in the
context of cultural difference, these national modes of belonging form a continuity that evolves in relation
to historical necessities. In the context of the EU, each model is highlighted in differing contexts to
achieve the political, economic, social, or cultural goals of any given situation. As Germany joins the EU,
for instance, it has had to move to an immigration model of political belonging more in line with that of
France and the UK. Similarly, France's universalist logic has recently been pushed to the brink by the
national debate between anti-immigration rightists and increasingly racialized immigrant populations.
Finally, the UK's "tolerance" of ethnic enclaves has been challenged as concerns about militant Islam and
Sharia law circulate through the nation, causing fears about the emergence of parallel societies within the
nation. As I demonstrate in the following chapters, the three cities serve as flashpoints in these political
debates and broadly national preoccupations. Indeed, hip hop artists not only provide commentary
regarding these debates, but are often at the very center of such conflagrations.
Additionally, chapter five of Michelle Wright's Becoming Black, "The Urban Diaspora: Black
Subjectivities in Berlin, London, and Paris" provides a model for the present musicological study from
the realm of comparative literature. Wright describes the logic of her choice thus: "Although they possess
different histories, the Black writers in Germany, England, and France featured in this chapter all critique
the nation as an atavistic-and even mythological-construct that implicitly, if not explicitly, (mis)reads
borders as racially defined." 51 And like Brent Edwards, in titling her study Becoming Black Wright
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highlights the active mobilization of diaspora, marking blackness as a process and unmooring it from
racial essence.
Similarly, rap artists such as the Parisians NTM, Monsieur R, Axiom, and Sezyu, the Berliners BTight, Aziza-A, and Erci E, and the Londoners MIA, Dizzee Rascal, and Roots Manuva have directed
timely and articulate criticisms at the exclusive logics of the nation-state. That they speak as self-defined
minority citizens speaking from various ethnic subject positions further underscores their critiques-as
does the articulation of these critiques through the racialized model of American black music. The
diasporic and globalized messages of their music and poetry carry the message that they want to be
counted where they stand and on their own terms, not those ofEighteenth century (white) universalisms
nor those of nineteenth-century ethno-national ideologies.
Referring to the material inequities simmering beneath France's official colorblindness, NTM
rappers Joey Starr and Kool Shen poignantly argued in their classic track "Le Monde De Demain"
(Tomorrow's World): "Si cela est comme 9a I c 'est que depuis trap longtemps I des gens tournent le dos I
aux probleme cruciaux I aux probleme sociaux ... Est-ce que c 'est vraiment de Ia liberte, egalite,
fraternite? I J'en ai bien peur! [If that's the way it is I it's because for too long I people have been turning
their back I on the crucial problems I the social problems ... Is this really liberty, equality, fraternity? I
I'm afraid it is!] 52 As NTM understands it, the universalist rhetoric of the French nation-state has been a
shield of sorts against complaints from the margins of society.
The study also examines the identity politics of immigrant and minority hip hop expressions in
relation to the most widely cited model of democratic participation in EU discourses--the Frankfurt
school philosopher JUrgen Haberrnas's "public sphere" (Ojfentlichkeit) theory. 53 My intention is to
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investigate the tactics that European rappers employ to highlight the disparity between the ideals of
universalist liberal democracies and the underlying realities of exclusive ethnic and racial hierarchies in
the logic of the nation-state. 54 Furthermore, I locate European political eschewals of interest politics in
Habermas's bifurcated theorizations about public and private spheres, wherein ethnic and racial identities
are defined as private and occluded from public discourse. 5 5 On the French Embassy's website, an article
on French naturalization by the sociologist Emmanuel Peignard posits "Three main models of integration
for foreigners and immigrants" in stark and biased terms.
1. The so-called German ethnic model according to which nationality is conferred chiefly
by descent (jus sanguinis), language, culture and religion; foreign "ethnic" groups are
regarded as being impossible to assimilate and the policy does not therefore aim to transform
them into nationals;
2. The so-called French "political" model, according to which nationality together with
citizenship is based largely on acceptance of the droit du sol, which is a combination of
residence and jus soli [place of birth] and in which "ethnic" identities are confined to private
life rather than spilling over into the public sphere (secularism); the implicit aim is the
individual integration of each immigrant by schools and other institutions;
3. The British/US model in which minorities are recognized (in community life, but not
legally) as political players; here, ideological differences may lead to collective forms of
segregation: ethnic neighbourhoods, and segregation in social activities and in the workplace. 56
While this characterization is problematic in a variety of ways, it captures the central
disagreement facing individual nations, and ultimately the EU regarding race-whether to let the ideal of
racial equality become a reality in due course or instead to recognize ethnic minorities as such legally and
thereby deal with racism head-on. Indeed, the French integration model defended here was the subject of
intense worldwide scrutiny as rioting over issues of perceived state racism continued throughout France in
the fall of 2005. While the rioters were commonly identified as "Muslim" youth in media accounts, I
argue that the adjective "hip hop" would have better described them. Indeed, as my fieldwork indicated
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the preconditions for the organic spread of these riots were laid not in the plots of subversive Islamist
militants, but in the sounds of France's booming rap music scene. 57 Such misrepresentations in the
European press tend to mirror the (il)logic of"second-generation immigrants," conflating these youth
with their parents and evacuating the possibility for their actions to be read in a national context. Through
the exclusionary logic of nominal "immigration," the French riots were thus cast as an attack from outside
forces rather than as acts of civil disobedience in the public sphere. As such, the French government did
not let itself hear the rising tide of dissatisfaction on its own airwaves and missed a chance to address the
militancy as a national matter.
Yet music has proven a key ideological battleground in the debates about Europe's future. Most
visibly, France, Germany, and the UK have all pursued protectionist media quotas to various degrees.
Following France's lead in usirig the cultural exception(/ 'exception culturelle) argument, the EU
successfully passed an agreement in the 1996 round of GAIT talks allowing for cultural tariffs and
quotas. 58 In an impassioned speech on the floor of the European Parliament, the French Socialist party's
popular Culture Minister Jack Lang defended this legislation imploring his audience that "it gives us the
opportunity to save the soul ofEurope!" 59 The resulting musical quotas attempted to limit the influence
of American music, bolster the popularity of the respective national musics, and-following the logic of
l 'exception culturelle-reinforce the bonds of"imagined community" that sustain national cohesion.

Indeed, Lang's nationalist rhetoric was echoed by his ideological foil, the rightist French legislator Adrien
Gouteyron, who celebrated passage of the French radio quota bill saying: "song is the expression of the
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soul of the people." 6 Clearly the connection between media quotas and souls were one thing that
politicians on both left and right could agree on. Indeed, the connection of music to European national
souls is a discourse that preconditioned the racialization ofblack soul in the American national context. 61
Yet much to the dismay of cultural protectionists, homegrown European rap music-with all its
atomizing identity politics-unexpectedly benefited from these laws as the art form caught on during the
1990s.
That EU immigrant communities have seized upon the African American protest music par

excellence to express themselves is often regarded as an unexpected development. The continued
proliferation of European minority hip hop, however, underscores the logical imperial continuities
between the postcolonial experience in Europe and the legacy of American slavery. The musics produced
by these communities are at the same time Western and Non-Western, commercial and traditional, local
and diasporic-in short, reflective of the hybridizations and paradoxes of our current globalizing moment.
From Aziza-A's seamless fusion of German poetry, traditional Turkish saz music, and African American
funk riffs to NTM and Cut Killer's ironic layering of Edith Piafs iconically Gallic-but ethnically
Algerian and Italian-voice over a hip hop drum beat, these expressions speak to the power of cultural
fusion, whether historically evolved through prolonged cultural contact or consciously cultivated as novel
interventions through electronic media.
Yet, much of this music also captures the antinomies of inclusion and exclusion at the heart of
civil rights and identity politics, for with hip hop's affirmation of minority identities comes the danger of
further entrenching perceived differences. 62 In my work, however, I find that far from promoting ethnic
hostility, the vast majority of hip hop produced by EU immigrant communities is tactically or
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strategically essentialist in construction, conceived as a method for promoting much needed dialogue
about race, ethnicity, nationality, citizenship, and inequality of access. The goal of such "strategic
essentialisms" is to engage and embrace difference rather than to suppress and elide it for the sake of
political cohesion. Indeed, the racialized identity politics of European hip hop echoes the central
argument ofW.E.B. DuBois's address to the American Negro Academy over one hundred years ago.
"We believe it the duty of Americans of Negro descent, as a body, to maintain their race identity until the
mission of the Negro people is accomplished, and the ideal of human brotherhood has become a practical
possibility ."63 That countless minority youth in Paris, Berlin, and London have turned to hip hop to
affirm themselves and their relationship to their respective nations highlights the cultural and political
continuities between the diverse experiences of EU and US people of color.
Of course, on the uncertain and dynamic terrain of who is and who is not a minority--or an
immigrant for that matter-questions of lineage and biology loom large. Central to my analyses of
European culture vis-a-vis immigrant and minority hip hop culture will be the concept of"cultural
miscegenation," the nexus wherein conceptions of cultural continuity become aligned with biological
conceptions of racial mixing. While the concept is itself wholly illogical, I want to stress that as a mode
of discourse about culture, especially music, the idea of cultural miscegenation remains a powerful
concept for the protection of a group's practices (and their "souls," as Lang and Gouteyron so candidly
remind us). When culture is given a biological referent it becomes attached to the bodies of a social
group making culture more stable, more "real." In effect, by racializing culture humans make culture part
of their bodily identity-part of them-rather than an unwieldy web of ideas and practices. Indeed, the
racialized blood and soil logic of this ideology is key to European national policies that impose cultural
quotas and protective measures, and even to the related purity standards regarding German beer
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ingredients, French regional wine appellations, and hybridized produce (so-called "Frankenfoods"). 64 As
recent media and agricultural legislation suggests, the line between cultural protectionism and economic
protectionism is a fine one in a globalized context.
By conflating culture and biology, Europeans (as well as Americans it should be noted) have
found a language with which to discuss their struggle for identity in terms less ephemeral than cultureterms of race and sex. The fixity of these terms make the instability of cultural identity less apparent and
therefore more easily deployed to protective means. As a social construction itself, the idea of Europe as
an integrated whole benefits from the stability ofthis figuration. As Heidi Fehrenbach and Ute G. Poiger
argue in the introduction to their edited collection Transactions, Transgressions, Transfomations:
American Culture in Western Europe and Japan, constructions of race "that were so central to the

development of modem national identities" thus sustain the tenuous hold that nineteenth-century
nationalisms still have in Europe. 65 To be sure the word ''nation" originated as a term more closely
related to "race" than to "country." 66 Since America is Europe's closest ally as well as potentially its
greatest adversary, it is constructed as a foil to Europe-a relatively new country that has already
succumbed to cultural miscegenation, indeed some would argue, founded on that notion. Thus, I argue
that there exists a nexus in which European national identities have equated their own fears of cultural
miscegenation from immigrant communities with the already culturally miscegenated and politically
fragmented model of America. Black music in Europe thus represents a contradictory double threat. It is
at once a commercializing force that threatens to homogenize and a racializing force that threatens to
fragment.
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In an interview that I conducted with two rappers in the February 2007, Berliner of Turkish
descent by the name of Sevket explained the use of black music:
Turkish people who are the biggest minority they didn't have a voice. No one was talking
about them or their problems ... It's like in America they talk about how they live in ghettos
and so we say "hey man I'm feeling it." So this side of Germany has come out suddenly,
and now they talk about these things more in the media, and in politics they say: "oh
integration is so important." But they missed ten years ago, you know, it was the same
problem but no one knew it. So now because of this hip hop thing, it's more [prominent]
in the media. So they say: "oh no, what's happening?"67
Referencing the recent riots in the Parisian suburbs, he concluded his thought: "It's developing like in
France."
The other interviewee, an Afro-German rapper by the name of Halbgott [demigod] continued,
focusing on another angle of these recent developments:
But I also think that much of the stuff that people are doing now with music and all
this gangsta stuff-itjust comes from the states ... in the states they started to do all this
pimp, gangsta, and dipset shit. And they just copied it and everyone's talking about how
"Oh, Aggro Berlin's takin' hip hop to the next level." They're on MTV and selling many
CDs, but for me they just copied it. It's like they started to be an image. [emphasis in
spoken original] 68
Following from these two distinct views of the same process I use the term "(African)
Americanization" -not only because of the cultural and political alignment with black Americans, but
also because of the way that these cultural critiques are packaged and marketed through electronic media.
This second position reflects the reading of Americanization we are all accustomed to as a commodifying
process. But while Americanization is commonly understood through the language of commercial
homogenization, a look at the musical identity politics of European hip hop offers us a chance to
interrogate a less discussed side of the larger process. In brief, I am describing this transaction as
(African) Americanization to keep us mindful of the complicated relationship between African American
expressive culture black music and American consumer culture. As Radano notes: "This contradiction
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between the private world of racialized black music and its public access in the world of consumer
capitalism is what gets to the heart of black music's authenticity and power." 69

Research Methods and the Author's Shadow
My interdisciplinary investigation builds on the work ofPaul Gilroy, Penny Von Eschen, Brent
Hayes Edwards, and Michelle Wright in bringing together perspectives from cultural studies, diaspora
studies, postcolonial studies, and media studies to bear on my musicological analyses. I use these
political contexts and scholarly models to situate musical analyses that cull markers of American musical
blackness from the increasingly prominent expressions of minority identity in the three cities. Despite the
recent academic interest in hip hop, scholars of the form have seldom been music specialists. Of the
fourteen authors in Mitchell's study Global Noise, only two are music specialists: the musicologist Claire
Levy and the ethnomusicologist Sara Morelli. As further indication of this lacuna, neither Zuberi,
Condry, or Perry are music specialists either. In addressing hip hop through a musicological framework, I
get directly to the power of musical sound that is foundational to the appeal and power ofhip hop.
Radano argues that if we listen carefully we can hear in African American music "a veritable
countermemory that confesses the truth of a mulatto America." 70 My work extends such recent
scholarship on African American music and cultural identity to internationalize the field and contend that
in hip hop we can hear Europe becoming a truly diverse and increasingly hybrid polity.
The study draws on recorded music and media coverage as well as interviews and observations
from fieldwork in the three sites over the eleven-month period from September 2006 through August
2007 and the two-month period of June and July of2008. My interest in European hip hop stretches back
to the early 1990s, and although my formal study ofthe topic began in 2003, it was the 2006-2008
fieldwork component that provided the most valuable insights into the forms of rap music and the lived
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experiences of hip hop culture in Europe. Living in the sites offered a chance to see how the music was
performed and received in local contexts, how performances were structures, and how hip hop as a culture
was lived. It also gave me the chance to see that hip hop was an increasingly relevant cultural form in the
three cities-a fact that was immediately discemable as I stepped off of the M41 bus and onto the streets
of Berlin's heavily graffitied Kreuzberg neighborhood, my base of operations for the fieldwork.
Although I had cultivated a number of preliminary contacts in preparation for the study, I soon
found that the best point of contact with hip hop communities turned out to be in the weekly, bi-weekly,
or monthly gatherings of underground rappers at local "underground" freestyle MC events. I attended
over thirty formal concerts and festivals, visited dozens of record stores, and even approached potential
contacts on the street, but freestyle sessions proved the most productive research sites in terms of
observation, potential for dialogue, and ultimately for interview. From my first experiences at Berlin's
club Fraystil, I could tell that I was in the right place, as groups of young men and women clad in hip hop
attire (replete with the ubiquitous Yankees caps) congregated, told each other stories, exchanged CDs,
and eventually took the stage to drop rhymes. The informality of the settings made conversation easy,
and despite the ostensible "battles" that would take place in musical performance, the events nurtured a
sense of shared purpose and collective mentality that facilitated membership in local underground scenes
of budding rappers and more advanced but unsigned artists. Indeed, close relationships were formed
among groups of regulars in each context and, as a regular fixture in many ofthem, I was soon adopted by
such groups as "Griff, the American hip hop researcher." Although my role was not as participant
observer, my knowledge of American and European hip hop, together with my style of dress and
knowledge ofthe performance of hip hop audience participation, almost certainly facilitated the ease of
this adoption. 71
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I had not intended to focus solely on rappers in my research, but following the structure of the
sites in which I was working, I both met and interviewed MCs more often than DJs at a rate of over
twenty to one. Indeed, freestyle sessions--or "ciphers"-in the US commonly feature a single DJ (or less
commonly a small DJ crew) laying down beats for a multitude of assembled rappers. This was also the
case in each of the dozen or so ciphers that constituted my primary research sites in the three European
capitals. My observation and interview methods followed an open ethnographic approach. My basic
mode of operation in each site began with general observations, noting the size and character of the space
and its crowd, the musical styles of the DJ, and the musical styles and lyrical content of the MCs. A
major consideration in observing each MC in this manner was the degree to which he or she fell into the
well-established camps of "gangsta" and "hard-core" or "backpacker" and "conscious" hip hop. The
continuum that I was accustomed to from my experiences with American hip hop translated wholesale
into each European context allowing for easy initial orientations to the general stylistic contours of each
MC. As is the case with American hip hop, I found that these stylistic traits do not correlate directly to
ideological or even lyrical features-indeed, some of the more gangsterized self-fashionings displayed the
most well-developed phrasing styles and markedly thought-provoking ideas and metaphors. Where
conscious rap artists tend to eschew some of the overtly performative contours of hip hop in favor of a
low-key, just-the-facts delivery (hence the bookish student attribution "backpackers"), hard-core forms,
while potentially shrill, often embody a more energetically entertaining approach. While the gangstabackpacker binary can tend to be overstated, I did find a general racial component to this continuum.
While minority MCs did not necessarily display the most hard-core self-representations, on balance they
were much more likely to feel comfortable in the role of"gangsta rapper" than their white European
counterparts. 72 In this observation I noticed a distinct American influence, as considerations of racial
authenticity seemed to factor into each MC's musical, lyrical, and fashion choices. As we will see, this
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racialized line was especially pronounced in the hip hop self-fashionings of Berlin's rappers ofTurkish
descent.
The cultivation of contacts for interviews began in these contexts, before, during, or after the
events. Most commonly I would initiate conversations informally by introducing myself in the local
language, explaining my aims, and relating my larger academic project. I would then ask if there was a
time that we might meet for a formal interview or, failing that, if we might conduct a recorded interview
then and there, in a quieter location, or outside of the club or venue. At times I was declined, but
generally the MCs at such events were tireless self-promoters and relished the opportunity to discuss,
answer questions, or educate an American about their music and their local scene. I began my interviews
with a minidisk recorder and stereo microphone, but soon found the device to be both cumbersome in
club settings and off-putting to some interviewees--causing some to speak tentatively and inspiring
others to speak to the microphone rather than to me. Therefore, shortly after the beginning of my work I
acquired a small handheld mp3 player and recorder that I would introduce to the interviewee and which
would quickly be forgotten, allowing for a more fluid dialogue.
Most interviews were conducted in the local language, but many rappers in both Germany and
France indicated that they would rather try out their English skills. In either case, the interviews would
often vacillate between the local language and English as the MCs and DJs would express certain ideas in
hip hop's mother tongue. As I came to find, each of the eighty-odd hip hop musicians that I formally
interviewed spoke a degree of English, and as many of them indicated, those abilities were motivated at
least in part by a ravenous consumption of American hip hop recordings. As part of my standard
interview questions I would ask about their first experiences with hip hop, and without exception the MCs
would list a handful of classic American artists from Public Enemy, Beastie Boys, Gang Starr, and WuTang Clan to Biggie, Tupac, Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, and Eminem. Indeed, it was not uncommon for me to
have to redirect the question to inquire specifically about artists rapping in their own language. There are
two alternate explanations for this ironic disconnect: first, that they were speaking to an American who
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might not know any of their local or national artists, and second, that they were not interested in going on
record in promoting any specific local artists that can tend to be thought of as potential artistic rivals. In
any case, the answers indicated a continued dominance of the American form-a fact that was notable
among the thriving hip hop scenes in the two cities, especially in the French context which boasts the
second largest national market for hip hop.
A final point about the ethnographic encounter that I should make here, is the degree to which
internet technologies-4!specially web 2.0 platforms-are central to the musical lives of artists that I
spoke with in Europe. I found MySpace.com to be an almost universally common tool for social
networking, performance promotion, and showcasing their recorded music. More often than not, in
scheduling or wrapping up interviews the artists would direct me to their MySpace pages, both to check
out their recorded tracks and as a mode of keeping in touch. The web has not only become a primary
fixture of hip hop promotion, but is also a site for the exchange of musical ideas and collaboration
between far flung artists. A number of the MCs that I interviewed had collaborated on tracks via the
internet, many of them with DJs and producers in the US. Furthermore, a number of sites have developed
web-based software to create beats among them rap-beats-maker.com, modernbeats.com,
sonicproducer.com, and hiphopbeatcreator.com. In a very real way, the web thus served as a secondary
base of operations for my fieldwork.

Chapter Outline
For each ofthe three cities I move back and forth from a chapter of fieldwork observations,
ethnographic analysis, and discussions of musical performativity to a chapter of musical, cultural, and
discourse analysis dealing with commercially available artifacts be they recorded tracks, music videos, or
news reports. In this manner I establish a feel for the cities' hip hop scenes in fieldwork chapters-which
I refer to as "Sounds from the Underground"-and conduct broader discussions that amplify and
interrogate the diverse but not divergent cultural politics ofhip hop in each city. Chapter one "Le
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Cauchemar de Ia France: Race, Americanization, and Cultural Politics in Paris" constitutes the first
fieldwork chapter and looks at the music and politics of a number of artists that I met in the "City of
Light." Using the group Blackara's metaphor of a national "nightmare" of racialized division and
inequality, I examine how discourses of race are articulated following African American models. In
chapter two "'Is This Really Liberty, Equality, Fraternity?': Parisian Hip Hop from 'L 'Affaire NTM' to

'La FranSSe' (1995 - 2005)" I investigate the cultural politics of and media discourses about hip hop
through the lens of a nationally mediatized sucdts de scandale. The chapter moves from the musical
predictions of racial unrest in the mid-1990s through the full-scale conflagration that resulted in the 2005
Paris riots.
Chapter three "'Wei! ich ein Tii.rke bin': The Orientation of Berliner Hip Hop to German

Leitkultur" turns to the case in the German capital, looking at the broad political contexts of Berlin's
divided and divisive history through the framework of strategic essentialism in counterpoint with the
contradictions of a national mainstream culture and its universal Ojfentlichkeit. Paying special attention
to the case of the sons and daughters of the city's Gastarbeiter [guestworker] population, the chapter
analyzes the tactically essentializing modes of critique used by Turkish Berliners and other minority
rappers in the city. Chapter four" 'Das ist Gangsta': Battle Rap and Social Consciousness in 'Aggro'
Berlin" examines the gangsta postures adopted by many of the city's minority youth. Based on extensive
fieldwork at freestyle sessions in Berlin, the chapter analyzes the aggressive oppositionality of the city's
rappers that has resulted in Berlin's recent rise to the dominant commercial position in Germany's larger
hip hop scene.
Chapter Five moves to an examination of rap music in London entitled, "'Wherever We Go': Black
Music, The Changing Same, and The Deformation of Mastery in London," wherein I examine artists in
the city whose music addresses the continuing legacy of colonialism in all of its political, economic,
military, and cultural forms. In this, the final fieldwork chapter, I read recorded music and interviews
through the lens of Houston Baker's work on the "blues code" ofblack American critical deformations. I
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conclude by reconciling Baker's literary theoretical apparatus with Radano's musicological approach by
arguing for an (African) Americanization that "speaks its subjects" into being not as a vernacular form, as
Baker would have it, but as a publicly available commodity in the form of black music. In chapter six
"M.I.A.'s 'Terrorist Chic': Black Atlantic Music and South Asian Postcolonial Politics in London," I
focus on hip hop that examines the continuities between the material effects of racism in the UK and the
rising fears of terrorism in its cities. Through a close reading ofM.I.A. 's 2005 album Arular, I examine
pseudo-fundamentalist hip hop that engages discourses of terrorism in novel and disconcertingly playful
ways and at the same time articulates the diasporic connections that Gilroy describes in The Black
Atlantic.

I conclude the study with a brief assessment ofthe cultivation of authenticity, from W. C.
Handy's early codification of blues form in European musical notation through the electronic
technologies that make black music continue to have relevance for broad swaths of diverse peoples today.
My focus for this concluding gesture titled, "Heifte Waren: Hot Commodities, 'Der Neger Bonus,' and
the Commercial Authentic" takes as its subject the manifest excess of violence in the 2004 "mixtape"
Heifle Ware [hot commodities]. The research, drawn from my return visit to Berlin in the summer of

2008 under the auspices of the German Academic Exchange Service's (DAAD) "Changing
Demographics" program revisits the label's cultivation of what I term a "commercial authentic" in
counterpoint with an unexpected continuity with the German press's reception of the historic visit of thencandidate Barack Obama to Berlin in the summer of 2008.
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Chapter One
Sounds from the Underground I
Le Cauchemar de la France: Race, Americanization, and Cultural Politics in Paris

0-Dog c 'etait le negro le plus barge de Ia terre. Le cauchemar de I 'Amerique: j eune,
1
black et qu 'en a rien a bran fer.
-Menace II Society, 1993 (French Dubbed Version)

It was early April in Paris when I received a reply from the rap duo Blackara in my My Space
inbox. I had met the two MCs, Xiao Venom and Mani Peterson, a week earlier at the studios of Radio
Plurielle [Pluralist Radio] in Paris's 19th Arrondissement where they dropped in to promote an upcoming

concert. The community radio station in the ethnically diverse working-class neighborhood of Jaures
featured a weekly hip hop show called Marche Nair [Black Market] which showcased the freestyle skills
oflocal "underground" MCs such as Xiao and Mani. 2 The studio was sparsely decorated and the
program's format straightforward. From the control room the show's host, Tarik stood at a mixing board
introducing the MCs. Behind him DJ Dirty Swift dropped the beats from his two-tumtabl~ and laptop
setup. From his position at the board, Tarik looked through a large window into an adjacent live room
containing a round table with four microphones and six chairs, twenty or so rappers, one overflowing
makeshift ashtray, and an asthmatic looking plant. [see Fig. 1] 3 Much like a jazz jam session, the rappers
would rotate in and out ofthe seats to freestyle, some staying longer than others. Xiao and Mani were
two that spent a good deal of time on the mic, effectively promoting themselves.

1

The original line, untranslated is: ''Now 0-Dog was the craziest nigga alive. America's nightmare: young, black,
and didn't give a fuck." Menace II Society, dir. Albert Hughes (New Line, 1993).
2
Marche Noir airs every Thursday at Midnight on 106.3 FM, Paris. Previously aired programs, videos, and other
information are available at www.marchenoir.biz, last accessed November 12,2007.
3
All photographs were taken by the author with the permission of subjects.
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Fig. 1 - Taping of Marche Noir in the Studios of Radio Plurielle. Top: Xiao (rapping) and Mani bottom
right, upper left; host Tarik at board in control room (in white). Bottom: DJ Dirty Swift producing live
beats for the MCs from the control room.

Over the previous months in Berlin, I had come to count on freestyle sessions as the best points of
entry into local hip hop scenes. I attended numerous formal concerts, contacted local recording labels,
and checked out the best record stores in each city, but for sheer ease of accessibility and cultivation of
contacts nothing could beat a good weekly freestyle session. In her Rap Music and Street Consciousness,
Cheryl Keyes describes such meetings in which "a circle of three or more people" gather to challenge and
4

feed off of one another as "ciphers" (or "ciphas"). This was also the preferred nomenclature in Paris, as
it was in Berlin and would later prove to be in London. In each of the three cities, such circles formed the
basic units of hip hop community. These musical sites contained the most collective knowledge about
local scenes and were entry points to information about local artists, upcoming concerts, recording labels,
and the best record shops.
In all three cities I found tight knit but fluid, supportive yet competitive communities of rappers
that were happy to show an American hip hop fan and researcher the ins and outs of their local music. In
each cipher I would come to know a core of rappers that were regulars, returning week after week. Some
were mentors, usually slightly older rappers offering advice and challenges to younger MCs and newer
arrivals, while others were upstarts, young men with ravenous appetites for freestyle competition. Most
4

Cheryl Keyes, Rap Music and Street Consciousness (Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 2002), 124.
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ciphers were comprised predominantly of young men from sixteen to thirty with a handful of young
women, some of whom would "rock the mic" as well. Stylistically, the makeup of these core groups
ranged from the musically stripped down aggression of gangsta rap to the aurally nuanced and expressly
political language of"conscious" hip hop.
In all cases, from Paris and Berlin to London, the racial makeup of the ciphers were more diverse
than their respective societies, mixing majorities ofyoung men and women of non-European backgrounds
together with their peers of European backgrounds to form musical communities. While the musical
styles and ideological perspectives varied wildly from MC to MC, the resultant communities shared an
opposition to their respective national societies, both embodying and voicing the ideas of an alternative
public sphere. As I will argue, in making music these young Europeans were also making themselvesformulating their politics, expressing their opinions, and otherwise fashioning their identities in explicit
contrast to their cultural mainstreams.
The case of Marche Noir serves as just one example of this point. Indeed, the name of the cipher
implies opposition, modeling itself as an alternative economy. The radio show is both a "black market"
of underground music that is not available in record shops and a black market of marginalized ideas and
viewpoints not commonly available in national media debates. Furthermore, it is no mistake that the idea
of blackness is central to this construction. Not only does the term "black market" imply the nontransparency of underground economies, it gestures to racial blackness and to the particular black
masculinity of hip hop music. As we will see, uses of racialized discourses are central in the musical
politics of the rappers with whom I spoke in Paris. Thus, I will also argue that as the central form of hip
hop culture, music is the key mode of articulating such alternative public spheres and bringing to life the
expressive communities that voice the truth of an ethnically diverse Europe. As I will demonstrate, this
mobilization led by European minority youth takes its lead from the ways in which music has served as
the key site for African American formulations of cultural and political identity.
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As a cipher, the Marchi Noir radio show was unique to me in the respect that it was held in a
radio studio rather' than at a concert venue, but both the feel of this artistic community and its function as
an artistic outlet and training ground for MCs was identical with the many "live" events that I had
attended. Indeed, the most common criticism of such cipher-styled live freestyle concerts is that the
participants seem to be performing for themselves and their peers rather than for an audience. Even at
larger staged events it was not uncommon for rappers to form a circle, with a number of the rappers
literally turning their backs to the audience. In this respect the feel of the freestyle radio format of

Marchi Noir was nearly indistinguishable from the freestyle concert format, as audience feedback came
from the gathered crowd of MCs in the studio just as it would in a club. While individual rappers put
together lines of verse over DJ Swift's instrumental beats, MCs at other microphones and throughout the
studio would voice their approval by interjecting shouts of"ouais" [yeah], echoing quality lyrics, and
saying the featured MCs name. Conversely, and less often, they would voice their disapproval by booing,
talking to each other, or directly responding to the MC in question when they stepped to the microphone.
The effect was that of a community that provided instant feedback, rewarding perceived stylistic or lyrical
quality and deriding underdeveloped skills-but all in the context of a shared artistic community.
After the taping of Marchi Noir I talked to Xiao, Mani, and a number of the other 20 or so MCs
who were crammed into the two small rooms comprising the studio. As I had also learned over the
previous months in Berlin, the preferred networking apparatus for rappers, DJs, and their promoters was
MySpace.com. This held true for Paris as well, as I collected URLs from around the room that would
provide a conduit for communication with each individual or group of rappers, in addition to giving me a
taste of their recorded music, videos, performance activity, promotional strategies, influences, and often
even biographical information. Indeed, such online pages broaden the circle of such freestyle ciphers to
include a seemingly limitless network of artists who share information about other upcoming ciphers,
concerts, and recordings. I sent messages to a number of the MCs from Marchi Noir the following day,
and was beginning to examine the music and information on their web pages. At that time Blackara's
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MySpace page featured two tracks, "Bang Bang" and "Arrivistes" [Go-Getters/Social Climbers],
including a video for the latter. 5 As Xiao and Mani explained to me later, the two tracks were central to
their oppositional self-empowerment ideology.
When I received the reply from Blackara a week later, Xiao left a mobile phone number for me to
reach them and indicated they would be free later that night. When I called, Xiao said they could meet
me at the Bastille McDonald's in a couple hours. As he explained, their continuing promotion efforts had
them flyering in and around the many clubs in the Rue de Ia Roquette area east of Place de Ia Bastille and
the golden arches provided an easily recognizable sign. I replied that I was happy to meet them there as
the apartment that I had found for my stay was not far south of Bastille in the direction of Gare de Lyon.
Although I had hoped to find a location in the more diverse 18th, 19th, or 20th Arrondissements during my
housing search, the location in the central 11th proved handy in its proximity to Rue de Ia Roquette. As I
would later find, the location was also within walking distance of the Capitale Sale [Dirty Capital]
recording studio operated by Tarik, DJ Swift, and a number of the MCs I had met at Marche Noir.
I arrived at the Bastille McDonald's at the appointed hour of 11 pm and after a bit of waiting,
walked to the small cinema next door to browse the line up of an upcoming Scorsese festival. Shortly
after I had resolved to see Taxi Driver the following week, a sunglassed and dapper-looking Mani
emerged from a beat-up hatchback and flipped the seat to let me into the back of the two-door. It turned
out that the duo had been to the barber earlier in the day in preparation for their upcoming show. Xiao's
cut was especially interesting featuring a perfectly rendered argyle design arcing over his head. As I
leaned forward between the seats to inquire about our destination, I also realized that both of them were
equipped with the custom-fit tooth cap jewelry known in the rap community as "grillz." They were
dressed for hip hop success.
Xiao drove us several blocks east to the Twentyone Sound Bar, a familiar location that DJ Swift
had introduced me to a couple weeks prior. The small venue was one of the few bars in Paris that was
5

Blackara MySpace page, http://myspace.com/blackara, last accessed 3 November 2007.
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dedicated to hip hop according to Swift, who holds a regular engagement there. As we got out of the car I
inquired about one of Blackara's tracks that I'd been listening to online. The track featured a number of
familiar home studio production values that I'd encountered among the underground artists I was
interviewing. The beat was something of an aural assault, comprised of a Moog emulator playing an
octave~sweeping

minor key hook, a parallel motive of electronic blips, and a synthesized trumpet line in a

martial staccato style that was fast becoming ubiquitous in underground productions [Ex. 1].

Ex. 1- Transcription of the crunk-styled sonic barrage of the "Bang Bang" loop.

The scene in Paris, I would learn, was currently under the heavy influence of "crunk" an Atlantaborn hip hop sub genre featuring the punchy electronic sounds and drum machine beats of the ubiquitous
Roland TR 808-an historically important tool for hip hop producers, especially the West Coast gangsta
rap, or "G-funk" pioneers. Unlike the 1990s gangsta rap producers like Dr. Dre, however, contemporary
producers of crunk beats such as Lil Jon and Develop use such digital technologies to layer strident tones
one on the other rather than creating the laid back grooves of "G-funk." Although the dense musical
texture ofBlackara's "Bang Bang," is more akin to crunk, the track includes compositional features of
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both subgenres, fusing the slow tempo and signature portarnento rnoog gestures ofG-funk with crunk's
bright and active snare hits and piercing synthesized timbres.
The vocal delivery of"Bang Bang," however, establishes the track as explicitly crunk-inspired.
The voices of Mani and Xiao are mixed front and center to cut through the bright timbres and crowded
musical texture. Furthermore, where G-funk vocals are commonly fluid and easy, crunk vocals are
consistently punchy, clipped, or otherwise aggressively delivered. This is the case with the rapping style
of the two on all of their recent tracks, which aurally convey a sense of urgency. Finally, the track also
includes the loud and diffuse bass tones ofboth G-funk and crunk, designed for the car cultures of both
Southern and West Coast American hip hop scenes. Although Mani and Xiao did not seem to have
invested a great deal in their car's audio system, I would later learn that they were, in fact, interested in
such car culture.
More distinctive than the heavy bass gestures in "Bang Bang," however, is a spoken sample at the
outset of the track. "The beginning of 'Bang Bang"' I asked in my fast improving French as we
approached the club, "what's that sample from?" "C'est Menace II Society" carne the response from
Mani. 6 "Le cauchemar de !'Amerique" [America's nightmare] he continued, switching to quote the line
in English: "young, black ... " Xiao joined in, "and don't give a fuck!"
Blackara's track "Bang Bang" opens with this line as sampled from the film's French dubbed
version, "Le cauchemar de l 'Amerique: jeune, black et qu 'en a rien abranler," followed by Xiao and
Mani rapping together the name of their group and their self-run record label "Blackara, Blackara,
Offensive Records." 7 The sample from the Hughes brothers' 1993 ghetto epic is taken from a voiceover
of the main character describing his best friend 0-Dog who shoots and kills a Korean storeowner over a
disrespectful and paternalistic comment. As I learned in the interview that followed, Xiao and Mani did
not consider themselves gangstas, but something resonated with them in this now-famous image ofthe

6
7

Menace II Society, dir. Albert Hughes.
All translations of lyrics and interviews are my own unless otherwise noted.
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young black man as America's nightmare. Indeed, by highlighting the sample and declaring themselves
offensive they purposefully entangle themselves in W. E. B. DuBois's hundred-year-old question "How
does it feel to be a problem?"

8

In his 1903 Souls of Black Folk, Du Bois wrote that "the problem of the twentieth century is the
problem of the color-line," but as his work indicates he did not intend for this to be understood as a
uniquely American problem. In his 1906 article "The Color Line Belts the World" published in Collier's

Weekly Du Bois explained how "The Negro problem in America is but a local phase of a world
problem." 9 Indeed, after the landmark Souls ofBlack Folk, DuBois became increasingly invested in
anticolonial projects, traveling around the world to work with international antiracist movements that
linked anti-black racism in the United States with racisms and economic inequities around the world.
Nonetheless, the "problem" of race relations was cast as a uniquely American problem over the course of
Du Bois's century-the unseemly counterpart to American exceptionalism known the world over. In
their appropriation of the "nightmarish" black masculinity of Menace, Blackara is referencing this most
American of problems to reassert the "local phase" that they are enduring in Paris. But as I demonstrate,
in this transaction the example of African American cultural and political struggle has become something
more than just a phase, it has become something iconic and universally assimilable to a degree that the
dominant modalities in which blackness are now lived are American ones.
In the introduction to his collection of essays Small Acts, Paul Gilroy gestures to this

development, including the following observation:
The social memory of the black movements of the 1960s is important for other reasons
. too. Its creative appropriation marks black Britain's sharp tum away from the Caribbean
as its major source of inspiration. Black political culture in this country now looks to
African-American history for guidance, pleasure and raw material for its own distinct
definitions ofblackness. The appeal of the heroic figure of Malcolm X has been central
to this development.... It represents the latest triumph of outer-national and intercultural
8

DuBois, Souls, 37.
DuBois, "The Color Line Belts the World," in W. E. B. DuBois: A Reader, ed. David Levering Lewis (New York:
H. Holt, 1995), 42. See also Robin D. G. Kelley's "'But a Local Phase of a World Problem': Black History's Global
Vision 1883-1950," The Journal ofAmerican History, Vol. 86, No.3 (Dec. 1999), 1045-1077.
9
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political forms that make their local equivalents, still bolted to the decaying chassis of a
nineteenth-century nation-state, look tame, redundant and outmoded by comparison. 10
Although his comments describe the black British context, the motivations and mechanisms that Gilroy
points to are today also evident in minority communities-both black and non-black-throughout the
West. The American civil rights movement established the dominant paradigm for discourse about race
and racism due in no small part to the power of American media and the ability of civil rights leaders and
social activists to mobilize those media to serve their ends. As Gilroy argues, the black American
identities that grew out of the sixties developed through the black power movement and found guidance in
figures like Malcolm X. They also provided alternative structures of feeling to the historically racialized
and exclusive concept of the nation-state. Read in tandem with Ralph Ellison's thoughts on the inherent
hybridity of American culture in his "What America Would Be Like Without Blacks," Gilroy's thoughts
provide an evocative political corollary. The (African) American example has provided both Ellison's
irresistibly "pluralistic and easily available popular culture" as well as Gilroy's triumphant "intercultural
political forms" that together guide today's minority identity politics across the Western world.
Historically, popular music has been the key to crafting and expressing these political forms among
Mrican Americans. Fittingly, in today's demographically changed Europe, African American music is
increasingly the key to developing new intercultural political forms.

Blackara: Les "Arrivistes"
When I sat down with Xiao and Mani at the Twenty one Sound Bar one of my first questions was
about the name "Blackara," which seemed to articulate an African American perspective through the use
of the English term "black." Indeed, the name reflected a "pro-black" agenda, explained Mani, while the
suffix "ara" referenced gold "like 18 karat or 24 karat" he said pulling his chain from his chest. "Blackara
shines! It has to be real. If you want diamonds and gold, you've got to work. If you sleep, you get fake

10

Paul Gilroy, Small Acts (New York: Serpent's Tail, 1993), 12-13.
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gold and fake diamonds." "By any way necessary," added Xiao in English. As Gilroy indicates,
Malcolm X remains a heroic figure for blacks in the English-speaking world and a powerful signifier of
African American struggle, but here we see the global reach of Malcolm's words and of African
American political culture writ large. Xiao's shorthand reference to Malcolm's politics easily conveyed
his meaning to his American interviewer and cleared the way towards an understanding ofBlackara's
particular cultural politics.
As their explanation of the name indicated, Blackara's politics is expressed through the
articulation of blackness and the symbol of gold. For them, gold has a deep meaning that represents the
material results of hard work and self-reliance. In their formulation of the name Blackara, Xiao and Mani
are also expressing a postcolonial perspective on the exploitation of Africa's natural resources-most
notably the continent's once rich gold reserves which were mined and exported back to Europe's
colonizing nations. 11 In the symbol of African gold, the two thus establish a diasporic link to Africa as
well as a motivating force for themselves in Paris. Importantly, for Xiao and Mani this motivating factor
is not couch~d in terms of reparations for colonial exploitation, but viewed as both a means and an end.
Expanding on the central concept of their track "Arrivistes" [Go Getters/Social Climbers], Xiao
and Mani described their goals of material improvement and self-reliance in Paris as follows:
Xiao: Here it is not possible for us to succeed [arrive]. People always tell us: "you
cannot." But we've got to make it by any way, because there is no way for us. There is
no way. Because the life we are living is not a vacation. When you go back home and
you see your mother and father in trouble-you know if you don't do something now,
it's going to be you at home with trouble.
Mani: And you know in France people always say: "yeah, there's some help." You know
for hospital and everything. There's a lot of help, of course, but it's a way for the
government to know you and to keep you down. When you aren't working you earnmaybe about 700 euros [per month]. You know? And when you work, you're up every
morning you earn about 1000.
Xiao: Or more.
Mani: More, but you're working. So people always think, okay I'll sleep and I'll take my
money, but it's the new ...
Xiao: Chains. The new slavery.
11

Countless colonial and postcolonial scholars have examined this process, most notably Walter Rodney in his How
Europe Underdeveloped Africa (Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press, 1982).
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Mani: The new slavery. Because you have to say: "give me, give me, give me." It's why in
France it's more difficult to blow up [achieve success], to blow up for real... You know,
because the government they keep you down. Giving you food. Feeding you. So you
cannot be intelligent here. In the United States they say you are rich or you are poor.
There are two ways. Here they make you think you can do anything you want. But really
you cannot do anything when you go somewhere and people see you're black. Of course
there's not racism everywhere, everywhere, everywhere ...
Xiao: No KKK here ...
Mani: But the real problem is when you go out and you see the world is not like you're
living in the 'hood.
It is clear that the two do not fully idealize the United States, but a pronounced free market logic

underscores their critique of the French welfare state. In their view of the French social safety net as new
from of slavery, Xiao and Mani express a nuanced view that critiques welfare as a method of keeping
black Parisians in a hand to mouth cycle of poverty. In addressing the symptoms of poverty rather than
the causes-racism and lack of economic opportunity-they view French policies as ways to keep black
Parisians dependent. Demonstrating a novel, if under-informed view of U.S. policy, Mani suggests that at
least in the U.S. the government will not pretend to take care of you.
When I later asked them about the upcoming presidential election touted as the most important in
a generation, the two responded that they are no more impressed with the Socialist Party's Segolene
Royal than with the conservative free-marketeer Nikolas Sarkozy. They explained:
Mani: Me I can vote, so I'm gonna vote. But really ... Sarko is gonna do things for his
friends and Segolene for her friends, and everybody's got friends, but it's not for us
really. But remember, they are all friends.
Xiao: The shit is for them not for us. They keep the poor poor. We think the real thing
is that they have the money and the power-and the people, we're fighting for respect.
Mani: I make my money. I make my things. We make ours.
Xiao: If you don't teach something to us we're going to take it. We have to take it. Life
is like this: if you are waiting for the sky to give you bread you're gonna die.
Mani: You're gonna die. We prefer dying trying to get rich.
In addition to harboring a distrust of the political class at large, they went on to describe in detail their
distrust of Royal because of her paternalistic politics and "Sarko" because of his racism. Interestingly,
however, their own economic politics echoed those of the latter; the pro-business "Americanizer" who
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would soon be elected president. Notably, their comments also reference the American gangsta rapper 50
Cent's 2003 album Get Rich or Die Tryin '. 12 As we will see, the reference was likely intended.
Mani and Xiao, it turned out, grew up not far from the studios of Radio Plurielle in the
neighborhood between Jaures and Stalingrad Metro stations. The area in the northwest comer of Paris in
which the two still live is home to some of the largest housing projects (known as cites) within the city
proper and is also one of the most ethnically diverse quarters. Together, Mani and Xiao recounted a story
about asking for financial assistance from the city for a block party that they were organizing. The tale
served as a sort of Genesis story of their current worldview.
Mani: We don't wait for our people. Because we have had some problems. In the 'hood
in Jaures there is no organization to help the young and the old.
Xiao: The youngsters, they're on the street, you know, and they can be hit by a car any
time, and no one does anything. So a long time ago we went to see the mayor and he
said that ...
Mani: In his office ...
Xiao: and he said that in our 'hood there are not enough problems, so I cannot help you.
I said okay. So after that we decided to make our money by any means necessary-in
good ways, bad ways, we don't give a fuck. Because, our people deserve to be happy.
So with this money we organized a 'hood party for the young and the old. For all the
people: black, white, Arab, everybody. And then later the mayor said to us, oh we
can do this together and we said "no!"
Marti: We can do it on our own.
Xiao: Because when we came to you, you said "fuck you" so don't come to us now.
Because now we are independent. So, a kind of power. We can do something for the
people. The people believe in us. And we got the solution for the whole problem.
Mani: We'll make our money and after we have our party we'll live on our own. It's
like in the film The Village. Our 'hood is a village. The village is closed and there
are monsters, but in the village everything is good. It's how we live. We've got our
own course and way of life. And we say to everybody, we speak for you telling you to
keep your own people. We keep ours. And after everybody is the same we can be
really linked.
Mani's analogy to The Village proved to be a reference toM. Night Shyamalan's 2004 thriller about a
small town insulating itself against modernity by creating a myth about monsters in the woods
surrounding them. 13 Although he had earlier compared Sarkozy to Hitler (and George W. Bush), his point
did not concern monsters, but rather the vision of self-reliance he had for his community. As Mani had
12

13

50 Cent, Get Rich or Die Try in' (Interscope 2003).
The Village, dir. M. Night Shyamalan (Touchstone, 2004).
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noted earlier, he sees the main problem as the imbalance between life in his economically depressed and
ethnically diverse 'hood, and life in Paris's extremely wealthy and expensive city center. Additionally,
his point of reference again turned out to be an artifact of American popular culture. While there were
many cases in which the two searched for metaphors that might better convey their meanings to an
American researcher with imperfect French skills, the case ofMani's reference to The Village was quite
clearly pre-conceptualized as something that resonated with him regarding this exact point.
The hopeful gesture of solidarity that Mani closes with here is also reminiscent ofDu Bois's 1897
entreaty for African Americans "to maintain their race identity until the mission of the Negro people is
accomplished, and the ideal ofhuman brotherhood has become a practical possibility." 14 Indeed, his
statement that "after everybody is the same we can be really linked," while grounded in the language of
self-determination, is a very clear statement for equality through difference rather than assimilation.
Although Xiao is clear about the multiethnic inclusiveness of their project, their larger message and a
second nod to Malcolm X makes manifest the explicit linkages between their political project and African
American oppositional models.
Xiao further explained the self-empowering "Arriviste" ideology as an individualizing one,
displayed through the gold on their necks, the jewelry in their mouths, the "Blackara" tattoos on both of
their forearms, and the patterns in his hair [Fig. 2]. The two even have signature "hooks," that appear in
every track. Xiao's is a call of"Xiao i-cif' [Xiao here!], with an emphasis on the second syllable of the
word and Mani 's is a quasi-Latino call of "aye, aye, aye!," again with the emphasis on the final syllable.

14
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Fig. 2- "Les Arrivistes"- Xiao and Mani exhibiting their "personalized" styles.

As he pointed to his personalized and consciously ostentatious markers of success and conspicuous
consumption Xiao explained:
Like we say in "Arrivistes": "personalized for your personality" [personalise pour sa
personalite]. It means we have our own customized character. Because today in France
everybody wants to look like everybody else. But we don't want to be just anybody we
want to be somebody. You know? So we have to be personalized, custom. We like to
show off our jewels, our hairstyle. You see: "personalized," because when you see us
you know: "ah, that is Blackara."
As Xiao and Mani explained, they take a great deal of pride in community and yet seek to express a
strong sense of individuality within that sphere. Further, they are working towards the goal of a betterintegrated and more equitable society but remain opposed to the assimilationist and paternalistic welfare
policies of the Socialist party, dismissing socialist activists as "sheep." On the flip side, although they are
sworn enemies ofNikolas Sarkozy, Blackara's neo-liberal politics closely parallel his. Blackara's

Arriviste ideology thus seems wholly unexpected if not paradoxical.
On the track "Bang Bang," Xiao gives musical voice to these signifiers of individuality and work,
when he raps the lines:

Nous grande pointure, gros bonnet I Les boss c 'est nous
Faut pas que tu te trompes I Grande voiture, gros bifoux
Rafoute des cromes I C'est sur une pyramide de MCs que le blackara trone
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[Our baggy clothes, fat caps I We are the boss
Make no mistake about it I Big car, big jewels
15
Covered in chrome I Atop a pyramid ofMCs sits Blackara's throne]
Although such lyrics are easily dismissed as effects of the worldwide spread of American consumer
culture and the influence of commercial hip hop's increasingly "bling"-focused lyrics, we must also take
into consideration Mani's point that: "the real problem is when you go out and you see the world is not
like you're living in the 'hood." Indeed, critiques of conspicuous consumption are most commonly
directed not at wealthy consumers of haute couture but at the social climbers that Blackara fashion
themselves. While few of the underground rappers that I spoke with in Paris held Blackara's explicit Get

Rich or Die Tryin' mentality, the logic of their ideology was striking.
In addition to the bling imagery of"Bang Bang," the track also expresses an oppositional anger
couched in terms of their neighborhood's "soldiers" and their "enemies." Supporting the track's violent
title, both the beat and the lyrics are delivered in an aggressively hypermasculine and "raw" manner
throughout. As described above, the high vocal mix is designed to match the intensity of the heavily
layered texture of sweeping moog lines and martial trumpets over a relentless drum track [Ex. 1].
Through the use of vocal overdubs, the texture ofXiao's baritone voice grows thick in the above stanza,
and is positioned prominently in the mix. The imperfect matching of vocal takes in the overdubbing also
creates a level of tension as the rapper gasps for air at unequal intervals. As such, the track crafts an
underground aesthetic of struggle that implies the earned reward of such material wealth. And despite the
low-fidelity production values and bling subject matter of"Bang Bang," the poetic structure is quite
elegant with rhyme schemes emerging not only at the end of lines (nouslbijoux, cr6mesltr6ne), but also
across lines (pointurelvoiture) and with internal assonanyes (nous grande pointure).
The video for "Arrivistes" is a visual representation of the track's message and embodies many of
the themes that arose in the interview. Yet, it also raises a number of questions about what their ideology
of uplift looks like in practice. It begins with a shot of Mani on the street, transacting some sort of deal
15
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with another young man. Indeed, the opening image suggests another translation of arrivistes as
"hustlers." The word is, of course, commonly associated with drug dealing and other illegal business in
the hip hop lexicon, but the "by any means necessary" ideology that Blackara espouses flips the value
judgment on its head, arguing that their entrepreneurial spirit in unregulated markets will be rewarded. In
the scene that follows, their discussion of welfare as the "new slavery" is narrativized as Mani calls Xiao
to rouse him out of bed and out of inaction. Xiao's cell phone rings with the lush strings ofthe opening
phrase of Nino Rota's Theme from The Godfather-a clear gesture to Blackara's valorization of
organized crime, here symbolized by the famous Italian American social climbers. Xiao answers and
Mani tells him to wake up because they have to meet Mac Manu, a female vocalist who will perform the
chorus for the track. Xiao gets up from bed to attend to his business of underground hip hop production,
and the video begins in earnest.
The body of the video reads like a catalog of American rap video conventions. The first scene
establishes their neighborhood, depicting Blackara and guest artist Mac Manu beneath the platform of
their home Jaures Metro station. In one shot, Xiao lifts his trademark gold medallion from his neck and
the next tight shot focuses on Mani's gold-filled mouth. As Mani rhymes that he is an expert in the
"parallel economies" of the black market, we see images of high stakes hustler life borrowed from
Hollywood cinematic conventions. Closely emulating the visual grammar of crime films, Mani descends
into a parking garage to conduct a transaction-presumably a drug deal-sliding a briefcase to a business
associate or rival hustler. From these opening images Blackara fashions a criminal authenticity that
provides the logic for the arriviste images of wealth in the scenes that follow.
The English cognate of the term "arriviste" is of course, "arrive," and in the next section of the
video the three literally arrive at a posh dance club in a large, albeit older model American car.
Reflecting their knowledge of and engagement with U.S. hip hop car culture, we see a customized white
Chrysler LeBaron roll up in front of the "Jet Club" with the name Blackara on the grill and their initials,
XV and MP on the sides. The scene inside the club presents the three in a VIP lounge with a group of
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friends, many of whom are scantily clad women. The VIP scene--established by the visual markers of
red walls and dancing women-thus serves as an arrival in terms of wealth and prestige. It is the
presumed goal of the high stakes transactions and "hard work" in the previous tableau.
With the first iteration of the chorus, the VIP scene also serves to demarcate a musical arrival.
Although the primary musical loop is constant throughout the track's verses and chorus, it also has a
highly teleological trajectory that reinforces the narrative ofboth the lyrics of the song and the images of
the video. Indeed, the melodic shape of the line of continuous sixteenth notes is that of a countdown,
outlining a falling natural minor scale with a lowered second degree [Ex. 2].

"Arrivistes" Melodic Loop

Ex. 2 - Descending natural minor scale with lowered 2nd scale degree.

Although the tonal goal ofE-flat is constantly reinforced on every beat, the gesture is nonetheless one of
impending doom. The loop resonates with the narrative ofMani's high stakes criminality as the lowered
second acts an especially powerful musical signifier of proximity to danger. 16 The falling gesture
resonates with Mani's descent into the dark parking garage and its F-flat conveys the danger of this type
of descent. Indeed, where a leading t~me on ascent is pleasing in a functionally tonal setting, this type of
leading tone on descent is fundamentally upsetting despite its established inevitability in this Phrygian
modal environment. The musical and narrative message here seems to invert this pleasure/displeasure
binary, however, as Mani and Xiao take pride in their stated ability to arrive in desperate circumstancesto step up and succeed in turning such situations to their financial advantage.

16
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Over the continuing loop, Blackara's vocalist Mac Manu sings the track's chorus of: "Les
Arrivistes ... Personalise pour sa personalite" in a Jamaican dancehall idiom of rapidly repeated eighth
notes on E-flat, with interjections of major seconds and minor thirds at structurally important points.
While the half-sung half-spoken idiom is not especially common in Parisian hip hop, the musical
connections between hip hop and dancehall are historically well established and very active in other
scenes, including London's heavily Caribbean influenced scene, as we will see in chapters five and six.
In the verse that follows, Xiao plays a pimp rather than a dealer. Set somewhat awkwardly in a
McDonalds, we see Xiao sitting in a booth between two women. After establishing his power of
attraction in the verse's opening lyrics, he points to his personalized style as the source of his prowess.
Here, his signature argyle hairstyle is mirrored on the hood of a red sweatshirt and matching pants,
yielding a striking visual effect. In the main dramatic device of the scene, we see him imagine himself as
something other than an attractive and customized ladies man. In a brief dream sequence we see him in a
conservative sweater and khakis with a primly dressed woman on his arm. Notably, while the woman in
the dream sequence is dressed conservatively in a black sweater and plaid skirt, the women in the booth
are dressed in revealing red and leopard print dresses. Furthermore, the conservatively dressed woman is
white, while the women in the booth are black. This moment of racialized difference is quickly injected
with misogynistic overtones as well, as Xiao makes one of the women in the booth take a note to the
white woman, instructing her to call him. In the end, the scene serves to establish Xiao's power over all
of the women, simultaneously characterizing him as a pimp and objectifying all three of the women as
prostitutes---or "hos" in gangsta rap parlance. Rather than joining mainstream society-as portrayed in
the dream sequence-Xiao's character endeavors to bring the mainstream (white) woman into his world.
After the verse is complete, the chorus and its VIP lounge scene resumes, now with the added implication
that all of the women there are prostitutes.
Through the two fictionalized scenarios ofMani as drug dealer and Xiao as pimp, Blackara
completes the narrative that crime does pay. Although Mac Manu sets herself apart from the rest of the
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women by wearing even more gold than Mani and Xiao, the remainder of the video features objectifying
close-ups of dancing women. Indeed, the chasm between the self-empowering arriviste ideals that Xiao
and Mani described and the debased narrative with which they chose to illustrate this ideology is wide.
Where the mantra of "by any means necessary" rang true as

aresponse to structural racism and economic

inequality in our interview, the video for "Arrivistes" threw cold water on their righteous indignation.
In his article, "The Cosmopolitan Nativist: Fela Anikulapo-Kuti and the Antinomies of
Postcolonial Modernity" Tejumola Olaniyan describes another musician's ideological paradoxes as
indicative of a wider postcolonial dilemma. 17 Olaniyan illustrates how the father of Afro-Beat music, the
Nigerian Fela Kuti, matched a cultural traditionalism replete with separatist politics to a musical style that
drew on global popular culture, arguing that the disjunctures of postcoloniality make such antinomies
possible, if not necessary. In brief, the collision of first and third worlds on the same soil and in the same
minds has brought about a new paradoxical system in which rational ideals such as universalism and
equality are challenged by the manifestly illogical realities of white supremacy and structural racism. As
such, the argument closely parallels the mental two-ness ofDu Bois's "double consciousness."
While Olaniyan's primary consideration is of the antinomies ofEuro-American cosmopolitanism
and African tradition, he also interrogates the unexpected misogyny ofFela's otherwise liberating cultural
politics. Indeed, the antinomy is heightened in light of the fact that the bandleader's mother was at the
forefront of African women's movements. Olaniyan theorizes these antinomies through the figure of a
"cosmopolitan nativist," who "borrows tools from wherever in defense of African ways of knowing and
being conceived as embattled by Euro-American cultural imperialism. In this conception, postcolonial
musical modernity, indeed postcolonial modernity, is best theorized as an aporia pulling together two
apparently contradictory paradigms." 18
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Though I will not attempt to offer an apology for Blackara's sexism--or criminal behavior, for
that matter-we might follow Olanyian's lead in working towards an understanding thereof. We have in
the video's figure of the conservatively dressed white woman, an image of white European normativity.
Though he does not explicitly espouse sexism, here we see Xiao militating against his stated enemywhite normativity-but doing so in a sexist mode. As a widely available, if destructive, way to feel
empowered, the sexist discourses and actions of the video function as ''tools" with which to do violence
against a straw man for class and race discrimination in France, albeit a manifestly misguided one.
In his book-length study ofFela, Arrest the Music, Olaniyan describes the genesis ofFela's

mature ideology as the result of his exposure to the Black Power movement while working with
musicians in the United States in the late 1960s. Therein he writes of the "radicalizing effect of the tenmonth U.S. trip on Fela ... which forcefully catalyzed and definitively shaped" his "cultural
nationalism." 19 While the early Black Power movement was characterized by a relatively positive record
of gender equality and women's empowerment, many ideas that have filtered down to hip hop in the
intervening years have sustained certain liberating aspects, while subverting others. The case of Public
Enemy is instructive as a widely cited example of the politically liberating potential ofblack power
influenced hip hop. However, in order to make celebratory claims about the seminal group, critics are
forced to downplay or all together write out their sometimes violently antisemitic views. As their music
and video illustrate, Blackara has found in the expressive culture and media of American hip hop a deep
legacy of black cultural pride and self-reliance on which to draw, but they have also fallen into many of
the same traps as African American artists.
Later in the interview, I asked Xiao and Mani if they had a strong connection to Africa. Xiao
responded: "Yes, it is natural, it's an obligation. Because we are Africans. When you tum on the TV and
you see something about Africa-it touches us. We see our family in Africa. And in our community [in
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Jaures] they speak my language." Xiao went on to explain that they were both first generation
immigrants having arrived in Paris as infants. Mani was born in Cameroon and he in "Zaire, Congo ... "
adding "where Muhammad Ali beat George Foreman." The reference to the famed "Rumble in the
Jungle" was likely intended to help orient me to his place of origin, but it was also spoken with a great
deal of pride. The momentous boxing match was promoted by Don King and Zaire's strongman president
Mobutu as a pan-Africanist event imbued with an air of black power at the height of the movement. Of
course, the fight also featured the Nation oflslam's highest profile member, an associate of Malcolm X
and another prominent symbol of the black power movement-Ali.
When I asked the two for their takes on the legacy of colonialism in France and in Africa, the first
response came from Xiao, who explained with conviction:
The problem is that people forget everything. That's the problem. We have got to
have memory. It's what kills black people, you know? The memory. When we
went to school they taught us about a lot of important things, really important things.
But you have to speak to me about my history, what you have done to my people.
The words echo those of countless African Americans confronted with curricula in which black history is
relegated to a special case (and month) and otherwise marginalized. They also share a commonly used
discourse in American rap lyrics, including a particularly poignant line from the New York hip hop group
De La Soul: "I make you feel lost like high school history." 20
In a mocking tone, Mani continued on the point, explaining that in Parisian classrooms they teach
colonialism saying: "Maybe some people have done bad things but we went over there to do good things.
We taught you to eat with a spoon!" They continued:
Xiao: In education, the government has a law that you have to teach about the good side
of colonization.
Mani: That is really shit! And you can't speak back to the teacher. So: "okay, okay, okay
okay." But afterwards you look to your continent, to your country, and you say "look
they speak that language in that part of the country, and here is another country, but
they speak the same." Who cut-who made it that way? It's colonialism.
Xiao: And they just say they taught you how to eat with a spoon!
Mani: Look I have a pen!
20
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Mani's point about social memory and the shortcomings of their school's African history
curriculum was clearly an important one for him, as he kept returning to memory as a theme throughout
the interview. Indeed, the symbol of gold served as a reclamation of African natural resources for which
colonizers "gave us some guns, some drugs, and cigarettes." This sentiment is dramatized in a
postcolonial revenge scene at the end ofBlackara's track "Bang Bang." After giving shout outs (a list of
thank yo us) to a number of their friends, their neighborhood of Jaures, and their 19th Arrondissement with
calls of "Bang Bang," they lower their figurative saluting guns from the sky to the colonizer, closing the
track with the line: "General colonial: bang, bang, bang, bang' [Colonial general: bang, bang, bang,
bang].
As Blackara's responses indicate, the two were genuinely engaged in postcolonial, national, and
international politics and the histories thereof. However, when I asked what their school had taught about
Francophone intellectuals such as the Martinicans Aime Cesaire and Frantz Fanon, and the Senegalese
Leopold Senghor, they shrugged off the question. Whether through disinterest or because the anticolonial
leaders were not taught in their school curricula, Mani and Xiao found their resources for postcolonial
opposition and self-improvement elsewhere. Like Fela before them it was the African American models
of black power and self-reliance that provided the most puissant models of black identity and community
solidarity. Furthermore, through their engagement with, and reference to, elements of American popular
culture it became clear that electronic media were central to both imagining their worlds and themselves.
Indeed, the gangsta rap narrative and commercialized images of the "Arrivistes" video seemed to confirm
this influence. For better and for worse, hip hop music in particular provided the primary way to
formalize their ideas, represent themselves, and achieve their goals.
When I asked the two how they make musical choices on their tracks, Xiao described their
compositional process as follows:
It's like a story. It's why for us, you can't use our lyrics, you know, to make a shaker
(a simple dance track). There's a lot of people who can make a shaker of a song. But
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it's the same song. Always the same song. In our songs we have to say something.
Maybe it's about parties, maybe drugs, maybe music, maybe problems, maybe about
our parents, maybe about history, maybe about school, but we say something from the
beginning to the end of all our lyrics.
When I followed up, pressing them about the actual musical processes of crafting a beat, Mani said that
they produced the beats on a computer at home but returned to the same point, finding himself at a loss
for words: "It depends on the track. If it is about something sad, then we have sad music; something
serious, serious music; something fun, party music. But we always say something."
For Blackara the sonic elements of their tracks were foremost a vehicle for the communication of
lyrics, ideas, and feelings. As Ingrid Monson describes in her Saying Something: Jazz Improvisation and
Interaction, the jazz tradition is part of an "aural legacy" of African American tradition that has

historically employed such musical communication as a form of cultural memory. 21 Musical storytelling
has been an especially useful vessel for both establishing dialogue and sustaining and developing
traditions and memories. Just as Xiao and Mani note that their instrumental tracks must establish the tone
for their rhymes to have meaning and power, Monson writes of the fundamental importance of the rhythm
section for the jazz soloist at the outset of her study:
An imaginative rhythm section can inspire a soloist to project his or her most vibrant
voice, while disinterested accompaniment can thwart even the strongest artist ...
When a musician successfully reaches a discerning audience, moves its members to
applaud or shout praises, raises the energy to dramatic proportions, and leaves a
sonorous memory that lingers long after, he or she has moved beyond technical
competence, beyond the chord changes, and into the realm of "saying something." 22
To be sure, in hip hop the live freestyle cipher format more closely echoes the improvisational
interaction of jazz soloist and rhythm section. As I describe in chapter four, countless MCs at freestyle
ciphers have indicated to me that when the DJ's beats are not just right it is impossible to establish a
"flow," either stylistically, musically, or lyrically. Blackara's emphasis on the importance of the musical
context in the studio, however, conveys the idea that without a good beat the lyrical delivery will not only
21
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keep them from flowing, but that without an appropriate musical feel their ideas will certainly fall on deaf
ears. In the context of their remarks about their community in Jaures, it is clear that Xiao and Mani are
interested not only in speaking, but in communicating ideas or feelings to a receptive audience. In their
view, if nothing is communicated, nothing is said. As such, the act of"saying something" is more akin to
dialogue than monologue. Despite their highly individualizing lyrics there is thus an idea about hip hop
as communication, community building, and empowerment.
At the end of our interview Xiao pointed out the t-shirt that he had designed for their record label,
Offensive Records. It represented another "personalized" affect that he was wearing for their promotional
activities, and was in this case a truly personal and powerful one, which he was especially proud of. [see
Fig. 3]

Fig. 3- Xiao's design for the Offensive Records t-shirt.
The poetry, beginning on the shirt's back, is his own and reads:
For THEM I am:
less than nothing,
a robber, lazy,
a delinquent, a savage,
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an outcast, a coward,
a prisoner, the bad guy,
an ignoramus, an imbecile,
a problem, a good for nothing,
a MODERN SLAVE
But when I look at myself in my mirror, I see:
a father, a son, a brother,
a fighter, a genius,
the future, a go-getter,
a hard worker, a thinker,
a visionary,
A FREEMAN.
THEY judge us but ...
Xiao then pointed out how the final ellipsis on the shirt's back leads to the front, which reads in much
larger letters: "They do not know who we are." The list of stereotypes, including "a delinquent," "the bad
guy," and "a problem," echoes the dubbed Menace II Society sample that begins the track "Bang Bang."
What's more, the translated quote from Menace that serves as my epigram above, provides a social
translation for Xiao and Manias well, in effect saying: we are le cauchemar de Ia France-France's
nightmare. The "we" that he is speaking both to and for is his racially diverse and economically
marginalized postcolonial community in Paris's 19th Arrondissement. As Blackara communicates through
their Arriviste ideology, their eschewal of French patrimony and paternalism, and their sense of
community self-determination in Jaures, they have nothing to lose and everything to gain.

Capitale Sale Records and Sidi-0
After first meeting DJ Dirty Swift and Tarik at the Marche Noir radio show, they invited me to

Vingt-Quatre Heures [twenty four hours] Studio, the home of their record label Capitale Sale [Dirty
Capital]. Along with the studios at Radio Plurielle, the small studio on Rue du Pasteur Wagner just north
of Place de Ia Bastille would come to be an important location to meet and interview other Parisian MCs.
The studio is comprised of a small storefront office space and two barrel vaulted cellars. The main floor
serves as the office for Capitale Sale, with just enough room for a couch and a solitary desk piled high
with CDs and promotional materials. The two downstairs rooms were filled with computers,
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synthesizers, and other recording equipment. At the end of each was a small soundproofed recording
booth, outfitted with a single microphone and set of headphones. The only other notable feature of the
independent, and literally underground studio, were the hundreds of LPs stacked on chairs, in crates, on
desks, and in unruly piles on the floor. [Fig. 4]

Fig. 4 - Left: Wira and Greg "The Greek" in studio one with sound booth at rear. Right: Boramy in
studio two with a stack of LPs.

A quick glance at the top of the stacks yielded classic titles from the rap group EPMD and DJ
Premiere, to classics of African American soul such as James Ingram and Quincy Jones, to the disco
group erne, a favorite sampling source for early hip hop producers. The studio was a veritable library of
African American music from R&B to hip hop-no doubt the result of a dozen or so DJs using the studio
as a storage facility for the albums that were currently out of their regular rotation. Furthermore, with the
advent of digital Serato "Scratch Live" turntable software, the records were coming to be used less often,
as DJs converted their music libraries to mp3 and stored them on their laptops. DJ Dirty Swift, one of my
primary contacts in Paris, was one who had recently made a full transition to the Serato set up. As he
explained, while analog LPs were still used in the studio for their higher quality, warmth, and character,
the digital setup was just too easy to pass up for club gigs. Where DJs were once required to tote an
entire crate of LPs to each event and have some semblance of a plan, the Serato technology allowed them
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to be more responsive to the crowd or to freestyling MCs, changing direction at a moment's notice with
their entire library at hand.
As the DJ for the Marchi Noir show, Swift introduced me to countless MCs, including Wira,
Boramy, Khosa, Tairo, and a number of others who recorded for Capitale Sale or rented out the studio
space. In addition, he introduce me to one of the producers for the label, Greg "le Grec" [The Greek],
whose production company Quantizers composed and mastered most of the tracks that were issued on
Capitale Sale recordings. Greg and Wira showed me around the studio, commenting that although much
of the technology was not cutting edge, they could consistently issue commercial quality recordings to be
distributed nationally, because they had the real talent. Indeed, the computers and the Roland sampling
keyboard were older models, but I later found that Capitale Sale CDs were available for purchase in both
the small independent and large chain record stores across Paris. As we will see in chapter two, there are

a number of reasons for the wide distribution for small labels in France, including radio quotas for French
music and a thriving market for hip hop. The example of Capitale Sale's success was nonetheless
remarkable and made the impact of these larger market and regulation issues quite apparent.
During my time in Paris, the label was busy promoting their most recent release, a CD by Sidi-0
entitled "Extrait d'Amertume" [Extract of Bitterness]. I spoke with the Algerian Parisian rapper briefly at
a cafe near the studios. He explained that his name combined "Sidi," the Arab word for king, with his
own first initial-0 for Omar. Hence, the rapper went by Sidi-0 or King Omar. As we spoke, I was
struck by the rapper's quiet demeanor, which was further highlighted by a slight lisp. He told me that he
was from the 18th arrondissement near Stalingrad Metro station. Indeed, it turned out that like Xiao and
Mani, many of the label's artists were from the Northeast of Paris. Sidi-0 explained that despite the
travel time, the location for the studio was chosen for its centrality. The rent was thus higher than similar
spaces in the 18th or 19th, but the studio was run like something of a timeshare with MCs, DJs, and
producers contributing to the rent by purchasing studio time or otherwise investing in the shared aims of
the label. Like the Marchi Noir show at Radio Plurielle, Capitale Sale was something of a communal
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meeting place for the hip hop musicians and their friends. During the thirty minutes of our interview, a
number of other Capitale Sale musicians came and left the cafe saying hello to Sidi-0, palling around
with the establishment's proprietor, and heading back to their projects in the studio with renewed vigor.
When I asked Sidi-0 about his new album, he explained: "The title is a metaphor for how
experiences of life can build up, and bitterness can build up. So I take the shit, I take the bitterness and I
refine it and put it into my texts." The title track is an extended metaphor on this theme of refining the
bitterness oflife into lessons that can then be applied as healing essential oils to others' heads. Its chorus
begins with a forcefully delivered statement that captures the pressure of the metaphor: "extrait

d'amertume a serre de ma tete" [extract ofbitterness is squeezed from my head]. Indeed, the power with
which he delivers the rhymes throughout stand in stark contrast to the soft-spoken figure I interviewed.
Sidi-O's rapping style is rife with the pronounced "s," "th," and "f' sounds of his lisp as well as
exaggerated glottal stops-even by standards of spoken French. The effect makes Sidi-0 seem to be
literally "spitting" the lyrics, a term that is in fact often used as a synonym for rapping. Rather than
distracting from his music, however, the affectations heighten his verbal delivery, creating a degree of
intensity that is especially appropriate for the subject of"Extrait d'Amertume."
The most interesting feature of the track, however, is its main loop played on harpsichordsymbol of traditional French music par excellence. While the French harpsichord tradition stretches back
to the sixteenth century, today it is embodied in the singular figure of baroque composer Fran~ois
Couperin. The instrument's special association with France today, however, comes as the result of an
early twentieth-century revival movement centered around a patriotically motivated search for French
national musical roots. Focused in Paris and associated with a host of French composers including
Vincent d'Indy and Francis Poulenc as well as the harpsichordist Wanda Landowska, the revival
articulated a lost sense of the grandeur and elegance of the French monarchy during a time when
neoclassisism was becoming a popular aesthetic ideal. Harry Haskell notes this search for French musical
roots in his study, The Early Music Revival:
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Essentially a reaffirmation of traditional Gallic virtues, fortified by a strong admixture
of nationalistic fervor, Neoclassicism quickly took root in the France of d'Indy,
Boulanger, Landowska and the anti-Romantic composers known as 'Les Six.' ...
The harpsichord, intrinsically suited to counterpoint and sharply-etched rhythms, was
the Neoclassical instrument par excellence. 23
While he may not be concerned with this history, per se, it is clear that Sido-0 is employing the
courtly formality of the harpsichord as a foil for his bitter indictment of French society. The targets of his
indignation include a long list ofhypocrites, liars, bureaucrats, and most notably, the mindless
"bourgeois-ness" [bourgeoisite] of the wealthy. Together with an almost comic tuba-sample bass line, the
harpsichord motive builds into a satirical but scathing representation of traditional Frenchness. By
contrasting such musical formality with outraged lyrics about governmental hypocrisy and corruption,
Sidi-0 also embodies the name of his record label Capitale Sale. Indeed, the name Dirty Capital and its
logo featuring two giant housing projects, functions not only as a signifier of authentically urban grit, but
communicates Sidi-O's indictment of the capital city and its government that is perceived to be
unresponsive and degraded.
As I walked around Place de la Bastille, on my way home from the studio, I noticed a Sidi-0
sticker on one of the street lamps outside of a FNAC store. There were hundreds of music advertisements
affixed to the signs and walls around the large music retailer, and it appeared that Capitale Sale had done
their promotional work. In a randomly fortuitous, but nonetheless poignant, example of the confluence of
hip hop and Americanization in Paris, I also came across two posters affixed to another Place de la
Bastille street light [Fig. 5].

23

Harry Haskell, The Early Music Revival: A History, (London: Thames and Hudson, Ltd., 1988), 79. See also Jane
F. Fulcher, French Cultural Politics & Music: From the Dreyfus Affair to the First World War (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999).
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Fig. 5 - Left: Overlapping Posters on a Place de la Bastille street light. Right: Detail of cover art for the
Ecoute Ia Rue Marianne hip hop compilation album.

The first placard that caught my eye was an Uncle Sam figure pointing to the viewer with the classic tag
line: "I Want You." On further inspection, the face ofthe symbol of U.S. patriotism par excellence was
that of Sarkozy. After seeing the poster at the Bastille, I began to notice it elsewhere on Parisian street
comers-a caricature of the French Interior Minister's pro-American leanings that was designedto elicit
fears about the country's cultural and economic self-determination and distributed across the city in
advance of the National election. Nowhere else, however, was the polemical image plastered over an
equally evocative re-imaging of French cultural patrimony. For here, under Uncle Sarko's mug, was the
bust of a doo-ragged and headphoned Marianne-the personification of the French Republic and symbol
of French patriotism.
In this formulation, the artwork, title, and musical contents of the 'politically progressive album-

Ecoute La Rue Marianne [Listen to the Street Marianne]-work together to implore the French
establishment to listen to the diverse postcolonial viewpoints oflower class residents of Parisian 'hoods
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and the surrounding banlieues. Importantly, the French Socialist Party, which is most likely responsible
for the Uncle Sarko image, has had a problematic relationship with French hip hop-a point we will
revisit shortly. Regardless of whether the political operative who posted the anti-Sarkozy material over
the hip hop advertisement intended to obscure the mild defamation of French republican values, or to
highlight the irony of these two images in counterpoint, the photo captures a moment that is a quite literal
snapshot of Parisian cultural politics in the run-up to the 2007 election.

Representing "Aulnaywood": SOS-Racisme and Ras L'Front
On 21 March, I attended a hip hop concert and political rally sponsored by Ras L 'Front [fed up
with the Front] a self described "anti-fascist" political organization founded in direct opposition to the
rightist anti-immigration Front National (FN) party.

24

The presidential election that the city was gearing

up for was touted as the most important in a generation and cast as a referendum on France's strained
social welfare system and the country's views on immigration and globalization. Represented in news
accounts as a battle over the fate of France's future with Royal on one side and Sarkozy on the other, the
field of candidates also included the FN's perennial candidate Jean Marie Le Pen, the moderate Franc;ois
Bayrou, and Ras L'Front's presumed favorite, the French Communist Party's Marie-George Buffet. Even
more so than its American counterpart, French hip hop is at the center of debates about cultural and
socioeconomic policy in minority communities and outspoken MCs were in high demand to speak about
social issues in the wake of the 2005 riots in the low income Parisian banlieues. Minority rappers
appeared on national talk shows nightly to offer viewpoints differing from the otherwise all white panels
of politicians, analysts, and activists. In addition, in my less than two months in Paris, I was able to
attend three separate hip hop concerts presented by political organizations. I also had an opportunity to
conduct an interview with one such political organization that had recently stopped presenting hip hop
concerts in support of their cause.
24
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In an interview outside the offices ofSOS-Racisme, an anti-racism NGO with ties to the French
Socialist Party, an employee who wished to remain anonymous began by telling me that they had stopped
organizing hip hop events because of the heightened security costs brought on by fears of rioting.
However, as the conversation progressed, the organizer indicated that there was something else going on
as well. The Socialist party's official stance regards race to be a fiction and therefore opposes the idea of
gathering demographic statistics on the ethnic makeup of the country or otherwise representing minorities
as such. Following from the logic of that stance, the NGO began distancing itself from rappers who
identified themselves as ethnic minorities in their music and lyrics. As the representative of the NGO
explained, "the Socialist ideal that there are no minorities" was thus compromised by such selfconsciously minorty rappers, and SOS-Racisme stopped using hip hop as a political tool altogether. 25 As
I will illustrate in the next chapter, SOS-Racisme was at the forefront of hip hop political organizing in
the mid-1990s, but today the organization has turned to stand up comedy as its preferred method of
cultural engagement as rappers become increasingly engaged in racial discourses.
Picking up where SOS-Racisme left off, the Communist Party affiliated Ras L'Front presented a
hip hop show billed as "Rap Populaire Festif." The NGO's concert was held in the theater of the Ligne
13 community center in the north Paris suburb of Seine-Saint-Denis and featured a number of hip hop
acts from Paris and surrounding communities. The show's headline act was Ministere des Affaires
Populaires [Ministry ofPopular Affaires] or MAP, a group ofNorth African and ethnically French
origins that fused the music of a Ral violinist (a popularized Algerian folk music genre) and traditional
French accordion melodies over a turntable driven hip hop beat. MAP's stage show perfectly suited the
political aims of its left-wing sponsor beginning with the two rappers, Dias and Hk, entering in long blue
coats-a symbolic gesture to their working class message.

25

Anonymous interview, April2007.
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The concert also featured the music of the Latino identified MCs Skalpel and Pizko-members of
the Chilean-French hip hop collective La Familia. The attire that the two rappers settled on for their set
consisted of matching t-shirts featuring the word "Aulnaywood." [Fig. 6]

Fig. 6- "Aulnaywood": Skalpel and Pizko at a concert sponsored by Ras L 'Front

The shirts refer to Aulnay-sous-Bois, the suburb infamous as the starting point for the 2005 riots, and the
area in which Skalpel and Pizko were raised. Importantly, the reference is also to Hollywood-a
statement that highlights the media attention that the long neglected suburb has been getting, through the
synergy of news coverage of the riots and the activities of the many rappers that call the area home.
As Pizko later described to me in an interview at his apartment, the destructive actions of youth in
the northern suburbs were an unfortunate but understandable response to years of systemic
marginalization. His parents had fled the American-backed military dictatorship of Augosto Pinochet and
found a refuge on the outskirts of Paris where he grew up with other minority youth, most of them from
the former colonies. He and Skalpel's connections to Ras L 'Front came through the continuation of their
parents' social justice activism and involvement in Chilean workers' rights politics. In this sense, his
personal politics were in many ways diametrically opposed to those ofBlackara's free market ideology of
self-reliance. In making his point about the roots of the banlieue riots, however, Pizko echoed Mani and
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Xiao describing how in addition to the material marginalization of poverty, the French school system
stressed only French culture and European history in the context of predominantly non-white classrooms.
They would say our ancestors are Gauloises, you know [like the cartoon character]
Asterix. That's what they say in the school. And after colonization they said to the
African youth, the teacher would say: "your ancestors are white." That's what they say
to African people. It's [as if it were] an historical truth. It's like in South America, they
say your ancestors are Christopher Columbus. What is before? We have nothing.
Through his description of postcolonial youth, Pizko emphasizes the cultural ancestry that the French
school system hopes to instill in its students. From one perspective the color-blind idea of including
people of all ethnic backgrounds in the proudly universalist history of the French Republic is a very
progressive project. Yet, like American curricula that attempt to weave a similar narrative of political
equality, it is fraught with the pitfalls of eliding counter-narratives of material exploitation and racialized
subjugation.
He came back to the subject of his school and community later, noting that other stories such as
his need to find expression.
I was born here... I educated myself here. I went to school here. And every day I was
with different people: with Arab people, with black people, with Chinese people, but
they're all French because they were born here and they were educated here. So color is
one thing, appearance is one thing, but imagine all these people with African origins,
with Chinese, with Arab origins-when we go back to our countries we're French.
But the influence of propaganda is creating a lot of discrimination. The "French" people,
(curving his fingers in quotation) you know-white with the baguette-they don't
understand that. Stereotypes exist in the country. They don't know about our life here.
You know? [emphasis in spoken original]
In Pizko's view, French people of color understand that their country is now a highly pluralistic society.
Despite the universalist political ideal, however, the idea of a "French" person as racially white and
culturally Gallic persists in the minds of many ethnic French. In short, said Pizko, that is why he needs to
tell his story as a self-defined Latino Frenchman-to make people realize that their country is not what
they think it is.
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In his track "Ciencia de Barrio" [Barrio Science] featuring Skalpel and the production of his La
Famila crew, Pizko raps in Spanish from a Latino-French perspective. 26 Although he also writes rhymes
in French, he says that many in France understand the foreign language and that it makes him stand out in
the French hip hop scene. In addition, it creates a Latin American audience for his music and has enabled
him to work with producers and other MCs from the Spanish-speaking world.
The track "Ciencia de Barrio" begins with a brief loop of one of the most sampled musical
moments in the hip hop tradition from another figurehead of black power: James Brown's "one, two,
three, four" from the opening of"Sex Machine." The beat throughout the recording features a simple hip
hop drum and handclap track with a flamenco style sweep picking guitar loop. The guitar sample was
played by Pizko and recorded in his home studio consisting of a computer-based digital set up with a
mixer, a small sythesizer, a single turntable, and a nice (as he pointed out) Sennheiser microphone. The
track also features another guitar reference-symbol of Spanish music par excellence-in Skalpel' s nod
to the American guitar hero, Carlos Santana: "Yo soy Latino com' pasa montana I ... I Corazon guitarra
como Santana" (I am Latino like a mountain pass I ... I Guitar heart like Santana].
Pizko, himself, also sings the track's hook about technologies of solidarity and opposition on the
track: "Ciencia de Barrio I A compartir con nuestra gente" [Barrio Science I To share with our people].
Throughout the track, Pizko and Skalpel articulate a revolutionary Latino identity in the Parisian context
with r~ferences to the social struggles on the margins of the city. Skalpel also displays this identity
through a prominent tattoo of the Mexican revolutionary Emiliano Zapata on his left forearm. In a feature
article in Unite: Le magazine des acteurs Hip Hop [Unity: the magazine of Hip Hop actors/performers]
that he gave me in lieu of an interview, Skalpel explains his take on immigration through the lens of
Zapatista inspired redistribution and reparation.
If anyone considers that an African or a French person of African origin who lives in
France is a leech or a profiteer they would have to owe them three centuries of squatters
26

Pizko, "Ciencia de Barrio." Pizko's music is available at www.myspace.com/pizkomc. Last accessed November
15,2007.
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rights to reimburse them for all that France carried off and spoiled on the African
continent. And it is similar for all the neocolonial powers ... There is no immigration
problem, there is only a problem of exploitation and of redistributing wealth. 27
Notably, Skalpel and Pizko differ greatly in their economic and political outlook from Xiao and Mani, but
they agree on the need to remedy the imbalance between colonizer and colonized. Where Xiao and Mani
look to Malcolm X inspired self-reliance to even the playing field "by any means necessary" Skalpel and
Pizko look to the community-centered socialism of Zapatista redistribution.
While proud of their respective heritages, the two groups-like MAP's Algerian-French fusionalso share a belief in the potentialities of cultural fusion, be it linguistic, musical or otherwise. In his
track "Dale Latino" [give it/make it Latin] Pizko mixes French and Spanish lyrics, often interspersing
words from each language within a single line of poetry. In explaining the process, he pointed to the U.S.
Latino hybrid commonly known as "Spanglish" saying: ''you know how in America they have something
like 'Spanish and English?' it's like that." In the example of"Dale Latino," Pizko sings the chorus in two
part harmony moving from Spanish to French in the lines: "Dale Latino I Si os connais pas bien" [Make it
Latin I If you (Sp.) don't know well (Fr.)] and back to Spanish through the line "Represent par los

hermanos" [Represent for (Fr.) the boys (Sp.)]. Although the lyrical and musical flow is not at all
disjunct, the track seems to be a conscious effort to move back and forth between the languages as often
as possible-a type ofpoemusical challenge for him to express these two sides of his singular Latino
French identity. In doing so, he also gestures to his broader message that France needs to come to terms
with its own diversity.

"La France Metisee, on l'Aime et on y Viti": Axiom's "Letter to the President"
The theme of hybridity and cultural diversity provided the well-publicized slogan for another
political hip hop concert in the run up to the 2007 French presidential election. The Festival Etudiant
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Skalpel, "Skalpel" interview by Anais Mavoundgoud, in Unite: Le magazine des acteurs Hip Hop, No. 7
(November 2006), 9.
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Contra le Racisme (FECR) [Students Against Racism Festival] presented by the French university
students union (UNEF) presented a lecture and concert literally under the banner of"La France metisee,

on I 'aime et on y vit!" [mulatto France, we love it and we live it!] [Fig. 7].

Fig. 7- "La France metisee, on l 'aime et on y vit!": The banner for the Students Against Racism Festival
(left) and a close-up of the photo collage map (right) from FECR promotional materials.

In addition to the slogan and the logos of the festival and student union, the banner included a map of
France (on the banner's right behind the drum set) created through a collage ofthe faces of around one
hundred well-known-and mostly non-white-French people including the rappers Kool Shen and MC
Solaar and athletes Thierry Henry and Tony Parker.
The anti-racism festival began at the Sorbonne with a well-attended panel discussion that was to
be hosted by the Senegalese born rapper Sefyu and the Guadeloupean born soccer star and activist Lilian
Thuram. Though the rapper famous for his chart topper "Noir et Blanc" [Black and White] was a noshow for the event, Thuram's presence alone resulted in a press frenzy. Best known as the player with the
most starts for the French national team, Thuram made political headlines when he rebuked then Interior
Minister Nikolas Sarkozy for calling the minority youth involved in the 2005 riots "racaille"
[scum/rabble]. As in the U.S., both music and sports in Europe are primary sites for discourses of race to
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work their way through national imaginations. With Thuram at center, a panel of speakers from various
NGOs and government groups gave brief statements in support ofthe student union's anti-racism event
before the press again swarmed Thuram.
Moving northeast from the Sorbonne, the festival's concert was held in the 11th Arrondissement's

Gymnase Japy, a cavernous facility with a plaque marking the historical site as a gathering point for the
August 1942 deportation of Parisian Jews and other minorities during the Nazi occupation. In place of
Sefyu (another Aulnay resident), the Moroccan French rapper Axiom headlined the event, performing
most of the tracks from his album Nous sommes le Sixieme Republique [We are the Sixth Republic]. The
album title refers to Charles de Gaulle's 1958 establishment of the so-called Fifth Republic-a more
centralized government with a stronger presidency founded in response to the separatist movement that
ultimately resulted in Algerian independence. The album title thus invokes the militant separatism of
colonial North Africans in arguing against the continued inequality of postcolonial France. On the album
Axiom states that "we"-the postcolonial subjects of France-are declaring our own independence from
the nation in the form of a "Sixth Republic."
Axiom's strongest argument on the album comes in his track "Ma Lettre au President'' [My
Letter to the President] which he performed at Gymnase Japy with letter in hand [Fig. 8].

Fig. 8- Axiom reading "Ma Lettre au President" at the Students Against Racism Festival.
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The "Letter" begins with an air raid siren blaring over marcato string chords. Axiom enters with the first
lines more spoken than rapped:

Monsieur le President,
Avec toutle respect que je do is avotre fonction
Je vous demandera is un peu d 'attention
Je me presente vous en tant que citoyen,
Sain de corps et d 'esprit, en pleine possession de mes moyens
A l 'heure ou je vous parle, dans le pays le couvre-feu resonne
Je fa is appel al 'article 19 de Ia declaration des droits de l 'homme ...

a

[Mr. President,
With all the respect that I owe to your function
I would ask of you a little attention
I present myself to you as a citizen,
Of sound body and of spirit, in full possession of my faculties.
At this hour that I speak to you, in the country the curfew sounds
I call upon article 19 of the declaration of the rights of man ... ]
As the siren tone winds down a hip hop drum beat begins and a synthesizer rendition of La

Marseillaise-the Fr~nch national anthem--comes to the fore. The siren evokes memories of the recent
riots as well as other military imagery, as we will see.
Axiom continues, now rhythmically rapping the lines:

Monsieur le President,
Je vous fa is part de ma grande indignation
Face aux evenements, comprenez ma position
Je suis [ran9ais, ai grandi dans les quartiers populaires
Mes grands-parents ont defendu ce pays pendant Ia guerre
Mes parents eux aussi I 'ant reconstruite cette republique
Rappelez vous ces ouvriers qu 'on a fait venir d 'Afrique
Et Leurs enfants ignores par le droit du sol
Citoyens de seconde zone, de Ia naissance a l 'ecole
J'accuse trente ans de racisme et d'ignorance
La repression sans prevention en France
J'accuse votre politique, vos methodes archai'ques
La centralisation, Ia defense unique de la loi dufric
Au lieu de rassembler car taus [ran9ais,
Vous n 'avez fait que diviser, laissant l' extreme droite avancer.
[Mr. President,
I implicate you in my great indignation
Confronted with these events, include my position
I am French, I grew up in the popular districts.
My grandparents defended this country during the war
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My parents also rebuilt this republic
Please recall these workers came from Africa
And their children ignored by the "right of soil"
Second-class citizens, from birth to school
I accuse you of thirty years of racism and of ignorance
The repression without prevention in France
I accuse your politics, your antiquated methods
The centralization, above all the defense of the bottom line
Instead of uniting all French people
You divide, allowing the extreme right to advance]
Axiom's critique of then president Jacques Chirac is grounded in the legalistic framework of the United
Nations' 1948 "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" which established that "All human beings are
born free and equal in dignity and rights." In his evocation ofthe French "right of soil" the rapper argues
that although he and countless other second-generation immigrants should have equal rights as native
born citizens under the law, the policies of the French president have entrenched discrimination and
inequality.
The document's nineteenth article, that Axiom cites in the opening, reads: "Everyone has the
right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without
interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers." 28 In citing the declaration, Axiom is referencing a right that a number of politically outspoken
rappers have had to assert in the face of national defamation lawsuits from French legislators on the
political Right-a topic we will revisit in chapter two. 29 In his argument that the president has allowed
the extreme right to advance, however, Axiom is pointing to a double standard much debated among
minority rappers that nationalists who call for immigrant deportations and holocaust deniers are rarely
tried in such libel cases. Indeed, in the formulation of "J'accuse ... " Axiom is referencing the infamous
Dreyfus Affair in which the writer Emile Zola wrote another such slanderous open letter to the president
in 1898 in hopes that he could rectify the unjust antisemitic treatment of Alfred Dreyfus, a French
28

United Nations Official Website, "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" (10 December 1948) on
http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html. Last accessed November 12, 2007.
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These cases are examined in detail in Chapter Two. For a discussion of one such suit see "Le rappeur 'Monsieur
R.' cite acomparaitre pour "outrage aux bonnes moeurs," Agence France Presse (17 November 2005).
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military officer unjustly tried for treason. By publishing the letter, Zola sought to force the government to
bring a libel suit against him and thus bring international attention to the case.

30

A couple days after the concert Axiom appeared on France 3's nightly talk show Ce Soir (ou
Jamais!) [Tonight (or Never!)] with a panel of political analysts and academics? 1 Like Zola before him,
Axiom is using any and all media at his disposal to cause a succes de scandale or otherwise to draw
attention to his causes and bring about material change. Though no legal action has been taken against
Axiom to date, his political aims seem clear: to foreground a debate about systemic racism and
xenophobia and threaten inaction with separatism.
In the conclusion of the track, Axiom presents his idea of the "Sixth Republic" as a multiracial,
tolerant, and peaceful alternative to an antiquated system that employs an authoritarian interior minister (a
clear reference to Sarkozy) who will be found guilty in the court of history.
Nous sommes l 'avenir, en notre camr le plus beau des reves
Pacifiquement, la sixieme republique en est la seve
La republique a besoin d 'un nouveau vent
Celui de l 'espoir, du creur, un vent plus tolerent
monsieur le president,
Votre ministre instaure Ia terreur
Et l 'histoire dira bient6t que ce jut une erreur
[We are the future, in our heart the most beautiful of dreams
Peacefully, the sixth republic the salve
The republic needs winds of change
That of hope, heart, a more tolerant spirit
Mr. President,
Your minister institutes terror
And history will soon say that it was an error]
In introducing his Sixth Republic Axiom uses a poetic language of rapprochement, redemption and
rebirth. On stage at Gymnase Japy, Axiom's images of "heart," "salve," and "winds of change" resonated
with the banner behind him. His vision and that of "La France Metisee"-a nation made up of differing
hues-sought to recast France as a new body politic of mixed race. Notably, his words and the image

30
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Emile Zola, "Je Accuse ... !: Lettre au President de Ia Republique" L 'Aurore (13 January 1898).
Ce Soir (Ou Jamais!), France 3 (4 April2007).
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behind him also echo the first issue of the pan-Africanistjournal Presence Africaine wherein Jean-Paul
Sartre penned his famously biologized image of African immigration to post-war France as proving a
much needed "peu de sangfrais qui circule en ce

v~eux

corps" [bit of :fresh blood which circulates in this

old body]. 32
In Axiom's promotion of a new republic and a mulatto France we encounter two seemingly
disparate discourses: electronic mediatization and racial miscegenation. However, as I have emphasized
throughout the previous discussions, the two are commonly in dialogue. Indeed, in the work of the MCs
discussed above, various forms of racialization are accomplished through the electronic media of recorded
music, internet technologies, television, and countless other technological forms. Recalling Paul Gilroy's
assertion that authenticity "has become an important element in the mechanism ofthe mode of
'racialization' necessary" 33 for pop cultural success it is worth noting that Xiao, Marti, Pizko, Skalpel, and
Axiom have all engaged in racialization to some degree, but what of authenticity?

Conclusions: Dailand and "The Benetton Syndrome"
Towards the end of my fieldwork period in Paris, I headed to the Southern banlieue of Bagneux
for an annual hip hop project called Alliance Urbaine. The five-day event then in its tenth year is part
community event, part trade show, and part concert. The concert series featured the American rappers
Beat Assailant and Method Man of Wu Tang Clan fame, as well as a Jamaican dancehall influenced
French act called Natural Zion High, and a long line-up of other international and local acts including
Sefyu. The most interesting facet of the sprawling event at Espace Leo Ferre-a multi-use facility in
Bagneux-was the trade show atmosphere that predominated before the evening's concert lineup began.
Around fifty individual booths were set up, housing representatives from record labels, hip hop clothing
lines, electronics manufacturers, and remarkably, rap groups represented by the artists themselves.
32
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One such group was Dailand, who had purchased a booth at Alliance Urbaine to promote their
self-released eponymous album and a compilation of tracks from their extended crew entitled Ghetto

Music. The albums on their table display caught my eye as other presenters started tearing down their
exhibits. The Dailand album artwork featured the group's logo consisting of a stylized, but recognizably
grim cite (housing project) with splatters of red emulating drops ofblood. Turning the CD over I was
surprised to find that the self-produced underground album included two video "clips" (music videos),
one of which was titled "Liberti, Egalite, Fraternite" after the three French republican virtues-a favorite
target of French rappers, as we will see in chapter two. The other album, Ghetto Music, had cover art
featuring a single massive cite with the superimposed images of a menacing pit bull (symbol ofthe
American ghetto par excellence) and a lightning bolt [Fig. 8].

Fig. 8- Dailand/Dieland Crew's CD Ghetto Music and the Dailand booth at Alliance Urbaine. From left
to right: Klepto, Kezo, Altematif, and Akil,

When I approached Dailand for an impromptu interview, the group seemed excited to meet an
American who might have some commercial connections. After I explained that I had no industry pull
and was instead a researcher working on a dissertation about hip hop in Europe, they nonetheless offered
me a shot of Black Velvet Canadian whisky and explained that they were themselves a collective of
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international origins. When I asked about their name, one of the MCs explained that "DaY" is slang for
stoned, and that the areas that they were from were known for their drug traffic. It seems that the name
was also once a pun on the English "die," as their older album Ghetto Music features the name "Dieland
Crew." Although I failed to notice the alternate spelling at the time, such a pun linking drugs and
violence seemed likely to be the case, as I learned the names of the crew's members.
MC Klepto Thug introduced himself and explained that he was from Western Germany while the
other two rappers, Kezo Kiliblack and Akil Fax, were from Haiti and Palestine respectively. In addition,
they added that they were all from different areas of the banlieues, some from the northern 93rd district
and some from the southwestern 92nd. After introducing his producer, the Serbian-born DJ Alternatif,
Kezo interrupted Klepto in English saying: "You know Benetton? We're 'United Color.' It's my group.
It's 'United Color': it's black man, white man, Palestinian man." With the trade show booth, the CD

Ghetto Music, and their demonstrated pride in being from the banlieues, the group was quite literally
selling race and class authenticity. Most strikingly to me, however, was Kezo's "Benetton" packaging of
the group, which rang loudly in my ear as a musicologist and cultural theorist.
In a 1993 piece for the journal Ethnomusicology, Veit Erlmann describes a reading of so-called
"world music" that similarly posits the Benetton clothing retailer as a model of difference. Drawing on
the commodification and social fragmentation theories of Frederic Jameson he writes that: "homogeneity
and diversity are two symptoms of what one is tempted to call the Benetton syndrome; t!J.e more people
around the globe purchase the exact same garment, the more the commercial celebrates difference." 34 But
Erlmann, of co use, is not celebrating this difference like Kezo. Indeed, Erlmann uses the shorthand of the
"Benetton syndrome" to make a case that difference itself is being commodified and diversity is being
sold, such that it is no longer diversity but a sort ofyuppie "neo-ethnicity." Erlmann concludes the piece

34

Veit Erlmann, "A Reply to Mark Slobin," Ethnomusicology, Vol. 37, No.2 (Spring- Summer, 1993), 265. See
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with a nod to Charles Seeger's comment that some "must of necessity sing their difference," writing: "we
now sing our difference as part of a system that condemns us to seek the signets of otherness in the
images it produces from within itself." 35 The process is described by Stuart Hall from another perspective
in his "Old and New Identities, Old and New Ethnicities." There Hall writes of: "a way in which the
dominant particular localizes and naturalizes itself and associates with a variety of other minorities." 36 As
Hall's formulation indicates, the "Benetton syndrome" is revealed to be a project for the dominant
particular-the leisure class who can afford to dabble in difference.
So what ofKezo's "Benetton syndrome?" Had the young French Haitian from the Paris 92
projects contracted a bourgeois disease wherein his only models of identity and difference were to be
found in the realm of commerce, or was he simply casting their music in terms he supposed I would
understand? Darland was certainly selling difference-the products on their trade show table made that
much apparent-but was the difference they were singing the result of their own agency or was it indeed
restricted to the codes and images of a capitalist world system? In any case, something about Erlmann's
"Benetton syndrome" seemed to hold true for explaining Kezo's authenticizing and racialized, if
multicultural, sales pitch. Indeed, we might say that the identity politics and political strategies of all the
aforementioned rappers reflect a racial politics of authenticity to a degree--of difference cast in the
commodity form of CD, television, radio, or print media.
However, the example ofKezo inverting the focus of the "Benetton syndrome" by implicating
himself as the supposed lower class authentic ethnic product in contrast to Erlmann's bourgeois pseudoethnic consumer is also illuminating in other ways. Keeping Hall's remarks on "New Ethnicities" in
mind, we see that while "the dominant particular ... associates itself with a variety of other minorities," he
shows us that those minorities are also bound in this system of identity making. Kezo is in fact selfconsciously implicated at the other end of a two-way transaction where-to flip the script on Hall-"a
35
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variety of other minorities" also dissociate themselves from ''the dominant particular." Whether that
dissociation comes in the form of Arriviste black self-reliance, Latino Zapatista radicalism, or more
inclusive visions of"La France metisee," the result always articulates a "New Ethnicity" because of the
desire on the part of countless people of minority and majority backgrounds alike to move beyond the
national histories that for so long provided prescribed identities.
Notably, Amiri Baraka's (LeRoi Jones) influential idea of the "changing same" from his
collection Black Music (1968) described a similar process in which African American musical innovation
is described as a direct answer to the appropriation of black music by white Americans. In short, Jones
argued that as a given style or genre of African American music achieves widespread commercial success
its originators in the black community look for a new spin on an old tradition to stay one step ahead of
this mainstreaming transaction. 37 While Baraka's model is somewhat reductive and fails to fully account
for the interplay on both sides of the equation-focusing on production as heavily as Erlmann focuses on
consumption-the idea is a helpful one to understand the ways that music, identity, and culture are bound
to larger social structures.
It is thus no coincidence that the Da'iland crew uses an (African) American popular form and
references to the African American ghetto to express its identity. Indeed, in citing Seeger's point about
how some people are called to sing their difference, Erlmann gestures to an especially American form of
difference. The article he cites is Seeger's 1939 "Grass Roots for American Comp()sers" in which the
musicologist and composer notes that ethnic music is a uniquely important component in the concert
music of Americans due to the shared history of displacement among its musicians. 38 For the rappers
discussed here, and dozens of others with whom I spoke in Paris, the social fragmentation and niche
marketing that Erlmann and Jameson attribute to a new hegemonic structure of late capitalism is better
explained as a result of the French state struggling to come to terms with the displacement of its own

37
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citizens and its own increasing postcolonial diversity. For some like Pizko and Skalpel this diversity must
provide the solidarity to combat capitalism. For others such as Xiao and Mani the capitalist system is, in
fact, preferable to the welfare policies that create dependence and ingrain cycles of inequality. Recalling
Gilroy, this (African) Americanization of Parisian minority culture also "represents the latest triumph of
outer-national and intercultural political forms that make their local equivalents, still bolted to the
decaying chassis of a nineteenth-century nation-state, look tame, redundant and outmoded by
comparison." For better and for worse, that form of Americanization is replete with the commercial
machinations that the term has come to represent.

39

* * *
In closing, I would like to return to Blackara's idea of"le cauchemar." Xiao and Mani portray
themselves as the nightmare of French society not only because they are anathema to the political Right's
fantasy of an ethnically pure nation, but also because they complicate the political Left's dream of a race
free society-as typified by SOS-Racisme's stance. As the form of cultural politics that these rappers
employ indicates, this polarized vision for solving France's "race problem" posits two unacceptable and
indeed untenable options: 1.) deport everyone of immigrant origins or 2.) have everyone accept French
culture as their own. Notably, both are "race free" dreams. Instead, these self-defined minority rappers
choose "to maintain their race identity until ... the ideal of human brotherhood has become a practical
possibility ."40
In their music Blackara, Sidi-0, Pizko and Skalpel, Axiom, and Dalland make it abundantly clear
that this possibility has not yet come to pass, but in hip hop music and community they find the most
readily available means to work towards that end. The degree of variance between their chosen forms of
hip hop racialization is indicative of the available space within articulations of minority identity. In the
oppositional models of an array of African American cultural forms they locate a politics best suited to
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their realities and work with those frameworks to make the music their own and to create "New
Ethnicities." Furthermore, as the medium ofhip hop continues to capture the imaginations of minority
youth, the electronic media through which rap music is disseminated will continue to provide them a
position of power at the center of debates about the future of France. Perhaps then, a nightmare is just
what is needed in order to wake the nation up from its dreams of a race free France and start working
towards the equality that would enable such a possibility.
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Chapter Two
"Is This Really Liberty, Equality, Fraternity?":
Parisian Hip Hop from "L'Affaire NTM'' to "La FranSSe" (1995- 2005)

On Bastille Day 1995, the Parisian hip hop duo NTM was arrested for inciting anti-state
sentiment during a performance at the "Rendez-vous de Ia Liberte" festival in the Southeastern French
city of La Seyne-sur-Mer. 1 The stark irony of this episode focused the attention of the nation on questions
of free speech and artistic liberty and exacerbated perceptions of state hypocrisy-especially among the
children and grandchildren of immigrants from the former colonies and peripheries. The growing
popularity of hip hop in France during the early nineties began to offer a uniquely positioned and
mediatized channel of political critique and social commentary that was quickly seized by ethnic minority
communities living in cities across the country. Indeed, France soon established itself as the second
largest market for hip hop-both American and home grown-in the world. Seizing upon US rapper
Chuck D's famous declaration of hip hop as the black community's CNN, French rappers began
employing the newly dominant art form to voice contemporary concerns about corruption and social
inequality, offer snapshots of daily life in the projects, and notably to highlight the material hypocrisies at
the core of the French ideal of"liberty, equality, fraternity." The 1995 arrest ofNTM was then something
of a landmark in the politics of moral authority and civil disobedience-exposing state hypocrisy,
achieving a mediatized victimhood, and ultimately foregrounding a long sidelined debate about ethnicity
and citizenship in France.
In the ten years since the "NTM Affair" hip hop has become the central locus of this debate in
France, providing minority youth a much needed voice in dialogues about unemployment, religious
identity, racism, police brutality, and other hot-button issues. In turn, French rap has earned its place as a

An earlier version of this chapter appeared~ as '"Is This Really Liberty, Equality, Fraternity?': The NTM Affair,
French Cultural Politics, and Americanization as Cultural Miscegenation," Music Research Forum Vol. 19 (Summer
2004).
1
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common scapegoat for civil unrest culminating in the recent legal action against Parisian MC Monsieur R
for "inciting an attack against the dignity of the French state" on his track "La FranSSe." 2 The 2005
French riots that provided the impetus for this most recent headline from the French culture wars were
commonly painted with a post-911 clash of civilizations subtext in media accounts. However, a number
of reports also commented on the similarities to the US race riots of 1960s. 3 While I will not attempt to
establish a causal relationship between the rise of French hip hop and the current spate of debates
surrounding ethnicity, civil rights, and national belonging in France, I do think that an analysis of this
relationship will provide a number of insights into the role of hip hop and that multivalent term
"Americanization" in modern French society. As I will show, hip hop and its African American musical
precursors have provided French minority youth with a set of protest strategies that both interrogates the
structures of racialized inequality at the heart of the French secular ideal and complicates the
Americanization as cultural imperialism thesis.

"Republican Universalism and Racial Particularism"
In his article "No More Song and Dance: French Radio Broadcast Quotas, Chansons, and
Cultural Exceptions," James Petterson argues that the passage of a 1996 French law requiring radio
stations to broadcast a minimum of 40 percent Francophone music was essentially a function of capitalist
greed couched in nationalist rhetoric. 4 While Petterson accounts for the broad ranging discourses of
homogenization and globalization at play in France's "culture wars," he minimizes the law's presumptive

"Le rappeur 'Monsieur R.' cite acomparaitre pour "outrage aux boones moeurs," Agence France Presse ( 17
November 2005).
3
"Remaking the French Ghettos." New York Times (12 December 2005), section A, column 1, 26.
4
James Petterson, "No More Song and Dance: French Radio Broadcast Quotas, Chansons, and Cultural
Exceptions," in Heide Fehrenbach and Ute G. Poiger, eds., Transactions, Transgressions, Transformations:
American Culture in Western Europe and Japan (New York: Berghahn Books, 2000), 109-123. Petterson writes:
"In other words, the imposition of broadcast quotas implies the legislative disguise of the monetary interests of those
enterprises whose assets are described as cultural."
2
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goal-to limit the influence of American popular music on French youth. 5 Indeed, the French legislature
passed a similar law guarding the French language from Americanisms in 1994. 6 The quota system for
French broadcasters is thus part of a larger reaction against a particular breed of globalization known as
"Americanization."
A primary target of these anti-Americanization efforts was US hip hop, which was quickly
growing in popularity among the children of France's working class largely Sub-Saharan African and
Arab immigrants. 7 Beginning in the late 1980s, the influence of American hip hop culture began to show
up as graffiti, street dancing, and rap in the marginalized lower-income neighborhoods and housing
projects of the French suburbs, or banlieues. By the early 1990s, French youth had found in rapping a
means to air their dissent from what they saw as an increasingly xenophobic and oppressive system. 8 As
Laurent Mucchielli notes in his "Rap Music and French Society as Viewed by Youth of the Cites
(housing projects)": "Behind the material injustices, rappers see a system of social segregation aimed
specially at the youthful descendants of immigrants."9 The object of criticism in much early French rap
was the rise of Jean-Marie Le Pen's rightist Front National party (FN). The FN came to power in the
early 1990s on an anti-immigration platform attracting as much as 20 percent of the vote in national
elections. 10 Using slogans like "France for the French" and "immigration equals unemployment," the FN

5
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employed a rationale that mirrors Petterson's nationalistic and economic reading of the 1994 and 1996
anti-Americanization measures. 11
Although Americanization is routinely read as a capitalistic and mediatized phenomenon, a form
of racism premised on a fear of racial impurity pervades its discourse. There exists a nexus in which
European national identities have equated their own fears of cultural miscegenation from immigrant
communities with the always already culturally miscegenated model of America. Therefore, I argue that
we should add to the discourse on Americanization as unchecked capitalism a second discourse of
Americanization as cultural miscegenation--or "racial intermixture." To be sure, the same instinct that
seeks to protect national markets also seeks to protect national identity. In this case study, I bring this
thesis to bear on the subject of French rap from the early 1990s with a special emphasis on the racially
integrated-and I argue aptly named group-NTM, an acronym for "Nique Ta Mere" [Puck Your
Mother]. I then turn to the more recent example of Monsieur R's "La FranSSe," concluding the chapter
with an analysis of this rap track at the center of discourses about race, hip hop, and inequity surrounding
the 2005 Parisian banlieue riots.
From the imprisonment of groups for anti-establishment speech to the founding of a "multi-ethnic
alliance and political movement with hip hop at its core," I hope to illustrate how French rappers first
adopted, then adapted a hyper-political sub-genre of American rap to fight the oppression that it saw in
the French state's moves to insulate its culture from miscegenation. 12 In doing so, I hope to depict a
country struggling to maintain its identity confronted with rising immigration from its former colonies. In
the introduction to their study, The Color of Liberty: Histories ofRace in France, Sue Peabody and Tyler
Stovall characterize this struggle as evocative of the French: "contradiction between republican
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universalism and racial particularism." 13 Furthermore, in his influential article "Universalism as Racism"
Etienne Balibar argues that the universalist ideals of liberal democracies are a rationalized cover up of the
underlying realities of exclusive ethnic and racial hierarchies in the logic of the nation-state. 14 Though the
French have prided themselves on their governmentally sanctioned egalitarianism since the 1789
Revolution, the country's population has been relatively homogeneous until the last 20 years. 15 As the
country faced increased struggles with racial inequality over the course of the 1980s and 1990s, the
French rappers NTM asked in their 1991 song "Le Monde de Demain" [Tomorrow's World]: "Est-ce que
c 'est vraiment de Ia Iiberti, egalite, fraternite?" [Is this really liberty, equality, fraternity?]. 16

Fear of a Black Europe
The title track of the 1990 album Fear of a Black Planet: The Counterattack on World Supremacy
by the politically outspoken US hip hop group Public Enemy features the lines: "Black man, black
woman: black baby. White man, white woman: white baby. White man, black woman: black baby.
Black man, white woman: black baby." 17 The lyrics reference the infamous "one-drop rule" of American,
racial-sexual politics whereby a child of one white and one black parent, grandparent, great-grandparent,
etc., is deemed black. If one drop of"black blood" runs through your veins, you are black. In this
figuration Blackness is thus constructed as a potent impurity that taints and subsumes whiteness. 18
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The issue of miscegenation is invoked again in a later verse of "Fear of a Black Planet" when
Chuck D, the group's front man, posits Europe as the implied source of the constructed racial purity-and
therefore the foil to the impure black. Chuck D asks: "What is pure? Who is pure? Is it European? I
ain't sure." 19 On "Fear of a Black Planet," Public Enemy's message is clear: the "browning" of America,
to use the parlance of Latin-American essayist Richard Rodriguez, calls into question the global
hegemonic structures that privilege whiteness.

20

The question then remains: what happens to Western

(read: white) hegemony when America, the cultural, economic, and military leader of the Western world,
becomes predominantly non-white?
The problem that Chuck D wants to stress is that in the figuration of the one-drop rule, whiteness
is recessive and subordinate to blackness and therefore needs to be protected against impurity. But as he
astutely comments in "Fear of a Black Planet," the one-drop rule and the idea of whiteness that it is meant
to protect are ultimately self-defeating and untenable. Hence, the fear that whiteness will eventually "fall
prey" to blackness. It is this fear that I wish to focus on in the current chapter. It is a fear of loss and a
fear of impurity. But rather than focusing on the proliferation of literal, racial miscegenation that Chuck
D sees on the horizon, I want to look at the effects of a hybridization that already predominates-that is
cultural miscegenation.

America in the Eyes of Europe
In a rapidly growing body of scholarship on the role of American culture outside ofthe US,
authors have characterized European responses to American cultural products as a highly ambivalent
mixture of fascination and fear-a love/hate relationship. 21 As Rob Kroes observes in his study of
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American culture in Europe: "These scholars' common focus was the dual nature, the Januslike face, of
American culture as it has been perceived and received in Europe." 22 On the fascination side of the Janus
face, the authors describe a reception that formulates the US as the "New World"-a diverse, vibrant,
democratic, and egalitarian society in contrast to the "Old World's" homogeneity, drudgery, monarchy,
and age-old class stratification. 23 The alienation produced by industrialization and the tradition of nobility
by birthright, are thrown out the window in this "New World" figuration. In this way, Europeans have
shaped a fantasy of America-with American help of course--as a land of new beginnings and authentic
life experience.
On the fear side, the authors describe a formulation of"America, Inc." as an overtly capitalistic
society with no regard for local vernacular and non-commercial artistic expressions. America's
commodification processes, described as "Coca-Colonization" and "McDonaldization," thus threaten to
drown out European voices, leaving them marginalized and alienated by the commercial juggernaut. 24
Kroes refers to the common use of the term "Americanization" to describe this formulation which:
"normally serves in a discourse of rejection to point to the variety of processes through which America
exerts its dismal influence on European cultures." 25 Europeans-again, not without the help of
Americans-have thus constructed a contrary view of the US as a homogenized land of electronic media,
mass culture, malls, and fast food.
In the introduction to their edited collection American Culture in Europe: Interdisciplinary

Perspectives, Mike-Frank G Epitropoulos and Victor Roudometofnote that: "The notion of American
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culture is usually employed as a synonym for commercial mass-produced culture." 26 Yet, they conclude
"the end result is not a loss of cultural diversity but rather the recreation of new hybrid cultural forms." 27
Underlying this discourse of Americanization is a pervasive subtext of biological metaphors that has
eluded discussion in much of the scholarship on European reception of American cultural products. The
language used to describe the cultural flow of Americanization includes many instances of"hybridity,"
"creolization," and "cross-fertilization," but in very few cases do scholars address the racialized
undertones of this language. Heidi Fehrenbach and Ute Poiger nicely summarize this racial discourse,
and the dearth of studies addressing it, in their introduction to Transactions, Transgressions,

Transformations: American Culture in Western Europe and Japan:
[S]ome ofthe most popular American cultural imports have been adapted from the
cultures of various American racial and ethnic minorities, and have been employed
by nations to confront and reformulate their own notions of racial difference. This
is an understudied subject. . . . Much of American culture-like ragtime, jazz, rock
'n' roll-has been rooted in African-American culture, and audiences from the United
States and abroad have often felt titillated and/or repelled by what they perceive as
racial transgressions contained in these varieties of American culture. [my emphasis ]28
As Fehrenbach and Poiger recognize, the "racial transgressions" of much American culture complicates
the Americanization as commercialization formula. In addition, the same fascination/fear ambivalence
(or "titillation"/"repulsion" above) in the discourse on commerce is evident in this less studied discourse
on race.
Epitropoulos and Roudomitof write:
During the nineteenth century, European modernity entailed the celebration of
national symbolism and the cultural specificity ofthe European nations .... The
post-1945 global reality has posed serious challenges to this image of social
organization. European integration, the end of colonialism, and the increasing
intrusion of global mass media have questioned the solidity of the European nationstate. Commercial culture becomes the hallmark of these processes- the visible
manifestation of broader changes in society and culture. For cultural purists, it
offers an attractive and highly visible target of protest.
26
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Although they never address African American culture, read with a critical eye on the issue of race, their
narrative of colonialism and nationalism, hybridity and purity makes perfect sense. Americanization in
all its "hybridized" forms is as attractive to postcolonial subjects as it is distasteful to cultural purists.

Americanization as Cultural Miscegenation
In an effort to nuance the discourse of Americanization as commercialization, fill the lacuna that
Fehrenbach and Poiget address, and add to our understanding of the set of processes known as
Americaniza~ion,

I would like to posit an alternate, companion reading of these processes, which I refer to

as the Americanization as cultural miscegenation thesis. I do not wish to deny the capitalist mechanisms
and motivations of Americanization, but rather to address the subtext of race, sex, and gender employed
to define Americanization and thereby motivate anti-American sentiment and promote protective
nationalism. Just as Chuck D saw notions of European purity complicated by the "one-drop rule" in
"Fear of a Black Planet," I see formulations designed to maintain European national identities as premised
on fears of cultural miscegenation.
In his introduction to European Readings ofAmerican Popular Culture "America and Europe-A
Clash oflmagined Communities," Rob Kroes traces the racialization of America in the European
imagination. Starting with the image of Shakespeare's Cali ban he writes of:
the mad projection of everything forbidden and taboo that lay in the European
subconscious .... The uncivilized, brute force of the savage, regardless of whether
he eats men or rapes women, makes him "A devil, a born devil, on whose nature
nurture can never stick! (Tempest IV, 189). This image of the untamed savage as
the embodiment of all the forces of evil, in compact with the devil and only subdued
by force, would long endure as a view of America .... Interestingly, these repertoires
of projection already freely mingle in Shakespeare's Tempest: older fears of African
blacks blend into fears about the American Indian .... The Tempest is an early
example of European fantasies about America after its discovery. In it we recognize
a rejection of America and Americans as diametrically opposed to civilization
and culture-a rejection that continued even after "the American" was no longer
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an Indian savage but a transplanted European. 29
The language of creolization that permeates the literature on Americanization underscores this
construction of America not only as a culturally miscegenated society of European races but specifically
as a "blackened" society. Indeed, these subtexts in Americanization discourses recall Ralph Ellison's
comments that "something indisputably American about Negroes ... aroused the troubling suspicion that
whatever else the true American is, he is also somehow black." 30
In Eric Lott's reading of blackface minstrelsy, "Love and Theft: The Racial Unconscious of
Blackface Minstrelsy," there is also the implication that the simulacra resulting from this: "racial
intercourse that creolized black cultural forms as it 'blackened' the dominant culture [is] a process that in
one sense makes it difficult to talk about racial transgression at al1." 31 Lott is pointing to an important
fabrication inherent in this discourse of miscegenation. "Creolization" and "blackening" are two racial
metaphors--one black to white and the other white to black-for acculturative processes. Since racial
stereotypes are constructed by mapping racial fictions onto cultural practices, however, it becomes
impossible to speak of cultural miscegenation, or boundary crossing, when there is already rampant
multiplicity in cultural practice.
While I am well aware of the mythic status and inherent paradoxes of the cultural miscegenation
idea, I want to stress that as a mode of discourse about culture, especially music, the idea of cultural
miscegenation remains a powerful concept for the protection of a group's practices. When culture is
given a racial referent it becomes attached to the bodies of a social group and thus culture becomes more
"real." In effect, by racializing culture humans make culture part of their bodily identity-part of themrather than an amorphous web of ideas and practices.
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By conflating culture with race, Europeans, as well as Americans, have found a language with
which to discuss their struggle for identity in terms less ephemeral than culture-terms of race and sex.
The fixity of these terms make the instability of cultural identity less apparent and therefore more easily
deployed to protective means. As a social construction itself, the idea of Europe as an integrated whole
benefits from the stability of this figuration. Constructions of race "that were so central to the
development of modem national identities" thus sustain the tenuous hold that 19th-century nationalisms
still have in Europe. 32
Since America is at once Europe's closest ally and its greatest adversary, it is constructed as a foil
to Europe-a relatively new country that has already succumbed to cultural miscegenation, indeed some
would argue, founded on that notion. Thus, there exists a nexus in which European national identities
have equated their own fears of cultural miscegenation from immigrant communities with the already
culturally miscegenated model of America. Additionally, I would argue that America is constructed as
creolized or blackened in part because it is one of the few ways that Europeans can differentiate
themselves from what is otherwise a shared "Western" racial and cultural ancestry with Americans.

The Emergence of French Hip Hop
In his foundational work on the history of French rap, "The Evolution ofFrench Rap Music and
Hip Hop Culture in the 1980s and 1990s," Andre Prevos describes three basic stages in the emergence of
the form. 33 The first he describes as the "arrival" of rap in France, a period dominated by the figure of
Afrika Bambaataa and his Zulu Nation movement from the early to late 1980s. The Zulu Nation was a
model for urban education and community building that Bambaataa first used to aid primarily black lower
class neighborhoods in the Bronx. 34 The movement employed an empowering Afrocentrism to promote
community with rap music and hip hop culture at its core. As Prevos explains, Bambaataa introduced
32
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New York rap and its attendant breakdancing (or "smurfing") and graffiti art to one lower-class NorthParis banlieue, and the style grew from there as Bambaataa's music and the music of other US artists
became commercially available in France. This focus on the banlieues-the equivalent of the American
black ghetto-in French rap remains an important part of the identification of its performers with the
lower class, predominantly non-white immigrant communities from which the form got its first footing in
France. The rappers from the banlieues still maintain a stance of authenticity in French rap today, just as
US rap continues to center itself in the black ghetto.
Prevos describes the second stage of French rap as the "adoption" stage wherein French rappers
began to emulate the US styles in their native language. The milestone in this period was the first
compilation of French rappers, Rapattitudes, released on the Labelle Noir record label in 1989. As the
name of the label indicates, French hip hop had already become associated with the blackness of the
American form. Additionally, Pn!vos conjectures that the title of the compilation and the names of the
groups contained therein (such as NTM and A.L.A.R.M.E.) may have been derived from an important
American rap act gaining recognition at the time, the group NWA (Niggaz With Attitude). 35 The French
artists emulated the styles of their American counterparts and transferred the political, social, and
economic themes prevalent in US raps at the time to their own struggles against oppression. Along with
Bambaataa's uplifting Afrocentrism, Chuck D's hyper-political raps and N.W.A. and KRS-One's social
commentary on the US pol~ce state offered emerging French rappers the primary models for their use of
rap as a tool of political dissent.
As the styles developed and subgenres proliferated in both the US and France, however, the
themes of socio-political commentary remained prominent in French raps while their American
counterparts proliferated such in number and theme that the political activism characterizing early 1990s
rap became a less common feature of American rap on the whole. 36 Prevos dubbed this divergence of US
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and French styles the "adaptation" stage, as French rappers began to make the form their own politically,
linguistically, and performatively. While American artists in large part began choosing less political
themes such as sex, drugs, and money--often unapologetically glorifying the three-French rappers
tended to maintain closer ties to the early 1990s leftist-inspired ideology of the hip hop "underground"
anti-popularity and its avoidance of"selling out." In fact, critiques of the recording industry and
capitalism in general remain a central theme ofFrench rap.

37

In addition, the tendency of French rap to

eschew the near ubiquitous misogyny evident in American rap is a further extension of the leftist political
ideology that early on defined both US and French styles.
Another notable development in French rap was the emergence of a form of speech in the
banlieues termed "verlan" that Hisham Aidi describes as: "hipsterist wordplay in which syllables are

reversed (for example, 'noires' [blacks] become 'renois,' and 'arabe' becomes 'beur')." 38 While
American rap is known for its wordplay and redefinition of terminologies, this wordplay is uniquely
French in its formulations. The speech forms an important part of the French rap scene and helped spawn
the title for the popular radio program and interracial music festival "Black, Blanc, Beur" (also the title of
the first collection of essays on French rap). 39 At the same time, v~rlan 's use as a "resistance vernacular"
has garnered political and cultural criticism from guardians of the French language, as we will see. 40
While this brief summary offers only a glimpse of the history of French rap, I hope it will provide
a workable background of the ways that American styles influenced French practitioners. While many of
the above assertions constitute general trends and are not to be definitive of the entire field of rap, the
dialogue that continues between the two largest national audiences for rap music, France and the US,
tends to take place between more overtly politically minded sub groups of the genre. Thus the tradition of
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political dissent in early 1990s US rap groups like Chuck D's Public Enemy, KRS-One's BDP, and to an
extent, NW A seems to be alive and well in France.

"L 'Affaire NTM" (1995)
On Bastille Day, July 14, 1995, the Paris-based rap group, NTM, was set to take the stage at the

"Rendez-vous de Ia Liberte" music festival in the southeastern French town of La Seyne-sur-Mer. The
festival, organized by the anti-racist association SOS racisme, featured the interracial hard-core rap group
Supreme NTM, as well as MC Solaar, pop singer Patrick Bruel, and a host of politicians and intellectuals
associated with the French Socialist Party. 41 The concert's promoters arranged the Bastille Day festival to
reassert the French doctrine of liberty, equality, and fraternity in the face of troubling developments in
French national politics. 42 The nearby cities of Toulon and Orange had recently elected right-wing
mayors that ran on the anti-immigration platform of the ultra-nationalist FN. Although the promoters of
the festival intended the artists and politicians to speak out against the FN's racist and xenophobic views,
NTM's performance at the event far exceeded their goals, sparking a national debate on the place of free
speech in French society.
About halfway through their set, NTM's Joey Starr (Didier Morville) and Kool Shen (Bruno
Lopes) were getting the crowd psyched up for their controversial song, "Police," with chants of "nique Ia

police" [fuck the police]. The two frontmen---ofMartinican and Portuguese descent respectively-had
written the song two years earlier in response to what they saw as rampant police brutality and racism in
their native banlieues. The police on duty at the event, understandably offended by the verbal assaults,
detained the rappers and later filed a lawsuit against NTM.

43

The verdict that was handed down more

than a year later sentenced the two rappers to three months in jail, a six-month performance ban, and a
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total ofFF50,000 (approx. $8,000) in fines. Though NTM's performance at this festival celebrating
French liberty was protected by freedom of expression laws, the statutes applied only to artistic
expression, not speech between songs, as the prosecution successfully argued NTM's chants were.
As Pn!vos states in his 1998 article, "Hip Hop, Rap, and Repression in France and in the United
States:" "laws governing artistic freedom are significantly more extensive in France than in the United
States." Indeed, NTM had endured a lengthy radio ban after the release of"Police" from the album 1993

... J'appuie sur Ia Gachette [I've got my finger on the trigger]. 44 American rap groups throughout the
1990s met legal challenges over issues of free speech from right-wing politicians and public morality
groups such as Tipper Gore's PRMC (Parent's Music Resource Committee) but seldom met
consequences as severe as the 1995 judgment passed on NTM's live performance. The American rapper
Ice T met similar protest over his 1992 song "Cop Killer" and Miami-based 2 Live Crew had run-ins with
the law at concerts throughout the late 1980s, but because of clear rulings upholding First Amendment
rights in most cases in the US it is the record companies, not the courts, which decide the fate of the
music or musician. This was the case with Ice-T's "Cop Killer," which was eventually removed from the
album after the record company submitted to public pressure.
Regarding the "NTM Affair," Paul Silverstein writes in an article on French protest rap: "The
irony of the arrest and verdict were by no means lost on the larger French public, as the incident escalated
into a full-scale, nation-wide 'affaire."'

45

Following a groundswell of public opinion against the NTM

ruling, French courts suspended the prison time when the appeals process was complete. Yet, after the
decision to suspend the sentences was announced, members of the FN issued a singularly telling
statement in the French daily, Le Figaro, blaming American ''politiquement correct" [political
correctness] for interfering in French politics. 46
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French Cultural Politics
The primary irony seen by the French press in the "NTM Affair" was that over the previous years
the FN leader Jean-Marie Le Pen had given numerous speeches in which he publicly expressed racist
attitudes and denied the Holocaust-both crimes under French law.

47

Le Pen's ultranationalist party had

risen to power over the course of the early 90s garnering as much as 20% of the vote in national
elections. 48 The fall of the Berlin Wall and the concomitant increase in immigration and restructuring of
allegiances all over Europe was accompanied by a widespread resurgence of exclusive nationalisms such
as those espoused by the FN. This pan-European sea change was further complicated by France's
increased struggle to accommodate the fast-growing population of the children of immigrants from its
former colonies concentrated in the banlieues. The impact of the FN on national policy, especially that
regarding culture, was, however, far greater than its 20% national support might indicate.
In 1994, the French Legislature passed the "Toubon law" which "guards the French language
against Americanisms, Arabisms, and the word play that makes up the slang of the banlieues."49 As
Hisham Aidi writes in "B-Boys in 'Les Banlieues': Hip Hop Culture in France": "The popularity of hip
hop is partly responsible for the infamous Toubon law of 1994."50 Steve Cannon discusses these banlieue
"resistance vernaculars" as part of a larger "resistance by young people of minority ethnic origin to the
racism, oppression, and social marginalization they experience within France's banlieues and in its major
towns and cities."

51

As the passage of the Toubon law indicated, the French government saw no place for

the creolized or "Cefron" [melting pot] languagt:; of the banlieue youth in public life.
In 1996, the Legislature passed the Carignon law, a related measure that implemented a 40%
quota for Francophone music to limit the influence of Anglophone music that was viewed as over-
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represented on radio play lists. 52 The measure, which sought to limit the influences of American music
and reign in the growing popularity of rap, instead had the effect of aiding homegrown Francophone rap,
given the paucity of successful French pop acts that performed in genres other than hip hop. As Paul
Silverstein notes: "French gangsta rap groups like NTM, while clearly the anathema of French
conservative political parties, have ironically benefited from their laws." 53 After passage ofthe bill,
rightist French legislator Adrien Gouteyron expressed his strong support for the measure proclaiming:
"song is the expression of the soul of the people" and must therefore be protected. 54 While the
univocality of such a "soul of the people" may sound appealing, it raises a number of problematic
questions regarding what constitutes a people. In any case, it is likely that he did not have hard-core
rappers in mind when utter the words.··
Notably, though the rise of the FN spearheaded these measures the laws could not have been
passed without the support of center and left party members. Indeed, on the floor of the European
Parliament in the same year the popular leftist French Culture Minister Jack Lang offered the following
statement in defense of a similar bill supporting television broadcast quotas at the EU level.
Some have presented this text as a sort of scarecrow, as if Europe was suddenly
barricading itselfbehind impenetrable frontiers, as if we were erecting solid
walls against the cultures of other countries .... This text has symbolic value, a
moral value, and a spiritual value. It gives us the opportunity to save the soul of
Europe! (Ward 2002: 67)
In Lang's statement, one senses the tension between a pragmatic desire for inclusive pluralism and a

paralyzing fear of cultural loss. While he seems ready to concede that culture is a fluid and ever-changing
process, Lang also clearly holds on to a reifying belief in culture as an expression of a people's essence.
These moves can thus be seen to reflect a wider resurgence in the cultural protectivism across the political
spectrum of the French government.
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NTM's criticism of the police comes out of a view from the margins of French society in the

banlieues that conflates a government that is seen to be increasingly nationalistic and the police officers
that enforce its laws as one "police state." Inspired by the prototypical acronymic hip hop group, NTM's
"Police" uses many of the same protest strategies as NWA's controversial 1988 track "Fuck tha Police." 55
In addition, NTM takes an authenticist stance, often citing their roots in the lower-class banlieue of St.
Denis just as NWA celebrated its working class black neighborhood of Los Angeles's Compton. While
their connections to NWA are made clear, they are careful to distance themselves from being seen as
mere copies of West Coast gangsta rap. Although the two groups both employ samples from the African
American soul and funk traditions and employ a similarly aggressive rapping style, constantly pushing the
beat forward, NTM's subject matter is more overtly political in its orientation. In short, NTM looks to the
American West Coast for its sonic palette and to the more socially conscious elements that characterize
East Coast rap for their lyrical models. As Prevos notes of French hip hop acts: "Their search for social
relevancy and artistic activism led them either to transform pre-existing ideologies ... or to create their
own in a piece-meal fashion." 56
A 1997 remix of"Police" entitled "Nique Ia Police" by NTM and Cut Killer constitutes a direct
response to the "NTM Affair" from which they had recently emerged. Embedded in the track are samples
oftheir American influences from the politically outspoken rappers ofthe early 1990s. The samples
include NWA's original "Fuck tha Police," KRS-One's "Sound of da Police," and Busta Rhymes's
"Woo-Ha, Got You All in Check" as well as a sample of"France's Little Sparrow," Edith Piaf singing

"Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien" (I Don't Regret Anything). This juxtaposition of classic and contemporary
rap tracks with a sample ofPiaf's signature tune is a particularly poignant example of how synchronic and
diachronic overlay can be used to construct an oppositional statement. Here NTM's intention is to
respond to the "NTM Affair" by saying in effect "we don't regret what we said!" By using France's
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beloved Piafto make this statement, NTM appropriates an iconic symbol ofFrenchness that at the same
time had the sexualized feminine equivalent of "street cred[ibility]"that the modem hyper-masculine and
lower-class banlieuesard rappers maintain. In effect, NTM is pointing, albeit indirectly, to the hypocrisy
of the whole "affaire."
The primary sample ofNTM's "Nique la Police" remix is a briefloop of'"woo-woo,' that's the
sound of da police" from the KRS-One track mentioned above. The KRS track also includes a statement
of protest against the police that conjures up notions of continued state oppression as a continuation of
slavery. In his Spectacular Vernaculars, Russell A. Potter comments on the protest strategy and then
quotes KRS-One's rap:
[I]n a powerful moment in his 1993 track "Sound of da Police," KRS offers a
subversive etymology for "[police] officer," reeling off a rapid-fire verbal morph:
'Overseer, overseer, overseer, oveseer
Offa-seer, offa-seer, offa-seer, officer
Yeah, officer, from overseer
Ya need a little clarity? Check tha similarity!' 57
Through sampling, NTM engages in an intertextuality that has the potential to activate a whole set of
oppositional meanings from its American predecessors, as in this case, or from its French compatriots, as
in the case ofthe Piafsample. And in an unexpected but seamless moment of synergy, the driving
breakbeat that provides the foundation for DJ Cut Killer's work on the turntables perfectly matches Piafs
indignation as her utterance of the word "Non" punctuates the bass-heavy downbeat.

Official Colorblindness and the Erasure of Race

Since NTM's political and cultural critique is largely premised on the assertion that France's
largely black and Arab banlieue population is marginalized by the oppressive police state's actions, it is
important to consider French conceptions of nationality and naturalization. As cited in the introduction to
57
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this study, the French Embassy's web site posits "Three main models of integration for foreigners and
immigrants":
1. The so-called German ethnic model according to which nationality is conferred chiefly
by descent (jus sanguinis), language, culture and religion; foreign "ethnic" groups are
regarded as being impossible to assimilate and the policy does not therefore aim to
transform them into nationals;
2. The so-called French "political" model, according to which nationality together with
citizenship is based largely on acceptance of the droit du sol, which is a combination of
residence and jus soli [place of birth] and in which "ethnic" identities are confined to
private life rather than spilling over into the public sphere (secularism); the implicit aim
is the individual integration of each immigrant by schools and other institutions;
3. The British/US model in which minorities are recognized (in community life, but not
legally) as political players; here, ideological differences may lead to collective forms of
segregation: ethnic neighbourhoods, and segregation in social activities and in the workplace. 58
Based on this model, the French government does not collect statistics for race or ethnicity in its national
censuses. While in theory this stance is laudable, in practice it turns its back on the clearly racialized
lines of class division represented in the banlieues. 59 This French model warns of ethnic neighborhoods,
but has all but reinforced such segregation in its overwhelmingly black and Arab cites-the housing
projects in and around Paris that thousands of immigrants from France's former colonies now call home.
The French government's tripartite scheme is notable for the value judgement that it places on the
German and British/US models. It is also interesting to note that the term "droit du sol" is left
untranslated on the website, but means roughly, "right to soil." Although this formulation of France's
ideas on naturalization in relation to its views of other nations' models is highly problematic, for our
purposes here, I would like to highlight the way the French model allows for expressions of ethnicity in
the home but not in public--effectively erasing the issue of race from the national debate. This ideal of
"secular public culture" is central to recent moves by the French government to prohibit Jews and
Muslims from wearing their traditional yarmulkes and headscarves in public schools.
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The idea behind the French model asserts that as long as you adopt French culture, you can
become French. As Elizabeth Vihlen writes ofpost-WWII France in "Jammin' on the Champs-Elysees:"
"French leaders, facing the United States' economic and military strength, worked to develop France's
own economic and military resources, but maintained that it was French peoples' high regard for culture
that made their country great." 60 As Vihlen notes, in light of their diminished military and economic
strength, the French have found culture to be their piece de resistance for the world. Indeed, the French
concept of national culture is intimately tied up in nineteenth-century conceptions of"high culture." But
as she goes on to note: "American jazz could be used by Europeans without the risk oflosing their
European-ness. For most of the French critics, musicians, and fans, the blackness of jazz was precisely
what made it unthreatening to French culture and therefore acceptable. 61 Unlike the French love affair
with American jazz, in the 1950s, however, the 1990s rap phenomenon was adopted as an artistic tool of
political dissent by a much-increased non-white population in France. 62 This oppositional music was
coming predominantly from within, not from without, amplifYing the reality of an ethnically diverse
France and foregrounding an emergent national crisis of identity.
In her groundbreaking 1992 study, Georges Bizet, Carmen, Susan McClary digs through the
layers ofracialized and gendered meanings embedded in Bizet's early musical engagement with "the
racial Other who has infiltrated home turf."

63

As McClary describes, the exotic becomes far less easy to

romanticize after it moves in next door. Unlike the small itinerant pockets of Bizet's 1870s gypsy figures,
the post-World War I tours of James Reese Europe's Hellfighters Band, and the mid-century settlement of
American jazz expatriates, however, the exotic voices of 1990s French rappers were expressing the
growing opposition of a vastly increased community on the peripheries of French society. The number
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of racial Others was reaching critical mass, coming to a tipping point. Perhaps most importantly, this
huge subaltern class was comprised of native-born French citizens. In a sense, then, it became harder to
take off the exoticized "minstrel mask" by 1990 because the demographic face ofFrance itself was
increasingly ethnically hybrid. 64
Though grass-roots pressure ultimately led to the suspension of Joey Starr and Kool Shen's prison
sentences, French law found NTM's statements to be legal as art but illegal as speech. As Prevos
explains:

~'They

were condemned because they stepped out of their 'performer's domain' and came back

into the so-called 'citizen's domain' where protections under the rules of free expression are different and
less comprehensive." 65 Read in tandem with the French model for naturalization we can draw a corollary,
albeit a problematic one, between the individual's protection at home and in art. In effect, French law
states that you may practice your ethnicity at home and speak against the state in art but not in public life
and not in political speech. In a way, the French model makes political dissent in art less threatening
through its feminizing association with the home. Though this figuration is somewhat complicated by the
conception of French art as that society's ''patrimoine," I would argue that this dichotomy, which genders
the private and art female and the public and politics male, further marginalizes dissenting voices from
public debate. 66 In effect, by confining ethnicity and true free speech to the private and the artistic realms,
this model acts to diminish calls to direct political action.
Through the Toubon and Carignon laws the French government sought to limit the effects of
American culture in an attempt to nationalize (Silverstein writes: "or perhaps civiliz[e ]") its ethnic
minorities and in order to protect its character. 67 As Petterson argues the measures would certainly
benefit French media companies, however, the political and cultural motivations and their machinations
are also clear. For the benefit of the nation, French legislators looked to a foreign culture that was
64
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capturing the market share of its economy and the imaginations of its non-white populations. In the
political framework that privileges French culture, we thus see the racialized and exclusionary workings
of national particularism. Furthermore, as the comments in support of cultural protectionism on the part
of Jack Lang and Adrien Gouteyron indicate, this framework is acceptable to most-but not all-French
citizens.

"Le Monde De Demain"
While France prides itself on its official colorblindness and many Americans (white and nonwhite alike) continue to look to France as a model of racial understanding, this view needs to be nuanced
and historicized. In the introduction to The Color of Liberty: Histories ofRace in France, Peabody and
Stovall argue that the emergence of racial tensions that was commonly viewed as an effect of"the rise of
so-called second-generation immigrants in the 1980s" was actually a process that began with the quasiscientific theories on race proposed by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century theorists such as Buffon. 68
While the French embassy maintains that French culture is the only requisite for citizenship, Peabody and
Stovall insist on a conflation of race and culture in French thinking, writing: "French racial attitudes in
general were and remain based on a mixture of biological and cultural factors." 69
The idea of the modem nation-state and the nineteenth-century nationalisms that still attend to the
idea, are premised on the idea of a state for a certain people--in the sense of an ethnic group. 70 Indeed,
the word "nation" originated as a term more closely related to "race" than to "country." 71 As the vocal
anti-immigrant work of the Front National indicates, this meaning of nationhood still resonates with
many French citizens. As Fehrenbach and Poiget note: "[E]ven as ideas about biological racial
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hierarchies lost credibility in the aftermath offacism, efforts to articulate notions of national identity
based on cultural and racial differences have continued." 72 Therefore, in protecting a normative French
culture premised on notions of ethnic Gallic and Frankish culture, modem France is implicitly racializing
"secular public culture."

73

The French position on political belonging is premised on the idea of universality. Ironically, this
acceptance is premised on acceptance of a form of white normativity articulated through a highly
particular and idealized notion of French culture. The French government's misgivings about American
culture are clearly premised, at least in part, on the idea that this lowbrow and often racially charged
mass-culture could radicalize marginalized ethnic groups in France. This feared outcome is certainly the
case with Xiao and Mani-Blackara-who find a powerful alternative source of inspiration in (African)
American culture. Indeed, this is the "nightmare" for the French state that they articulate. Thus, I read
the French ~tate's moves to insulate its culture from Americanization as an expression of a fear ofloss, of
fragmentation, and of cultural miscegenation. Many of the motives for maintaining a distinct French
identity are surely justifiable in light of the commodifying effects of the global capitalism that
Americanization has come to represent. The means of protection, however, have left many feeling
excluded and led them to find a voice through this other (African) Americanization.
NTM's oppositional response to this marginalization is nicely encapsulated in their song, "Le
Monde de Demain" [The World of Tomorrow] from their 1991 album Authentik. On the track Kool Shen
and Joey Star rap about the marginalization of the banlieue experience noting that the baby boom of the
1970s immigrant communities, of which they were a part, will greatly affect the demographics of the
future. 74 Using a sample of Marvin Gaye's "'T' Stands for Trouble" from his 1972 soundtrack to the film
Trouble Man, the duo implicate themselves in the trouble that will come if things do not change. Likely
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influencing Blackara's strategic self-description as their society's nightmare, NTM's early hit also relies
on an icon of African American culture to make its linkage clear.

"Le Monde de Demain" opens with the Marvin Gaye sample that is highly evocative of a 1970sera black ghetto. In the vein of Curtis Mayfield's Superjly soundtrack or Isaac Hayes's setting for Shaft
the sonic palette and dramatic devices are now iconic signifiers of the "black exploitation film."
Featuring a syncopated minor flute line over the background of a high hat and bongo funk groove the
opening of'"T' Stands for Trouble" establishes an atmosphere of sinister cool. As the flute antecedent
gives way to a piano and wah guitar consequent consisting of two loud hits on the downbeat the track sets
up a dramatic effect which indicates that danger is luring behind every comer. After the mood-and the
reference to the African American ghetto-is established Kool Shen and Joey Starr enter with the lyrics.

Et si cela est comme 9a I c 'est que depuis trop longtemps I des gens tournent le dos I
aux probleme cruciaux I aux probleme sociaux I ... I Est-ce que c 'est vraiment de Ia
Iiberti, egalite,fraterniti? I J'en ai bien peur! I ... I Oh oui c'est triste adire I Mais
tu n 'as pas compris I Pourquoi les jeunes de mon quartier vivent dans cet etat
d'esprit I La d(Hinquance avance I Et tout ceci a un. sensiCar Ia violence coule dans
les veines I De celui qui a la haine I ... I Pri-prisonnier d 'un systeme I Oil les regles
ne sont pas les memes I Suivant ta classe I Suivant ton style I Suivant taface, Suivant
ta race.
And if that's the way it is I it's because for too long I people have been turning their
back I on the crucial problems I the social problems I ... I Is this really liberty,
equality, fraternity? I I'm afraid it is! I ... I Oh yes, it's sad to say I but you never did
understand I Why the kids in my neighborhood have the mentality they do I
Delinquency goes on I and it all has a meaning I Because when you've got hate I
violence runs in your veins I ... I Pre-prisoner of a system I Where the laws are not
the same I According to your class I According to your style I According to your face,
according to your race ?5
In noting how "for too long, people have been turning their back I On the crucial problems," NTM's Joey
Star and Kool Shen explicitly highlight the French government's erasure of race from the national debate
and articulate this erasure to what they believe to be a sham universalism. Furthermore, in their use of the
Marvin Gaye sample and its politicized black power aesthetic, NTM again articulates the French banlieue
experience to the African American experiences of inner city neglect and decay.
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By marginalizing immigrant communities and taking concrete steps to outlaw their
"Americanized" yet "Authentik" protest strategies, the French government has attempted to sweep
difference under the carpet in the name of a supposed all-inclusive ideal of French culture. But as NTM
continues to argue, denying immigrant communities their identities will only stoke a fire already out of
control. In their view, France will only be able to live up to its republican ideals of Iiberti, egalite,

fraternite when it stops turning its back and addresses the problem of race head on. By expressing their
views in a musical form adopted from black American protest music and then adapted to give voice to
their particular concerns, NTM seeks to foreground an international debate about race and culture that has
local consequences for them and the next generation of kids in the banlieues. Indeed, lyrics from their
1995 album Paris Sous les Bombes would come to be widely regarded as prescient ten years on. 76 As was
widely reported in the heat of the 2005 banlieues riots, the track "Qu'est-ce qu'on attend" [What is it
You're Waiting For] from a decade earlier had featured the lines: ""What is it, what is it you're waiting
for to start the fire? I The years go by, but everything is still the same I Which makes me ask, how much
longer can it last?" 77

"Le Monde D'Aujourd'Hui": The Monsieur R Affair (2005)
In the wake of the Parisian banlieue riots that spread across France in the autumn and winter of
2005, the Parisian rapper Monsieur R emerged as a central figure in media and policy debates. His
summer hit "FranSSe," which depicts the French government as a "bitch" was widely condemned as the
soundtrack for the minority youth who laid waste to their own communities after reports surfaced that tWo
teenagers, Zyed Benna and Bouna Traore, were accidentally electrocuted to death after being chased by
police. As the riots continued, a large group of right-leaning French parliamentarians (49 senators and
153 deputies) urged Justice Minister Pascal Clement to pursue charges against Monsieur Rand a handful
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of other rappers for inciting "anti-white" racism and directing hateful messages at the state. 78 The suit
that was eventually filed against Monsieur R threatened the rapper with a three-year prison term and
€75,000 in fines. A June 2006 decision found the claim baseless, but the artistic and political discourses
surrounding the "Monsieur R Affair" speak volumes about the heightened sense of marginalization and
rage in the banlieues over ten years after French hip hop began to address such issues.
The causal link that prosecutors hoped to draw between Monsieur R and the banlieue riots was
the track "FranSSe" from the aptly titled 2005 album Politikment Incorrekt. 19 The track and its video
weave together a wide variety of discourses and images that can at times seem wholly disjointed.
Featuring a sweeping Moog synthesizer melody reminiscent of Dr. Dre's 1990s West Coast production
values, the track begins with the widely despised lines: "La France est une garce I N'oublie pas de Ia

baiser I Jusqu 'a l 'epuiser I Comme une sa/ope I Faut Ia traiter, Mec" [France is a bitch I Don't forget to
screw her I Until she is exhausted I Like a slut I You must treat her, man]. The tune goes on to insult
French patriots: "Je pisse sur Napoleon I Et le General de Gaulle" [I piss on Napoleon I And General De
Gaulle]; compares the French government to the Nazis: "Mesfreres musulmans sont hais I Comme mes

freres juifs I

al 'epoque du Reich I De Ia main des Nazis" [My Muslim brothers are hated I Like my

Jewish brothers I During the Third Reich I At the hand of the Nazis]; and otherwise slanders the education
system, the police, the treatment of immigrant populations, the handling of the AIDS epidemic, and
ultimately criticizes France's legacy of colonialism. 80
Finally, in a strange denouement to the "FranSSe" we hear the disclaimer-now spoken, not
rapped:

Quand je parle de Ia France I Je parle pas du peuple fran9ais I
Mais des dirigeants de l 'Etat fram;ais I Ca fait longtemps qu 'ils nous exploitent I
De l 'esclavage a la colonization I Et aujourd 'hui I
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Ce n 'est que manipulation
When I speak of France I I do not speak of the French people I
But of the leaders of the French state I Who have long exploited us I
From slavery to colonization I And today I
It is nothing but manipulation
To be sure, Monsieur R is engaged in nearly wholesale bashing of his country with precious few
constructive criticisms, and indeed seems to be "selling hate" as one section of the lawsuit against him
argued. Without simply accepting his disclaimer at face value or offering an apologia for the oftmisguided hate of the track, I would nonetheless like to posit a reading of Monsieur R's track and its
equally controversial video that draws on the discourse analysis that I have tried to lay out in the above
sections.
Born in Belgium of Congolese descent, Monsieur R (Richard Makela) moved with his parents as
a teenager to the same low-income and largely African and Arab banlieue of Seine-Saint-Denis that was
home to NTM. The video for "FranSSe" draws out the postcolonial experience in Saint-Denis by
juxtaposing contemporary images of Jacques Chirac and squalor in the Parisian projects with historical
footage of French brutality in its African colonies. However, the most criticized-and indeed most
problemati~-elements

of the video are the literally pornographic images of two nude (white) women

fondling themselves while draped in the French tricolor flag. 81 Clad in WWII-era gendarme uniforms and
gas masks, Monsieur R and his crew dance and gesture, at first in the foreground and later among the
nude women. While the misogyny of the lyrics and the subjectivization of the video are both inexcusable
and indefensible, there seems to be an internal logic at the heart of this striking pastiche aesthetic. In
short, I would argue that Monsieur R is playing with public fears of cultural miscegenation.
With the central sexualized metaphor of"FranSSe" Monsieur R is consciously drawing on a long
history of African American music that purportedly threatens "white sensibilities," the "body politic," and
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notably, "white womanhood." Tropes of sexual promiscuity and fears of miscegenation have permeated
discourses of(African) American popular music from early New Orleans jazz and Fletcher Henderson's
"hot" jazz, through Big Joe Turner's rock and roll, up to Chuck D's hip hop and its self-consciously
historicizing use of the title Fear of a Black Planet. I argue that the myths of black primitivism,
exoticism, and hyper-sexuality that informed discourses of popular music over the past century are buried
just below the surface of our contemporary discourses about "national unity," "state cohesion," and even
"cultural imperialism." Indeed, it may be so-called ''political correctness" that makes contemporary
excavations ofthese living histories so difficult to undertake. As such, I read Monsieur R's misogyny as
a tool-perhaps an inexcusable one, but not a thoughtless one-used to reflect the enduring reality of
national racial particularism back onto the universalist idealism of liberte, egalite, franternite.
Read in tandem with this backdrop, the signifying power of the name "NTM"-Monsieur R's
forbears-grows stronger. The phrase "Nique Ta Mere" stands as a direct affront to idealized images of a
racially and culturally pure French motherland and its artistic patrimoine, and reminds us that egalite is
still a dream. Further underscoring the continuities between NTM and himself, the track immediately
preceding "FranSSe" on Politikment Incorrekt is entitled "Le Monde D'Aujourd'Hui'' [The World of
Today]-an understated and melancholy answer to NTM's 1991 "Le Monde de Demain." As such, while
Monsieur R strikes direct blows against "Ia dignite de Ia France" and while his music constitutes "un

outrage aux bonnes moeurs," we might hope that his message will have some resonance among those of
us who stand outside of the low-income minority communities that already understand all too well where
he's corning from. 32 Yet, if French parliamentarians can do no better than level counter arguments of a
rise in insidious "anti-white racism," they will continue to miss the point and confirm suspicions in the

banlieues that the French are only interested in protecting ''the French." 83
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Chapter Three

"Weil ich ein Turke bin": The Orientation of Berliner Rappers to German Leitkudtur

From the perspective of American hip hop, the most remarkable feature about the German form,
until recently, was the fact that its commercial face was overwhelming white and its message surprisingly
free of the discourses of race, gender, and class authenticity that have characterized the oppositionality of
the US form. Compared to France and the UK, where most of the artists who achieved commercial
success in the late 1980s and 1990s were the sons and daughters of immigrants, the German hip hop
industry was dominated by (male) MCs and DJs from middle class ethnically German backgrounds. A
handful of racially integrated and politically "conscious" crews gained a small degree of popularity, most
notably the Heidelberg-based group Advanced Chemistry with their track "Fremd im eigenen Land''
[Foreigner in My Own Country]. During the first fifteen years of German hip hop, however, the
mainstream was epitomized by the party anthems of all white progressive rap groups such as Stuttgart's

Fantastischen Vier [Fantastic Four] and Hamburg's Fettes Brot [Fat Bread]. In their book-length
collection of articles 25 Jahre Hip Hop in Deutschland, Sascha Verlan and Hannes Lob characterized this
early rift thus: "Everybody that bought the Fantastic Four's albums danced and had a good time, but with
Advanced Chemistry you could get a view into the heart of young second- and third-generation
immigrants."i Germany has always had a smaller number of minority residents than France, the UK, or
the US, but the relative scarcity of non-white_ voices on the radio and television was nonetheless
remarkable. Indeed, although the governments of the Federal Republic of Germany, and later unified
Germany, long purported to be "not a country of immigration," people of Asian, Mrican, Middle Eastern,
and Eastern European descent have made up a significant percentage of German cities since the mid-
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1960s.Z By 1994 the total number of non-EU immigrants exceeded 5.4 million, of which over 2 million
were of Turkish descent. 3
The earliest German hip hop communities sprung up in the mid-1980s around universities and in
city centers. Influenced to a great degree by the early hip hop films Wild Style and Beat Street, and later
by the global community networking project of Mrika Bambaataa's International Zulu Nation, this
dedicated underground of hip hop fans began breakdancing and graffiti writing as well as rapping and
DJing. As was the case with other European rap scenes in the 80s, the first German MCs tended to rap in
English and subscribed to the oppositional politics embedded in the messages of the first US rap imports.4
However, as Dietmar Elflein outlines in his 1998 article, "Some Aspects of Hip-Hop History in
Germany," the 1991 compilation album Krauts with Attitude marked a turning point featuring three of the
fifteen tracks in German (one by Fantastischen Vier) and an opposition to perceived American
hegemony.
Following the success of Krauts with Attitude a commercially mainstream "Neue Schule" [New
School] emerged intent on differentiating itselffrom the US model of hip hop. Emblazoned with the
German flag, the liner notes to the album made the pronouncement: "Now is the time to oppose somehow
the self confidence of the English and the American." 5 While the subsequent move to rapping in German
was a logical next step in the development of the art form, troublingly nationalist rhetoric began to
accompany the adaptation as rappers issued calls for a "Neue Deutsche Sprechgesang" [New German
Speech-Song] free of American influences. The most successful proponents of the Neue Schule,

Fantastischen Vier, argued on the track "hip hop musik" from the 1992 album Vier Gewinnt [four wins]
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that the time had come for rap "nur in der Muttersprache" [only in the mother language] and began to rail
against the "ghetto image" of "gold chain motherfuckers." 6
Though the Fanta 4 were in fact dedicated to progressive causes including celebrations of postracial unity, their choice oftargets within the German hip hop scene- who they felt were still bound to
American culture-proved troubling. In the intersecting contexts of German history and American
popular culture this opposition to ghetto images raises a number of red flags. The rappers were not only
opposing American cultural hegemony writ large, but were specifically targeting the particularities of
inner city African American influences. Ironically, it was the pseudo-nationalist politics of Krauts with

Attitude that cleared the way for the progressive de-racialized rap that characterized Getman hip hop
throughout the 1990s. The album that borrowed its title from NWA (Niggaz With Attitude) ultimately
sought freedom from (African) American influences, and launched the career of Germany's favorite rap
group, the Fantastischen Vier.
One of the most influential tracks in the history of German hip hop, "Die Da?" [That Girl There],
tells the story of two men that find out they are dating the same woman over a funk groove with LatinAmerican percussion rhythms. In a 1993 Guardian article Miranda Watson writes that "Die Vier have no
particular political stance" and describes "Die Da?" as a "radio-friendly and incredibly catchy track that
was soon being played on every youth station in the country ."7 Indeed, once the Neue Schule had
established a mainstream market for German hip hop it seemed to jettison its quasi-nationalist politics in
favor of a commercially friendly format that stressed witty lyrics and good-time themes. In short, from its
arrival in the 1980s through the end of the 1990s hip hop in Germany underwent a shift from an
approximation of American hip hop to a distinctly German form which allowed it to enter the cultural
mainstream. In the process, however, it lost something of the oppositional political charge that
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characterized hip hop's underground ideology. As Elflein writes: "Hip hop became reduced solely to a
style of music." 8
As we will see, this oft-cited narrative of German hip hop's history is rife with exceptions as it
addresses only the general trends of commercial hip hop on a national scale. This backdrop, however,
provides an important framework for understanding the political motivations and artistic choices made by
less known Berliner rappers at the height of Neue Schule popularity and the resonances that those choices
have had on the now wildly popular Berlin hip hop scene. Over the past six years German hip hop has
witnessed a sea change, due in large part to the continued efforts of a more aggressive and confrontational
Berlin hip hop scene. In response to Neue Schule popularity, the increased attention to both the ideal of
street authenticity and the race and class politics of early hip hop in Berlin provided a counterbalance to
the overwhelmingly post-racial commercial music coming out of Hamburg, Stuttgart, and other German
cities.
A major figure in this development, Kool Sava§ (the second generation Turkish-Berliner Sava§
Yurderi) both seized on and amplified this "edgier" course for German hip hop. In doing so Sava§
became the first Turkish-German to attain a level of commercial success selling 140,000 copies of his
2002 debut album Der Beste Tag Meines Lebens [The Best Day of My Life].9 Turkish-German rappers
had made up a large part of Berlin's underground scene since hip hop first hit Germany, but Sava§'s
initial success seems to have opened the flood gates of commerce to other minority rappers-especially
those Berliners of Turkish and Middle Eastern descent-a group that has reasserted the protest
methodologies of Mric~ American rappers. In the following sections, I will argue that the strategies
including moral appeals, "Multikulti" imagery, and critiques of hypocrisy as well as the strategies of selfghettoization, essentializing, and violent opposition-for better and for worse-have been appropriated

8
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from Mrican American musical models and fitted to the distinct but not entirely unique contexts of
Berlin's ethnic minorities and their musical culture.
I begin an in-depth discussion of Turkish-Berliner hip hop starting with a brief look at the seminal
"oriental hip hop" group Cartel which, while only an underground success, has been the subject of much
scholarly investigation. Building on that basis, I look more closely at the female rapper Aziza A and the
Orientation musicians collective. Next, I examine the poetic and musical strategies of the Cartel member
Erci E in his solo track "Wei! ich ein Tiirke bin" [Because I'm a Turk]. From there I turn to the discourses
of ghetto life in the more recent duet of the commercially successful Turkish-German rapper Eko-Fresh
and Tunisian-German Bushido.

The "Orientation" of Turkish-Berliner Rappers to German Leitkultur
Recent scholarship on immigrant communities in the "New Europe" has tended to focus on the
unexpected, novel, and often poignant expressions ofhybridity that inevitably arise from the so-called
"diasporic" enclaves of European metropolises. One such group that has attracted much attention in
recent years is the Turkish community in the Kreuzberg district of Berlin-the community that served as
home base for my fieldwork in the city. Although Turkish descended people live all across Germany, the
Berlin example is often the focus of scholarly and journalistic analysis for the simple reason that in the
context of Berlin's troubled history contemporary signs of ethnic unrest capture the attention of onlookers
like nowhere else. While both national and local governments have, in the main, struggled diligently to
abate ethnic tensions, the imaginations of the world and those ofthe city's populace have kept Berlin at
the center of debates about ethnicity and national culture in post-Cold War Europe. As such, an analysis
of the city's Turkish community should yield some important clues about the nature ofhybridity,
diaspora, and cultural identity in the New Europe as well as the cultural terrain of Berlin itself.
In this section, I will look at one notable and oft-cited expression of immigrant cultural identity

coming from the Kreuzberger Turk community-the self-defined genre of"oriental hip hop." Since the
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1995 release of the album Cartel, by an assemblage of Berliner Turks (and other immigrants) of the same
name, hip hop culture and rap music have provided German-Turkish youth with a powerful tool of selfexpression and a pointed form of social critique. Premised on many of the same oppositional strategies
used by African American rappers, Turkish German rappers have found in hip hop a way to address the
larger debates about German culture, immigrants' rights, and citizenship that had too often seemed out of
their reach as cultural outsiders.
While some thoughtful and revealing scholarship has addressed Cartel and other "oriental hip
hop" acts, my job here will be to update our understanding of the musical genre and its social project
through analyses of two recent recording projects: the hip hop collective Orientation's 2001 Bosporus
Bridge and the related Orientation project, rapper Aziza A's 2001 Kendi Diinyam [My Own World]. I
will begin with an historical survey of the political debates surrounding the Turkish immigrant
community in Berlin, and then move to discussions of how these specific artists have oriented themselves
to these debates about German politics and culture. In doing so, I hope to build on the scholarship of
Ayhan Kaya and Martin Stokes, two authors who have worked extensively with Turkish hip hop culture
and rap music in Berlin. I will argue that the Orientation project forces us to reconsider some of our
presuppositions regarding issues of hybridization, globalization, appropriation, and diaspora, and allows
the musicians to articulate a pluralistic and multinational-perhaps post-national-identity from a solidly
local Berliner position.

Ubeifremdung in Berlin
Berlin has a long and oft-cited history of immigration and dynamism. As Berlin Historian David
Clay Large writes of the city in the late nineteenth century:
The Pruss ian capital had long been a city of immigrants, but now every other person
seemed to have just climbed off the train and to radiate that mixture of disorientation
and determination typical of recent arrivals. Their prevalence prompted the bon mot
"every true Berliner is Silesian." The rawness, but also the vitality, ofBismarckian
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Berlin owed much to the influence of its newest residents. 10
While the capital city maintained a pluralistic, industrial, and hyper-modem vitality throughout its history,
on the whole Germans rarely celebrated Berlin's diversity and modernity and were often rather suspicious
of the Grosstadt.
As early as the 1920s, critics such as Oswald Spengler questioned the very future existence of
Berlin in light of its chaotic and amoral cosmopolitanism. Spengler writes:
Half barbarian, soulless, international - a world city on a grand scale. With
its masses of men, masses of art, masses of intellect, with its poison, a final
flash before extinction. A single point, which attracts and consumes life, like
ancient Rome. 11
As Spengler's dark vision implies, like Rome, Berlin was doomed to fall because it has succumbed to the
chaotic and "soulless" destiny of the Weltstadt-or world city. While today even the most virulent
rightist critics of Berlin's "foreigners" would likely temper this type of language in print, what seems
certain is that this Weltstadt and capital city remains a symbol both of modernity and of the chaos that
seems to accompany it. The following summary of contemporary immigration discourses in Germany
traces the ongoing debates about German politics and culture, vis a vis the country's foreigners, with a
continued focus on the historical discourses that cast Berlin as over-foreignized German cosmopolis par

excellence.
Starting in the late 1950s the Federal Republic of Germany signed bilateral agreements with a
number of foreign governments providing for so-called "Gastarbeiter" or "guest workers," who would
provide West Germany's resurgent economy with much needed laborers. By far the largest number of
these imported workers came from Turkey. The Gastarbeiter proved indispensable to post-war West
Germany's "Wirtschaftswunder"-the economic miracle of German reconstruction. But when the
economy finally slowed, the Turks and other foreign nationals quickly became part of an immigration
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dilemma known as the "Auslanderproblem." This "foreigner problem" became apparent as families that
had lived in Germany's industrial centers for years decided to extend their "visits" indefinitely. The
ambiguous status of the Gastarbeiter that gave rise to the Auslanderproblem is nicely encapsulated by
playwright Max Frisch's formulation: "We called for labor, but people came instead." 12
The national debate surrounding the Auslanderproblem focused on Germany's major citiesnone more so than Berlin. After the erection of the Berlin Wall cut off the supply of cheap labor from the
East an influx of recruited foreign workers, especially young Turkish men, changed the complexion ofthe
city. The Turkish population in Berlin had reached such a critical mass by the 1980s that the Kreuzberg
section of the city became known as "Little Istanbul" and its mass transit service referred to as the "Orient
Express." Indeed, on the whole, West Berlin had more Turks than any city outside of Turkey. This
"Uberfremdung' [over-foreignization], as it came to be known, only reinforced West Germans' image of

West Berlin as a "crime-ridden foreigner-infested Babel." 13
Today, reunified Berlin maintains its status as the largest center of Turkish culture outside of
Turkey. But while the Wall is gone, deep divisions remain within the city. As the euphoria of unification
waned and Berliners began the difficult task of reintegrating their society, racial tensions at the bottom of
the socio-economic spectrum erupted--especially between former Ossis (East Germans) and Turks. 14
Though the German government has invested vast sums in anti-violence efforts, the number of hate
crimes only seems to increase. As Peter O'Brien noted in his 1996 article "Germany's Newest Aliens:
The East Germans":
Both the number and intensity of criminal acts hostile to foreigners increased after
unification (2,426 in 1991 to 6,336 in 1992). According to the Agency for the Protection
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of the Constitution, the number of right-wing extremist groups rose from 76 in 1991 to 82
in 1992, encompassing an estimated 41,900 members. One recent survey found that three
quarters of polled Germans view the "foreigner problem" as the most important issue in
Germany. In response to growing xenophobia, the Bundestag recently amended the
constitution to toughen its article regarding political asylum. 15
The question ofthe integration of Turks and the re-integration of East Germans has been a major point of
debate about violence in Berlin for the last decade.
At the center of these debates is the term Leitkultur-which can be translated as "lead culture,"
"defining culture," or perhaps best, "dominant culture"-all of which carry some degree of ideological
baggage. The issue of Leitkultur, which recently sparked heated debate across Germany, is also currently
at the heart of debates about the larger "New European" project exemplified by the European Union. 16
The EU efforts to integrate immigrant communities into the secular "public sphere" of European political
life is roughly equivalent to this idea of German Leitkultur in its desire to set a standard-and a level
playing field-for the exercise of citizenship.
While the idea of assimilation therein might be viewed as a positive step towards getting
immigrant communities involved in political life, the logic of Leitkultur and public sphere implies two
fundamental questions. First: what degree of integration into society is necessary for citizenship, and
second: is it acceptable for "ethnic pockets" to exist in a modem society? Following from these basic
questions, the rhetorical logic of Leitkultur and ideas of Germanness gets rather messy: do "they" have to
speak "our" language and follow our customs if they want to live in our country? Indeed, doesn't the
language regarding "re-integrating" East Germans vs. "integrating" Turks imply some sort of ethnic
hierarchy? For instance, if a young "Turkish" man is a third generation West Berliner and a young
"German" man was born in the East who is more German today? Considering that "re-integration" of
East Germans is essentially a West German project, what does this project mean for non-standard
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expressions of Germanness? These and myriad other questions surface in confronting the implications of

Leitkultur and German citizenship with regards to the ambiguous status of the Gastarbeiter.
On the political Right, the German Christian Democratic Union (CDU) legislator Friedrich Merz
has clarified one position on the matter, stating: "It is unacceptable to me that parallel societies arise,
societies that belong in part to Germany's legal and constitutional structure, but that otherwise continue to
keep their own culture." 17 Although the German government has worked diligently in its efforts to
separate itself from its National Socialist past, the issue of immigration has proven divisive for a people
who "are not self-confident and are not allowed to be, either."

18

In his German Multiculturalism:

Immigrant Integration and the Transformation of Citizenship, Brett Klopp explains the tension between
the image of German unity and the reality of the diverse German polity thus:
Nearly fifty years after the Holocaust it appeared that Germany was still a country
Only for the Germans. Or was it? Clearly, such an impression did not match the
heterogeneous demographic reality of Germany in the late twentieth century .... next
to the United States, Germany has become the second largest immigrant-receiving
state. Nevertheless, the official line toed by countless public officials has always been,
"The Federal Republic of Germany is not a country ofimmigration."I9
In recent years, this widely held position has been altered to reflect both the reality of German diversity
and the continued need for immigrant labor. More importantly perhaps, four years ago Germany dropped
the jus sanguini-that is, right of blood-language from its immigration and naturalization policy in favor
ofthe more progressive jus soli-right of soil.

Turkish "Diaspora" and Hip Hop "Appropriation"
In the context of this complex and divisive history the Berlin Turkish music scene provides a

telling and especially poignant example of how these ethnic tensions are played out culturally. In his
recent study Sicher in Kreuzberg: [Safe/Secure in Kreuzberg] Constructing Diaspora: Turkish Hip Hop
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Youth in Berlin, Ayhan Kaya describes how second and third generation children of Turkish Gastarbeiter
in the Kreuzberg district of reunified Berlin have turned to American rap music and hip hop culture to
voice their dissent from the rhetoric of Leitkultur and what they see as an increasingly exclusive "public
sphere." 20 Through his extensive fieldwork with Turkish-German youth and his nuanced syncretic
cultural model of analysis, Kay a has produced an important work that confronts many of the pressing
problems of immigration and assimilation in the "New Europe." In particular, he points to the question of
the Vberfremdung of Berlin as an increasing point of contention in many of the German debates
concerning this post-Cold War Weltstadt.
While Kaya's cultural studies framework works well forunderstanding.the flows ofhybridized
culture in Kreuzberg, his scholarly apparatus overstates the opposition between what he describes as "the
universal and the particular." Defining "global" hip hop as a world phenomenon and "local" Turkish
identity as a diasporic particularity, Kay a forgets that both are articulations of changing, supple, and
indeed "appropriated" cultures-in short, that "hip hop" culture is no less particular or monolithic than
"Turkish" culture. To be sure, hip hop has as powerful a localized centering in the American inner-city as
it has a globalized reach. As Ruth Mandel's work on Turkish headscarves and the "foreigner problem" in
Berlin describes, even a symbol as "traditional" as the headscarfis an unstable and historically "contested
terrain ofidentity."21 The danger with Kaya's otherwise thoughtful approach is that in casting Turkish
culture as a local identity and hip hop culture as a global force, he runs the risk of ascribing the
problematic labels of"authentic" to the local and "commercial" to the global. Finally, while Kaya-a
sociologist--offers great insight into the shared experiences of Kreuzberger hip hop youth, his treatment
of rap music, the central focus of Turkish-German hip hop culture, is cursory at best.
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Another scholar whose work on Berlin hip hop discusses global and local articulations of identity,
Martin Stokes-an anthropologist and musicologist-addresses the Kreuzberger Turk hip hop group
Cartel as a case study in an article titled "Globalization and the Politics of World Music.'m While Stokes
offers us a more musically informed perspective on the hip hop identities of Cartel's members and their
fans, we still get the sense that the local and global identities of Turkish-German hip hoppers were
ultimately incompatible. Stokes writes:
The much-anticipated explosion of hip-hop and the regeneration of a radical
music scene in Turkey failed to happen. Musicians and cultural commentators
looking anxiously for ways of attaching Turkish musical content to "global"
forms came slowly but surely to the conclusion that rap and hip-hop were not
the way to go. [my emphasis] 23
Though Stokes is also working with a nuanced view of how the global and the local interact in
Cartel's "strategic" use of hip hop and Turkishness, I would question Stokes's somewhat simplistic
formulation regarding what he refers to as the "appropriation of rap and hip-hop inEurope.'' 24 As the
official press release for Cartel's eponymous album states, the musical choice of rap is not meant as an
expression of authenticity but as the "logical choice" for making an oppositional statement. Cartel's press
release reads:
As in France or England, here also ethnic minorities have started to rebel
against discrimination through their own music. Hip hop as a language is
here a logical choice. Cartel understands itself as a musical lobby for
thousands ofkids from the second generation [of immigrants], speaking up
for what they think and how they feel. 25
In addition, having the benefit of hindsight, I will focus on a contemporary example of Berlin-Turkish hip
hop-Orientation-that both problematizes Stokes use of the term "appropriation" and suggests that
perhaps rap and hip hop are indeed "the way to go," in both Turkey and Germany.
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Regardless of"appropriation"-that is, whether the music is ''theirs" or not-Cartel's message
must have made sense as the album sold 300,000 copies in Turkey and 20,000 in Germany in the first
year of its release. 26 Indeed, the continued proliferation and growing popularity of acts such as Kool
Sava~,

Aziza A, Erci-E and the major successes of the Aggro Berlin and Shok Muzik hip hop labels in the

years since Stokes' study point to the solidified centrality of the genre to diasporic communities in Berlin.
Their respective commercial successes in Turkey, as well as the continued success oflstanbul hip hop
acts like Ceza, Sirhot, and DJ Ege <;ubuk9u, indicate that hip hop is, in fact, speaking to both diasporic
and mainland Turkish youth.
While "appropriation" is used to describe the global "borrowing" dimension, the term "diaspora"
is used to describe the local "retention" of culture despite geographic displacement. Notably, the idea of
appropriation implies a degree of disjuncture and falsity while the concept of diaspora implies a level of
continuity and truth. As such, the two normative designations set up an unnecessary binary that obscures
the always-contingent processes of acculturation in identity formation. As such, the case of TurkishGerman hip hoppers in Berlin provides an ideal locus on which to focus a critique of this binary, since
this identity simultaneously "appropriates" African American hip hop and articulates a "diasporic"
connection to Turkey from a location remote to both regions-Berlin.
Of course one might argue that the only "real" aspect of the Berlin!Kreuzberg hip hop identity is
its location in this

G~rman

Weltstadt itself, where all of these disparate ideas become real through their

actualization by members of the community. In a recent interview for the New York Times, the critically
acclaimed Kreuzberger Turkish-German filmmaker Neco Celik described this real complexity of
understanding immigrant culture. Discussing the characters' identities in his first film, "Alltag" [Every
Day], Celik explained: "I wanted to make it complicated. You can'tjust say, 'this is a German boy and
this is a Turkish girl.' Kreuzberg is a kind of biotope where different nationalities live, but the
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environment determines their lives, not their nationality." 27 Berlin rapper Ali Cinak makes his own
similarly multi-faceted and complex identity explicit, noting: "I live in one place, Germany. But my life
is schizophrenic." 28

'.'Oriental Hip Hop" in Berlin
In order to continue Kaya, Stokes, and others' work on Turkish-German hip-hop in Berlin, 29

focus on the relationship between "diaspora" and "appropriation" in the articulation of Kreuzberger hip
hop identity, and broaden our understanding of immigrant communities in the European Union, I look at
the discourse and the music of Berlin rappers. From my research with the Orientation project, it seems
that these rappers are simultaneously fighting for a voice in German politics and employing the strategic
essentialisms of their immigrant--often non-citizen-status. Strategic essentialist or "self-ghettoizing"
strategies are most apparent in the discourse surrounding the idea of"oriental hip hop," which the rappers
themselves coined to define both the style and political project of their music. While Cartel's
strategically aggressive essentialism involved the use of Turkish nationalism-the Turkish flag, crescent
moon, nationalist rhetoric, and Islamist militancl0-0rientation's project six years later would use a less
confrontational and markedly more self-consciously constructed strategic essentialism. To reinforce this
"self-orientalization"-a rhetorical gesture that I will refer to as "orientation"--rappers such as Aziza A,
Cartel, Erci E, and Islamic Force all use traditional Turkish music and instruments such as the saz, ud,
and darbuka in their otherwise (African) American influenced bass and drum tracks. While they rap
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primarily in Turkish, they also include German and English lyrics and slang to varying degrees. And
similar to American rap groups, the Kreuzberger rappers tend to ascribe to the politics of"underground
hip-hop," though most of them are distributed by large corporate record labels. Indeed, like the AfricanAmerican rappers of large US metropolises, the Turkish Berliners are fashioning an "alternative public
sphere" to use the parlance of Houston Baker. 31 A strategy of historically marginalized and diasporic
groups, the alternative public sphere provides a support network, a context for identity articulation, that is
an "orientation"--or one might say an "occidentation"-towards the Leitkultur in the case of Germany.
Perhaps the greatest difference between the 1995 Cartel project and the 2001 Orientation project,
however, was the degree of essentialism and language of difference deployed in their rhetoric. Without
drawing too close a parallel, we might say that Cartel's pseudo-Islamist project was drew on an image of
Malcolm X's militant separatism, while Orientation's project employed Martin Luther King's general
strategy of establishing moral authority through well-crafted rhetoric and PR management. As Stokes
notes:
Cartel's tactic of bringing together the emblems of Turkish nationalism
and African-American Islam was bound to be misinterpreted by those who
saw an essential, rather than strategic and provisional, connection between
Turkishness and Islam, whether in Germany or Turkey. 32
Although Cartel had self-consciously constructed their hyper-nationalist image in hopes of gaining a
tactical advantage--or at least a voice-in the German Uberfremdung and Leitkultur debates, as Stokes
argues, the separatist "front" that Cartel used to make its point was lost on the German public at large and
resulted in further marginalization.
To underscore the constructed nature of the pseudo-nationalist Cartel project, a few of its
members were not actually of Turkish descent. While this fact should not discredit the project's political
goals, it should help us understand that for these rappers "Turkish" is a flexible and unstable category as
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is "hip hop." As Dietmar Elflein, notes in his article "From Krauts with Attitudes to Turks with
Attitudes: Some Aspects of Hip-Hop History in Germany," the Cartel project as well as the label of
"oriental hip hop" might be read as follows.
As a reaction to the hip hop nationalization which was initiated by Krauts
with Attitude and the 'Neuer Deutscher Sprechgesang', Cartel tried to gather
up the excluded parts of the hip hop community under the banner of an
artificially constructed ethnic minority which was supposedly 'Turkish. ' 33
While the tone ofElflein's language seems unnecessarily disapproving, his analysis is accurate. As the
most widely recognized derogatory designation for Germans, the rappers on the album Krauts with

Attitude, used the word "Kraut" much in the same way that African American rappers have recast the
term "Nigger."
While the Krauts with Attitude project seems to be a joking reference to NW A, the Cartel project
and its "Oriental hip hop" designation is much less satirical and more overtly nationalistic-if only
provisionally so. While we might assume that Germans seldom run the risk of being called Krauts at
home, the term "Kanake" has served as a common derogatory designation for "immigrant"-usually
reserved by neo-Nazi racists to insult Turks. Just as NWA refashioned "Nigger" as "Nigga," TurkishGerman youth have redeployed the term "Kanake" as "Kana/C' and the term "Gastarbeiter" as

"Gastarbeita." 34 Interestingly, in the context of German debates about Oberfremdung this type of
linguistic deformation and rhetorical gesture is tantamount to saying: "if this is how your Leitkultur
defines its others, we don't want to be part of it and don't care to use its xenophobic language properly
either."
The 2001 Orientation project, likely learning from Cartel's mistakes, uses many musical and
iconic signifiers of Turkishness, but without the blatantly oppositional language-and without the
nationalist, separatist, and militant ideologies-deployed by Cartel. Indeed, Orientation's members, like
Cartel's, are ofboth Turkish and non-Turkish descent. Unlike Cartel, however, Orientation stresses this
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fact employing the metaphor of the Bosporus Bridge that links Europe and Asia, West and East, for their
2001 album title. As mentioned, the group's name itself is meant to portray the contingent nature of
identity and its processes. Rather than using the normative and racially essentializing "Oriental," the
group uses the active and positional "Orientation." Although the collective does still engage in discursive
play with the exotic connotations of"orientalism," it is done in a well-conceived, well-informed, and selfreflexive manner, so as to problematize the very framewor.\< in which they are working.
As Edward Said described in his groundbreaking study Orienta/ism, the West or "Occident," and
therefore the very idea of Europe, was premised on its opposition to the East or "Orient. " 35 Germany in
particular has had a long and fascinating history of interaction with the East-or the Middle East in
today's terminology. From the crusades, to the Ottoman advance on Vienna, to the Axis between the
German-speaking regions and the Ottoman Empire, the Muslim East-typified by the Turkish
civilization-has helped define Germany as the Christian West. Whether friend or foe, the Turks have
historically played the role of salient other in the German imaginary. The notable exception to this rule is
of course the Jewish presence in the German world. Until recently, however, the Jews played the role of
the other within for the most part, while the Turks were projected as an object outside the realm of
Germanness. Said's concept of"orientalism," thus provides us with a rich conceptual framework for
dealing with issues of German national and European continental identity that flow directly from the
individual human subject's definition of"self' from "other." As we will see, the Orientation hip hop
collective seems to draw directly on Said's work with orientalism and the various discourses surrounding
its contested history.
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Aziza A and the Orientation Project
In their music, language, and images Orientation and their main Rapperin [female rapper], Aziza
A have fashioned novel, articulate, and often ingenious responses to the debates about the

Ausliinderproblem, Vber.fremdung, and Leitkultur in the context of modem Berlin. As I argue, in
focusing on the concept of"orientation" the group of rappers, singers, instrumentalists, DJs, and
producers articulate a self-conscious "strategic essentialism" through an active, contingent, and positional
diaspora while at the same time advocating free appropriation and understanding through "multicultural"
rhetoric. Rather than seeming to 'have it both ways,' however, the logic of their political project remains
remarkably consistent through its focus on position and process--constantly "orienting" themselves and
the needs of their community toward larger regional and national debates.
At the center of Orientation's project is the idea of bridging cultures--epitomized by the album
title Bosporus Bridge and the first track on the album, "What is Orientation? (Listen to the Bridge)"
which simulates a radio tuner scanning the many musical cultures evident on the Berlin airwaves. 36 The
symbol of the bridge epitomizes a major difference between Orientation and their oriental hip hop
forebears, Cartel. While Cartel's project was premised on a Turkish nationalism expressed through direct
diasporic ties to Istanbul, Orientation's project focuses on expressions of Turkish culture while
downplaying the role of the Turkish nation. Indeed, we might characterize Cartel's project as a diasporic
national project and Orientation's as an acculturative post-national project-perhaps even an anti-national
project.
It is on the album's second track that we first hear from Aziza A. On the track entited "Aziza's

Advice," Aziza raps in Turkish explicating the terms of this post-national project over alto saxophone and
vocal lines marked as "oriental" through their nasal timbre, harmonic minor melodic turns, and
embellishments. Supporting the track is an electronically manipulated heavy bass and drum track
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peppered with interjections of dof, a traditional Turkish hand drum. The lyrics are given in Turkish and
English in the album's liner notes

Bu dunyada beraberce yasiyoruz
Dogu ve batiya birlestiriyoruz
Sinirlari asiyoruz
Kulturler kaynasiyor
Birbirini tamamliyor
[We live together on planet earth,
and if we want to grow in peace
We need to erase our borders,
share our rich cultures.
Yes, connect and blend the West with the Eastf7
Importantly, on this track the easy coexistence of the European saxophone and Turkish dofis made
possible in the context of a hip hop beat. Indeed, the track points to the international at the heart of the
national in today's Berlin, as it also does through its dialogue with Istanbul.
Although the lyrics here and elsewhere on the album have a tendency to come dangerously close
to sounding like mere multicultural platitudes-especially to American ears-it is important to remember
the heightened ethnic tensions in post-reunification Berlin that I began this study by addressing. First,
such a climate may have made such language more poignant in a racially charged musical milieu that has
seen neo-Nazi as well as militant Islamic expressions in recent years. Secondly, while the phrase "erase
our borders" may seem like innocuous melting pot rhetoric, for Turks in Berlin this language would no
doubt speak directly to Turkish inclusion in the EU and therefore have a profound effect on their lives and
literally effect their social status. Aziza's anti-border language thus reflects a growing hope among Turks
in Germany and Turkey alike that the EU's New Europe will eventually expand to include its first nonChristian nation. In a way then, Berlin again represents a microcosm of West vs. East tensions. Today,
however the 'enemy from the East' is fragmented, displaced, and most notably post-national, just like
Aziza and her fellow Berliner Turks. Aziza A, however, is far from the (stereo)typical Middle-Easterner.
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Aziza A was born Alevio Dun in Kreuzberg in 1971 to Turkish Gastarbeiter parents and in the
1990s gained notoriety as the host of Dr. Mag, a Saturday morning children's show that appeared on
Germany's second largest television station, ZDF. 38 Her position with Dr. Mag made her the first
ethnically Turkish host of a nationally televised German program. While Aziza's parents moved back to
Turkey after she achieved her professional success, Aziza stayed on noting that while her parents may be
Turkish, Berlin is her home. She explains:
My whole life started here, but in Berlin one comes in direct contact with Turkish and
Middle-Eastern music. For me it's not Germany that counts but rather Berlin. This is
where my life is. I could not imagine myself living in any city but Berlin. This city has
very much shaped me, even ifi cannot say why exactly .39
Although Aziza A is a modem and secular Turkish-German woman-her stage name means
"powerful sister" (the A stands for "abla" or "big sister" in Turkish)-as she explains, her identity has
been shaped by the multi-kulti, or multicultural, geography of Berlin in particular. She speaks German
and Turkish fluently, and spends considerable amounts oftime in both countries, but views herself as of
neither Germany nor Turkey, but rather ofBerlin. Noting her success as a professional entertainer and
spokesperson for European multiculturalism, the BBC World referred to her as "the face of the New
European"-a second-generation immigrant who retains her cultural ties to Turkey and a well-integrated
member of her city. 40 But as her music and that of Orientation shows, this vision ofthe New European is
not a perfect fit with the German vision of Leitkultur as expressed by the conservative CDU position of
Friedrich Merz. Further, this pluralistic vision is somewhat antithetical to the EU's vision of a public
sphere built on European national identities. A Bulgarian-born Berliner expressed this disconnect and
echoed Aziza's strongly local allegiance in a 1993 Boston Globe article, stating: "Berliners are open-
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minded ... they don't care that I am a foreigner. I am afraid of Germany, but I am not afraid ofBerlin."41
While certainly not all foreigners living in Berlin would voice the same sense of safety in the face of
violent racially motivated attacks, this view does express Aziza's view of the city in relation to the larger
German society on the whole. Indeed, it echoes the title ofKaya's monograph: "Safe in Kreuzberg."
While the Turkish and German members of Orientation are largely of the same international,
secular, and upper-middle class standing as Aziza, they have kept a degree of oppositional pressure on
those elements of the German citizenry who would have expressions of ethnic community suppressed.
Through overtly "oriental" sounding sonic elements every piece on both Orientation albums portrays the
fusion of Western hip hop and Eastern Turkish traditional music. While the "Aziza's Advice" example
mentioned uses a saxophone to approximate ideas of Turkishness, most of the tracks contain traditional
Turkish instruments such as the dof as well as saz and ud played by Turkish and German members of the
collective from Istanbul and Berlin. Aziza explains that these musical choices fit in with the concept of
orientation thus: "We are trying to use our own treasures. We turn towards Turkey, and they (the Turks)
turn towards the West. In the end, we meet in the middle." 42
Notably, in this quotation from Kaya's monograph, Aziza refers to "our" musical treasures and
then refers to the Turks as "they." The politics of Berliner Turks in Istanbul also reveals deep tensions
between traditionalist elements of Turkish society and the often cosmopolitan or Westernized Turks that
return to visit family or vacation in Turkey. Just as Turks in Berlin might be met by the derogatory
"Kanake," in Istanbul secular Turks who are thought to be too Western are referred to as "Almanci." 43
Typified by the Turkish-German hybrid cuisine par excellence "currywurst," the hybridized Almanci are
regarded as unclean in much the same way that observant Muslims regard pork. As Mandel notes in her
discussion of the recent spate of headscarf debates, pork is regarded as unclean in Islamic traditions
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because "pigs do not know jealousy."44 This belief relates directly to the headscarves-the guardian of
observant Islamic womens' purity and symbol of their husbands' or fathers' love in Turkish culture
"where jealousy is often equated with love." 45 Thus, Westernized Turks are often caught in the middle of
a tug of war between tradition and modernity, between diasporic articulations of culture and appropriative
assimilation and integration to the host country. To be sure, the politics of diaspora and appropriation
become increasingly complex as our understanding thereof grows.
Though Aziza does not regularly wear a headscarf, the cover art for her 1997 debut album

Oriental Hip Hop: Es 1st Zeit shows just her eyes and forehead as though through a veil and on her most
recent solo album Kendi Diinyam she appears in a modern headscarfthat covers only the hair. On the

Orientation album's disc art the CD itself is emblazoned with abstract geometric images similar to those
one would find on a Turkish rug. While one might argue that through such gestures such as the pseudoTurkish saxophone on "Aziza's Advice" and the pseudo-Turkish imagery of the album art Aziza and
Orientation are simply mining their Turkishness for album sales, it seems that their efforts to express their
own hybridity should not be discounted.
For instance, onEs 1st Zeit, Aziza seems to be playing with the stereotypes of the
obedient/subjugated Turkish woman. While the Middle-Eastern woman is the object of much debate in
national governments across the EU, she is rarely heard from directly. Although Aziza looks through the
veil on the album's cover, she militates against both Turkish male and German public subordination by
speaking to political issues from the perspective of the veiled woman.· I would once again note that this
tactic of using this iconic position of feminine powerlessness and then orienting it towards the dominant
masculine power-that is the Leitkultur, whether German or Turkish-adds a considerable amount of
weight to Aziza's message. Through this orientation, she gains a strategic advantage by wresting the
moral authority from the traditional purveyors of morality-the German CDU and local Turkish imams.
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Indeed, the very idea of a female Berliner rapper upsets the stereotypes of conservative elements from
traditionalist Turkish and German camps alike.
On the title track Aziza tells her sisters that "Es 1st Zeif' [It Is Time] to stand up to the (male)
powers that be:

1ch habe braune augen,/habe schwarzes haar.!Und komm aus einem land/wo der Mann
uber der Frau steht/und dort nicht wie hier/ein ganz anderer Wind weht!/1n den zwei
Kulturen,/in denen ich aufgewachsen bin,/ziehen meine lieben Schwestern/meist den
kurzerenlweil nicht nur zwei Kulturen/aufeinander krachen,/weil auch Viiterluber ihre
Tochter wachen:/"Du bist die Ehre der Familie,/klar, gehorsam, schweigsam,/wie deine
Mutter auch mal war. 46
I have brown eyes,/and black hair./And come from a country/where the man stands over
the woman/and there, like here,/the winds of change do not blow!/In the two cultures/in
which I grew up/my dear sisters,/usually draw the short straws/because the two cultures do
not/only clash against each other/because the fathers also/stand guard over their daughters:/
"You are the honor of the Family ,/pure, obedient, silent,/Like your mother was."
On "Es 1st Zeit" Aziza is speaking to both German and Turkish women arguing that the clash of

civilizations is essentially the product of male pride and jealousy. While the lyrics of the verses are
rapped in German, the chorus is a Turkish folk song with the lyrics: "Narrow, narrow alleys, in which
girls play marbles." 47 The orientation of powerlessness to power is thus underscored as the moral
authority of children and women is set in contrast to the violent and morally corrupt society of grown
men.
While Aziza rapped in Turkish as well as German and English on Es 1st Zeit, on Kendi Dunyam
she raps exclusively in Turkish, with the exception of a closing track on which she speaks (not raps) to
various friends and collaborators in their respective native languages-Turkish, German, and English. 48
Released on the heels of Orientation's Bosporus Bridge and featuring most ofthe collective's musicians,

Kendi DUnyam seems to be more explicitly targeted at a Turkish speaking audience, whether in Germany
or Turkey. While the album Orientation was a thoroughly international project with English, German,
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and Turkish lyrics and fully translated liner notes, Kendi Diinyam would seem a much more Turkish
project. Whether this was a simple marketing strategy aimed to maximize Aziza's profits in Berlin and
Istanbul, or a more directed effort to implore specifically Turkish women to make the world their own
(the title means "My World"), the album is very much in the same musical and stylistic vein. In any case,
Aziza's newest project is thus oriented to Turkey more directly than the albums Orientation orEs Ist Zeit.
As evident from the success ofthe Orientation project and the growth of its record label
Doublemoon, "oriental hip hop" seems alive and well in Germany and Turkey. If the albums' wide
commercial availability and Doublemoon's large catalogue of hybrid musics is any indicator it seems that
we should question Martin Stokes's recent conclusion that "rap and hip hop were not the way to go." 49
Indeed, my research indicates that the Berliner Orientation project is both a commercially successful and
ideologically powerful tool of expression for a historically marginalized group.
Although Turkish artists in Berlin have felt increasingly marginalized since the fall of the Wall,
some of the best cultural products to come out of Berlin in the last few years are of Turkish-German
origin. As Stefan Theil writes of Turkish-German artists all across Germany: "immigrant neighborhoods
are reinvigorating culture with fresh energy and a will to succeed." 50 Certainly, the positive messages of
Orientation and Aziza A are a refreshing elixir to a too-often dark vision of what will become of Berlin---,
and of what will become ofthe New Europe in the face of retrenched nationalisms and outbursts of
racialized violence. While the rhetoric may at times seem tired and well-worn it may be that Berliners
need to keep telling themselves that this multicultural and hybrid future need not be a mere fantasy.
Indeed, the future may have already arrived in Berlin as imagined by Orientation's sweep of the
pluralistic airwaves over the diverse Weltstadt on "What is Orientation? (Listen to the Bridge)." It seems
that the challenge then will be to convince the rest of Germany that this pluralistic vision is the right
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one-the moral one. Orientation and Aziza A's charge is thus to convince Germany and the European
Union that multi-kulti can be more than a platitude while stressing that Leitkultur, and the white, secular,
bourgeois "public sphere," is not the moral vision that the EU needs. As the closing lines of"Aziza's
Advice" suggest:
More understanding leads to less limitation.
Let's turn things around and work hard on being One.
Perfection isn't easy but when you sense it...
you know ... Orientation.5 1
As Aziza A and the Orientation collective propose, the future should not be limited to a singular vision of
cultural identity on a national or even supra-national level but rather as a mutual expression of all the
cultural identities expressed in a single place in all their complex and changing forms-that is, the
Oberfremdung of vibrant, chaotic, and dynamic cities such as Berlin.

"Weil Ich Ein Tiirke Bin"
In 1998, shortly after the release of Aziza A's multikulti and idealistically moralizing effort on Es
lst Zeit, the former Cartel rapper Brei E (born Brei Ergun in Berlin) released a track with a very different

politics entitled "Weillch Ein Turke Bin" [Because I'm a Turk]. 52 Indeed, he seems to see a more
troubled and divided Berlin than Aziza A. Typical ofthe "oriental hip hop" style of late 1990s Berliner
hip hop, the track opens with a four-measure trilling saz melody with darbuka goblet drum and
tambourine percussion that is then joined by a driving bass and hip hop drum accompaniment.
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''Wei! Ich Ein Tiirkc llin''- In!.ruducti(m

Ex. 1- Introduction to "Weil Ich Ein Turke Bin"- Traditional Turkish groove gives way to hip hop drum
beat.

Over the traditional sound of the introduction, Erci E introduces himself in spoken (not rapped) German
and English: "Yeah Yeah. Erci E. Machen Delitschrap [making German rap]. Yes." As the first four
bars are set to complete the first cycle, the character changes abruptly with a hip hop drum track entering
on the last half of the fourth measure. The other instruments stop, as if surprised by the interjection, but
then resume as before now with a new propulsive hip hop beat. Together the musical devices set the
character of the beat throughout.
Erci E enters with an opening salvo that sets the tone for a self-ghettoizing jeremiad against
German racism that is dripping with sarcasm.
Fast an allem bin ich schuld, man nennt mich liebevoll Kanake.
Dein grojJtes problem, de in Pickel an der Backe.
Dass ich packe und geh, darauf kannst du lange warten.
Solang ich da bin kuck ich weiter bose und mach 'nen harten.
[I am to blame for almost everything, they affectionately call me "kanake."
The greatest problem, a pimple on your cheek.
You'll have to wait a long time for me to pack up and go.
As long as I'm here I'll keep on looking mean and acting hard.]

Throughout the rap, Erci E's caricature seems to step into the role of every stereotype the rapper can think
of-from the Doner kebab and fruit stand owner, to the vengeful criminal and over-sexed womanizer.
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The logic of his strategic essentialism of "acting hard" is made explicit in a later verse as he raps: "In

dieser Rolle als Bosewicht siehst du mich am liebsten/Wenn du dir das so sehr wiinschst, bitte schon,
dann kriegst'n." [In this role as bad guy you love me. If you wish this, thank you, I'll become it.]
In the particularly funny choruses the song's title introduces a new stereotype, which ends each
consecutive verse. For instance, the first chorus ends: "Weil ich ein Tiirke bin: Habich satellitenempfang
[Because I'm a Turk: I have a satellite dish] jokingly confirming the oft-heard but seldom examined
stereotype that all the satellite dishes in Berlin are pointed at Turkey. Notably, this stereotype is a
powerful one in its ability to fuel fears about assimilation and is premised on a somewhat forced argument
j

that goes: "if Turks don't watch German television they won't become German." The second chorus
ends: "Weil ich ein Tiirke bin: Geh ich zu Aldi [Because I'm a Turk: I go to Aldi] referencing the low-cost
grocery stores scattered throughout working-class, often Turkish neighborhoods.
The sexual discourses on the track form the particularly interesting thread of Erci E's reading of
German-Turkish relations as a dysfunctional and ultimately doomed couple. He begins with the ironic
juxtaposition of the racist term "Kanake" and "affection" (literally "full of love") and between the next
two quatrains raps:

Ich nimm' dir deine frau weg, danach mach ich dich arbeitslos.
Deutschland, tut mir so gut, was machen wir da blojJ?
Und iiberhaupt, deine frau weggenommen,
Soll ich dir was sagen, sie ist von ganz allein mitgekommen.
[I'll take your girl, then take your job.
Germany, you're so good to me, so just what shall we do?
And anyway, having taken your girl
I should tell you, she came with me entirely on her own.]
Here, Erci E invokes the idea of racial transgression, drawing on the tropes of miscegenation and sexual
prowess that have long characterized the primitivist discourses in Euro-American dealings with its
others.53 In much the same way that US rappers have reconfigured these irrational fears into tools of
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social critique-such as on Public Enemy's album Fear of a Black Planet- Erci E here uses this racist
discourse in an offensive (in both senses) manner. While these sexualized tropes are not unique to
American racial politics, I would argue that without the (Mrican) American model of hip hop these fears,
whether conscious or unconscious, would go under-examined in the world of creative arts. Fittingly, Erci
brings in Freud to examine this troubled relationship rapping: "Tiirken und Deutsche ein faszinierendes

Liebespaarllch lese Freud und sehe: extreme Triebgefahr" [Turks and Germans-a fascinating pair of
lovers/1 read Freud and I see: extreme pulsional danger]. Erci E's psychoanalysis seems an accurate one:
in short, he finds that there exists a fascinating mutual love/hate compulsion between the two
communities. Indeed, contemporary ethnic German and ethnic Turkish identities rely in large part on a
mutually constituted defining of each other. Similarly, in his "Love and Theft: The Racial Unconscious
of Blackface Minstrelsy" Eric Lott makes the claim that this curious "fear/fascination" dialectic continues
to define the relationship between white and black American identities, and is nowhere more blatantly
evident than in the realm of popular music.54
A related fear of transgression that Erci E is playing on in "Weillch Ein Tiirke Bin" is that Turks
are "out-Germaning" the Germans. With the phrase "Da wird'ner nervos weil ein Tiirke besser Deutsch

spricht JKomm heul' nich ', bin schon da und .fiihr' nachhilfeunterricht" [They become nervous, because a
Turk speaks better German. Come now, don't cry, I'm ready to tutor you.] Erci suggests that regardless
of their assimilation and contributions to German society, Turks will continue to be the subject of stress.
The final line of the track posits the ultimate assimilation into German society, and paradoxically the
ultimate transgression of Germanness as Erci declares himself the country's "Buhmann .fiir alle Zeiten"
[scapegoat for all time] and raps: "Wo wart ihr als ihr Erci E zum Kanzler kiirtet?" [Where were you
when Erci E was elected chancellor?].
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"Hart(z) IV" in the "Gheddo": Eko Fresh and Bushido
Since Kool Sava§ broke into the German pop charts in 2002 with his confrontational lyrics and
"battle rap" style, a nation-wide gangsta rap movement has emerged. Notably, this national trend is still
centered in Berlin. Currently the dominant commercial style of hip hop in Germany, artists such as DIrie, Killa Hakan, and the hugely popular stable of artists from the record label Aggro Berlin have literally
made an art out of violence. For the first time in its history, German hip hop became a minority lead
movement in terms of influence, commerce, and popularity. The other primary change that took place,
was that for the first time many of the rappers themselves began to take seriously the idea that they were
indeed gangstas. Unlike the pseudo-nationalist Cartel project, the self-consciously "oriental" Aziza A, or
the tactically satirical Erci E, many in this gangsta rap set seemed dead serious.
Recently, Eko Fresh and Bushido, two of Germany's biggest gangsta rap stars recorded a track
together entitled "Gheddo" (2006) that epitomizes this newly dominant politics of street authenticity. Eko
Fresh (Ekrem Bora), a Turkish-German rapper originally from Cologne was involved in the Berlin
gangsta scene at its inception though his apprentice-like relationship with Kool Sava§. In a manner
strikingly similar to American gangsta rappers, however, the two developed a feud-or in hip hop
parlance, a "beef'-resulting in their estrangement. Eko and

Sava~

eventually began recording "diss

tracks" aimed at each other and no doubt designed to keep the media spotlight on their respective careers.
This commercial strategy imports the US model of beef, epitomized by the historic hip hop rifts between
Kool Moe Dee and LL Cool J, Biggie and Tupac, or more recently 50 Cent and The Game. Like the
Sava~

vs. Eko beef, the more commercially successful feuds tend to have Oedipal overtones pitting a

mentor against a disciple.
Notably, Eko's renewed ties with Berlin through his new partnership with Bushido and his

"Ersguterjunge" [He's A Good Boy] record label is illustrative of the importance of Berlin to the current
hip hop scene. Bushido (Anis Mohamed YoussefFerchichi) is a Tunisian-German rapper from the
southern Tempelhof district of Berlin who has been one of the most prominent gangsta rappers in
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Germany since the 2003 release of his album King of Kings on the Aggro Berlin label. Bushido's gangsta
authenticity is premised largely on a number of minor assault convictions and is cultivated through his
stage name (taken from the Japanese "way of the warrior") and his mob-inspired alias "Sonny Black."
Drawing on conventions of martial arts and mobster alter-egos common to US hip hop artists such as the
Wu-Tang Clan and Goodie M.O.B. his carefully wrought gangsta image is ironically an appropriation of
US appropriations of the cinematic images of kung fu clans and Italian mobsters in hip hop.
In an especially notable example of this orientation, Eko Fresh models a beat for the title track
"Hart(z) IV" on a track from the Wu-Tang Clan's Method Man on his 1994 solo album Tical.

1\.'lethod Man: uRclease Yo Delf"

Eko Fresh: "Hart(z) IV"
If"""""

--

~

trump"*'~~~~ iJit tt pI~; ®B J IWUttU lfD~HJH
Ex. 2- Martial trumpet lines from "Release Yo Delf' (1994) and "Hart(z) IV" (2006)

While the differing rhythmic structures obscure the easily discernible audible similarities between the
Method Man and Eko tracks, I have highlighted the staccato contours that are the most readily
recognizable. The A minor lines, while not uncommon in hip hop productions (simply using the white
keys of a keyboard), also shares many of the tonal inflections created by preparing returns to the root
from below, at the seventh scale degree (G). As my fieldwork showed (see next chapter), Wu-Tang Clan
was one of the most broadly remarked upon influences among the MCs with whom I spoke. It is quite
possible that the creation of this beat was not consciously modeled on the martial Wu-Tang style, but it is
nonetheless the result of the wide appeal and undoubted exposure of Eko to this track and others like it.
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The track "Gheddo" appeared on Eko Fresh's 2006 concept album Hart(z} IV, which attempted to
call attention to socio-economic problems and above all lay claim to the existence of ghettos of poor and
non-white Germans. The track-a melancholy ode to street life--begins with a monodic piano line over
an atmospheric track of rain and quiet thunder before Eko enters with the lines:
Eko fresh, ghettochef, Junge denn es muss sein
Koln-kalk, Hartz IV, komm in meine Hood rein.
Komm und guck was es heifJt im Block hier zu wohnen
Wo man leben muss von Drogen oder Prostitution.
[Eko fresh, ghetto chief, man it's gotta be
Cologne-Kalk, Hartz IV, come into my hood
Come peep what it means to live here in my block.
Where one must live by drugs or prostitution.]

The album's name is a reference to Peter Hartz, a Volkswagen executive who headed a
government commission whose task it was to design cutbacks from the German welfare system. As a
2004 Economist article explains:
His name has become a sort of expletive, just because he headed a government
commission that has blown a hole in Germany's cherished social safety net. From
January, Hartz IV, the deeply unpopular final phase of the commission's lawmaking,
will force the rich-but-struggling economy's long-term unemployed to find work or
face a new level of (relative} poverty. 55
Despite being an easy target of criticism, Hartz's government reports have insinuated that Germany has
no ghettos-for Eko this constitutes a double threat. On a moral level it constitutes a real
misunderstanding ofthe conditions of poverty in ethnic ghettos, and on a commercial level it threatens his
street authenticity and therefore his status as a true gangsta. Thus, the track's chorus ends with the lines
"Bitte, Mister Peter Hartz, komm doch mal in meine Hood" [Please, Mr. Peter Hartz, come just once to
my hood]. The common name of the welfare reform legislation is reformulated and appears on the album
as Hart(z) IV-a reference to a "hard four" or high risk and high reward roll in craps, the ghetto game par
excellence. The message of this wordplay has two possible interpretations: first, that Peter Hartz is
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playing a dangerous game with people's lives and second, that ghetto life in Germany is itself a risky
venture. The video for the hit single, which was an MTV favorite during 2006, preferred the latter
reading.
The video, in a fittingly moody black and white, tells the doomed story of two young boys that
live in the ghetto. As the video begins, the camera enters one's bedroom where we see a microphone
resting on a copy of the CD Born Dead by the American gangsta rapper Ice-T and his group Body Count.
We also see shots of a bulbous tea kettle on the stovetop and a satellite dish outside the kitchen window,
establishing that the household is a Turkish-German one. Later scenes of the two adolescents in unruly
classrooms, riding the bus, being hassled by police, and hanging out on the roofs of Berlin's public
housing projects, establish the basic visual grammar of city life for the video. A street shot of a twocheek greeting kiss further establishes that they are of immigrant origins. When one of the boys shows
off to his friends by brandishing a gun, which proves to be a cigarette lighter, the plot goes into motion.
The boys witness two (white German) police officers hassling someone in the neighborhood and proceed
to give them the middle finger. Later, the officers happen upon the two kids in a dark parking lot. After
the one boy jokingly brandishes his novelty lighter he is mistakenly shot by a nervous cop.
Surprisingly, the video is as notable for its effectiveness as it is for its platitudes. It delivers a
message that is as morally black and white as the images, and in so doing so closely approximates
American mediatized narratives about race and poverty through which anyone in the world could
understand who is on the just side and who is not. While a couple images contextualize the story's
conflict as ethnic Germans vs. non-ethnic Germans there are here no musical signifiers ofTurkishness as
in the music ofErci E or Aziza A. Here the signifiers of otherness are the African American musical
elements ofhip hop beats, and visual cues ofTurkishness coupled with icons of the African American
ghetto: hoodies, pit bulls, headphones, and graffiti.
In addition to the explicit role that Turkishness plays throughout the video, the importance of

Berlin to German gangsta rap asserts itself at a number points through the same signifier, the number
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36-the Turkish section ofKreuzberg's old postal code--emblazoned on Eko's stocking cap and one of
the boys' sweatshirts. Since the video is ostensibly by a Cologne rapper with a Berlin-Tempelhof guest,
the nod to Kreuzberg comes off as pure homage to the Mecca of German gangsta rap and the
neighborhood constructed as most authentic. Indeed, although no street signs indicate the video's
location, the filming seems to have been done around the Kreuzberg Zentrum housing projects just north
of the district's central Kottbusser Tor UBahn station. This is confirmed when the iconic "36" again
emerges as one of the boys walks in front of a closed storefront with the number written in graffiti
numerals.
As we will see, Kreuzberg's status as a vibrant center for rap music has declined in recent years,
but as this contemporary example of racialized street authenticity indicates, this is due in large part to the
expansion of such claims to other parts of the city and indeed to other parts of the country. Today,
rappers no longer have to be from Kreuzberg 36 to claim ghetto authenticity. Nonetheless, Kreuzberg's
role as the imagined center of Turkish life-and therefore ghetto life-in Germany remains secure as the
video for "Gheddo" indicates. The work of Kreuzberger rappers in the 1990s thus laid the groundwork
for Turks and other minority youth across Berlin and throughout Germany to build a now-dominant
model of racialized hip hop opposition. If the examples of minority hip hop throughout Germany today
are any indication, Turkish youth are no longer only Sicher in Kreuzberg, and minority youth throughout
the country are no longer afraid to express alternative identities to German normativity.
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Chapter Four
Sounds from the Underground II
"Das ist Gangsta": Battle Rap and Social Consciousness in "Aggro" Berlin

On 19 February 2007, I attended a panel discussion entitled "Hip-hop Culture in Germany and the
US: Righteous Anger or Self-Destruction" at the Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin fur Sozialforschung (WZB)
[Social Science Research Center Berlin]. The event was hosted by the Harvard Center for European
Studies Berlin, and featured a panel of prominent academics consisting of music theorist Alexander
Rehding, popular music and media scholar Murray Forman, and anthropologist of Turkish diaspora
Levent Soysal, as well as the Hamburg-based DJ Marius No. 1. The topic was a timely one for my study,
and the title provided by the organizers, if unnecessarily dichotomized, seemed to indicate a desire both to
address the continuities between US and German hip hop and to jump right in to the weightiest of issues
with regard to the music's politics. As the promotional materials explained: "This session focuses on the
role that Hip-hop plays today as a transnational language of dissatisfaction and anger, but also, of cultural
resistance and cultural pride." 1
Nonetheless, this dichotomization perpetrates/perpetuates an ahistorical view about hip hop, black
music, and broader discourses of race, that casts "the race problem" as a natural fact. Paul Gilroy
describes this commonplace view in The Black Atlantic, where he writes:
Racism does not, of course, move tidily and unchanged through time and history. It
assumes new forms and articulates new antagonisms in different situations.... The
oscillation between black as a problem and black as a victim has become today, the
principal mechanism through which 'race' is pushed outside of history and into the
realm of natural, inevitable events. 2
In this chapter I analyze these processes through their evocation in Berlin's hip hop communities wherein
we find the universal rap binary of hard-core gangsta rappers vs. socially conscious ones. As codified in
1
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the WZB panel, this prominent discursive hip hop binary posits the former group as dissatisfied and angry
and the latter as proud and resistant. Indeed, this binary is rehearsed in the sonic, lyrical, and
performative contours of freestyle rap ciphers in the historically polarized city.
I had been in Berlin over four months, and had a good deal of success cultivating contacts at
freestyle sessions and other events in the local hip hop scene. With the help of a handful of local
rappers-among them User 1,

~evket,

P-Yeah, Shu, Alexi, Tarik, and ATM-I came to know some fifty

rappers in Berlin. Nonetheless, I was a bit surprised when one of my contacts, an MC named Amewu
who went by the stage name of Halbgott [demigod] forwarded me the email announcement for the panel
discussion. Berlin is a city of students, and I had forgotten that the rapper was studying political science
at the city's Technische Universitiit. He had received the widely circulated invitation as well and was
interested to see what these "academics" had to say about hip hop. We made plans to meet me at the
WZB, a monumental structure on the banks ofthe Landwehrkanaljust down Potsdamerstrasse from the
Staatsbibliothek and National Gallery. When Halbgott arrived, we went in and were treated to a nice
reception of fruit and cheese before taking our seats in the front row of a well-appointed conference room.
After an introduction by Rehding, the three panelists presented papers on their respective areas of
interest: Forman speaking to hip hop pedagogy and activism, Soysal to Turkish-German hip hop, and a
brief history of German hip hop by the DJ Marius No. 1. While I was quite interested in Professor
Soysal's presentation, it was DJ Marius that caught Halbgott's attention. The DJ's 15-minute narrative
cast the history of hip hop in Germany as a tale of great musical, intellectual, and political potential gone
astray. He began speaking about hip hop's early years when people would spontaneously get together to
jam, explaining in English:
A jam is a hip hop meeting where DJs, B-Boys (dancers), graffiti writers, and
rappers gathered to jam. We're not talking about organized shows, but shows with
a purpose. They had heard about such events in New York. Social workers in
German cities who recognized the importance and relevance of hip hop for the
youth started to provide the locations for these events. They were called "Jungen
Heute" [Youth Today] and they were sponsored by city councils. And then
something interesting happened. Hip hop, having the image of a ghetto culture,
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began to attract not only working class kids, but middle class kids-but class didn't
mean anything, it didn't matter. It was all about performing at the jam. Then came
the golden era of hip hop from 1992 to 1997. 3
After describing the artistic accomplishments and diverse demographics of this golden age, he described a
mainstreaming process that moved the form away from its underground roots leading to the ultimate loss
of a critically engaged and emancipatory hip hop public sphere. Picking up after German reunification,
Marius described how media resources shifted to Berlin and how with them the focus shifted from the
well-developed scenes in Hamburg, Stuttgart, Heidelberg, and Cologne to Berlin "where most of the MCs
were still rapping in English." The story thus came to its conclusion in present day Berlin, where he
described a commercialized milieu of gangsta styled "battle rap"-the end of a classic rise and fall
trajectory.
The last section ofMarius's presentation entitled "Battle Rap: 2001-2007" offered the following
argument:
In Berlin, where so-called battle rap came about in 2001, all of a sudden it got
really huge. To battle someone in rap originally meant putting down another MC
in live competition on stage. The weaker the performance, the more explicit lyrics
were used to cover up for lacking skills. Surprisingly enough the audience reacted
strongly to the weaker performances. That's why they got recorded and ended up
being exchanged on schoolyards. The formula for battle rap is sexism, plus extreme
violence, plus homophobia, plus pessimism, plus male chauvinism... Everyone tried
to attract attention by any possible means ....
There is a considerable number of battle rappers whose families originate in Turkey
or Lebanon and this topic is of highly (sic) relevance for the Muslim artists and their
audiences. Battle rap gained a whole new audience, the so-called "unused"
third generation [of immigrants]. It figures that sotneone that we categorize as
"unused" has got to be extremely young. And yes, there are rappers that start at the
age of seven years. At present, rap is in danger of becoming a meaningless stylistic
device abusing the unused third generation by aiming at them with violent lyrics and
trashy music.
By beginning with the story of a grass roots and socially engaged form, and ending with this discussion of
Berlin's commercially degraded and pessimistic hip hop scene, DJ Marius's narrative closely echoes the
3

DJ Marius No. 1, "Hip-hop Culture in Germany and the US: Righteous Anger or Self-Destruction" Conference
Presentation, Harvard Center for European Studies, Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin for Sozialforschung (19 February
2007).
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style and substance of Jiirgen Habermas's narrative arc in Strukturwandel der Ojfentlichkeit [Structural
Transformation of the Public Sphere]. Just as Habermas describes the window of opportunity for a truly
"critical public sphere" exemplified by eighteenth-century German Burghers meeting in public places
rather than "one that is merely staged for manipulative purposes," Marius describes the organic sessions
of artistically engaged individuals meeting without cultural or class interests. 4
A student ofTheodor Adorno, Habermas subscribed to the idea that art should be free of explicit
political aims just as public debate should be free of private interest. Following Adorno's belief that the
musical work should engage the listener on an implicit level through the internal relationship and
development of musical means, Habermas wrote at length on the subject of culture in a section of

Strukturwandel der Ojfentlichkeit entitled "From a Culture-Debating (kulturriisonierend) to a CultureConsuming Public." Like Marius, Habermas describes this loss of critical engagement and emancipatory
potential as a function of the commercialization of culture. Where German Burghers like Schiller once
gathered in cafes to debate culture, by the mid-nineteenth century they were reduced to being told about
culture as sold by the mass media. Importantly, he locates the genesis of this process of mass
mediatization in the book clubs and other commodified cultural forms of"Anglo-Saxon countries,"
writing more explicity: "Toward the end ofthe (nineteenth) century the 'American' form of mass press
also became dominant on the continent.'' 5 Marius's gesture to the continued American influence of
Berlin's English speaking rappers also parallels Habermas's narrative through its association with mass
culture as a typically, if no longer uniquely, American phenomenon.
In his concluding remarks, however, Marius expressed hope for the form:
You might ask me "what's next if everything's so bad right now?" Well, there's
always hope ladies and gentlemen. I should say. If my impression is true and
today's average teenager memorizes more song lyrics than poems in his native
language, then what's today's poetry? I believe in the power of the word. I believe
it can change the mind ...

4
5

Habermas, 235.
Habermas, 168.
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The ethnically German DJ from Hamburg concluded his inspirational flourish with a nod to the United
Negro College Fund's marketing campaign, "and I believe the mind is a terrible thing to waste." His
evocation of the famous African American moral appeal struck me as disingenuous given his seeming
distaste for special interest politics. Clearly, Marius was of the opinion that at present hip hop was not
"righteous anger," but rather "self-destruction"-noting with a distinct air of paternalism that this was
especially true among "Muslim artists and their audiences."
When the question and answer portion of the event began, Halbgott stepped to the microphone,
pulled it from its stand, and spoke in uncharacteristically halting English, searching for the best words
with which to critique a perceived triteness in Marius's narrative. "Okay, I forgot most ofthe stuff that I
was going to say," he began "so let's do some free association." This was not a battle rap session, but
perhaps his freestyle skill set would prove effective in an analogous forum. After a pause he continued:
The first thing that caught me was the presentation of the battle rap thing, because
I experienced it in Berlin and I have a view of Berlin on this matter. We were seeing
hip hop on the TV and radio and it was all this party bullshit, for us, and we didn't
want to listen to it anymore, because, for me it was not usefu/.6
As he spoke, Halbgott's thoughts grew more fluid and his response more fluent and nuanced.
Even if some of the MCs were good-and I respect many MCs just because they are
good-but just because they are good doesn't mean I have to listen to them. But
if you only see that as the image of hip hop then you get bored by it-especially if
you do another kind of music. So for me, what happened in Berlin was necessary.
People from Berlin came up and they just, yeah, they started dissing all the people
and brought in some harder type of rap.
Although Halbgott agreed with Marius's characterization of the aggressive scene in Berlin, he took issue
with the Hamburg DJ's value judgments.
In Halbgott's perspective from Berlin, there is both a pragmatic rationale-a "useful" place for
battle rap-and an aggressive aesthetic with a fascinating magnetism that is often absent in less
controversial forms. Where Marius fears that with its gangsta bravado rap music is "becoming a

6

Amewu Nove, post-lecture remarks at the panel: "Hip-hop Culture in Germany and the US: Righteous Anger or
Self-Destruction." Vocal emphasis in original delivery.
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meaningless stylistic device," Halbgott sees a chance to regain some of the passion that characterized the
early radicalism of the form's birth in the Bronx and its adoption in Germany. Indeed, his view about the
vacuity of"party" rap echoes Dietmar Elflein's description of the German scene in the 1990s, when "Hip
hop became reduced solely to a style ofmusic."

7

It is notable that although the views ofMarius and Halbgott seem diametrically opposed, their
arguments in fact rely on the same motivations. Both are concerned about rap music moving away from
its social consciousness and losing its political potential. At its best, both know that hip hop is more than
"just music." Both see a much-needed use for hip hop. Marius, however, sees the need for the intellect
and wordplay of a progressive and universalist rap where Halbgott, while not a gangsta rapper, recognizes
that hip hop's potential resides as much in grit as in wit-as much in the combative chronicles of street
life as in the calls for political unity and social consciousness. In brief, to varying degrees both fear the
degradation of an authentic core of potent content that they feel can become obscured or worse, lost by
treating the music as an empty formal structure. The debate, common in hip hop circles the world over, is
nothing less than a struggle for the soul of hip hop.
In a spring 2005 presentation by Jeff Chang at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the
critically acclaimed hip hop journalist and author of Can't Stop Won't Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop

Generation described this central antinomy in the hip hop community as something natural and possibly
essential to the maintenance of a vibrant form. o Addressing the perennial question of "social
consciousness" among hip hop aficionados, he used the metaphor of an extended family, arguing that
without the delinquent elements (i.e. gangsta rap) the family would lack the challenges that foment
solidarity. While he concluded that the challenge for the hip hop community is to "draw in" and ''tum

7
8

Elflein, 259.
Jeff Chang, Can'tStop Won 'tStop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation (New York: St. Martins Press, 2005).
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around" these elements, he nonetheless stressed the value that such contestation brings to the music. 9 As
Marius conceded: "Surprisingly enough, the audiences responded strongly" to gangsta rap. Indeed, it
seems that this ambivalent push and pull within the hip hop community is in large part responsible for
music's appeal to audiences and musicians alike. If rap is not "just music," neither is it pure politics.
Notably, during my first interview with Halbgott a few weeks earlier, this well-educated son of an
ethnically Ghanaian father and an ethnically German mother described a distaste bordering on disdain for
the gangsta posturing of many Berlin rappers. His comments at the WZB proved quite the opposite as he
stood up for the Berlin scene-displaying the antinomies within his own musical thinking. Despite all his
personal misgivings about the music and mentality of the Berlin gangtsa rap scene, Halbgott found
himself defending the ideas behind the music and its role in German hip hop history. "For me, if I see
party stuff, I don't want to see it all the time. Ifl see the violent stuff, I don't want to see it either all the
time." Just as the violent radicalism of battle rap keeps celebratory platitudes about global unity at bay,
the optimistic tone and witty lyricism of progressive rap acts as a foil to the darkest visions of
gangsterism. IfHalbgott's personal ambivalences are any indicator, perhaps it is this ongoing struggle for
the soul ofthe form that gives hip hop its power.
He continued this defense of his diverse aesthetic choices, turning to address media distortions
about the form:
The other thing is that the views expressed by some people talk about how hip hop
is all the same. I got the feeling they're talking about me, but it doesn't mean very
much to me. I'm doing music. I'm affiliated with many people in the scene. What
I call the scene, not the people on TV talking about how "yeah, I'm the best." I
don't see them at any freestyle session. And if they came there-most of themthey would get destroyed.
In Halbgott's view, Marius's history draws too heavily on news accounts about hip hop in Berlin that
focus on a highly visible subset of controversial and commercially successful gangsta rappers at the

9

Matt Durutti, Bostonist.com, "Hip Hop Journalist Jeff Chang Interview: Part II" (6 March 2006).
http://bostonist.com/2006/03/06/hip_hop_joumalist_jeff_chang_interview_part_ ii.php (last accessed 12 February
2008). This piece summarizes the same argument made in Madison.
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expense of an active and highly developed underground scene. These media discourses tend to totalizeand often demonize-a music scene that, while more aggressive than other previously dominant German
scenes, has as much creative diversity as one would expect of a dynamic metropolis. As I had learned
over the previous months, the scene was notable for its high degree of gansgta posturing, but the variety
of styles both apart from and within gangsta rap represented in Berlin cast serious doubts on some of
Marius's conclusions.
Indeed, his point about "battle rappers whose families originate in Turkey or Lebanon" gestured
to the oft-debated racialized lines that have emerged within the larger German hip hop scene. It failed,
however, to interrogate the historical complexities of this development or recognize the divisions within
the gangsta scene. Marius's indictment of gangsta rap's "pessimism" seemed an especially simplistic
statement worthy of examination. Halbgott contested Marius's assertion that "everyone tried to attract
attention by any possible means" instead implicating print and electronic media in a process that
simultaneously vilifies hip hop and promotes its most outrageous acts. In his view, this echo chamber
extends the blame for hip hop's sexism, homophobia, and violence to the underground majority of
freestyle rappers such as himself while reserving its promotion for the handful of rap stars that violate
civilized norms. As he notes, "people talk about how hip hop is all the same ... but it doesn't mean very
much to me. I'm doing music." As my fieldwork indicated, despite the mediatized battle lines, the
underground scene in Berlin constituted a complex array of shifting views on hot button issues.
Much of the blame for gangsterism in Berlin is centered on rappers of Middle Eastern descent,
whose music Marius implicates in the victimization of "their own" younger brothers and sisters-the
"unused third generation." But while many of the messages may come from minority rappers in Berlin,
the ethnically diverse audience for this music attests that it is by no means "aimed" specifically at
minority youth. As Halbgott implies, it is instead widely dispersed through electronic media to youth of
all ethnicities, genders, and economic backgrounds across Germany. As a potential corrective to these
and other misconceptions about hip hop in Berlin, he concluded his comments with a plea for a more
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inclusive representation of voices to the panel of distinguished scholars on the stage. "The last thing is
that, no offense, but maybe next time there should be some younger people over there-not only, but also.
We have this kind of discrimination.... The next time you talk about something that has to do with youth
or with kids, maybe you should have some up there." His point, of course, was that if you let these young
people from the "unused third generation" speak, rather than making paternalistic judgments about them
and their parents, a host of diverse and insightful views would emerge.
As outlined in chapter three, and reaffirmed through Marius's narrative, over the course of the
1990s German hip hop seemed to have moved past the often divisive politics of racial difference and the
"ghetto" aesthetics of "gold chain motherfuckers," but as Halbgott notes, without the contestation behind
these racial signifiers something was missing. It seems that perhaps this element was necessary-that
without it, the form was no longer politically useful. Propelled by a handful of ethnically German
progressives and racially integrated groups, the universalist model of socially conscious hip hop helped
move the nation towards a multicultural society with racial understanding. But as dissatisfaction with
structural inequities grew amongst the rapidly increasing number of Turkish and Arab youth during the
1990s, a more accurate picture of divisions within this multicultural society emerged.
Over the course of the 1990s the universalist coalition of progressive hip hop gained a degree of
political correctness, and was incorporated into mainstream German society through positive media
representations and local government's promotion of hip hop activities. On visits to the University town
ofTilbingen in southwestern Germany during the 1990s I saw such city council-sponsored "Jungen
Heute" festivals featuring local youth. I was struck by the number of young hip hop kids on stage and in
the audience and edified in the knowledge of the events' positive energies. As a young American, I had
never seen so many white rappers in one place and took it as a decidedly good sign for race relations in
Germany. On the recommendation of one of my friends from Tilbingen, I purchased my first German hip
hop record, the socially conscious Hamburg-based group Fettes Brot's 1998 Liisst Griissen [Sends
Greetings]. I later learned from Halbgott that the group was exactly what he had in mind when he spoke
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of the "party" rap that he had no use for.
In reconsidering these scenes from my young adulthood, I realized that what struck me most
about them then was the seeming ease of white hip hop in Germany. Over the course of my fieldwork ten
years on, I came to recognize that the case of the "Jungen Heute" Wru> probably too easy. In a
conversation about this very issue I asked an Afro-German respondent at the WZB panel about the
popularity of dreadlocks on ethnically German youth. He replied with frustration: "don't even get me
started." As the title of Greg Tate's edited collection of essays on white appropriation of black culture
puts it, these Tiibingen youth had Everything but the Burden. 10
It seems that in the process of hip hop's appropriation by government entities, the universalist
aims of an officially sanctioned and unity minded hip hop proved to be pushing for an easy solution to a
difficult problem, too ready to celebrate unity rather than preparing the material conditions that would
bring it about. Perhaps, these civic-minded projects were too intent on using hip hop to aid in the
assimilation offoreigners into an idealized and post-ethnic multicultural society rather than laying the
groundwork for an actually many -cultured one. In any case, over the course of the 1990s the largely nonGerman residents of Berlin's housing projects began to resent the condescending notion of a
multiculturalism premised on assimilation. Drawing on their continuing status as the nation's significant
other, Turkish rappers thus began appropriating the militancy of gangsta rap to assert that the country was
not yet past the issue of racial and cultural difference. It seems that young people in the nation's projects
did not want to be the nation's projects.
In his "Racism as Universalism" Etienne Balibar writes of the material ''uses" of universalism,
noting that the ideology ''was used in a Machiavellian way to cover and implement racist policies, to
justizy in a fake scientific manner racist ideologies, to rationalize institutional racism, to impose the

10

Greg Tate, Everything but the Burden: What White People are Taking from Black Culture (New York: Harlem
Moon, 2003).
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domination of some cultures on others .... " 11 By promoting the assimilation of the country's immigrant
populations into a universalist Germany with nationally unifying aims, the ideal of universalism is
revealed to be a distinctly "German" particularism. To say that immigrants need to integrate into German
society as citizens carries with it an unspoken set of suppositions including the suppression of nonGerman culture and the adoption of a modern, but still German, universal ideology. This may not be too
much to ask for those who subscribe to the commonsense notion of national belonging, but this ideology
in its German context is certainly not a "universal" law of nature, but rather a form ofhistorical
domination particular to this place and time. In a country that is just getting used to the idea of being a
"nation of immigration" it should come as no surprise that multiculturalism would prove a more difficult
task than its commonsense ring might indicate.
My hope in the following pages is to make the case that these struggles between universalism and
particularism are manifested on stage and in the identities of Berliner rappers. The debate between
Marius and Halbgott is in fact a microcosm oflarger forces at work. The struggle to achieve hip hop's
potential pulls between the universal ideals of progressive hip hop and the particular realities of gangsta
rap. Furthermore, I argue that the public debates about hip hop and the private antinomies of rappers,
who themselves struggle with these questions, actually power innovation in the art form and move larger
debates about race, class, gender, and broader power relations forward. In short, I am working with
Halbgott's premise that there is a "use" for gangsta rap: namely, to force the country to recognize that it
must struggle in order move forward.
As noted, the city of Berlin, widely known for its troubled and troubling political history also has
a much older reputation for its gruff and blunt spoken inhabitants. As we will see, the rise of a distinct
Berliner style of hip hop combining an outspoken material dissatisfaction with a rough hewn and often
violent delivery is both well-suited to the needs of the city's marginalized populations and evocative of

11
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long held stereotypes about Germany's largest and most diverse metropolis. It seems that Berlin's
outspoken gangsta rappers have taken the reigns of this legacy and that we might consider updating the
bon mot "every true Berliner is a Silesian." As Halbgott and I left the WZB, the rapper displayed his own
rough-hewn Berliner bias asking rhetorically: "How are they going to bring someone from Hamburg here
to Berlin to tell us about hip hop?"
A seemingly permanent fixture on the Berlin freestyle circuit, Halbgott was an important contact
for my study, introducing me to several regular events and countless MCs. Still in his mid-twenties,
Halbgott was something of an elder among them, serving as a role model and a widely respected figure
between the various factions of rappers that comprised what I came to know as Berlin's hip hop scene.
He would show up at events all over the city, from the ethnically diverse and tight knit group that
gathered at Fraystil in the northeastern district ofPrenzlauer Berg to the largely Turkish-Berliner scene at
the Teroabar in Neukolln to the south. In these sites and others spread across the city the usual suspects
would gather for fun, friendship, competition, and above all to express themselves and hone their musical
skills.

Halbgott and

~evket

I first met Amewu-AKA Halbgott-at Club Kato in eastern Kreuzberg where he was one of the
featured artists in a benefit concert for a German NGO sponsoring a Kenyan social and economic
development project called the Baobab Family Project. The concert would feature the good-time
progressive hip hop of Berlin Nuts, the Jamaican Dancehall stylings ofthe Turkish-German medical
student Volkanikman, iZ the European champion beatbox crew 4xSample, and Halbgott with the help of
MC

~evket.

The musically diverse concert was lively if a bit preachy, reflecting the communist leanings

and social justice goals of this Kreuzberg neighborhood's "sixty-eighter'' spirit. The highlight for me was
12

I learned about Volkanikman while attending a fieldwork seminar on Turkish music at Berlin's Freie Universitiit.
One of my fellow seminarians was working on a project investigating the appropriation of Jamaican music by this
Turkish musician who performs in his white lab coat.
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the short set of four tracks featuring Halbgott's technically astounding double time lyrics, and

~evket's

more emotive rapping style and vocals on the songs' hooks.
Speaking to the two after the show, I arranged an interview that would be one of the most thought
provoking and nuanced of my fieldwork, eloquently capturing the antinomies inherent in the struggle for
hip hop's soul. We met at a cafe in the central Mitte district, and I quickly learned of their musical
backgrounds though a two-hour conversation that vacillated easily between English and German.

~evket,

a second-generation Turkish-German in his mid-twenties, was the son of a Turkish wedding singer who
had a promising career in Turkey, but moved to a small town outside of Stuttgart in the 1970s for the
opportunities offered by German industrial work.

~evket

grew up around music as his father continued

singing for the Turkish community in Stuttgart as a way to make extra money. He began singing and
rapping with a Casio keyboard and as a teenager started performing in bands throughout his school years
before moving to Berlin to pursue a career in music. Halbgott also grew up in a musical household in
Berlin, but remembers his first real interest in making music coming from the experiments he did rapping
into tape recorders with his stepfather's American hip hop records playing in the background. He says he
didn't even think of it as rap back then, hearing this music around his house as a child but then
rediscovering the form as an adolescent when he began MCing and DJing. The two were both currently
performing as much as possible, with

~evket

explicitly seeking to make music an occupation, where

Halbgott was studying political science, but keeping his options open.
When we started to talk about the Berlin scene,

~evket

immediately contrasted the city with his

experiences in the Stuttgart scene. He began: "One thing I can say is that the difference between Stuttgart
hip hop and Berlin hip hop is that when I was at freestyle battles in Stuttgart and someone got rude with
his rhymes, like 'fuck your mother,' everyone booed him. But in Berlin it's different. If they make a
verse like that it's cool. That's the difference." Amewu expanded on the point:
With me, I'm between all this stuff. I know some good MCs that are not from Berlin
and I respect them, but to me some of the stuff is just too mellow for me. I like to
listen to aggressive music, but not stuff that is just into being aggressive against
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everything, but thinking about why you are aggressive and talking about what makes
you mad.
He continued, prefiguring the remarks he would later make at the WZB:
There was this one thing that I saw happening in the Berlin scene ... at some point there
was this big gap between Hamburg and Berlin because the music from Hamburg was the
music you saw on TV or that you heard on the radio. It was really just the party and fun
rap. And people over here, it was getting on their nerves because they were listening to
other stuff, they were doing other stuff. And so really commercially it came out with
Kool Sava~. He was dissing everybody and really talking a lot of crap. Sometimes in
a funny way, sometimes just bullshit. I can't listen to most of it now, because it doesn't
have much content, but I think at this time it was necessary. Because otherwise hip hop
in Germany would definitely miss something, would lack something.
Halbgott's mention ofKool

Sava~

is important as the second generation Turkish-Berliner

Sav~

Yurderi

was the first commercially successful gangsta rapper in Germany. Among many rappers with whom I
spoke, his controversial style is widely considered to have brought a much-needed political
oppositionality back to German hip hop despite critiques of his music as glorifying violence.
~evket

also lamented the loss of the early oppositional politics ofhip hop in Germany, pointing to

the early success of Heidelberg's Advanced Chemistry. He described the trajectory from a Stuttgart
perspective, referencing the most famous German hip hop track as indicative of this loss: "Stuttgart is
famous because of the Fantastischen Vier who had this song 'Die Da?' So German hip hop began to be
not political anymore-because Advanced Chemistry was very political. But then they came out." He
agreed with Halbgott that the Berlin scene offered an antidote to mainstream rap, despite its gangsta
messengers: "Now everybody looks to Berlin. Even people from my hometown are trying to act like
gangstas, but somebody has to talk about the problems people have otherwise it sounds like Germany has
no problems." Speaking to the small town wannabe gangstas Halbgott added: "Yeah, that's the bullshit
side. Somehow it's like people started to be an image. And those with problems didn't try to get out of
the problems but just started going in."
When I asked about the socially conscious "golden age" hip hop of Advanced Chemistry vis-a-vis
Berlin's contemporary oppositional gangsta rap, Halbgott offered a third way:
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It was not like some guy from L.A. talking about his struggle and people trying
to hold him down. Much of the stuff was too intellectual. But that's also where
the influence of Berlin comes in for me. I don't want to sound too intellectual
just because I talk about some content. I want to mix it. There's much music in
Berlin that's just aggressive stuff and there's stuff that's just intellectual stuff.
The intellectual ones hate the ones that do the aggressive stuff and the other way
around. The intellectuals say "oh, they're all pseudo-gansgtas" and the aggressive
ones say "oh, they're student rappers." That for me is like, "I don't need that."
For Halbgott the idea that the struggle for the "real" hip hop consisted of two well-defined choices was a
false dichotomy. In his view, both camps failed to recognize the truth in their supposed opposite. In his
imagined example of the "guy from L.A." he seemed to see a balance that was not so intellectual but had
some "content" while not too aggressive for aggression's sake. As he indicated, his goal was to think
about what made him mad.
Offering some nuance to Halbgott's point about the "bullshit side" of wannabe gangstas,

~evket

offered a well-considered logic for gangsta rap's appeal that was founded in reflections on his own youth.
He thought back about his experiences with the structural obstacles to educational opportunities for
minority kids: "But it's also that people that didn't have a chance to get an education, or get into ... "
Getting ahead of himself, he stopped to explain: "There is a three-point system. You get in to

Hauptschule, Realschule, or Gymnasium." Halbgott interjected: "It's really fucked up."

~evket

continued, telling the story of how as a teen, he was initially denied promotion into the college
preparatory Gymnasium: "My teacher told me that I should be an auto repair person, and it would not be
good for me to go to Gymnasium. He recalled how his father was enraged by the decision to keep him
from the university track and filed legal papers to have the decision overturned. As

~evket

explained:

"My father was like, 'I did not move to Germany for my son to be a mechanic."' His teacher had
explained that despite his good grades and passing test scores she thought that

~evket

would be best

suited to a trade profession.
Ultimately winning acceptance into Gymnasium

~evket

explained:

I was the only Turkish guy in the class, and it changed my whole life because
my environment was different. I was with a lot of German people. Turkish people
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who got the same grades as me whose fathers did not go to the teacher all went to
Hauptschule and now they are married and it's a very different life. They have
nothing to compare that life to. They don't have German friends and Germans don't
have Turkish friends. Now when I speak to Germans and they find out that I'm
Turkish they want to know about Turkish culture because they've found someone
who knows both sides. Normally they would see a Turk and say 'oh no, he's going
to hit me.'
Halbgott interrupted, "Really? I don't experience that in Berlin" to which

~evket

shot back "Yeah, you're

not Turkish." He continued:
Turkish people who are the biggest minority they didn't have a voice. Like no one
was talking about them or their problems. And it was missing. Maybe that's why
some rappers who talk about this stuff are successful now. Because they have
someone, and they also feel like they have an identity now. Because it was the
same with me-but not anymore. In the past I asked myself am I German or Turkish,
but now I'm just ~evket, you know? It's just both cultures and I take the best of
both cultures in my life, but these people they don't know who they belong to, where
they belong. So they have no perspective in life, they don't get a job, people look
down on them. So it's getting aggressive, it's getting criminal. And they have to do
something to live, you know. So, hustling, drugs, this and that, this and that, you
know. And so if someone talks about these problems then they say: "hey man it's
like I feel." It's maybe like in America they talk about how they live in ghettos and
so they say: "hey man -I'm feeling it." So this side of Germany has come out suddenly
so they talk about these things more in the media and in politics they say: "oh,
integration is so important." But they missed ten years ago. You know. It was the
same problem but no one knew it. So now because of this hip hop thing, I think,
because of this rap thing it's more in the media so they say "oh no, what's
happening?"
Referring to the media attention attracted by the 2005 Parisian banlieues riots, he concluded: "It's
developing like in France." While the logics contained in this eloquent account of one rapper's history of
identity politics and multiculturalism are self-evident, the statement is also notable for its stress on the
subject of international solidarity and shared experiences of race and class marginalization.
The exposed rift in perception between the close friends continued when I asked a question that
had proved a useful one in my fieldwork. Inquiring about their impressions of the Eko Fresh and Bushido
track "Gheddo" that makes a case for the existence of German ghettos,

~evket

replied: "I think there are

ghettos, but they are ghettos of the mind. It doesn't matter ifyou are Turkish, unemployed, or a student
there is always a ghetto where it's hard to get out. They [Eko and Bushido] are talking about a place, but
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maybe the people have the ghetto more in their heads because they have problems." Halbgott pressed
him, playing the role of interviewer himself: "but then would you say there are places where there aren't
the same opportunities?" ~evket replied picking up on his earlier theme: "It is difficult when you are in an
area where people are all the same. You never know the other," he stopped to consider his words, "I
think education is the key to the other society." Halbgott took the question more literally, focusing on the
commercial rappers featured on the track "Gheddo": "I think it's just taken from America."
Turning to look at these issues from the angle of commercial vs. underground hip hop

~evket

explained:
You know, the underground people in Germany that say 'I love hip hop. I do it
from the heart. I don't want to go commercial. I get props, but I get no money.'
These guys like Bushido and Aggro Berlin are the first to come up with a good
strategy and I think the role model thing comes from this perspective. Kids see
that there are some people who have made it in hip hop. They are smart enough
to know how to sell it. I think that's why they are role models to some people. If
you have a talent you have to use it. They know how to sell themselves. I don't
know if they sell their souls to the devil, but they have the business sense, and if
you want to make a living from music you have to do it like this. I want to do this
too and I don't want to have to be ashamed about it.
Halbgott begged to differ saying: "I don't know, it seems like you have music or you have business.
These people are not being themselves." Our conversation concluded on this point, with a discussion of
how a hip hop musician might have it both ways. Halbgott used the example of Brooklyn's critically
acclaimed MC Nas as someone who bridges this divide relatively well. From his perspective, however,
Nas still has hideously commercialized blemishes on his career exemplified by "white tigers in his
videos." Instead, Halbgott would rather have a more modest goal, aiming for a career in music but not the
superstardom that he views as irrevocably commercialized. He took a hard line: "If people want to do
business they can do business, but they shouldn't say it is music."
As the dramatic nuance and diversity of views from our conversation indicates, the two found a
number of issues that they did not agree on, but also showed their own internal ambivalences about
aesthetics, ethnic identity, commerce, and a host of other issues. While these antinomies might not
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manifest themselves explicitly in their musical performances, the internal struggle with these issues
inevitably informs their musical choices. The issue of racial identity and responses to structural racism
proved an especially complex one and exposed a fault line indicative of a broader ideological difference
between the two. The issues of race and ethnicity proved much more important to

~evket's

social

consciousness. Despite his mature identity between German and Turkish cultures, he still identifies with
the struggles of Turkish youth to find a voice in German society and free themselves from a ghetto
mentality. Halbgott, on the other hand, stated simply that racial politics it is not an issue for him,
remarking: "I'm German." For him the issue of market forces and commercialized degradation of music
were considered paramount. Despite his feeling that aggression has a well-defined role within Berliner
hip hop, he considered the over the top gansgta images of many Berliner rappers to be inauthentic and
therefore unmusical. Notably, the core of these two viewpoints-these two identities-represent
rapprochements of opposing views, collapsed binaries that serve to reconcile the best from both sides.
For

~evket

the primary consideration is sociopolitical, reconciling Turkish and German cultures where

Halbgott's view centers on aesthetic and economic issues, taking cues from both thoughtful and
aggressive camps as long as the music is authentic and non-commercial.
These differences may in fact stem from lingering ideologies of their respective Western and
Eastern upbringings. In any case, from an American perspective the issue of race proves an interesting
one here in the sense that it is the German of African descent who is less concerned with race. Indeed,
when

~evket's

responded: "Yeah, you're not Turkish" to Halbgott's disbelief that he was discriminated

against, the statement hung in the air. The race card had been played. Here, the historical function of the
Turkish Gastarbeiter in West Germany spoke loudly to the legacy of racism in Germany today. It is the
children of Turkish backgrounds that occupy the space in the German racial imagination that most closely
resembles the space that African Americans hold in the U.S. In the realm of race relations,

~evket

felt

that Halbgott had a different perspective not grounded in the experiences of Turkish youth as the nation's
own "race problem." Indeed, Halbgott's viewpoint expressed a distinctly economic take on social affairs
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where

~evket's

thinking was grounded in ideas about racial difference. Coming back to my model of

analysis of(African) Americanization,

~evket's

remarks speak directly to the issue of double

consciousness highlighting the parenthetical, where Halbgott focuses on the commercializing tendencies
of more conventional views on Americanization.
Not especially concerned with their heated debate at the end ofthe interview, after we concluded
the two asked ifi would like to come with them to a jam session and open mic night at an area arts and
technology center. The center proved to be an NGO dedicated to technological and creative innovation
called C-Base. The two showed me around the cavernous space that was designed with a sci-:fi vision.
As one of their friends Joedas explained, the center was in fact conceived as an imaginary space station
complete with a back-story designed to promote members of the association to think outside the box. The
place was truly "out there" and was the last place I expected the two MCs to take me for a freestyle event.
As it turned out they and Joedas were the only MCs that would show up that night, but there were a
number of instrumentalists that were already getting setup and beginning to jam. After Halbgott and
~evket

freestyled through one number, I joined them, borrowing one of the bassists' instruments and

performing my best rendition of the bass line from "Rapper's Delight."

Fig. 1 - Halbgott rapping and

~evket

beatboxing on stage at the C-Base Open Jam Session
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The two traded verses, with Sevket beatboxing behind Halbgott's rhymes. The event was decidedly
geeky and a far cry from the other freestyle sessions that I visited. Nonetheless, it was an opportunity for
some stage time for the two and they were both relentless in their commitment to refining their skills. I
would see each perform at least a dozen times at freestyle events and paid gigs, both alone and as a duo.
Through my fieldwork I learned that this type of commitment was not uncommon for MCs with a "mic
jones." As Phife from the socially conscious hip hop group par excellence A Tribe Called Quest put it: "I
have a quest to have a mic in my hand I without that, it's like kryptonite and Superman." 13

Club Fraystil's "Kiassentreffen"
A halfblock east of the Eberswalder U-Bahn stop on Danziger Str. in the heart ofPrenzlauer
Berg's active nightlife scene sits the easily missed entrance to the subterranean club Fraystil. The club's
freestyle cipher (open mic session) was the first I had found in Berlin through a search of the city's
entertainment and culture magazines Tipp and Zitty. Going down the stairs to the main bar area, I met
three young men-two of whom would become good friends and important assets in my quest to become
well-acquainted with the scene. While I paid the nominal fee of two Euro and got my hand stamped I
learned that the three went by Sbu, Conan, and User 1. I explained my project examining the
relationships between US and EU hip hop and was pleased by their preemptive offer to tell me all about
the Berlin scene and introduce me to everyone downstairs.
Pulling out my notebook Sbu and Conan helped me write down their names and contact info. I
had trouble understanding the last name, thinking it was "Yusa" until he explained: "Wie 'Benutzer
Nummer Eins' auf Englisch" [Like 'User Number One' in English]. Sbu, who had spent a year studying
in South Africa, further clarified in near-fluent English: "it's his tag." User 1 described how the graffiti
writer name "User" had been taken by another local artist, so he became "User 1." Nonetheless, he was
simply "User" to the group of thirty some MCs down in the club. After this initial confusion User
13

A Tribe Called Quest, "Award Tour" on Midnight Marauders (Jive 1993).
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explained that he had been a prolific graffiti artist who now did graphic design work for hip hop
promotional materials.
Still standing on the steps, the four of us had a conversation in a mix of English and Germanwith Sbu acting as the de facto translator when my German language skills proved deficient in the
thunderously loud space. I asked User to tell me about the scene in Berlin. He jumped right in with an
answer I grew to expect.
User: It's very aggressive. There are many rappers who don't think about their lyrics
and they try to bite the American styles and tum them into German.
Griff: Like, gangsta styles?
U: Yeah, many gangsta rappers. But it's not true because in Germany we don't have
any ghettos. We have poor families and poor people, but no ghettos.
I asked: "What do you think about that Eko and Bushido tune 'Gheddo?'" A chorus of groans came from
all three with Conan responding in English: "that mothafucka sucks" to which Sbu added in English
"yeah really, he's not a gangsta" adding:
You come from L.A. yeah? You have seen the ghettos, right? And in L.A. or in
the USA the gangstas are really gangstas, yeah? They don't speak about this life,
because when [if] he speak about this life, yeah, the police [would] come and catch
him. And here the gangstas tell you this story about this life. They play with guns
and they are only lies.
This view proved to be a common one among the more progressive minded rappers in Berlin-and one
that seemed to skew to both middle class and ethnically German rappers like Sbu. He made it very clear
that he was no gangsta rapper, but the aggressive battle rap tone of the Berlin scene had influenced his
rapping style nonetheless. As User stepped up onto the club's small stage to freestyle a longer set of
verses, Sbu waited for a forthcoming battle format to the evenings proceedings admitting: "I won't go to
the mic yet, I just go to battle. I'm more into that. I'm able to freestyle, but I'm not the kind of freestyler
that can spit for one or two minutes. I can't freestyle without dissing somebody. I just can't."
As User was handed the mic the DJ spun an old Snoop Dogg beat from his two-turntable set up at
the stage's rear. I could not place it immediately, but soon realized that it was the instrumental track from
the 1993 hit "Gin and Juice." After getting his rhythmic bearings with a vocalized "yeah, uh, uh, uh" on
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the last four beats of a four bar loop, User jumped right in. He freestyled at a frenetic pace stringing
together verses of urgently delivered sixteenth-note syllables over a standard tempo of around 98 beats
per minute (bpm). As he put together line after rhyming line about the rap scene, his friends, work, and
other (in his view) less-than-stellar rappers he bobbed his head wildly with each syllable gesturing with
two pointed fingers when a certain rhyme worked out well. User was one of a handful of rappers whom I
met in Berlin who could keep a freestyle going for well past a standard eight- or sixteen-bar cycle. The
audience shouted their approval with growing interest the longer User maintained his lyrical flow of
ideas. Each time User would reach a structural point in the beat, the gathered observers-most of whom
were also rappers-would cheer. An adept crowd pleaser, User knew how to bring each four-bar lyrical
phrase to a climax, growing in volume and intensity as the audience responded but then pushing through
the applause and hollers to deliver another line. Indeed, this freestyle session was known as
"Klassentreffen" [class meeting], and User was one ofits teachers.
It was a little over two minutes into the beat that he found a suitable exit point, dropping the lines:

"Du muss gehe nach hause I Und gehe noch schneller I Ich trage Rhymen I Setzen aile MCs an der teller I
Ich bin heute I Rappen fur die leute I Nigga I Yeah, Musik ist die Cipha" [You have to go home I And go
quickly I I'm bringing rhymes I Putting all MCs on a plate I I am today I Rapping for the people I Nigga I
Yeah, music is the cipha.] I was a bit surprised by User's emphatic use of theN-word at such an
important point in the freestyle, especially as he was not Afro-German, but of German and Spanish
descent. Nonetheless, as any casual observer of rap music knows, in the parlance of hip hop the word is
commonplace. Considering that the makeup of much of the imagery here is prefigured in U.S. hip hopincluding the ubiquitous "serving" of other MCs "on a plate" (which in German is an especially common
usage since it is a synonym for record album)-the word's role in a German freestyle lexicon should not
be surprising. There was not an MC in Berlin with whom I spoke who did not listen to U.S. hip hop
regularly and with the improvisatory nature of the form, listening habits are certain to have a profound
influence on the vocabularies, images, and rhyme schemes that find voice on stage.
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Although my American ears perked up at the mention of theN-word in User's concluding phrase,
it was admittedly free of an explicitly racialized meaning in this context, There were a handful of AfroGerman rappers in the ethnically diverse audience and though the word was not invoked in any of their
freestyles, neither was it vocally discouraged in User's, To recall Marius's comments at the WZB, the
word was, in a sense, "a meaningless stylistic device,'' Throughout my six trips to Fraystil's
Klassentreffen, there were rarely any racialized lyrics or posturing, The scene could be volatile and did
erupt into physical violence on at least one occasion (leaving User worse for the wear), but the tension in
the club never seemed to have a racial element, Instead, the allegiances within the club centered around a
group of regulars who kept things in check whenever a new group of rappers-seeking to prove their
mettle-tried to stir things up, This group consisted of a shifting core that included rappers of Greek,
Spanish, Lebanese, Turkish, African, Serbian, and German descent whom I came to know welL As a
number of members from this tight knit group ofyoung men indicated in interviews, the primary goal at
Klassentreffen was to work on their musical skills. While battling was part of that training, the
disrespecting lyrics and in-your-face style was almost always understood to be part of the process, and
was thus taken in context and kept at a creative distance by the rapper being dissed. As P-yeah, the host
for a session later that spring put it, the sole ground rule is no "mama dissing" (a rule that proved none too
easy to abide by).
The "battle" format that Sbu was waiting for pitted two rappers against one another with a third
rapper or a nightly host acting as referee. In this standard format, the DJ would spin a record for 45
seconds over which the MC would freestyle about eight lines-time being called by the referee. The DJ
would then spin the same record for the second contestant.
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Fig. 1 - P-Yeah and Bizzy D refereeing a battle between Liquit Walker (left) and ATM aka Paradogg
(right)

As User later explained, the beat makes all the difference for accentuating your style or motivating you.
He knew every beat-most of which were well known productions by popular American artists such as
Timbaland, Premiere, and Dr. Dre-and therefore was at both an advantage and a disadvantage, since
beats that he was not fond of would instantly deflate his motivation and his normally propulsive style
would come off with less rhythmic drive.
One variant of the standard battle rap-and a favorite of the referees at Klassentreffen-was the
so-called "a cappella" battle for which the rappers got no beat whatsoever, having instead to rely on their
own internal sense of rhythm. While some with a slam poetry background excelled at this format, most
were daunted by the thought of rhyming without a musical backdrop. As Alexi, the Greek-German
frohtman of the crew Triavatos, explained: "I need to feel the beat to feel the lyrics." Another common
variant of the 45-second battle that tended to produce the most blatantly violent lyrics was the back and
forth format oftrading fours. Much as in a jazz setting, here rappers were forced to play off of one
another's ideas. Unlike the wandering streams of consciousness produced by longer freestyles, here you
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could not develop a theme without the input ofyour adversary. In an especially fluid matchup of wellmatched opponents, when Liquit Walker dissed ATM's giant XXXL shirt (Fig. 1), the latter had to
respond quickly with a retort that spoke to an equally apparent fashion faux pas-in this case by noting
Walker's "ghetto Kette Scheiss" [ghetto chain shit]. Based on a quick survey from the audience after four
to eight rounds of back and forth, the referees would raise the victor's arm and move on to the next
challenger or bring two new MCs to the stage on the way to an eventual final.
The most interesting battle in this vein that I saw while in Berlin was an impromptu "Gangsta vs.
Backpacker" battle in early June of 2007. The host for the evening thought it would be fun to have "zwei
Lager an der Biihne" [two camps on the stage], the hardcore "street" rappers on one side and the
progressive so-called "university" MCs on the other. This dichotomy is a commonly recognized divide
among hip hop circles in Berlin-as it is in the states-but here it struck me as a bit forced, getting a
hearty laugh from the rappers in attendance that night. Despite the aggressive tone of the scene, none of
the rappers that I had spoken to considered themselves gangsta, and like Sbu and Conan dismissed
gangsta acts as commercial and ludicrous. Nonetheless, the interested MCs gathered in two roughly equal
groups of between five and six. Notably, for the first time at Klassentreffen I saw divisions on largely
racialized lines with ethnic German rappers to the right of the referee (one who was in fact wearing a
backpack) and ATM with other Turkish- and Afro-German rappers and one ethnic German to his left.
Everyone knew this format to be a game and treated it as such, but the division was striking with the
racial "others" playing the role that commercial hip hop had l~id out for them in recent years. If only for
this battle, they would play the gangstas.
The highlight of the battle came right away when ATM was matched up against an MC that
looked the part of the backpack rapper, dressed in (relatively) tight jeans and red Converse All-Star
sneakers. As the beat hit, ATM began gesticulating wildly and rapping about the ghetto, getting in his
adversary's face and saying: "Auser die Blacken komm" [coming from the projects] in his piercingly nasal
tone. Assuming his diametrically opposed role, the backpacker responded in well-considered phrases
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taking on the vocal modulations and messages of a stem but good intentioned schoolteacher. The
highlight for the audience came right on cue when toward the end of the battle ATM dissed the
backpacker with the lines "Du bist nicht hip hop I Du bist nicht mehr als ein Deutsche Kartoffel" [You are
not hip hop I You are nothing more than a German potato]. Cutting through the crowd's wild applause
the backpacker replied without missing a beat: "Yeah, und du bist ein Gurke I oder bist du eine Turke? I
Es macht aus nicht, ich bin ein Deutscher I Aber Mann, ich bin hier heute." [Yeah, and you are a

cucumber I or are you a Turk? I It doesn't matter (that) I am a German I But man, I am here today.] The
already deafening applause doubled as the battle concluded with this fittingly corny vegetal imagery.
Together, the two had delivered a highly ironic and effectively satirical microcosm of the debates that
pervade hip hop, effectively portraying caricatures of the downtrodden and angry minority against the
preachy universalist.
A rapper who had proven to be one of my most important contacts, ATM's name is derived from
the first and last letters of his first name, Ahmet. He started out as A TMC, but decided it did not sound
quite right and decided to model it on the sound of one of his favorite American rappers-"ATM like
Eminem," he explained emphasizing the spoken similarity. When I met him, however, he was
undergoing another re-branding, trying out the name Paradogg. This name was meant to evoke the "paranoia" of his "crazy" style and to play on the word "paradox." As these name changes indicated, ATM
was one of the more business savvy MCs that I met, promoting his forthcoming self-produced album
Gluck im Spiel [luck in the game/luck ofthe draw], his website www.atmpire.de, and going to every

freestyle event that he could.

ATM, Tarik, and Lady Da.I
In early February of2007, I sat down with ATM and his friends Tarik and Lady Da.l (also a play
on her first and last names) to talk about the perspective of Berliner Turks on gangsta rap. The responses
offered by the three rappers in their late teens echoed many of the sentiments of User, Conan, and Sbu,
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but with a more nuanced view of what constituted a gangsta or a ghetto. When I asked their opinions of
the track "Gheddo" ATM responded with a question of his own. "First, we must know what a 'ghetto'
is-the definition of 'ghetto.' You understand?" Tarik expanded on the point.
The real ghettos like in the USA that are really hard, there is no such thing here.
But there are places that are all foreigners/outsiders [Auslander], where there are no
jobs, no path to development and so forth. There's no money and therefore criminal
elements. So, in Berlin there are parts that you could call ghettos, but not like in
the USA.
When I pressed the question ofEko and Bushido's claim for ghettos in Germany, ATM responded "It's
provocation. They want to do the ghetto thing like in America." Tarik continued: "Therefore, they act as
gangstas like in America to make a bit of protest. They want to say it is bad here too."
When I followed up on Tarik's point about how "foreigners" are central to these debatescommenting "I'm interested in the Turkish Berliner perspective on these issues"-! was met with
ATM's joking response of "I don't know any Turks, do you know any Turks?" The three laughed as he
continued, feeling he had played with me enough: "We are all Turks. Tarik is half-Turkish. Shitty
Kanake." Recovering from my embarrassment, I followed up "Okay let's start with that word." ATM

replied:
A: That's a diss word, an offensive word [Beleidigung].
T: When a German says "Kanake" to us, then it's a provocation. But ifl say to
him (pointing to ATM) "Scheiss Kanake" it is a joke, like when black people in the
USA say "nigger." But if somebody else were to say "nigger" it would not be a joke.
A: Yes, we are proud to be Kanake.
T: It's a little bit similar.
I asked how important of an issue racism is in German hip hop, using the example ofB-Tight's "Der
Neger," but Tarik responded with a slight misunderstanding of my poorly phrased question, saying:
"there is no racism in hip hop. It is multicultural. Everyone is equal in hip hop." In response to my
rephrasing of the question ATM responded: "Ah, yes, hip hop is against racism" and went on to talk
about the anti-racism coalition built by the Afro-German MC Torch of the progressive Heidelberger
group Brothers Keepers. Notably, his invocation of the seminal multicultural rap group in Germany was
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indicative of his feeling that while implicitly anti-racism, most hip hop is not expressly political. Though
he had played the Kanak at Fraystil, his recorded tracks did not emphasize his Turkish origins or engage
in explicitly racialized discourses. He did note, however, that he sought a degree of difference within his
social sphere indicating that hip hop gave him a socially acceptable outlet to express his distinctness.
Noting that his district of Steglitz was an older and predominantly ethnic German one, he explained that
at his school: "There are not so many hip hop people. I look different."
Echoing Halbgott's remarks, the three explained how the figure ofKool

Sav~

was important to

their involvement in hip hop. Notably, however, they did not point to his Turkish origins as the reason
for his appeal. Rather, the fact that he was a Berliner made his music relevant to their lives. Again, on an
explicit level race and ethnicity was disregarded in this interview setting, but the successful figure of
Sava~

no doubt signaled that the doors had been opened for a widely successful Turkish Berliner. As

Lady Da.I explained the name ofher and ATM's duo Output 83, she noted that the name was taken from
the sum of ATM's 41 Steglitz code and her home Tempelhof code of 42. She added with an apparent and
authenticating pride: "like Bushido"-a gesture to the neighborhood hero ofTunisian-German roots.
Besides being influenced by

Sava~,

the three explained their early musical experiences and first

exposures to hip hop. Lady Da.I explained that she had played the piano and been in choirs since she was
very young but did not get very into hip hop until she met ATM. Asking if she ever attended the Fraystil
sessions, she explained: "No, I only freestyle at home. Maybe in a year (I will freestyle publicly)." Tarik
had been freestyling a bit longer, but mainly wrote lyrics and had only started going to freestyle sessions
with ATM recently. ATM had been freestyling for four or five years and explained the difference
between writing at some length: "In freestyle sometimes the lyrics aren't at the highest level and
sometimes the flow is not so great, but you put your emotions into it. Battle freestyle is easier for me than
storytelling (longer format)." I asked if he ever came up with good ideas at a freestyle performance that
he would then use in a written track. He replied: "To me freestyle is totally different, but if you only
write you don't get better." When I asked about the musical choices that go into his tracks he explained
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that he likes "clean beats, not to much synth or guitar, just a good drum and bass." ATM expanded his
thoughts saying that he both chose beats from internet free sources ("without copyright," he explained)
and had also been collaborating with a producer in Bremen whom he had met on a hip hop chat room.
The two would trade mp3 files over email and mix their musical sources together. He concluded saying
he had recently stayed at the producer's house on a trip to a show in Bremen, adding: "It's really cool.
Rap connects people. I wouldn't have known this guy otherwise."
All the talk about freestyling with an mp3 recorder sitting right on the table in front of him had
apparently wetted ATM's appetite for freestyle. He asked: "do you freestyle?" to which I responded,
"Only in the shower!" Disappointed, he came back: "Can you beatbox?" Seeing where he was going, I
moved the mp3 recorder between the two of us and started to lay down a simple drum and high-hat line in
the comer of the Steglitz cafe. ATM began: "Yeah, uh, Griff, eh I Check it Scheiss raus I Wir sind hier im

Cafe I Eh, check it Scheiss I Meine Frau hat keine Rhyme I Aber Scheiss auf die Bitch I Eh, Ich bin die
Meister of Richness I Was gedacht es macht in Sound jetzt I Es ist Soundcheck I Und wenn Ich es drauf
rap I 'Ne bischen taktloss I ATM deine sagtflows" [Yeah, uh, Griff (author's name), uh I Check this shit
out I We are here in the cafe I Eh, check it, shit I My woman has no rhymes I But screw the bitch I Eh, I
am the master of richness I What I've thoughtis made in sound now I This is a sound check I And
although in this rap I I'm a bit tactless I ATM is (nonetheless) your flow sayer]. Wrapping up my beat
with a mock trumpet riff, I signed off: "and we out." ATM echoed in English: "Yeah, we out" ATM had
been punched in the arm a couple times by his (apparent) girlfriend Lady Da.I who was now shaking her
head and laughing. Apparently, the rhyme had been bad enough in her opinion to warrant a reprieve, and
she let him off the hook.
After the bit of levity offered by this brief and playful participant observer moment I got back to
the question of gangsta rap in Berlin, asking for their opinions about the Aggro Berlin label. ATM
fielded the question: "I think in the beginning, with Bushido, Aggro was gangsta rap. Today it is really
entertainment rap. For example Eko and Bushido (who had since left the label) are more gangsta than
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Aggro today." Lady Da.I added: "They are more real [echte] gangsta rappers and Aggro is more
entertainment music." The conversation shifted to another freestyle scene at Neukolln's Teroabar. "You
will always see gangsta rappers at Teroabar," explained ATM. "Neukolln is more aggressive. The scene
there is much more stressful. People will get a knife and hide it in their clothes. They think it will get
them girls and it is really a bit of a show, but," he came back to his original point, "it depends on what
you think a real gangsta is."

Neukolln's Teroabar
Teroabar was a tiny but popular club located on Karl Marx StraBe in the city's southern Neukolln
district. The club, run by the small independent Teroa label, hosted a freestyle night on Fridays that was a
favorite of the city's Turkish population, which is largely concentrated in Neukolln and the adjacent
Kreuzberg district to the north (as well as in the Wedding district, as we will see). As ATM indicated, the
scene at Teroabar tends toward the aggressive, a fact that is both supported by and reflected in the host
label's street life productions and its "terror" imagery. Indeed, the label seems to be playing to societal
fears about the young Turkish and Arab men that frequent the club. The label recently released a video
for the track "1 000 Mann" which features prominent images of men of Middle Eastern backgrounds
equipped with black and white checkered bandana masks. Importantly, the video draws on the anxiety
inducing imagery of both contemporary terrorist training videos and depictions of African American
gangs in the gangsta rap videos from the late 1980s and 1990s.
The club itself has a low comer stage in front of a well-rendered graffiti mural with the word
"checkpoint" scrawled in large white letters-a reminder of the city's divided history. Unlike Fraystil,
the musical beats at Teroabar are all delivered via digital CD and mp3 files from a small mixing board
through a large window-like opening at stage right. This technological difference is also indicative of a
broader ideological difference between Fraystil and Teroabar. While hip hop purists favor the sampling
of turntable setups and vinyl LPs, the gangsta rap tradition that began on the U.S. West Coast came to be
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typified by the Digital Audio Tape (DAT) productions of Dr. Dre's signature Moog Synthesizer and
Roland TR 808 drum machine beats. The stage at Teroabar could not have accommodated a turntable
setup, but the increased focus on the MC over the DJ (who was invisible from the floor) through this
digital setup proved consistent with general differences between "backpacker" and "gangsta" camps.

Fig. 2- User, ATM, and other local MCs at Neukolln's Teroabar

The lyrics, tone, and style of most MCs at Teroabar bore this difference out. While many of the
beats at Teroabar were, as at Fraystil, well known U.S. productions, the freestyles employed much more
aggressive lyrics. Uses of''jick" [fuck] and "Strafien" [streets] were ubiquitous in the lexicon of the
freestylers here, who generally displayed a more decidedly ghettoized image. In one exemplary freestyle
diss, a large and inebriated MC proceeded to insult every commercially successful rapper that he could
think of before raising his middle finger to the audience and delivering a string of''jick dich" [fuck you]
to everyone gathered. Towards the end of the MC's shouting tirade User leaned to me and said in
English: "I'm sorry for this." He had originally warned me about the event, saying: "You have to go
there. You will meet a lot of other acts. There are many rappers, not much talent, but that's okay."
In another response to the exceedingly gangsta atmosphere that night, Halbgott stepped to the
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stage and delivered a more fluid freestyle in double time, rhyming in his signature barely comprehensible
32nd notes. At the end of each eight bars, he returned to his theme for the rap, "get rich and die lyin"'-a

word play on the American rapper 50 Cent's gangsta hustler mantra "Get Rich or Die Tryin"' that
targeted the boasts of the more aggressive MCs. Notably, of the four Teroabar sessions that I attended
there was always more diversity of languages than at Fraystil, many trying their hands at a verse or two of
gangsta lyrics in English and one younger MC that rhymed in Turkish, and would always get a big round
of applause from all present. User, ATM, and Halbgott tried to make the "Checkpoint" sessions every
Friday, but few of the other MCs from Fraystil would make the trek down to the less happening district of
Neukolln on a weekend night. Conversely, only one of the Turkish MCs that I met at Teroabar made it
up to Fraystil-a friend of ATM's named Irez.
With all the combative braggadocio of the male MCs on stage and throughout the crowded club, a
refreshing change of pace came with the arrival of two female MCs, Lady Scar and Souljarette. After
Souljarette delivered a freestyle that matched the aggressive intensity of the male MCs before her, the two
took the stage together performing one of Lady Scar's recent recordings entitled "Muschi" [pussy].
Directing her attention to the gathered MCs that night, Scar launched into the track, which turns the
misogynistic language of Berlin's gangsta rap on its head. Her message is captured in the track's catchy
chorus: "Du bist kein Gangsta I Du bist 'ne Mus chi I 'Ne hubsch rasierte I Kleine stifle Pussy" [You are
no gangsta I You are a pussy I A prettily shaved I Sweet little pussy]. Like Halbgott's reformulation "get
rich and die lyin' ,"the Rapperin [female rapper], so named for her prominent facial scar, was fighting fire
with fire. The imposing image of the Afro-German woman and her Turkish-German hype woman on
stage injected a much-needed feminist argument into the largely race and class centered identity politics
of the night's session.
Much impressed, I followed the two back to the DJ's nook in the small area to the left of the stage
and asked if they would be interested in doing an interview for my project. They agreed to meet me later
that week, and I asked them the name of their group, to which Scar replied: "No we're not a group. I'm a
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solo artist and she's been rapping for like four years, so I take her along every once in a while." After
asking about the track they had performed, Scar directed me to her MySpace page where I could view the
video for the track before she was inundated by other well wishers and said goodbye.
The video for "Muschi" features shots of Lady Scar (aka "Big Bad Momma") clad in a red
"Berlin" hooded sweatshirt with a large twenty-person posse in the SchOneberg district's BUlowstraBe and
Kleistpark UBahn stations. I recognized a number of faces from Teroabar in the video, most of who were
the Turkish-German regulars of the session. Notably, the track's beat features a trilling sample of the

Zurna-a Turkish double reed resembling the nasal timbre of bagpipes-over pizzicato strings and a bass
heavy hip hop drum beat. I never did manage to meet with her for an interview, but would later learn
from Souljarette that her father was African American and her mother Puerto Rican. Checking back on
her MySpace six months after my fieldwork, the page featured Scar in a headscarfwith the words "Proud
Muslima" and a track entitled "Orient Xpress" from a new album entitled Mord im Affekt. The page also
included a link to a video of the track "Muschi" in an arrangement for a Turkish Darbuka drum ensemble.
She was not in the headscarfwhen I met her at Teroabar, but a Turkish Muslim cultural identity had
apparently come to full fruition in the intervening months.
When I met with Souljarette for an interview that Lady Scar would ultimately not make, the
discussion tended to focus on Scar nonetheless. As the disciple, Souljarette seemed more interested in
telling me about Scar than her own experiences-at least at first. Regarding the track "Muschi," I learned
that it was "a diss track against Bushido without saying his name." Souljarette, whose name was given to
her by Scar and is a play on the English "soldierette," continued:
He and Lady Scar had a project together, but he messed it all up and it never came
out. Later he was in Austria and he saw someone was messing with his car, so he
beat him up. He ended up in jail for like fifteen days and when he got out he was
like 'oh my god I was in jail! Now I'm a real gangsta!'" and Lady Scar was like,
'no you're just a Muschi.' She's been to jail herself.
On the track, Scar claims underground authenticity through the markers of Turkish musical difference,
city landmarks like train stations, and the Beton [concrete] walls of the city's Blocke [projects]. She sets
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Bushido up as a contrasting commercial and smoothed out "Industry Bitch" (in English) "mit vie! Bling

Bling" [with lots of bling/ostentatious jewelry].
Unlike Aziza A, Lady Scar foregoes the moral high ground instead positioning herself as a more
controversial and purportedly authentic ghetto character through the track's explicitly sexual lyrics and
prominently mimicked sounds of cunnilingus. Through the track's central image likening Bushido to the
female genitalia, Scar flips the script on misogyny and engages in a form of counter-subjectification.
Indeed, the video also features brief shots of Scar onstage with scantily clad women dancing in matching
outfits-a standard image of the male-dominated gangsta video genre. These artistic strategies highlight
Scar's personal knowledge ofBushido in order to characterize Berlin's most famous "Gheddo" rapper as
nice and vulnerable-no doubt the most damning of possible charges to be leveled against a gangsta
rapper.
When my interview with Souljarette worked its way through to her own musical background and
future goals, I learned that she in fact got into hip hop through dance. She had not danced for Scar, but
was a member of a working troupe and conducted group lessons for children at one of the city's many
community centers. Her burgeoning career as an MC had her traveling to other German cities in support
of Scar, doubling choruses and other important lyrics as hype woman and providing the sung vocal lines
for Scar's tracks. She also indicated that she had been planning a solo album through correspondences
with a Connecticut-based DJ and producer. Still in her late teens, she proved to be quite worldly speaking
some Italian and Turkish as well as German and near-perfect English. Raised in Italy and other German
cities, she had lived in Berlin since her early teens.
When I spoke with Souljarette about her take on the emergence of the gangsta rap scene in Berlin,
she echoed Marius's comments, focusing largely on the form's effect on children.
For me it was stupid, but right after Aggro Berlin started that ghetto rap thing,
and "everything is bad thing," everything became about crime, drugs, and hoes. It
became a trend. Little kids, thirteen or fourteen years old, would try to pretend that
they were living in the ghetto. From films and music and news, they think "oh, like
the Americans" but I think they have the wrong image in their heads. Like "oh,
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these gangs are so cool." But I don't understand it. Why should you pretend to be
a gangsta. You should be proud that you don't have to hustle like that.
Following up on a point she had made about her northwestern Berlin district of Wedding, I asked her
about the recently prominent (and typically gangsta) "beef' between Wedding's Shok Muzik rapper DIrie and Aggro Berlin's SIDO. Souljarette responded that Shok Muzik does have a stronger gangsta
image, but that it is just an image. She added: "In Wedding it is a hard life. Maybe not a ghetto, but ... "
she equivocated with a nod to Jay-Z's 1998 hit single "Hard Knock Life (Ghetto Anthem)" "it's a hard
knock life there. They have their stabbings and shootings, but that doesn't make you a gangsta. Shok
Muzik definitely pretends to be gangsta but they're not. For me a ghetto is like somewhere that's closed
off and you never get out."
In another interesting tum of events in the developing images of underground hip hop artists, I
checked back with her MySpace in early 2008 and noticed that the page's title is now
"SouljaGheddoTainment." To be sure, when commercially successful gangsta rappers are pressed on the
issue of glorified ghetto violence-both in the U.S. and abroad-the standard response downplays the
artist's own culpability via an argument about "street reporting" or "storytelling." However, there also
seems to be a certain magnetism to the commercially successful genre of gangsta rap. Perhaps
Souljarette's opinions about the form have not changed, but her self-promotion has clearly made an about
face. In any case, the examples of Scar and Souljarette prove indicative of the sometimes astonishing
malleability of religious, gendered, class, and racial authenticities.

Shok Muzik at Safe Ciub
In early spring of2007, I met User, P-Yeah, A:lexi, and a couple other MCs at the Safe Club for a
Shok Muzik concert featuring the infamous D-Irie. The club was a converted bank featuring the ironic
decor of framed photos of previous Federal Finance Ministers, and wherein the old vault served as the
.coat check. I had been to the club on a number of previous occasions, meeting User and Alexi for their
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Wednesday Texas Hold 'Em Nights. The atmosphere for the event proved a bit strange, pitting the club's
hip hop regulars against German businessmen, ties loosened and looking to improve their poker skills.
While the weekly event was in fact a no cash affair, the club awarded free drinks to winners and provided
good music from local DJs in a posh and high-rolling atmosphere. As was commonly the case, User
knew the manager of this club through his promotions work, so for the Shok Muzik concert he put me on
the guest list. D-Irie, was not a favorite of P-Yeah, Alexi, or User, but the club was a favorite of theirs
and with the recent buzz about Shok Muzik's beef with Aggro the concert had the potential to be
interesting.
The label Shok Muzik was best known for their ensemble track "Das ist Gangsta" [this is
gangsta] featuring the MCs D-Irie, Crackaveli, Ufuk Sahin, and Massiv. In addition to the track's vocal
animosity towards Aggro Berlin artists, the message of the track is a sort of gangsta primer cataloguing a
list of dos and don'ts for gangsta life. The video for the track begins with images of mostly minority
Berliners wielding knives, holding back pit bulls, doing drugs, and wearing face masks, gold chains, and
black hoodies over a chorus of"das ist Gangsta." Confirming Marius's fears about immigrant youth, the
video includes visual images of young ghetto kids depicting a line about twelve year olds being
indoctrinated with the rules of gangsta life.
As in Lady Scar's video, the rappers' neighborhoods are also prominently featured via shots of
large groups in front ofUBahn stations in Neukolln and street signs in Wedding. As I had learned over
the previous months, the gangsta cache that Kreuzberg once had as a Turkish ghetto had somewhat
declined over the last years. Processes of gentrification in the hip and central district had pressed lower
income families to other neighborhoods around the city. Neukolln was a common destination for its
proximity to the still vibrant but increasingly middle class Turkish neighborhoods in Kreuzberg while
Wedding had been home to a small Turkish community that has since blossomed into a more significant
center ofTurkish-Berliner life. Following the lead ofKreuzberg's iconic 36logo, the video also featured
Wedding's postal code of65 emblazoned on the sweatshirts ofthe posses from this district with gang
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names such as the Kolonie Boys and the Black Panthers printed across their chests. Where Kreuzberg is
well known as the multicultural crossroads of the city, the radicalism of these Wedding and Neukolln
rappers is evocative of a quasi-separatist mentality that befits these neighborhoods' socially marginal
status.
Perhaps indicative ofKreuzberg's increasingly bourgeois makeup and the concomitant declining
influence of its rap scene, I learned of an underground group called the Dhirty Six Crew (a play on the 36
postal code) in an interview with the operator of a small record label called Bomb Mitte. One of the
Dhirty Six Crew's recent tracks is entitled "Rapschreibung" which is a playful take on the German
government's recently approved rules regarding proper language usage called "Rechtschreibing." The
track makes a case for the inanity of such official regulations, but its critique of civilized language is
hardly the violent opposition of Shok Muzik.
The Shok Muzik concert lived up to my expectations, producing a menacing atmosphere that felt
ready to explode at any minute--due as much to the concertgoers as D-Irie's crew. Ironically, it was not
until midway through the show when Ufuk Sabin produced a large Bowie knife from beneath his coat that
I remembered that this was high drama. Notably, however, this drama was much more understated in
terms of staging. Where the Aggro Berlin concert that I had attended made an effort to keep the visual
aspects of the stage show changing with props and wardrobe changes, the Shok Muzik show relied on the
aggressive energies of its rappers to carry the dramatic action. Apart from the ubiquitous gold chains,
there was not a person on stage wearing anything but black and white and the concert's format was a nononsense one after the other rundown of the label's tracks as delivered by their artists. Shok Muzik
contrasted itself with Aggro Berlin by positioning themselves as the "real" option to Aggro's
"entertainment." Through this spare stage show in the unadorned back room of the otherwise lavish Safe
Club, the concert maintained a sense of rawness that girded the authentic claims of the label's acts.
D-Irie's hit single "Wasjetzt los!?!" [what's going on?] is a gansgta track that systematically
disses the entire line up of recording artists on the Aggro Berlin label. The marketing strategy of Shok
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Muzik is to out-gangsta the prototypical German gangsta rap label. As Souljarette's comments indicate
they have largely succeeded in that goal, but have yet to achieve a market share approaching Aggro's.
The Ghanaian-Berliner D-Irie begins his track "Wasjetzt los!?!" with the lines:
Aggro Berlin ihr seid richtige Spasten, Kinder die Faxen machen
Euer Papa ist zuruck und die Mama wird gefickt
Jhr bezahlt um aufder Strafie zu sein
doch euer Image von Hustlern und Gangstern und Aggro ist nur zum Schein
Soil jeder einzelne von euch auf die Strafie kommen und ihr werdet gebombt
[Aggro Berlin you are really a joke, kids who send faxes
Your daddy is back and momma's gonna get fucked
You spend a lot of money to be street
But your gangsta, hustler, and aggressive image is only for show
Should a single one ofyou come out on the streets, you will get bombed]. 14
The first verse ends with a statement of their gangsta authenticity: "Shok Muzik, Gangster, machen keine
Witze" [Shok Muzik, gangster, make no joke].
When D-Irie performed the track to the roughly two hundred, mostly Turkish- and Arab-Berliner
young men in the packed room, he made a hand gesture that accompanied the title lyrics in the track's
video. Notably, the gesture-made by extending the fingers as if holding a softball and swiveling the
wrist-is a signifier of Turkishness in the city. Where the two-cheeked greeting kiss in the "Gheddo"
video acts as a stand in for an explicit expression of Turkish male friendship, this gesture has an
aggressive meaning akin to "what the hell?" and is usually performed with fingers pointed to the side of
the head, to indicate that the object of the gesture is crazy. The crowd mimicked D-Irie as he made the
gesture during the chorus on stage. They had all seen the video and took part in this inside joke and
signifier of difference.

14

D-Irie, "Was jetzt los!? f' Single (Shok Muzik 2006).
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Fig. 4- D-Irie making the "Wasjetzt los!?!" gesture with the Shok Muzik Crew and bodyguards at the
Safe Club.

Although D-Irie is not of Turkish descent, the gesture is indicative of his immersion in the TurkishBerliner community of Wedding. As with Lady Scar, Turkish-Berliner culture proved a natural fit,
despite his racial background. Unlike the younger and whiter crowd for the Aggro Berlin show at the
much larger Columbiaclub, Shok Muzik's audience was a more underground and die-hard group of
largely minority youths. As the predominantly Turkish audience for his concert indicated, D-Irie's
appropriation of Turkishness was either appreciated or was not an issue.
On this diss track, the primary object of derision is the German pseudo-nationalist Fler. Getting
the lion's share ofD-Irie's negative attention among Aggro's diverse artists, the track accuses the rapper
of being inauthentically "Hollywood," rhyming: "Ich beobachte das ganze Szenario I Ich hang mit

Gangstern du hiingst mit Fabio" [I see the whole scenario I I hang with Gangstas and you hang with
Fabio]. This argument that Aggro is fake-nothing more than a group of entertainers-is a theme that
runs throughout the track extending to the other Aggro artists as well. Speaking to Fler's nationalist
rhetoric D-Irie casts him as an Ossie despite the chants of"West Berlin" at Aggro shows, rapping: "West

Berlin? Ich weift das du im Osten wohnst" [West Berlin? I know that you live in the East]. WhileD-
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Irie's point continues the falseness theme, ironically, the insinuation that Fler is an easterner is also an
insinuation that his nationalist leanings are in fact authentic. Some areas in the former east of the city and
the small towns surrounding Berlin remain home to small but vocal enclaves of Nazis and are still
considered no-go areas for ethnic minorities. The track's video features characters impersonating all of
Aggro's "comic book" figures. For Fler, the impersonator holds a chicken instead of the nationalistic
Deutsche Adler, robbing him of the symbol's power.

After characterizing B-Tight as a "type" and SIDO as a fake gangster, D-Irie concludes the track
with a gesture to the "power of the streets," attempting to discredit Aggro Berlin's gangsta image. As the
final lines indicate, he believes that whichever label is most gangsta will control the street and therefore
the city's audience for gangsta rap, concluding that Shok Muzik-not Aggro-is the real Berlin.
Ihr wolltet Frieden, doch wir bringen euch Krieg
Das ist Power auf der Strafie das ich Shok Muzik
Ihr habt es nicht verdient diesen Namen zu tragen
Ich bin frie-D, wir sind Berlin

[You want peace, but we are bringing you war
This is the power of the streets this is Shok Muzik
You have not earned the right to take this name
I am Irie-D, we are Berlin]
In concert, D-Irie repeated the last line a number oftimes, turning it into a chant. As the audience joined

in the chant with "wir sind Berlin" this claim for street authenticity, became something more. The sight
of the largely minority crowd claiming the city struck me as poignant. The debates about national identity
and the assimilation of Auslander on a national level seem remarkably out of touch in a city like Berlin.
The city is indeed a Weldstadt, home to countless foreign students, non-citizen members of the
workforce, and other residents of non-German backgrounds, but the city's character is largely defined by
the Turkish influence. Just as the nominally Turkish oriental hip hop group Cartel included non-Turkish
members, it seems that the racial difference of Turkishness in Berlin is an open category for the city's
residents to express their Berlin-ness through. The predominance of Turkish cuisine such as the Doner,
Borek, and Currywiirst throughout the city, as well as the ubiquitous Hookah Bars and the popularity of
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the Saz among Berliner musicians of all backgrounds attest to the city's increasingly Turkish culture. If
George Clinton's 1970s-era cities of increasing African American cultural predominance were becoming
"Chocolate Cities," then a good case can be made that Berlin is a Doner City. This particularity of Berlin
stands in direct contrast to the vision of(German) universalism and judging by the passionate chants of
"wir sind Berlin" that night at the Safe Club, it seems that the minority youth in the city know it.

Berliner Gangsta Rap's "Changing Same"
In conclusion, I would like to reconsider the audience for Aggro Berlin's concert in

Columbiaclub that provided the backdrop for this study's preface. If Aggro's crowd was younger and
whiter than that of Shok Muzik, it was also more mainstream. (And if the €34.95 ticket price was any
indicator, the audience was also more solidly middle class). By reason ofthe concert's underwriter,
MTV, and because of its cross section of the city's demographics, Aggro's Columbiaclub show was
representative of Berlin audiences in a way that calls into question the authenticating chants of"wir sind
Berlin" by the small but vocal minority at Safe Club. Despite (and because of) Aggro's continued
violation of civilized norms, the label had built a considerable following of fans across the city and the
country. Nonetheless, Shok Muzik took it upon themselves to out-"Shok" Aggro feeling that Aggro's
music had become too mainstream and that their gangsta images had become stylized "Hollywood"
approximations of ghetto life.
The relationship between the two record labels and their two audiences is decidedly reminiscent
of debates about the mainstreaming of jazz in Amiri Baraka's (LeRoi Jones) widely influentiall965
polemic Black Music. In the first paragraph of the study-a collection of pieces on the theme of
innovation in black American music-Baraka makes the case that socially oppositional "bad taste" has
been a driving force in keeping black music out of the bourgeois mainstream. He writes: '"bad taste' was
kept extant in the music, blues or jazz because the Negroes who were responsible for the best of the
music, were always aware of their identities as black Americans and really did not, themselves, desire to
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become vague, featureless, Americans ... " 15 Through the continual reinvention and redeployment of an
oppositional attitude rooted in historical inequality, argues Baraka, black music has stayed ahead of this
mainstreaming curve and eschews the appropriation of black music by white musicians. This in short is
Baraka's idea of the "changing same"-an argument that, while controversial, is a foundational concept
in the study ofblack American music.
With regards to the mainstreaming appropriator, Baraka argues that by learning to perform this
music the "white jazz musician" misunderstood and misrepresented the essence of the music. He writes:
"Negro music is essentially the expression of an attitude, or a collection of attitudes, about the world, and
only secondarily an attitude about the way music is made. The white jazz musician came to understand
this attitude as a way of making music ..." 16 He argues that white appropriators mistook these art forms as
'just music' that "could be learned." 17 By making the case that jazz-and black music at large-is first
and foremost an attitude, Baraka privileges uniquely black perspectives. Furthermore, throughout the
collection he makes the case that in reacting to mainstream swing music the bebop pioneers were aspiring
to something more than entertainment. He writes: "These musicians seemed no longer to want to be
thought of merely as 'performers."' 18
Importantly, Baraka's thoughts are not only descriptive ofblack music's history in the U.S. but
have come to define the thinking about and creative and commercial processes of black music and by
extension black identity. His central category ofblack authenticity-the "same" in his "changing
same"-traces a legacy of contestation between the ideologies of working and middle class African
Americans. Writing about the struggles between swing music and bebop in his 1963 study Blues People:
The Negro Experience in White America and the Music that Developed from it Baraka explains: "Bebop

was the coup de grace, the idea that abruptly lifted jazz completely out of the middle-class Negroes life
15

Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones), "Jazz and the White Critic," Black Music (New York: Wiliam Morrow and
Company, 1967), 11-12.
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Baraka, 13.
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Baraka, 13.
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Baraka, 23.
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(though as I have pointed out, the roots of this separation were as old as the appointment of the first black
house servant)." 19 Indeed, the contestation between assimilationist and more separatist elements in the
African American community is echoed in the musical history of black Americans. Disagreement over
the economic and social benefits of assimilation into the white mainstream are extant in debates between
New Orleans music and swing camps and between swing and bebop camps, as is the case in more recent
debates about the crossover appeal of artists with "socially conscious" messages versus gangsta rappers
who "keep it real."
In a very real way Baraka's model of an essential "attitude" and its antithesis in a false "merely"
musical entertainment have been borrowed from the history of black music in America to both describe
and define the debates within German hip hop. Marius and Halbgott both held up the danger of hip hop
becoming "an empty stylistic device" or solely "a style of music" from differing perspectives. Where
Marius saw no place for "bad taste" in the music, Halbgott found something "necessary" in gangsta rap's
violation ofbourgeois norms.
As evidenced by Shok Muzik's gangsta politics, the oppositional politics of"bad taste" are front
and center in the racialization of minority youth in Berlin. Indeed, racialization is one of the worst
violations of politically correct discourse in Germany and in this respect Shok Muzik is more effectively
offensive than Aggro. Where the latter has achieved broad commercial success by marketing racialized
images to young largely white youth, the former is cultivating racial difference in Turkish and other
minority communities. While homophobia, sexism, and other violations of civilized norms are important
means for articulating this "bad taste," the politics of Rasse is for historical reasons the most offensive to
enlightened Germans. As Lady Scar and D-Irie's Afro-German appropriations ofTurkishness indicate,
minority youth in Berlin since Cartel's "oriental hip hop" movement have found Turkish identity to
provide the most potent platform from which to express an essential attitude of opposition against

19

Baraka, Blues People: The Negro Experience in White America and the Music that Developed from it (New York:
William Morrow and Company, 1963), 199.
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mainstream German society. It seems that there had to be a well-defined experience with which to define
this attitude and its expression found voice not in Berlin's small Afro-German community but rather in
Turkish culture. Since the Turkish problem is the salient one for German integration, a multi-ethnic
allegiance clustered around images of Turkishness has emerged.
Baraka writes that the real black music will continue to come from people who are "always aware
of their identities as black Americans." He argues that there has to be a racial attitude behind the music.
It seems that the attitude that Shok Muzik as well as the Teroa Label are promoting is one that has found a

fertile audience...,-young people who are already aware of their difference. Despite my initial reservations
about Marius's claim that minority youth were being targeted, perhaps there is something to his claims.
Yet there is a clear difference between the mainstream entertainment-oriented gangsta rap of Aggro
Berlin and the still underground and strongly authenticizing music of Shok Muzik. Indeed, the rappers
with whom I attended the Safe Club concert would not be caught dead at an Aggro concert for the simple
reason that it was mainstream. As User remarked about my experience at the Aggro concert, "I told you
there would be a lot of fourteen year olds there." Though Alexi, P-Yeah, and User by no means
considered themselves gangsta, they were willing to listen to and take part in the gangsta street chronicles
ofD-Irie.
As my concert observations and interviews with minority rappers in Berlin indicated there are
fault lines throughout the vast and broadly defined gangsta scene in Berlin. Furthermore, each rapper
with whom I spoke had his or her own nuanced and contingent opinions about what constitutes gangsta
rap and his or her own internal ambivalences about the role(s) that this music should play in a dynamic
music scene. Of course, while Shok Muzik wants to be thought of as something more than mere
performers, we might make the case that they are also seeking commercial validation of their authenticity
by outdoing another already commercially successful gangsta label. Indeed, like in the U.S., the German
recording industry rewards perceived authenticity and Shok Muzik seems on its way to commercial
success. If this Turkish-German parallel to Baraka's model holds, however, the "changing same" will
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continue to outpace these mainstreaming transactions and Shok Muzik will be knocked off by the next
underground challenger.
Looking across the very young and mostly white audience for the Aggro concert, it was clear that
this demographic drives the sales of commercial hip hop in Germany. In the rear of the auditorium small
groups of mothers and fathers stood, likely wondering what it was that their adolescent children found so
appealing in this music. I stood next to one exceptional pair-a thirty-something father and his pre-teen
son who were both equipped in hip hop gear. The father's white t-shirt read "FUBU" in large red letters.
The hip hop clothing company whose acronym of"For Us By Us" refers to African American economic
and cultural self-reliance had apparently expanded across the Atlantic in search of new markets. The
father and son pair of presumably ethnic German backgrounds represented two generations of German hip
hop, the father's fanhood likely stretching back to the early years and through the 1990s "golden age" of
the form in Germany. The sight proved a touching one. As the show began and the crowd pressed in
around us I looked to my left and noticed that the son was perched atop the father's shoulders with the
best view in the house.
As Sascha Verlan and Hannes Lob's collection of hip hop writing in Germany 25 Jahre HipHop

in Deutschland indicates, over the course of the 1990s the form had grown into its own. But in the

introduction to the updated collection, the authors note that much has changed in the years since the
publication of their landmark collection 20 Jahre HipHop in Deutschland. At the outset of their intro the
authors write: "Since then five years passed and the situation has completely changed. Who could talk
about hip hop today without mentioning Aggro Berlin?"20 The authors realized that their assessment of
German hip hop in 2000 had missed the development of important events on the horizon. German hip
hop had indeed found a distinctive voice by the end of the 1990s, but as it turned out something else was
brewing in the nation's new (again) capital city.
20
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In his description of the emergence of a well-defined and broadly accepted jazz scene Baraka
notes with separatist overtones that it was the whitening of jazz that "signaled the existence of an
American music." 21 What had by the 1960s become a celebrated expression of a diverse and uniquely
American identity, Baraka saw as a usurped form-one that lacked the attitude of the African American

form. Likewise, the emergence of an explicitly German hip hop had to happen with middle class
Germans. As Marius's narrative indicated: "Then something interesting happened. Hip hop, having the
image of a ghetto culture, began to attract not only working class kids, but middle class kids .... Then
came the golden era of hip hop." Although Marius is not explicit about the racial component of this class
development, his shift of focus to the "unused third generation" of immigrants made this argument
implicit. If hip hop had not attracted middle class white audiences and performers it would continue to
represent a hyphenated working class-German hip hop. It took the investment of the mainstream of
German society in order to signal the existence of a German form and ushered in the "golden age."
Extending Baraka's logic to German hip hop in the period after 2000, minorities in Berlin "really did not,
themselves, desire to become vague, featureless" Germans.
But how then do we explain the white audiences for the racialized images of Aggro Berlin? In
short, I would argue that ethnically German fans of battle rap like Shu are looking for something other
than triumphant but featureless universality as well. Whether attracted by Alpa Gun's Auslander
difference, B-Tight's blackness, of SIDO's working class appeal, German youth across the board seem to
desire something other than the models offered by an increasingly hollow and inoffensive Germanness or
the presumed universal citizenship ofEU identity. As Der Spiegel put it: "simply pick out the one you
most identify with." Interestingly, the identification that Fler offers is a Germanness that recovers the
symbols and particularities of a national pride that offends official sensibilities-a pride that dare not
speak its name. Indeed, until Germany hosted the World Cup in 2006 it was an enforceable offense to fly
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the German flag outside of sites other than government buildings. Today, Fler offers an identity that says
you can be German and proud without being a racist.
Confronted with the recent realization that it is itself a country of immigrants, Germany has
looked to the United States to define its problems and look for solutions. Both consciously and
unconsciously minority youth have gestured to (African) American models in order to move the debates
about culture and national belonging to the foreground of German life. Since racial difference finds its
most potent expressions in recorded sound the category of music has become a key focus in these debates
and the key battleground in this contestation. As the WZB panelist Levent Soysal put it in an article
entitled "Rap, Hiphop, Kreuzberg: scripts of/for Migrant Youth Culture in the WorldCity Berlin," these
gestures are "not signs of counterfeit Americana or an aberrant modernity manifest in Berlin but
symptoms of connectedness and of sharing and participating in the discursive spaces ofhiphop." 22 As the
diverse views of the Berliner rappers with whom I spoke make manifest, this connectedness finds its own
particular expression in the sights and sounds of Berlin hip hop. While this sharing remains a largely oneway transaction, the participation ofBerlin's minority and majority youth in what has become a world
culture continues to increase the potential for creating the conditions that would enable a real
multiculturalism wherein difference is no longer a function of subordination.

22
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Chapter Five
Sounds from the Underground HI
"Wherever We Go":
Black Music, The Changing Same, and The Deformation of Mastery in London

Beautiful killers in expensive suits
Murdering groups that'll never recoup
Exquisite death that walks in flesh
At the crossroads I mark my X
("Wherever We Go," New Flesh) 1

In the introduction to his study Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature: A Vernacular
Theory (1984), Houston A. Baker describes his continuing scholarly project as a quest for "the distinctive,

the culturally specific aspects of Afro-American literature and culture." 2 At the outset he explains how
his earlier efforts were geared towards the search for a discrete and describable form of human
subjectivity. Certainly this subject could be located, isolated, and extracted from a close study of the
myriad forms of African American expressive cultures. These forms after all constitute the material
artifacts of this subjectivity, and through systematic analysis, one should be able to find the encoded
desires and structures of feeling that are this subjectivity. But as Baker describes, through the close study
of this dialectic of subjects and their culture he carne to see the interplay of cultural forms not as the
product of a particular "speaking subject," but rather as a process that powers African American cultural
identity. In this "vernacular theory," he thus inverts the process of cultural production as "language (the
code) 'speaking' the subject." 3
The figure of the blues-as both form and as ideology-serves as the primary metaphor for
Baker's inverted theorization of African American culture in which the code constitutes its subjects. He
describes the enabling force of African American culture as a dynamic network:
1

New Flesh, Universally Dirty (Big Dada, 2006).
Houston A. Baker, Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature: A Vernacular Theory (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1984), 1.
3
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Afro-American culture is a complex, reflexive enterprise which finds its proper
figuration in blues conceived as a matrix ... The matrix is a point of ceaseless input
and output, a web of intersecting, crisscrossing impulses always in productive transit.
Afro-American blues constitute such a vibrant network ... the "always already" of
Afro-American culture. They are the multiplex, enabling script in which AfroAmerican cultural discourse is inscribed. [emphasis in originalt
Baker further describes how this network finds lyrical form in the figure of the crossroads or "X" in
countless blues numbers. Indeed, the crossroads is a particularly prominent discourse in blues music
describing everything from the journeys of vagabonds and railroad workers to choices between life and
death, heaven and hell. Of course, in its formulation as the alphanumeric X the crossroads collapses all of
these meanings, functioning as the variable, code, or "script" that is central to Baker's vernacular theory.
Importantly, Baker's "code speaking the subject" formulation captures the movement and
constitutive dynamism of Amiri Baraka's foundational theorizations about African American expressive
culture, while complicating the agency ofhis Blues People subjectivity. To Baker, the blues is not an
essential expression of a changing same, but rather a same-ing change-to flip tha scrip' on Baraka's
critical formulation. The blues is not an effect of human subjects, but a cause. It does not offer proof of
humanity, but creates a binding human subjectivity just as it critiques the ossified concept ofhumanity at
the core of Western universalism. Just as the blues speaks its subjects into being, its dynamism
manufactures difference. Baker explains:
The materiality of any blues manifestation, such as a guitar's walking bass or a
French harp's "whoop" of motion seen, is, one might say, enciphered in ways that
enable the material to escape into a named or coded, blues signification. The
material, thus, slips into irreversible difference. And as phenomena named and set
in meaningful relation by a blues code, both the harmonica's whoop and the guitar's
bass can recapitulate vast dimensions of experience. For such discrete blues instances
are always intertextually related by the blues code as a whole. 5
Following from this description, the products of this code that come into being through musical
performance do not break from this form of signification, but are forever marked in their relation to the
blues. In this way, Baker describes how such new musical phenomena, upon their sounding collect the
4
5
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weighty signification of historical experience. Recalling Baraka, we might say that Baker's musicians are
not agents of the blues as such, but come into being as Blues People through their engagement with the
code--or more accurately, the code engaging them.
In his Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance (1987), Baker engages another form of code with
musical origins-that of the minstrel mask. In the discussion he dates the foundation of an originary and
distinct African American modernity to Booker T. Washington's 1895 address to the Atlanta Cotton
States and International Exposition-an unlikely and seemingly absurd assertion. In the address, the
African American leader and Director of the Tuskegee Institute delivered an outline for the slow and
steady incorporation of his people into American industrial and economic life. As Baker notes,
Washington's plan was in fact overseen and well proscribed by his white audience of capitalists and
industrialists, limiting the gains in select fields to a select group of African Americans. Nonetheless,
Washington's ability to speak to this audience humbly and carefully, navigating their presuppositions and
indulging their stereotypes as needed, writes Baker, was the first key step to African American entry into
modern American society.
As Baker describes, this address exemplified Washington's mastery of white expectations and
demands. Importantly, these expectations were, in turn, drawn in large part from the wildly popular
blackface minstrelsy performances of the age. In order for a black man to relate to white America, it
seems, he had to be conversant in the poetry, music and dramatic conventions ofthe form. Baker
explains: "For it was in fact the minstrel mask as mnemonic ritual object that constituted the form that any
Afro-American who desired to be articulate-to speak at all-had to master during the age of Booker T.
Washington." [emphasis in originalt Indeed, to relate to white Americans, black Americans were forced
to play a dehumanizing part. But as he goes on to explain with regard to the publication of Up From

Slavery: "Thirty-two years after the Emancipation Proclamation, Booker T. Washington changed the

6
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minstrel joke by stepping inside the white world's nonsense syllables with oratorical mastery." 7 It is this
turn that Baker refers to as the "deformation of mastery."
Although he describes this next step in terms of a novel form of African American modernity, it
is worth noting that the example of the cakewalk prefigures this type of creative interplay between black
and white cultural forms. Briefly told, the cakewalk is said to have originated in the antebellum south as
the result of plantation slaves mimicking the stylized movement~ of European dances they witnessed,
such as the minuet and the grand marches that followed. When white southerners began taking notice of
the mocking dances, they misunderstood them as original slave steps and, in turn, emulated them. By the
end of the nineteenth century the dance became a true craze, both in the US and abroad, finding audiences
among both white and black dancers.
In Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance, Baker is again interested in the dynamic fluid
characteristics of African American expressive forms. It is by no coincidence that in describing
minstrelsy, Baker here uses the image of an "ellipsis, or trope, or poetic image," "a symbolizing
fluidity ... " to approximate the manner in which he views "form." 8 Like the matrix of the blues script, this
form is a multivalent and dynamic site fraught with coded meanings. Read together, both the X and the
Mask represent fluidity in the sense that Baker reads "form"-a continuity that we might use as a
heuristic device for theorizing African American culture. Baker's argument that African American
modernism was born via the mastery of minstrelsy-a white form of racialized entertainment-thus lays
out the preconditions for the deformation of mastery that defines the blues code. If we follow this line of
thought linking the 1984 and 1987 studies, we can see that it is through the mastery of minstrelsy's
deformed images and codes that African Americans gained access to American modernity. In their
subsequent rehearsal and development of this tradition, black artists began deforming this mastery as

7

8
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evidenced by the blues code-cultural expressions that relate African Americans to American culture
through this legacy of enciphered cultural difference.

Global Crossroads and the Postcolonial Blues
In this chapter, I first conduct a brief survey of London's ever diversifying hip hop scenes and the
discourses they generate. With this background, I look in detail at members of two hip hop crews who I
met and interviewed while conducting fieldwork in London. Beginning with a deep reading of the group
New Flesh's track "Wherever We Go" from the 2006 album Universally Dirty, I focus on the interplay of
the musical and textual codes that I argue represents a distinct subjectivity rooted in black music. In this
_ section I relate the sonic materials of the track to an in depth interview that I conducted with the group's
frontman Juice Aleem in May of2007. I continue with an examination of the artistic discourses and
postcolonial ideologies of an unsigned hip hop crew from Peckham, a neighborhood in London's borough
of Southwark. In this section I turn my attention to the personal stories and musical discussions that arose
in a group interview, focusing on the group's MC, Confucius, and its producer, Kwake. Here, I attempt
to contextualize the musicians within a localized and contemporary environment that speaks the nation's
imperial legacy. I conclude on the broader topic of black music, positioning the nation in relation to its
forms and hip hop subjectivities.
In brief, I argue that through hip hop the blues code has spoken these subjects. Their cultural
performance of hip hop in music and discourse relates them to the blues and to its African American
specificity, just as it relates them to their respective localities and experiences of postcoloniality. Through
their material manifestations of the blues matrix, these performances thus signify a universal and
"irreversible difference" that is nonetheless of a particular order. Indeed, as Baker describes, this
particularity is not an essential retention ofblack musicality, but an engagement with the music that
recasts them as Blues People and relates them to their respective societies through discourses of racialized
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difference. As such, in this chapter I analyze the music and ideology of a number of hip hop groups that I
met in London, each comprised of both black and non-black members.
Throughout the discussion, I use Baker's inversion of the "code speaking the subject" to show
how the blues code in the musical and linguistic form of hip hop has spoken postcolonial subjects in the
'

city. I show how the musical "manifestations" ofthis code have reproduced the network in locations
geographically removed from the contexts of the American form, but historically linked to the
experiences thereof. In so doing I extend Baker's search for "the distinctive, the culturally specific
aspects" of African American culture overseas as a test case for his assertion that this specificity is not
grounded in subjective agency, but in the cultural forms themselves. My aim is to illustrate how the
broad category of"black music"-from minstrelsy, through blues, to hip hop and London's localized
form known as "grime"-as the primary cultural manifestation ofthe blues code has gained currency
among populations who see in this code a matrix that includes space for them. As these forms are
initiated they gain signification from the blues matrix, add to the experience of that matrix, and ultimately
problematize the national hegemonies of signification in their local contexts.
Before I attend to these matters of musical and cultural analysis, I tum to examine the cultural
contexts of black music in London and in the UK at large. During my fieldwork I was particularly struck
by the fragmentation of the city's hip hop scene, broadly defined. As I came to understand, this diversity
was powered by another valence of the blues matrix-the manifestation of its forms in the city's
commercial market for black music. Ifthe blues matrix is enriched via the cultural expressions of people
around the globe, it also brings with it the full weight and histories of American commercial and racial
ideologies enciphered in minstrelsy. As I describe, London's MCs are well aware ofthe Americanizing
forces ofblack music, working both through and against them in the dynamic form of the blues matrix.
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Grime, UK Hip Hop, and London's Black Music Industry
On 5 May 2007, I attended a concert of artists signed to the Big Dada record label near London's
King's Cross station. The concert at North London's Big Chill House featured three of the United
Kingdom's best-known MCs: Roots Manuva, Wiley, and the event's host, Juice Aleem of the group New
Flesh. Much to my surprise, the venue was little more than a bar with a floor-level stage at one end of a
small dance floor. While the Big Chill House was crowded with fans of the three rappers, the scale of the
show struck me as odd. In Paris and Berlin even most second-tier artists attracted fans to their concerts
by the thousands. I was therefore astounded to find the audience for this show in the range of200-300
people. The event was a "label night" rather than a bona fide concert, but was nonetheless
underwhelming in terms of numbers.

Fig. 1 -View of the dance floor and stage at the Big Chill House. From left to right: Roots Manuva,
Wiley (in white), and Juice Aleem (far right)
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Fig. 2- Roots Manuva performing with Juice Aleem (left) serving as erstwhile DJ on the small stage

Six months prior I had an opportunity to see Juice Aleem perform with New Flesh at Berlin's
Club Icon. The attendance at that concert was in a similar range of around 200, a figure one might expect
for a British group performing for a German-speaking audience. At the time, I considered myself
fortunate to get the chance to speak to Juice Aleem in the small club after the show, introducing myself
and telling him that I hoped to conduct a formal interview with him when I arrived in London. As I later
came to find in May, however, I had no trouble connecting with both him and Roots Manuva during and
after the informal show in London. Furthermore, I soon found that despite a thriving underground
freestyle scene, this scaled down example proved typical of audiences for the better-known hip hop acts
in the city. Exceptions to this rule included three names in the spring of2007: London's Dizzee Rascal,
Lady Sovereign, and M.I.A., the subject of the next chapter. As such, in this chapter I examine Juice
Aleem's group New Flesh, a better-known UK hip hop crew, alongside a lesser-known act in the context
of the city's underground scene.
The last of the three cities that I conducted fieldwork in for the study, London's hip hop scene
was at once the most and the least familiar. Because of shared linguistic and historical ties, London's hip
hop shares many ofthe lyrical, musical, and ideological contours ofthe US form. Indeed, this is as we
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might expect. However, the city is also known for its innovative and constantly proliferating musical
subcultures, and its hip hop scenes are as diverse as the city itself. During my two months in London
during the late spring and summer of 2007, I attended events ranging from coffee house open mics to
large multi-room raves, from artsy warehouse parties to gritty freestyle battles, from impromptu street
comer ciphers to a posh fundraising event for Amnesty International.
In addition to the core scene, commonly referred to by the nationally-defined term "UK hip hop,"
there is a mind-bending array of offshoots and hybrid genres of hip hop derived breakbeat musics in the
London scene, including grime, garage, funky house, jungle, drum and bass, two step, dubstep, bashment,
ragga, dancehall, bhangra, and others. Much of my challenge in preparing for fieldwork in London
involved better familiarizing myself with the history and musical contours of these subgenres in order to
get a handle on the emergent forms that were currently en vogue in the city, forernost among them grime.
As I made connections and gathered data in the city, I came to suspect that the manifest diversity of
musical styles was not sirnply the logical aesthetic output of London's distinctive postcolonial
cosmopolitanism or its status as a capitol of the global culture industry, but also the result of a cultural
transaction born of the city's transatlantic relationship with the US. If I might, for a moment, mix
metaphors, I came to see London's hyperactive subgenre glands as part of a larger innovation engine
powered by the simultaneous attraction to and repulsion from the Americanizing black music industry.
The alternating current produced by the positive and negative connotations of these musics and their
industry, in my view, has a profound effect on the popular music industry in the city and in the country at
large. In brief, I came to view London's black music scenes as highly responsive to developments in the
US industry, but exceptionally careful to recast their takes on these developments in their own terms.
The example of grime is illustrative of this point. Grime emerged from London's East End club
scene around 2002 as MCs began rapping over garage beats. As the name garage (pronounced gar-age)
implies, these breakbeats were simple, heavy, industrial, and fast. The resultant rapped form
approximated the structural and linguistic components of hip hop with two primary innovations: the speed
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of the beat and rhymes (around 140 BPM vs. hip hop's 98 BPM standard) and the low-fidelity electronic
sounds typical of garage. First attempts at naming the emergent genre resulted in the term "garage rap,"
that for a number of reasons did not stick. Eventually, the term "grime" emerged to describe the frenetic
garage aesthetic combined with the abrasive delivery and often violent lyrics of the MCs rhyming in this
format.
Spin Magazine contributor Simon Reynolds explains the consensus choice of "grime" in a 2003
piece:
Most of all there's just no real rival contenders out there. 'Garage rap' hasn't caught
on 'cos it's dull and the two words glommed onto each other emphasises the
transitional hybrid aspect of the music rather than its unitary nature, pointing back to
the two precursor genres, UKG [UK Garage] and hip hop when it should be
proclaiming the fact that the genre has definitively arrived at itselr_9
While Reynolds is by no means the last word on grime, the terminological choice that he describes is
indicative of a broader desire for the music to have a title that offers a strong sense of internal coherence.
That this coherence is framed in terms of both stylistic integrity and national independence is no
coincidence. Indeed, the author's only qualm with the nomenclature is that it had already been deployed
in the context of American hip hop. He writes: "I'm slightly chagrined it's slanguage of American origin
(Onyx used to go on about 'grimy' way back in '93) but maybe that's okay because it sort of parallels the
way 'punk' was an American word and then us Brits really took it over, didn't we, made it our own."
The evidence of national pride here seems to confirm my hypothesis. Of course, the distinct
presence of postcolonial Caribbean influence on this music further complicates this hypothesis pointing
back to hip hop's constitutive hybridity discussed in the previous chapter. Indeed, the form also includes
vocal elements of Jamaican dancehall and stylistic innovations from jungle's fast pace. But more than
anything the label "grime" allows a certain distance from the perceived US form of hip hop, and with this
distance comes a distinct degree of self-confidence and authenticity. Grime has often been compared to
9
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US gangsta rap as it shares the violent, sometimes highly racialized messages of American gangsta MCs
and is also similar to crunk due to its fast aggressive beats. But where the developments of gangsta rap
and crunk in the US were viewed as developments contained squarely within the musical and stylistic
realm ofhip hop, grime is just the most notable example in a long line ofUK forms to be defined as
separate genres. As such, the development and commercial labeling of genres such as grime serve to
carve out a new space with a cultural specificity for UK artists.
Notably, while grime, garage, and most of the other break beat forms need no geographical
modifier, hip hop produced in the UK is deemed in need of further signification. As soon became clear
from my fieldwork, this self-conscious naming practice was one result of the uneven relationship between
the UK scene and the US scene. In an interview with one veteran of the London scene, Parma G of the
hip hop crew Task Force explained that the relationship is "a little brother thing."

10

Indeed, hip hop

success is measured against American artists as evidenced by treatments such as the following review of
Juice Aleem's group New Flesh-my focus in the next section. In the 2006 article on BBC.co.uk, Ruth
Jamieson writes: "Critics heralded New Flesh's last album, Understanding, as one of the few examples of
homegrown hip hop that you could play to an American without blushing."

11

As the nationally defined moniker indicates, because of a shared language and a smaller national
market, UK hip hop artists tend to be relegated to a special case even within the UK. As the recent
examples of M.I.A., Lady Sovereign, and Dizzee Rascal attest, UK artists also need to carve out a niche
to enter the US market for a variety of reasons, not the least of them a perceived deficit of authenticity. As
an article questioning the lack of commercial progress for the national scene on the UK Hip Hop website
(www.ukhh.com) by the contributor Coakley puts it:
Like it or not the average person sees Hip-Hop as being 'black & American' and
most of the people who are involved with the Hip-Hop scene here are neither. UK
Hip-Hop will continue to find it difficult to achieve that same level of authenticity
until we stop biting their beats, and stop rhyming like public schoolboys returning
10
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Ruth Jamieson, http://www.bbc.co.uk/music/release/m5w6/. 20 July 2006 (last accessed 12 August 2008).
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from a 6 month trip to Jamaica. 12
Coakley's prescription is noteworthy not only for its emphasis on the need for local (or national)
authenticity, but in its conflation ofblack America and Jamaica as the New World models of authentic
black music. Indeed, his thoughts highlight the ambivalent transactions of attraction and repulsion
towards these black Atlantic cultures and their largely unidirectional cultural flows.
In their study: "Urban Breakbeat Culture: Repercussions of Hip-Hop in the United Kingdom,"
David Hesmondhalgh and Caspar Melville write: "In spite of the undoubted talent of many British hiphop musicians, British rap has been marginalized and to some extent impoverished by an overreverential
attitude toward US rap, by the attempt to reproduce styles and languages developed in very different
contexts." 13 Whereas Parisian and Berliner rappers have what amounts to a linguistically captive
audience, London's MCs must always compete more directly with US MCs who are not only perceived to
be the originators of the music, but who also, as a rule, receive much more financial backing than UK
artists. Because ofthese and other factors, even the artists who are signed to prominent record labels in
London are surprisingly accessible.
Although the preponderance of my time was spent with communities of rappers that considered
themselves firmly ensconced in the UK hip hop scene, I soon came to recognize the fluidity of the borders
between these subgenres and the slippage between definitions thereof. Indeed, there seemed to be as
many definitions of these genres/subgenres as there were opinions. For one interviewee, a grime MC may
be considered a rapper, but he was not hip hop. For another, experience as a drum and bass DJ provided a
background for an easy transition to hip hop. Some found the definitions merely racialized industry
pigeonholes, while still others found all of these musics part of a continuum and a shared history. What
became certain amidst this uncertainty was that the boundaries between these subgenres of rapped music

12
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were largely defined in relation to each MC 's strengths, weaknesses, and personal goals. That is, these
genre tags were more than descriptive handles, they were employed prescriptively and proscriptively as
well, alternating between inclusion and exclusion to suit each individual's aesthetic and political aims.
As one of London's most prominent MCs, Roots Manuva, put it in a 2005 track entitled "Colossal
Insight": "I don't give a damn about UK rap I I'm a UK black makin' UK tracks I and I got love for
everyone of them scenes I and them pigeon-holes were never nothin' to hold me." 14
Coakley's point about UK hip hop becoming less black with the advent of grime echoes another
point made by Farma G, that sometime during the late 1990s, UK hip hop became increasingly white as
black Britons headed to the grime scene. While the hip hop scene remains diverse in London, and
remains a largely minority driven art form, the audiences for UK hip hop have become increasingly white
in recent years, as evidenced by the largely white audiences at the Big Chill House (see Fig. 1) and
elsewhere. Indeed, the crowd for that show in North London featuring the UK hip hop artists Roots
Manuva and Juice Aleem together with the grime artist Wiley was largely white, whereas the grime
events that I went to in London's East End tended to be attended by more diverse crowds. As one telling
example, a grime concert that I saw on Brick Lane featuring only Wiley and his Roll Deep Crew was both
better attended and more ethnically diverse (Fig. 3).

14

Roots Manuva, AwfUlly Deep (Big Dada 2005).
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Fig. 3- Concert of Wiley and the Roll Deep Crew at East London's 93 Feet East

Additionally, the Roll Deep show involved a great deal more movement on the part of the
audience. As mentioned, where the Big Chill House is essentially a pub with a stage, 93 Feet East is a
dance club. The garage and jungle roots of the music were more evident in this setting as the crowd was
there as much to dance as to listen. Indeed, another large room in the sprawling club was devoted to
funky house, jungle, and drum and bass. While hip hop is historically also a dance music, common
concert attendance at live events in both the US and UK today is characterized by head bopping and
subtle movements rather than grime's active or even aggressive dancing. Accompanying this more
frenetic atmosphere the sound systems for grime tend to be pushed harder than their hip hop counterparts.
This was the case for the Roll Deep show, which at times overloaded the system with rapid-fire bass
gestures. Finally, the drug culture associated with grime and its related electronic dance musics tends to
eschew the mellowing effects of hip hop's marijuana culture for so-called "club drugs" such as ecstasy
and other stimulants.
In my interview with Parma G, the 34-year-old veteran of London's hip hop scene explained the
racialized developments around the recent emergence of grime at some length and with a degree of
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nostalgia for an earlier period. In response to my question asking him to characterize grime's split from
hip hop, he offered the following story involving a narrative of racial inversion:
I would say that the break is a racial one. I would definitely say that. It's not a divide
in race, like the actual social aspects of everyday life-it's a very mixed societybut when it comes to music there is a sort of tug and pull thing. I mean, the UK hip
hop scene, when I first got into it, I would be-literally, me, my brother, Skinny Man
[another veteran UK hip hop artist], and a couple others-we would be the white specks
in the black crowd. 15
The rapper spoke briefly about the musical aspects of grime-as a form of hip hop with notable stylistic
differences-but this narrative of the music's racial bifurcation was foremost among his thoughts. He
continued: "As me and Chester, Task Force, Skinny, Jehst, and a couple of other forerunners in that group
of, like, white hip hop groups-it sort of allowed a lot more to come in, made it a little bit more safe, or
rather made it a little bit easier for kids who wanted to be involved to be part of it. And in the space of ten
years it completely reversed itself."

Fig. 4- Small basement concert featuring Chester P (left), Inja, and Farma Gat the Gramophone in East
London.

15

Personal Interview, May 2007.
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As he describes, between the late eighties and late nineties, Parma G witnessed a cultural mainstreaming
replete with the whitening of the form. "Now you don't see as many black kids in a hip hop club and you
don't see many white kids at a grime night."
Notably, Parma G's historic sketch draws on narrative elements ofboth Baraka's changing same
and the cinematic vision ofEminem's 8 Mile. At one point in the interview, Parma G noted the difficulty
of entering the largely black hip hop scene in the 1980s, remembering: "people don't know how hard it
was to make it how it is now--even way back in school I was so interested in black culture. I used to
have to take a beatin' everyday. It was a bit rough handed, but it was just part and parcel of becoming
part of that thing." Importantly, however, he sees this process not in the light of cultural theft as the white
appropriation narrative is structured by Baraka, but as part of a dialectic. Recalling an earlier point in his
comments on the developments of dance crazes, Parma G reframes the changing same, explaining: "Like
I was saying about the dance steps, there seems to be-it sort of stems from one or the other [black or
white), and then the other takes it and changes it to suit them. Then it kind of goes back to basics and
then keeps it rolling along. It's quite strange, actually." Like the genesis stories about the cakewalk, he
views black music both as a site of cultural contestation and of cultural exchange. And despite the sense
of nostalgia that Parma G conveyed and the reworking of extant discourses about black music, his
comments were instructive of a range of cultural issues regarding cultural ownership--a discourse that he
understands as a complex one.
One issue that most of the MCs I spoke with agreed upon with regard to black musics and the
proliferation of stylistic labels was a general distaste for the recent industry invention of the term "urban"
as a politically correct alternative to "black music." Indeed, most ofthe rappers that I interviewed in
London raised the issue without prompting, noting that the major music retailers all adopted this
terminology. Much ofthe focus on this debate centered around the 2005 prize in the Urban category of
the Brit Awards for Joss Stone's album Soul Sessions. As the BBC framed the debate in an article titled
"Brits debate over 'urban' music": "Joss Stone, a 17-year-old soul singer from Devon, beat Dizzee
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Rascal, Jamelia, Lemar and The Streets to win best British urban act at the Brit Awards. Her victory has
reignited the debate about what urban music is." 16 While unstated here, the core issue with the young
soul singer's win was that she was neither black nor urban.
The rappers with whom I spoke found fault not with Stone per se, but with an industry label that
they felt was designed to make it easier to award such a prize to an artist with broad mainstream appeal by
deracializing the music. In effect, the label ''urban" allowed the general public to vote for a crossover
artist without having to consider the troubling issue of race. Of course, this industry defined label for the
UK also again circumvents the American industry's label "R&B/Hip-Hop." To be sure, the move to the
term "urban" attempts to recognize that artists of varying ethnicities have performed black music for
hundreds of years, both in ways that perpetrated racial violence and in ways that promoted partnership
and understanding. The term shifts the focus onto the context of the music making rather than its
supposed racial genesis or racialized characteristics. However, the artists that I spoke with uniformly
dismissed this term as an act of cultural theft and erasure-perhaps to protect their own cultivated
authenticities and certainly as part of a larger mistrust of the recording industry.
As we will see, their perspectives held that the industry executives who promoted this eschewal
of the term black music had no right in doing so. Further, these artists explained how the label of urban
music laid the groundwork for a fully commoditized emulation of black music-a product that we might
say is bereft of the blues code. As one rapper, South London's Confucius MC put it: "This 'urban' music
is just rap music that isn't hip hop. These people haven't spent enough time with it." The comments
echo those of DJ Marius No. 1 from chapter 4 who was concerned about hip hop becoming devoid of
content-becoming "a mere stylistic device"-with the advent of German gangsta rap. However, there is
a difference between the takes of Confucius and Marius that hinges on the issue of content. As Baker is
careful to point out, the blues matrix is not a matter of content but of form itself. In short, he is careful to

16

BBC.co.uk, "Brits debate over "urban" music" http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/music/4253845.stm (11
February 2005) (last accessed 8 November 2008).
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avoid the form/content binary in order to argue for the flexibility of the form and its capacity to carry
meaning. In the sections that follow I track the ways that these particular issues regarding London's
national, local, and historical musical contexts interface with hip hop's blues code and its own dynamic
specificities.

New Flesh's Universally Dirty
After the show at the Big Chill House, I asked Juice Aleem about scheduling a time to talk and
was granted a phone interview. Although his record label was London-based, it turned out that his
residence was in Birmingham and that he would be leaving in the morning. The following day I called
and spoke with the rapper for the better part of an hour. I asked my standard set of questions about his
early experiences and influences, and was treated to what amounted to a history of black music and
international influence in the UK. Aleem explained that the first time he heard hip hop, he didn't know it
as such. To him the music sounded like an American version of some ofthe ''talking over music" that he
had heard growing up in an Afro-Caribbean British household. But to him, it was this music's
foreignness that made it especially appealing. He was soon also attracted to the culture that began
growing up around this music and began B-Boying with his friends. After many of his crew grew out of
the breakdancing fad in decline by the late 1980s, he began turning more closely to the music as the
"element of the culture" that was still viewed as contemporary.
Over the course of the late eighties and early nineties he was closely attuned to the "quote
unquote golden age of hip hop" and listened to Rakim, Jungle Brothers, Queen Latifah, and the other
native tongues crews from the US East Coast. At this time, he explained, he was "Mr. hip hop." He
would engage in long debates with friends and family about the lyrical deficit of Jamaican and UK
dancehall and other genres, pointing to the politically conscious lyrics of his favorite American hip hop
MCs. It was also at this time that he began writing lyrics on "moral issues" and other conscious topics.
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One of the first that he remembers was an anti-smoking track that he recorded at home, which he
explained would be "horrible to listen to now, but that's what I was thinking at the time."
Juice Aleem's recollections are notable not so much for the strong impressions that American
black music had on him. Rather, his status as "Mr. hip hop" indicates a remarkably solid position in the
swirling waters of youth subculture and musical genre-a confluence that is, as we have seen, especially
active in the UK black music scene. He described many of the same historical contexts that Farrna G laid
out in our interview, and I recognized that the two were likely of the same vintage and of similar stations
in their careers. They were both around thirty years old with well established, if not highly lucrative,
careers and young children. What struck me about the comparison, however, was the emphasis that
Aleem placed on American MCs, which contrasted Parma's focus on UK artists. Where Farma G's
context was firmly rooted in the history of the UK scene-relating stories about his early exposure to
Rodney P, Derek B, and Slick Rick to his own efforts in the scene-Aleem's story took more of an
international cast. As I soon found, his take on hip hop in the UK was much more closely informed by an
international reading of black music. To be sure, Parma's self-described commitment to black musics
was total, stretching back as far as he could remember, but was framed in a more distinctly national mode.
Perhaps because of his immigrant household, Aleem's attentions stretched to envision a black music that
was perhaps centered in the US and Caribbean, but had global reach.
Ten minutes into our interview I turned my attention to some of his music that I had been
listening to from New Flesh's then newly released album Universally Dirty. One of the first questions I
asked was about the CD's title and its cover art featuring Aleem biting into a square of chocolate, with the
Earth reflecting in his sunglasses-arranged and framed as if taken from space. The satellite image of the
globe clearly served as a shorthand referent for the universal, but the presence of chocolate from this
extraterrestrial perspective proved a more subtle and multivalent signifier. Aleem responded that the title
meant: "A lot of things, as I say. It's never one thing. A few of the thoughts and feelings was in regard to
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how black music is-how it's universal. It's all over the place, everywhere, but it's still not liked. It's
still not treated with great respect as such, you know?"

Fig. 5- Cover art for New Flesh's 2006 Universally Dirty

The point resonated with the debates I'd been monitoring regarding the urban label and with the
forces of attraction/repulsion extant in black music since minstrelsy. Indeed, the erasure of race in the
UK music industry's terminology served, if incompletely, to diminish the repulsive baseness of racial
discourse in black music. As a discourse, and especially as a label, "black music" reminds white
Europeans and Americans of our shared history of racial oppression, from colonialism's extraction of
resources and bodies to slavery's extraction of labor and of life. Like nothing else, the continued
presence of black music makes these histories real. It makes race matter.
With regard to the multiple significations enciphered onto the album cover, Aleem continued:
And that's what the chocolate is referencing as well. You know chocolate is a dark
thing that could be dirt, could be mud, could be shit. Tt could be black people. But
at the same time it's this rich creamy substance that's full of goodness-and, you
know, the whole thing with the milky way. So its this thing, that, it's all around you.
But it's not liked, it's seen as dirty. It's seen as something to be shunned. But
everyone absorbs it, gets use out of it, and takes from it. And that makes it dirty.
And also, dirty in the sense of funk, blues, you know? In that down low sense as
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well. 17
To further extend his "down low" blues metaphor on the album cover, Aleem is riffing on blackness.
Aleem's quizzical smile on the album cover captures his thoughts remarkably well and hints to the ludic
play in its conception, composition, and realization. Indeed, Aleem is consciously engaging in an
inverting deformation of mastery here. He is signifyin(g) blackness as Henry Louis Gates would have it.
The image counterposes the square of chocolate and himself in sunglasses-the "dark things"-with the
world which too often takes these good things and sullies them. From his new position of power above
the world, Aleem looks down on the globe as if having escaped and is now taking it all in while enjoying
a piece of candy-detached as if watching a movie that is slightly amusing.
Aleem continued on the relationship of the good that everyone "absorbs," "gets use out of," and
"takes from" with a more explicit statement on the subject of black music in the UK:
If you think about the most innovative pop musicians in the UK, most of them
were influenced by the obvious American artists, which were brought here by
West Indian sailors and tradesmen-the music itself, the actual vinyl--or they
were influenced by a lot of Caribbean music. So ifyou listen to David Bowie, to
the Clash, to a lot of great British pop and rock you always hear the influence of
reggae, soul, and blues. It's still there.
As he nicely summarized: "England has had a love affair with these musics." And yet, as the debate
around the industry term urban indicates, the country is still not comfortable with its relationship with
"black music" as such. It is, in his words, "seen as dirty" and therefore "shunned."
When I followed up with a question about the ideas of dirtiness and impurity as national
metaphors for the diversifying body politic, Aleem answered:
In a sense, there's a bunch of people in certain parts of this country that have
always been opposed to immigration, to more people coming in. And it's these
same people [the immigrants] who have civilized this country in a sense. There's
a minority, a large minority, of people who feel that Britain's being erodedlosing its culture, its history, its background. But then certain people will turn
around and say, "well, what is it? What is your culture? Where is it from?"
Well, Angles and Saxons are from Germany. So it's an island that's gained from
continual immigration. In that sense the Asian, African, and Afro-Caribbean people
17

Juice Aleem, Personal interview
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that came here, you know we've been coming for hundreds of years, but en masse
from the forties, fifties, after the war, were brought here, to you know, rebuild
this country as cheap labor.
His vision of the UK as an island of constant immigration read together with the way that black music
illuminates histories that we would like to forget, brought another point to the fore; namely, the logical
fallacy inherent in the criticism from conservative white Britons that claims the country is "losing its
culture, its history, its background" because of immigration. In fact, the reverse is actually true-the
nation is regaining its history. Through continued immigration, the UK's colonial history is gaining a
material presence, it is coming home and becoming teal to people at the center of the empire.
Indeed, the understanding of Britain as an island of immigrants has continually complicated its
national equation. From the prehistory of migration from the continent, to the semi-autonomy of the
peripheral nations of Wales and Scotland, to the imperial vision of commonwealth England, a simple
national identity has always been a tough sell for the proponents of a "bulldog breed" ideology. In a very
real sense, this is a shared cultural and political history with the US-as typified (and overstated) by the
French view of an Anglo-American cultural singularity that we saw in chapter two. Conservative and
xenophobic movements in both nations have had considerable difficulty in selling the one-to-one equation
of a simple blood and soil bio-national ideology.

"Wherever We Go"
On the single from New Flesh's 2006 album Universally Dirty, entitled "Wherever We Go"
Aleem engages in a sonic form of the deformation of mastery so evident in the album's artwork. In
addition, the track offers a heavily coded narrative of black music's universal impact through the image of
the group's two MCs-Aleem and the dancehall influenced Toastie Tailor-traversing the globe. In
addition, the beat produced by the group's DJ Part 2, is something of a global mash up offorms, from
flamenco guitar and calypso steel drums to zapping electronic pulses and a Gypsy, or perhaps raY violin
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line. The result is a sunny but haunting sonic tableau geographically situated somewhere between
Mallorca, Algiers, and Trinidad.
The track begins with a four bar loop comprising a set of antecedent/consequent call and response
gestures that overlap between the low- to mid-range electronic pulse and a sweeping minor chord gesture
on classical guitar. Instead of a swung hip hop drum track, the percussion on "Wherever We Go" is
notably spare, substituting a hesitant closed high hat gesture with a single bass drum hit on the and of
three in each bar and additional hits on the four of the second and fourth bars. In fact, the only hint at a
hip hop beat comes in a rim shot on beat two of every bar, but even that falls short of the common back
beat accents on both two and four in a standard hip hop beat. The rhythm is instead carried by the
electronic line and guitar causing the back half of each measure to seem rather empty. Although the high
hat continues throughout the loop, the overall effect is similar to a stop time feel in jazz wherein the pulse
continues unsounded. The compositional technique serves to draw attention to the accented guitar line
that ends abruptly just before beat three of the first three measures of each loop. In the concluding
measure of the loop, the electronic line and guitar become more active and the guitar begins playing the
silences and accentuating the sixteenth note high hat line via a standard rhythmic gesture on guitar
produced by dampening the chord without producing the notes. The rhythmic accents in the first half of
each bar foreshadow the lyrics in the coming lines, creating a sonic representation of gunfire, a text
painting of violent acts and the glaring silences they produce.
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Ex. 1- Basic initial loop of"Wherever We Go"

After the second pass of the loop, Aleem enters with the evocative lines that serve as the chapter's
epigram above.
Beautiful killers in expensive suits
Murdering groups that'll never recoup
Exquisite death that walks in flesh
At the crossroads I mark my X
These first two couplets establish the two primary discourses in the track: violence and movement. From
the first line, violence is positioned problematically as holding the potential for beauty. However, from
this, Aleem' s first utterance we can already hear a sinister tone in the delivery. The image of expensive
suits conjures the notion of wealth and with Aleem's voice the tone is set for deception. The second line
posits the victims of the "beautiful killers," a set of unnamed groups that may be the targets of genocidal
campaigns. In the third line, beauty and violence are once again juxtaposed, paving the way for the
possibility that the exquisite death is the narrator himself. Indeed, only blind vanity could mistake
murder, death, and extinction for beauty. By naming a death that has taken human form and "walks in
flesh," Aleem not only invokes the devil but associates himself with the figure through the intertextual
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reference to the band name. This association becomes immediately apparent as Aleem switches to the
first person to deliver the final line of the first stanza: "At the crossroads I mark my X."
As Baker's primary symbol of the blues matrix, "[t]he 'X' of crossing roadbeds signals the
multidirectionality of the juncture and is simply a single instance in a boundless network that redoubles
and circles." 18 His description of his project in Blues, Ideology as a "vernacular theory" comes from the
manner in which Baker uses the readily available symbols of the blues form itself to construct the
interpretive framework. But as described earlier, he envisions the blues code not as a content, but a form.
The "X" is not simply a handy conceptual device drawn from the content of many blues songs, but in
itself and its suggestion of the crossroads an imminent theory about the blues, by the blues. In short, in
the crossroads Baker recognizes a black vernacular poststructuralism that, quite paradoxically, inscribes a
particular kind of subject. Through the symbol of the crossroads, the blues encoded subject recognizes
the matrix of choice/agency and de-forms or otherwise reconfigures this agency.
In the first two couplets of"Wherever We Go," Juice Aleem is already knee-deep in blues
signification. First, through his invocation of the crossroads he associates himself with countless blues
musicians-foremost among them Robert Johnson. In his now iconic song "Cross Road Blues" Johnson
laments his position at the crossroads and its blues over a highly active slide guitar accompaniment:
You can run, tell my friend poor Willie Brown.
You can run, tell my friend poor Willie Brown.
Oh, that I'm standing at the crossroads, I believe I'm sinking down.
Second, the association with Johnson activates another association with the guitar, albeit recontextualized
here in the "fiery" flamenco style used in the loop. Both Flamenco's associations with drifter "Gypsy"
life and its constitutive hybridity as an amalgam of Spanish, Arabic, Sephardic, and Roma influences
speak to themes of dynamism through the blues matrix.
Third, and most importantly, these images and their associations lead to yet another: the legend
surrounding Johnson, his guitar, the blues, and a deal with the devil. The third couplet of"Wherever We
18
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Go" confirms this web ofblues signification, continuing: "I fought Satan's hex, when I was vexed I But
he grows in the mind when! quest for sex." As we will see, the mythic symbolism ofthe crossroads
provide the starting point for Aleem's story, adding an historical weight to his very modem story and
opening myriad avenues of intertextuality and interpretation for the lines of poetry that follow.
As Elijah Wald describes in his study Escaping the Delta: Robert Johnson and the Invention of

the Blues, the legends recounting the great blues musician's technical proficiency were most likely
extrapolated from stories told by another blues musician. As Wald tells it, Tommy Johnson was another
(unrelated) blues musician who constantly told about selling his soul to the devil for his musical ability.
His mythic tales were documented by his brother, who Wald believes: "provided the story that has formed
virtually the entire basis for the Mississippi blues devillegend." 19 The crux of the story, as told by LeDell
Johnson to folklorist David Evans goes as follows:
He said the reason he knowed so much, said he sold hisself to the devil. I asked him
how. He said, "If you want to learn how to play anything you want to play and learn
to make songs yourself, you take your guitar and you go to where the road crosses
that way, where a crossroad is. Get there, be sure to get there just a little 'fore
midnight that night so you'll know you'll be there. You have your g!Jitar and be
playing a piece there by yourself... A big black man will walk up th~re and take your
guitar, and he'll tune it. And then he'll pla~ a piece and hand it back to you. That's
the way I learned to play anything I want." 0
The story became associated with blues musicians at large, foremost among them Robert Johnson, who
the story seemed to fit well given his catalogue of songs involving a devil figure. Despite the discourses
of"soul" authenticity and voodoo magic surrounding the blues-and I would argue black music at
large-this mythic and oft-repeated story is notable for its displacement of soul in favor of technical
proficiency. 21 The story is thus telling about the stability of essentializing black soul myths in its inability
to displace soul with technical mastery of form. Indeed, the transaction seems to have enhanced rather

19

Elijah Wald, Escaping the Delta: Robert Johnson and the Invention ofthe Blues (New York: Harper Collins,
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Wald, Escaping the Delta, 271-272.
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than attenuated Johnson's perceived soulfulness.
Wald notes that the myth's genesis is most likely the result of a syncretic overlay of European·
myths about meeting the devil at the crossroads onto Afro-Cuban myths about the gatekeeper deity
Elegua. Indeed, versions of such European Faustian tales involved a trade for musical proficiency, but
with the figure of the violin rather than the guitar. Without missing a beat, New Flesh's track picks up on
this overlay incorporating a swirling minor violin line that haunts the chorus and finale of DJ Part 2 's
beat. The European associations between musical proficiency and the devil run deep, especially with
regard to the violin. Igor Stravinsky's well-known L 'histoire du soldat [A Soldier's Tale] recounts a
version of this crossroads encounter between a violinist and the devil, and many musical works form the
Western canon draw on the archetypal Faustian transaction of knowledge in exchange for one's soul.
More broadly, associations between the violin and the devil have existed for centuries, most notably in the
rumors that swirled around Nicolo Paganini, an early nineteenth-century violinist whose otherworldly
technical proficiency gave his superstitious audiences pause. Indeed, the stories about Johnson roughly
equate to those surrounding Paganini; stories that surely helped the careers of both in the ways that they
symbolized the otherworldly musical abilities of both.
It is through no coincidence that references to both Paganini and the devil appear in one of the
first pieces of black music ever conceived as such. The Italian violin virtuoso makes a prominent
appearance in the second stanza of Thomas Dartmouth ("Daddy") Rice's seminal blackface minstrel song
"Jim Crow" (1829). In the song, Rice sings through the minstrel image of the country fiddler: "Oh I'm a
roarer on de fiddle, I And down in old Virginny, I They say I play de skyentific I Like Massa
Paganinni."

22

The song that set the stage for blackface minstrelsy and largely defined the sonic and

discursive contours of "black music" for its first fifty years puts a violin in the hands of a slave and
compares him to the master violinist, Paganini. In the lyrics, the white songwriter and performer, Rice,
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thus enshrines black musical technical ("skyentific") proficiency. The boastful gesture is sure to elicit a
comic reaction, but as David Roediger and Eric Lott's studies of blackface minstrelsy demonstrate, the
form codified white attitudes towards black musicianship that remain with us today. 23 In the stanzas 2425 Rice's (in)famous character also contests assertions that the devil is black: "What stuff it is in dem, I
To make de Debbil black I I'll prove dat he is white, I In de twinkling of a crack. I For you see loved
brodders, I As sure as he hab a tail, I It is his berry wickedness, I What makee him turn pale."
To be sure, blackface minstrelsy has a tenuous relationship with black music at best. Yet despite
having little to do with slave music at the time, the tradition was formative in how blackness was
constructed in the ante-bellum period and had a profound effect on the music that performers-both white
and black-played through century's end. The discourses oftechnical proficiency and blackness's
association of the devil appear in the Robert Johnson legend as a direct result of this troubled history just
as they appear in the music of New Flesh. As such, these images encode a history not of racial purity, but
of racial contest in a socially constructed blues matrix. As Ronald Radano writes in his Lying Up A
Nation: Race and Black Music, "black music" is the result of: "a social process rather than an expression

of some absolute, racially based quality." The cultural form is constituted in: "the historical relationship
between black creative agency and Euro-American naming practices," a point that I will return to in

. 24
coneIudmg.
Part 2 retools these age old diabolical connections by featuring an electric guitar solo during the
verses (Ex. 2) and a violin in the chorus, first as a textural element then as a full-blown solo cadenza in
the conclusion (discussed below and transcribed in Ex. 4). In effect, between Aleem's textual references
to the devil and Part 2's sonic references, the track speaks the truth of black music's imminent
hybridity-it is a form that encodes the very syncronisms that led to the development of this music in the
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American context.
"When:::ver \Ve ao• . Electric Guitar Lin•.:

·f
Ex. 2 - "Demonic" Electric guitar line

Of further import for our purposes here is the fact that the Cuban Santeria deity Echu-Elegua that
Wald mentions in his account is a variant of the Yoruban Esu Elegbara, a figure around which Henry
Louis Gates crafts his poststructural theory of African American culture. In 1988, just a year after
Baker's Blues, Ideology, Gates published the highly influential study The SignifYing Monkey: A Theory of

African-American Literary Criticism. 25 Both studies theorize the poststructural into African American
culture, but none had such a powerful impact on black cultural studies as Gate's theory of the gatekeeper
god Esu and his embodiment-his walking in flesh-as a "signifyin(g)" trickster monkey. The study had
an especially profound impact on black music studies as Gates's theory seemed tailor made for the
indeterminacy ofblack music's ubiquitous use of metaphor, double entendre, and other word play. The
most visible example of this impact can be found in Samuel Floyd's landmark study The Power of Black

Music: Interpreting its History from Africa to the United States. As Floyd writes: "After reading three
rather introductory studies, I came across Henry Louis Gates's The Signifying Monkey ... which
convinced me of the usefulness-indeed, the indispensability-<>fblack literary theory for inquiry into
black music and for black-music scholarship in general." 26
It is worth mentioning here, that although I focus on Baker's vernacular theory of interpretation,
which is located in African American modernity and its blues, Gates's African American hermeneutics is
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also quite helpful so long as we focus on its constitutive modernity rather than treating Esu as a primal
key to unlock the secrets of a black music. Indeed, this mode of inquiry has tended to lead down paths
that misrepresent black music as speaking an African essence. As Baker argues through inversion, it is
more helpful to think of these forms as speaking their subjects than to imagine the cultural forms living
on in African descended populations as "retentions" and expressing themselves as though genetic
phenotypes.
In his study, Floyd purports to examine African American music from the ring shouts through
modem African American art songs through one such "survivalist theory" of interpretation. He writes
that:
Mrican survivals exist not merely in the sense that African-American music has the
same characteristics as its African counterparts, but also that the musical tendencies,
the mythological beliefs and assumptions, and the interpretive strategies of African
Americans are the same as those that underlie the music of the Mrican homeland.
[emphasis in original] 27
To be sure, there are profoundly important African cultural elements in African American music, but that
may not be where African American music gets its power as Floyd hypothesizes. As we have seen,
Mrican American music also shares musical tendencies and mythological beliefs with European
homelands. Furthermore, through the contributions ofblack music practitioners around the. globe, it
increasingly shares Asian homelands, Middle Eastern homelands, and South American homelands. By
looking at the black musical form outside of the United States, we can see how the blues matrix functions
as a template for expressing these new forms that also has space for these forms because it is itself a
dynamic, hybrid, and changing force. It is in this dynamism that we can locate the power of black music.
Part 2-New Flesh's white MC-riffing on Aleem's invocation ofthe crossroads with a
European sonic signifier that overlays perfectly in terms of music and mythology, seems a fitting example
of the interactions and hybridities that have characterized the history of black music. This musical
moment is not a novel one. Rather, it lays bare the constitutive hybridity of this music, exposing a
27
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syncretism that was already there. To be sure, the cultural impulses and forms of Africa were central to
the formation of the blues. These systems of thought existed for hundreds, perhaps thousands of years.
But it was their recontextualization and syncretization with European forms that produced the modern
black musics and their systems of signification as we know them today. The European influence on the
story and the fact that Esu appears as the Christian devil should also give us some sense of the
creolization at play here. This story is not a "retention" of African myths, but a seamlessly
recontextualized story that makes sense in both constitutive traditions. Indeed, Esu fits well into an older
European context as one of his roles as gatekeeper roughly mirrors Charon, the boatman of Greek legend
who ferried the departed across the river Styx. Indeed, it is this association with the underworld that
almost certainly created the association between Esu and the devil in the American Christian context.
What's more, as Gates points out, Esu's position between the world of the living and the dead gave him
his role as interpreter. This fact is central to Gates's theory of interpretation, which refashions the
"hermeneutics" of Western thought-a formulation drawn from the Greek messenger god Hermes.
Indeed, Gates's theory emphasizes the slippage between intended message and received message that the
trickster Esu tends to perpetrate on his deliveries. The theory is especially applicable in a hermeneuticsor we might say "Esuneutics"-functioning in poststructural discourses that stress the tensions between
the oral and the written, the figurative and the literal. It is this poststructural tum in academia and culture
that both Gates and Baker are theorizing in their studies, and with its attention to coded messaging,
resignification, and misinterpretation it is well suited to the study of black music and its deformation of
mastery. In short, and with due apologies for the simple parallel, we can read Gates's Esu as Baker's
blues matrix.
After Aleem's invocation of the crossroads, the MC delivers a poetically coded diatribe against
the "War on Terror"-as we have seen, an understandably salient topic in the spring of2007. His focus
in the remainder of the first verse is the Abu Ghraib atrocity, which he first evokes with the couplet of
"Hands tied, stories told through furtive eyes I Mouths are taped up to avoid the lies." Manichean and
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sadomasochistic imagery are conflated with a host of other discourses in the stanzas that follow:
Don't wanna hear no more and that's for sure
'Til the blood of the rich enriches the poor
Tantric sex with doms and subs
Chains and whips and patriotic scuds
Changed the positions, went on a crusade
Oil lubricates the places we've played
Religious icons used and abused
Slaves in comers, tied up and bruised
In this, the body of the first verse, Aleem employs sexualized war imagery that is also centerpiece
ofM.I.A.'s music, as we will see. His mention of"doms and subs" is shorthand for dominant and
submissive sexual positions in a sadomasochistic sexual encounter, but is also resignified as a military
submarine as the line segues into the second half of a couplet including the formulation of "patriotic
scuds"-a formulation that in itself conflates the US's defensive "patriot" anti-missile missiles with the
low-yield offensive "scud" missiles used by Iraq's army in the manifestly asymmetrical war. In its
elocution alone the formulation of "patriotic scuds" sounds like a derogatory term aimed at the blind
patriots that have "changed the positions" and gone on a "crusade."
Of course, the mention of chains and whips also evokes the sexually demeaning Abu Ghraib
atrocity but yields another valence with the final line of the second stanza. In likening the Muslim
prisoners to slaves, Aleem injects discourses of race into the already multi-layered verse causing him to
question his own position in the Manichean struggle with the line: "Don't know ifl should kill or just
chill." The final couplet of the stanza resolves the internal debate as he declares with heightened force:
"Pornographically masturbate my gun I Stand back when Jerusalem come." These lines are especially
loaded ones, with their forthright images of warfare, sex, and religion. However, there is another coded
bit of word play, here dependent on knowledge ofthe meaning behind the rapper's name: Juice Aleem.
The name Juice Aleem is a play on the MC's given name (Aleem) and "Jerusalem," as evident by his
MySpace name which combines this phonetic deformation with a misspelling of the name as
"Jerusalaam"-a deformation incorporating the Arabic for peace (salaam). Hence, the final line of the
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first verse is an arrival and a coming to fruition of his thoughts, not through the symbolic discharge of a
gun but through an ejaculation.
The conclusion is an especially satisfying one, affecting a convergence of all the discourses in the
preceding bars in a single riff on Rastafarian discourses of the coming of Zion and the "new Jerusalem."
In the context of my previous discussion, this sexual image gains yet another layer, for as Gates describes,
Esu is also "the phallic god of generation and fecundity ... characterized as an inveterate copulator
possessed by his enormous penis." Aleem's association between the devil's hex and his "quest for sex"
early in the verse activates this connection through the entirety of the first verse, culminating in the crafty
formulation that marks its end. What Aleem has to say is filtered through this mythology, whether he is
aware of every aspect of its code or not. His knowledge of black musical traditions is no doubt
exceptional, but regardless, the depth and breadth of meaning on the track shows us the range of this
musical tradition and its power to signify. As we have seen it is this power of signification and
resignification that has attracted so many to employ its forms in contexts far removed from the colonial
encounter in the New World that marked its prehistory. Through Aleem's dialogue with Afro-Caribbean
religion, this final line prepares the way for Part 2's calypso-tinged overlay onto the pre-existing beat in
the first section of the track's chorus and Toastie Tailor's continuation of the crossroads tale in a heavily
affected Caribbean patois in its second.
Part 2's beat for the chorus of"Wherever We Go" features a steel drum and violin line that
immediately signifies the islands, but which, in the context of Aleem's lyrics and the D minor tonal
environment, itself seems hexed. Indeed, the minor trilling character of the beat generates a type of
"irreversible difference" that Baker describes in his discussion of the materiality of blues guitar and
harmonica gestures. As alluded to previously, the sonic difference here comes off as located not only in
the black musics of Trinidad or the Caribbean, but in Europe's peripheral musics as the ornamented and
marcato violin line inscribes musical difference from North Africa via Southern Spain to the Eastern
margins of the continent. Indeed, the connection may be intended to relate flamenco's birthplace in
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Grenada in Southern Spain to Toastie's birthplace on the Caribbean island of Grenada.
''Wherever We Go•. Overlaid Chorus Loop

=II

Ex. 3- Section 1 of the chorus- calypso overlay

With the start of the steel drum and violin line Aleem's voice enters in multiple overdubs singing
a simple motive comprised of the first three notes of an ascending D minor scale. The lines are delivered
in a style with the slight portamenti and rich vibrato inflections of a smarmy lounge singer:
In the way that we play
In the way that we talk
Is the way that we say
What we don't really mean (2x)
Importantly, the chorus gestures overtly to the wordplay and resignification on the track as a whole.
Through the tone of Aleem's voice we hear that he is satisfied with his mastery of form and his
deformation ofthat mastery, as Baker would have it. Together, the chorus's two sections comprise
something of a boast, challenging the listener to decode the messages of the track. 28 Although the chorus
is most immediately referencing the "we" of the group itself, the context of the track also extends to
include the broader "we" of the blues code, of signifyin(g) tricksters, of performers of black musics.
At the same time this declaration of deception harkens back to the "lies told though furtive eyes"
language of the verse-language that is thinly veiled as a reference to Bush administration policies of
"heightened interrogation techniques" and the still-incomplete facts about the lead up to the war. Indeed,
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In a similar manner Juice Aleem's video for the track "Distorted Minds" (Ninja Tune 2004) makes explicit the
slippage between text and meaning as images issue from the MC's mouth with each word-some clearly related to
the word, others linked through context, and still others strangely disjunct or wholly dissociated from the lyric.
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through the previous images of evil, deception, and uncertainty Aleem purposely implicates himself and
obscures whether he is speaking about the deliberate deception of the Bush war or his own misleading
trail of images. The line: "oil lubricates the places we've played" is perhaps the best encapsulation of this
ambivalent encoding from verse one, but this technique of conflation grows more pronounced in the rest
of the chorus and the second verse.
The second section of the chorus contains the title lines as delivered by the Grenada-born Toastie
in a style descriptive of his name-a play on the Caribbean form of''toasting" that scholars liken to
African griot storytellers and which prefigured hip hop's rhythmically spoken poetry. Toastie delivers the
lines in the half-sung, half-spoken style of modern Jamaican dancehall:
Wherever we go, badness'll folia
Wherever I go, pretty gal-a bolla
Well I got to live life day by day
I mean, I really care ifl see tomorrow? No (2x)
The chorus first posits a continuation of the hex described by Aleem in verse one. Again, the "badness"
that will follow New Flesh wherever they go also simultaneously gestures to the globe-trekking military
intervention of the US and UK. In short, Toastie is continuing this metaphoric relationship between the
nihilistic evil of war and of themselves. As Toastie notes, however, the hex also carries with it the side
effect of ubiquitous attention from the opposite sex. The track thus continues to track the relationships
between sex, violence, and power. Of course, in describing their badness, Toastie is also signifying on
coolness, flippin' the scrip' on badness.
The second and final verse begins with lines that continue to implicate, conflate, and otherwise
confound the relationship between New Flesh and the seemingly endless War on Terror:
Some say that we stubborn, so what be the deal?
For what you want, just well, dig in your heels
So we moved around, did it at a million miles a minute
Some say that they're with it but their heart ain't in it, so
So what that make us, incredibly foul
Dogs on the prowl, I can't throw in the towel
See mans like me's on self-destruct
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And I'm tellin' 'em boy dey come get ___ [marked silence]
Images of stubbornness and nihilism are again ubiquitous in the verse, which now moves from a global
view to a more personal one. Aleem's use of the word "we" in this section gestures in a variety of
directions foremost among them to the issue of the black music and black identity that New Flesh is
signifying on the track, but also to the West, to the war and its "coalition of the willing." Again, a
singular signification is not readily available, or likely intended. Continuing his penchant for listener
participation, the final (curse) word ofthe second stanza here is also intentionally unsaid, left for us to
infer, likely both to draw the listener in and to broaden the track's access to radio programming.
For the final stanza, Aleem employs a hip hop tradition of performing an especially strong rhyme
twice.
See I, been on the ground, but I come to the crown
Still hangin' out with girls who sniff white lines
All the things along the way that I did encounter
Right now, well I know what it all amount to (x2)
In this "so nice I had to say it twice" stanza Aleem may be referencing both Bush and himself. In any
case, through the images of the white lines and the crown, he concludes marking the distance he has
traveled with the X. Is so doing, he notes that his history is still with him at the crossroads, contained in
the blues matrix. Like the white lines, the devil remains with him musically as well, as musically
personified in a concluding violin cadenza. The line is first played as a pizzicato gesture behind Toastie's
denouement props to his band mates-which conclude ''New Flesh, we are gon' slaughter them"-and
later blossoms into full expression. As the violin switches to this bowed line, the tonal environment also
changes. Whereas the violin and steel drum chorus line referenced in the pizzicato opening outlines a D
natural minor scale, here the violin switches to include a raised fourth scale degree (G-sharp). The change
calls attention to the minor seconds of the resultant scale and marks the line's irreversible difference as
particularly Middle Eastern. Together with the change to a triplet feel for the embellishment at the end of
the line, the new formulation is something of a challenge to the earlier electric guitar line-a dialogue cast
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as a contest in which the violin has the last word.

Ex. 4 "Diabolical" violin cadenza from the conclusion

One of the questions that gradually evolved over the course of my fieldwork was shorthand for
addressing the issue of music and lyric that would inevitably arise in interviews. The final version of this
question that I used for a number of interviews during my last five months in the three cities was: "How
do you balance making people think and making people move?" Aleem's answer was a rather well
considered one and perhaps revealing one with regard to the puzzling final stanza:
I think that's what I'm still trying to find, to be honest. Of course it's up to people
who may or may not have my records to decide that, but usually I keep sure there's
a nice rhythm or pattern to what I'm doing. So, even if you don't understand what
I'm saying, you'll like how I'm saying it. That's how I drop it. That's how we,
New Flesh, drop it. We're not into overt messages. There's a song that we did last
year called "Wherever We Go," and in its own way it references the current world
situation, you know the Iraq situation, Abu Ghraib, various things. But it never says
Iraq. It never says Abu Ghraib. It never says Bush did this, they're fightin over this.
It just references it. And myself, I very much like double and triple entendre, more
metaphor than simile. Each person can get something different out of it. Maybe
more than I intended.
My deep reading of"Wherever We Go" almost certainly gets more out of the track than Aleem
intended. But as he notes, that is the idea. In my follow-ups with the MC, he was very forthcoming about
his intentions, but as he remarks here he does not intend to create a literal line of interpretation. As
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poetry-and furthermore, as poetry in the blues tradition-Aleem's lyrics are doubly coded and deeply
signified. In describing the concept behind the video for the track-a brief narrative featuring he and
Toastie as spacesuit clad "Astro-Caribbeans"-Aleem noted that: "The whole vid was a riff on the SunRa 'Astro-black' song and theory and his whole vibe ofblacks coming from and going back into space to
totally be free of the earth mentality." I would argue that it is this "Earth mentality," read as the Western
hegemony of signification, against which the blues code functions as a countervailing matrix. Black
music functions as a way to work through and ultimately around this hegemonic structure-here on Earth
rather than in outer space or the underworld. Through this music, New Flesh works against Universally
Dirty images of blackness.

* * *
After writing the first draft of the present chapter I emailed a summary of the section on
"Wherever We Go" to Aleem, with whom I'd stayed in contact via MySpace, to get his impressions on
my interpretations and conclusions. His response is worth citing in full as a concluding gesture to the
present chapter. Aleem writes:
Right
Yeah, playing with the crossroads motif. I usually play around with the idea of
Satan not even being the bad guy he's portrayed as in the vein of trickster gods
(check "Give up the Fight"). This is the reason I say "but he grows in the mind
when I quest for sex," to show an understanding that the devil isn'tjust a being who
offers our desires, but our own lower selves.
The violin wasn't intentional for that reason but we both make a lot of the decisions.
We chose the violin for its melancholy and as a live instrument that we hadn't used
before, I made the x-roads link later writing in the studio.
We're all implicated in the affairs of the world and it exposes our ugly lower sides.
The fact the Abu Ghraib jailers were using the prisoners in sex games shows what
they actually get up to in 'real' life. Again the S&M metaphors show the real dirty
games we play (oil lubricates the places we've played).
Once upon a time joumos were a lot more informed and literate so I never had to
make too many direct links to my lyrics. Nowadays most writers aren't able (or
don't want) to make heads or tails oflyrics and their reference points, never mind
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the musical ticks so it's nice to be asked. There's many more layers but I think I've
said enough.
Peace

"The Mountain is Vast": Kwake, Confucius, and Hip Hop Artistry
One of the first events that I attended upon my arrival in London was a freestyle event called
Speakers' Comer hosted by the Jamm in Brixton. In addition to the more than 30 MCs who attended the
event, the monthly Jamm freestyle featured a live band comprising a flutist, cellist, double bassist, and
drummer. With the exception of a jam session in which I played bass for Amewu and Sevket in Berlin
and a formal concert of Oxmo Puccino in Paris, the live band was a novelty among the concerts I attended
as part of my fieldwork-especially in its unorthodox instrumentation for a hip hop backing band. Over
the course of my eight weeks in London I came to know the drummer quite well, who as it turned out was
also a hip hop DJ by the name of Kwake.

Fig. 6- Kwake's band performing at the Speakers Comer Freestyle Night at the Jamm in Brixton
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My housing search ended in southeast London's borough of Southwark between East Dulwich
and Peckham Rye Park, so I ended up spending much of my time in Peckham to the north and in Brixton
to the west. After I introduced myself to DJ Kwake, I found that he lived in Peckham within walking
distance and I was able to attend a number of his shows in the neighborhood. As I came to learn,
London's "ends"-the peripheral boroughs of the city proper-are largely self-contained and somewhat
parochial communities. More than once, I interviewed MCs or DJs from other ends who noted that they
never go to "south." Similarly, Kwake explained that there was so much going on south of the Thames
that it was not often necessary or even desirable for him to venture north outside of Southwark or
Lambeth, Brixton's borough to the west.
Both Brixton and Peckham are ethnically diverse and vibrant centers of cultural life in South
London. As we will see in chapter six, Brixton has been a destination for immigrant communities since
the post-war "Wind Rush" and remains a primary center for Afro-Caribbean life in greater London.
Peckham is also a predominantly Caribbean community, but is also home to many more recent immigrant
groups from Africa, the Indian subcontinent, and Southeast Asia. Due in part to its isolation from major
underground lines Peckham is also a lower income neighborhood than the gentrifying area around
Brixton, which is served by a major tube station on the Victoria line. Because of its growing East Asian
population, its relative poverty, and its generally chaotic street life, Peckham has earned the infamous
nickname "Peck-nam" (ala Vietnam). Far from being viewed as a derogatory attribution, however, the
name seemed to be worn as a badge of honor for Kwake and the MC that he worked with extensively who
went by the name of Confucius-AKA Sage. Indeed, despite its reputation the neighborhood was quite
livable and provided a good and inexpensive base of operations for my time examining London's hip hop
scenes.
After a couple informal talks after shows in the area and bit of phone tag, I arranged a meeting
with Kwake and Con(fucius) at a pub on Peckham Rye Park. I was somewhat surprised when they
arrived with two other friends that turned out to be the DJ and "management" for the larger crew-DJ
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Ruthless and Angel, respectively. After some confusion I came to understand that though he DJs as well,
Kwake is actually the producer in the context of this crew while Ruthless performs at the turntables for
live shows. As I also came to understand, the crew had a very well defined conception of its ideology and
goals that seemed to flow from the strong musical bond between Kwake and Con. While their ideology
was premised on a rather generic brand of underground aesthetics and motivations (as typified by the hip
hop platitudes: "don't sell out," "pay your dues," "don't change for the industry") their musical thinking,
of which I got a good sense, seemed to give their underground ideology a more substantive cast.
Shortly into our almost two hour interview over a couple of pints, the group began to lay out the
valences of this ideology as Con offered his thinking on the current London scene. When I asked about
London's freestyle scenes in particular, he gave his impression that: ''you don't really see real MCs as the
ciphers anymore, the scene has become polluted ... with rappers who just go to see what works." Con
characterized this need for feedback as a weakness, noting that he would see people change styles from
week to week, where he felt his style was his own, and despite his own progression, remained grounded
in his own standards rather than being tethered to perceived expectations. Foremost among these
expectations were the lyrical lexicon and rough musical contours ofbattle rap as Con continued to
explain:
[freestyle ciphers] definitely got crazy after [Eminem's film] 8 Mile. Now all
these MCs have sixty-second attention spans. But the shit [hip hop] is a lot deeper
than that. But now that's the prominent element of hip hop. Everything is all about
that innit? The American industry caught on to that and all of a sudden every artist
is battlin' and it's street war mixtapes with twenty or thirty tracks of dissin' each
other.
In his comments, Con not only notes the American influence on the London scene, but highlights the
forms of media dissemination that carry the styles. In his mention ofthe importance ofEminem's 8 Mile,
he echoed countless MCs that credited the white American rapper with far-ranging influence-perceived
as both good and bad. Indeed, Con explained that such negative American commercial influences were
most prominent in the subgenre of grime, but that the form that has grown and "polluted" the larger hip
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hop scene. Citing grime's connections to the contemporary predominance of nihilistic battle, gangsta,
and bling images in American hip hop he noted: "If anything there's more comparisons between grime
here and hip hop in the United States .... It's come through with the same type ofmoney ... similar in the
direction of the industry."
However, as he also notes, the industry valences of this dissemination of media is not always, or
even mainly, a commercial phenomenon. His mention of mixtapes as a proliferating form, is a reference
to the freely traded and copied CDs that, while created to generate buzz for eventual promotion and
monetary remuneration, are essentially a community based endeavor. As he noted later in the interview
in response to a question about his first exposures to hip hop: "My cousin had Nas ntmatic and I saw Wu
Tang [video for "The Mystery of] Chessboxing" and I was really into that. It grows on you, you talk, it's
community based, as soon as you hear something ill you gotta tell somebody." Indeed, at the end of our
interview DJ Ruthless handed me a copy of the group's mixtape.
Continuing on his distaste for this relatively recent turn to battle rap, he expanded upon his point
about MCs producing more and more tracks (20-30 per mixtape) to argue that with this prolific output
there is less and less attention to artistry. He notes:
They're producing this type of thing where, like, if you've got a story, if you've
been through anything in your life that you would characterize as maybe grim or
someone else would say "oh, yeah that's some real shit." You hear shit like that,
and that gives you justification to pick up a pen and tell all your stories? And, you
know what I'm sayin', we're supposed to respect you because you went through that?
And it's like, what kind of artist are you? [emphasis in original]
While I had talked to countless MCs about musical concerns, none had formulated their response quite as
succinctly and eloquently as Con. Echoing Mani and Xiao, he continued: "We need music with fee/in'.
Nothin's got any fee/in'. No one gives a fuck about how much drugs you sell and, fuckin', you can get
killed where you live because it's not shit-go to brazil blood, go to the favelas in brazil and then spit
about fuckin' ... " as his heretofore quiet and well considered tone grew in volume and tension, Kwake and
the others interjected: "Or south Africa, innit? Go to South Africa and talk that shit. You'll get laughed
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at. It's like 'place yourself in the context of the fucking universe."' As emotions flared, DJ Ruthless
added: "Not just what's going on over here, man," to which Con relaxed with a sense of resignation: "But
that's London. It's a gridlocked environment designed to keep particular groups of people within their
confines." The Peckham crew seemed distraught at the idea that poorly crafted tales of violence and inner
city life would be read and rewarded as authentic street chronicles, when their neighborhood was among
the poorest in the city.
Most importantly, in the above statements Con points to the issues of depth and artistry, two
related themes that seemed to function as signposts in his thoughtful stream of consciousness responses.
On the issue of depth, Con resented what he felt to be a lack ofhistorical·awareness of the form,
observing:
You know, if you know hip hop you hear some of these people that have been
coming out and you get the impression that they haven't been listening to the
same music that you have over the last ten fucking years. The history and the
depth of it. Only once you're deep into hip hop do you realize how far it expands.
You've got people like Mad Lib, De La [Soul], Outkast, fuckin', Pharoah Monch
and these different movements. This is some deep shit that extends wide. [my italics]
Although his comments are notably restricted to hip hop rather than black music at large, and despite his
listing of American artists from Los Angeles, New York, Atlanta, Con's comments reflected a
commitment to the form's history and impact that I also gathered from Aleem's comments on black
music in the UK.
Many of the MCs that I interviewed displayed this "hip hop scholar'' characteristic that is perhaps
less discernable in artists working in popular music at large. Despite being in his early twenties, Con
looked on the work of cocksure newcomers to the form with a degree of disdain. This "pay your dues"
mentality is an important part of what I have described as hip hop's underground ideology. However,
Conficius's "sage" comments sought to describe something "deeper" than the mere apprenticejourneyman-master progression discourse that were relatively common in my interviews. That is, Con
seemed to indicate an awareness of a hip hop's matrix of meaning making. To be sure, his name(s)
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betrayed a desire to be thought of as "deep," but the form that his responses took, read in tandem with his
musical and lyrical style, indicated that his titular wisdom was, in both style and substance, rather
descriptive. Regardless, Con's comments on artistry described a view about hip hop that did not belittle
the cultivation of ability so often eschewed through the discourses of rawness and authenticity associated
with the form (and ironically cultivated by its industry).
Perhaps most tellingly, through the short form of the name, "Con," the MC deforms the wisdom
implied by his Confucius title. He muddies the waters of his own meaning making, signifyin(g) on
deception. Much as Aleem plays in the gray areas between right and wrong, heaven and hell, self and
other, Con is examining received knowledge and working through these binaries and the difference that
defines the space between their poles. Following Baker, the duplicitous name "Con/fucius" itself is thus
loaded with ambivalence and paradox, enciphered through the blues code wherein his "mastery of form"
is redeployed in a quite literal "deformation of mastery." The name is located at the crossroads between
knowledge and deception, good and evil.
Con traced his initial exposures to hip hop to the 1993 video for the Wu-Tang Clan's "Da
Mystery of Chessboxin"' and Nas's critically acclaimed album Illmatic. Both Wu-Tang and Nas were
commonly cited influences by interviewees in all three cities, but in his choice of the historic East Asian
philosopher as his namesake, Confucius seemed to have taken much of the Wu-Tang Clan's kung fu
mythology to heart at an early age. After years rapping along with recorded music from the US, and later
from the UK, Con's first recognition that he might be able to make a go at the "rap game" came in the
form of an epiphany, which he described in a mystical maxim worthy of his namesake. Con recalled:
When we first started making freestyles, I remember we had some Primo beats
[hip hop producer DJ Premier] and we started jumping on 'em. And something
about it just sounded good, sounded correct. You know what I mean? And that
feeling, of like, taking in that beat and sounding correct on it was quite a buzz. So
you hear the beat. It's empty before you jump on it. It's like 'the mountain is vast
before you climb it.' You know what I mean?
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The beats ofDJ Premier were also a common influence among both MCs and DJs who I
interviewed and were often featured at live freestyle events. For MCs, the New York DJ's pared down
tracks provided both the groove to ''jump on it" and the space to think. Con continued, commenting on
the form of hip hop "That's why hip hop is some other shit. It's like the perfect music. It's a no
brainer-the perfect tempo, perfect beat, perfect flexibility, time to think. If it's a good beat and a good
rapper it's easy ... but you gotta be deep into it, innit?" [spoken emphasis].
Kwake followed up describing the longtime collaboration between he and Con, wherein the two
recognized a shared aesthetic and worked to perfect their art. He continued Con's line of thought,
remembering:
When I realized that me and Con could make tunes it was just like fundamental.
The timing's right. There was an era of like six months where it was just like, he
would come to my yard every day. We wouldn't even talk. I'd just be sittin there
already playin' a beat. And like he'd have a headphone, and I had a headphone. And
he'd just be penning a verse and I'd just be makin' a beat. We just had this mad
connection really early on ... We didn't really know what to do with this vibe. Like
how do we put this into something?"
Although he stressed the immediate connection, Kwake's reminiscences also described a type of extended
training period in which the two sequestered themselves, woodshedding their abilities on daily basis. The
story served to underscore Con's points about depth, recounting the structured time needed to perfect
one's skills. Kwake continued, "And now any time we record together it's like just subliminal. We just
chum it. It's proper Motown shit. Like Barry Gordy." Con concurred: "We we're just like: 'No doubt.
This is it."'
Kwake added a final thought on his musical aspirations that shed an interesting light on his views
about live performing, which he did a great deal I noticed, often running from one drumming gig to DJ at
another after hours club or party. He explained his own epiphany in the same reflective tone as Con: "I
mean that same Primo moment for me was when we made that batch of tunes ... at that little studio in
Notting Hill, sittin in the garden, and I was like damn, you know what I mean, this is real! Nice little
studio in Notting Hill. Back garden vibe, we's just chillin' out. And it all became a lot more like I could
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actually become a producer, and like work on my own sound. I wanna produce music rather than just
beating drums or DJing." Con responded appreciatively: "That's what I love about working with real
artists. There's always another box that they've got. The real motherfuckers have always got something
else that they're working on."
Whether due to Kwake's training as a drummer or Con's thoughtful disposition, their discourse
on musicianship, craft, and artistry was somewhat unique in my interview experiences. Most commonly,
my standard interview questions about exposure, influence, and impetus to hip hop performance were met
by responses that characterized MCing or DJing as something one does. In the case ofKwake and Con,
the responses came in the form of a shared development narrative. Indeed, the two placed a singular
emphasis on their musical craft and placed a strong emphasis on cultivation. From their dismissal of
underground mixtapes that stress quantity over quality, to their derisive comments about MCs who place
an emphasis on rawness over artistry, to their stated respect of the form ofhip hop, Kwake and Con
described a quest for mastery centered on the depth of the form.

"We/They Are The Original White Conquerors"
Towards the end of our interview the conversation moved towards class and race politics in
London. I had asked for the crew's impressions on the different ends of the metropolis and in response to
a question about north London's borough of Camden, where I had met a number of MCs, Con described
the area through contrast: "In north London everyone knows everyone, people in the estates [housing
projects] are all in it together. It used to be like that in south, whereas now, there's someone new onto
your road every week, man. They build a new block every week. You see a new family, a new group of
people and it creates this kind of edginess between people, especially with the propaganda on TV about
Muslims and shit and just encouraging racial division in south London." The comment recalled a point
Con had made earlier with regard to keeping certain groups in their "confines." Con's point contrasted
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with Parma G's general impressions that there was little racial or ethnic tension in the city, yet made
sense coming from the latter's context in north London.
Angel gave me a brief history of Peckham and South London at large, which served as a
"dumping grounds" for Wind Rush immigrants who were housed in large, quickly built estates. As he
explained, his girlfriend lived in one that was slated for demolition in the late 1970s, but with the everincreasing need for housing has remained occupied. According to Con, Peckham is the most densely
populated neighborhood in Europe-an assertion that I have not been able to confirm, but which
nonetheless paints a good picture of the ethnically diverse and bustling area. The "energy" of the area, as
he described, comes from the Peckham's history of immigration-introducing populations from all over
the world to the neighborhood's "working class Cockney" population. "We rep[resent] that shit!"
stressed Con with regard to his neighborhood's hybrid energy.
Con continued, picking up· Angel's history lesson by explaining that these immigrants from the
colonies had, in fact, rebuilt the city after the war, but are still looked at like they don't belong. As an
example, he began to recount a story about a recent encounter with such bigotry after walking into a Pizza
Hut with his hat turned backwards. But he was quickly interrupted by Kwake, who interjected: "Wait!
Hold on, hold on, hold on ... Remember when we first come in here?''-at which point, all four burst into
laughter issuing a chorus of assent. Indeed, a minute after we first arrived at the pub and had received our
drinks at the bar, we walked to a nicely furnished back room in search of a table where we could all sit.
An instant later, the barkeeper came back and asked for everyone's IDs. All of us were confused as we
had already received our drinks. Apparently, on seeing a group of young men in hip hop attire, the
(white) barkeeper had considered the group safe to serve as long as they have their drinks standing at the
bar. When they/we settled into the upholstered chairs, however, he reconsidered and decided to see if he
could retroactively deny service-or at least hurry us up. After all the IDs checked out he went
sheepishly back to the bar-and everyone snickered and forgot about the incident. At this point later in
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the interview, however, the four of them recognized the strange behavior for what it was-an expression
of racially tinged classism. Con remarked: "That's London. It's all appearances."
I had been confused by the late request for ID as well, but as a slightly older and foreign observer,
I took it in stride following the lead of the others. Now the crew was all over it, interpolating the incident
in the context of their current discourse. The ensuing back-and-forth went as follows:
Kwake: This type of behavior is all a product of that shit [that history]. All that shit
that has created these dread scenarios comes from here. AU that colonialism-all
that shit.
Con: Exactly, man, that attitude towards different races is a British thing, because
we are the original white conqueror.
Angel: The original segregationists.
Con: You know what I'm saying. No one did it before the British. No one had the
smarts, you know what I'm saying, lad. Fuckin', no one had conceived of this shit
back then. The group of people that were in Britain at the time that made those
[colonial] decisions, made those decisions for a reason. When I hear the Queen's
speech from the States, she's sayin' shit like, about the British people: "Oh, we are
blessed" and about "We are an incredible people, and in time we will realize." But
the fact of the matter is that she's not even fucking lying man. They pulled some
fucked up shit.
The comments here are salient ones for a number of reasons, first because Con's comic, if fitting, citation
of the Queen's visit to the US from 3-7 May 2007 had taken place only the week previous, and was
scheduled in commemoration of the four hundredth anniversary of the Jamestown Settlement. Second,
because without missing a beat Con continued:
I was on that march. I was one of the however many million people that marched
for us not to go to war. I saw the speeches from Desmond Tutu. I was there for
selfish reasons arguably. [Laughter that he was there for the spectacle and party
atmosphere] But that's not the point, innit? I was there with all those people, and
nothing changed." [emphasis in original]
Con's half-joking, half-serious points betray his contlation ofthe UK's colonial history and its
(neo )colonial present. Indeed, we can read his comments about four hundred years ago in direct
correlation with his points about a week ago. As he sees it: "nothing's changed." Although the UK has
lost much of the empire that stretched around the globe, its interests remain entrenched in nearly every
part of that span. These interests range from the formal political control of the dozen or so British
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Overseas Territories and the diplomatic and cultural relations of the commonwealth countries, to the
economic interests of global financial firms from Hong Kong to the Cayman Islands and the close
military relations that extend across the Atlantic. These entrenched interests have kept the UK among the
richest countries in the world and characterize the criticisms about the island nation's continued colonial
and imperial projects. With regard to "change," Con's mention of the British Monarchy remains a fitting
symbol of these charges on a level that far outstretches the diminished power of the institution.
As we will see in chapter six, the UK's partnership with the US led War on Terror is a source of
much debate in London, forming a set of discourses that are especially prominent in UK hip hop.
Importantly, criticisms of the war coming from the UK are premised largely on broader criticisms of the
',,

nation's enduring neocolonial actions. It is no surprise, then, that hip hop artists like Con and Kwake see
in the war the material effects of the UK's long legacy of racially justified oppression. One would be
hard pressed to prove Con's assertions about racial supremacist ideology as a uniquely "British thing,"
but he is on sturdy ground in characterizing the British Empire as "the original white conqueror." Indeed,
where the Spanish Empire was premised largely on religious ideologies, British racial ideologies were
key to the nation's colonial logic of settlement and commerce. 29
Finally, and most remarkably, we can hear in Con's comments a subjectivity that speaks from
both inside and outside of the nation. It is a highly positional and contingent subjectivity that exists at the
crossroads of national inclusion and exclusion. When Con first responds to Kwake's relation of the
barroom incident to the "dread scenarios" of colonialism he offers: "we are the original white
conquerors." He is speaking from a national subject position--or, extending Baker, the national
subjectivity is speaking him. The structures of national signification are formulated in Con's thought
process and manifest themselves in a verbal association with the history of racial oppression that he is
condemning. Seeming to recognize the paradox, in the next thought he refers to the "British." However,

29

Henry Kamen, Empire: How Spain Became a World Power, 1492-1763 (New York: Harper Collins, 2003), 4;
Gilroy, There Ain't No Black in the Union Jack.
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we can tell he still has one foot in the national subjectivity as he plays in the ironies of his own (feigned?)
national pride: "No one did it before the British. No one had the smarts .... Fuckin', no one had
conceived of this shit back then."
His next move is to slowly dissociate himself from the nation through historicization. He goes
back four hundred years to the dawn of British colonialism to examine the motives of people very
different from himself, continuing: "The group of people that were in Britain at the time that made those
[colonial] decisions, made those decisions for a reason." Here Con acquits himself of the nation's
atrocities while simultaneously problematizing the blood and soil logic of nationality by accentuating the
continual turnover of the various groups of people "in Britain at the time." Although he seems to shift to
a rational materialism here, taking a literal tone and locating the colonial impetus in an implied wealth
extraction rationale, he then proceeds to skip four hundred years forward, back to the present and to the
anachronistic figure of the Queen (who, as it just so happens, is in Virginia celebrating her four-hundredyear-old colonial legacy). Con quotes Queen Elizabeth II, who says (or he hears saying): "Oh, we are
blessed. We are an incredible people, and in time we will realize." Through the Queen's "we" Con is
again implicated and, irony of ironies, she wants her people to start appreciating their "bygone" colonial
legacy. But the question for Con is: who is "we?" Her formulation of"a people" certainly smacks of
blood and soil bio-nationalism and would seem to leave him where he started-at the crossroads of
inclusion and exclusion. He is a citizen of the UK but he remains not an Englishman.
Where Con recounts the Queen saying: "We are an incredible people, and in time we will realize"
it becomes a little hard to believe him-to believe that these are the Queen's words (in front of an
American audience, at that). Indeed, I was not able to find the transcript of the remarks he is
paraphrasing. It is quite possible that Con is misquoting, misattributing, or even fabricating her lines. As
he continues: "But the fact of the matter is that she's not even fucking lying man. They pulled some
fucked up shit." Here, Con could be "pulling" something as well-engaging in a bit of deception himself.
"But ... " as Con says later "that's not the point, innit?" At this point, it doesn't matter and Con/fucius is
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expressing both of the valences of his name. With his playfully sarcastic recognition that "she's not even
lying" about British colonial atrocities Con is in full signifyin(g) mode. Con loves it! She's right. But
not for the reason she thinks she is. At this point he is deep, deep, deep, into the deformation of mastery,
here literally resignifyin(g) the Queen's English through the blues code.
Beneath this rising crescendo, this height of irony, this revelation in paradox and ludic play, one
valence of the blues code that has heretofore gone unrepresented comes to the fore. In thinking of the
Queen in America, Con immediately thinks of the War on Terror and the heightened sense of xenophobia
that it has brought to London's streets, buses, and tube stations. He notes that he was at the rally against
the aggression, standing to be counted, but that despite his efforts, the efforts of his fellow postcolonialthe Anglican Archbishop from South Africa-and the "however many million people" with him, "nothing

changed." In Con's voice, I could hear that his connection between the Queen in America and the War
on Terror sparked the valence of sadness that also marks the blues matrix. "Nothing changed." In Con's
mind, the Queen's visit to the US to commemorate an historic moment four hundred years ago triggered a
colonial continuity with the present. The date, 14 May 1607 marks a milestone in the history of
colonialism, slavery, and imperial aggression. At the time, the British and American colonists executed
their imperial projects in concert, as one. Today, in reflecting on the Queen's visit, the War on Terror,
and postcoloniality, Con seemed to think: "nothing changed."
Lest we judge the Monarch unfairly, here is an excerpt from her comments in front of the
Virginia Legislature-comments that are in the record. Though Queen Elizabeth II mentions nothing
about the War on Terror, one get the feeling that she senses, in some way, the same historical continuity
that Con does, as she jokes:
When I last visited 50 years ago (Laughter) ... we celebrated the 350th anniversary
largely from the perspective of those settlers, in terms of the exploration of new
worlds, the spread of values and of the English language, and the sacrifice of those
early pioneers
These remain great attributes, and we will appreciate their impact today. But 50 years
on, we are now in a position to reflect more candidly on the Jamestown legacy.
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Human progress rarely comes without cost. And those early years in Jamestown,
when three great civilizations came together for the first time, Western European,
Native American and African, released a train of events which continues to have a
profound social impact, not only in the United States, but also in the United Kingdom
and Europe.
Over the course of my reign, and certainly since I first visited Jamestown in 1957, my
country has become a much more diverse society, just as the Commonwealth of
Virginia and the whole United States of America have also undergone major social
change.
The "melting pot" metaphor captures one of the great strengths of your country,
and is an inspiration to others around the world, as we face the continuing social
challenges ahead. 30

Conclusions: The Blues Matrix, (African) Americanization, and Nation
In Ronald Radano's 2004 study Lying up a Nation, the musicologist locates the emergence of
black music in the same historical milieu that saw the emergence of American racial ideologies. He sees
black music as both cause and effect of early nineteenth-century transactions that codified definitions of
"white" and "black" for the young American nation. It is in the "train of events" unleashed by these
transactions that he is especially interested and the musical artifacts that it leaves-the "manifestations"
of the blues code as Houston Baker would have it. Radano dialogues with Baker early in the study,
articulating his take on their shared archeological project:
The historical study of black music thus becomes what Houston Baker calls "blues
criticism," a critical practice "for which the intent is always the foregrounding of
ancestral faces-hear an America singing that has never been heard before." In this
instance, the unsung or "never said" is the secret voicing or "truth content" that
America confesses, an utterance that rather than emanating from ''the black (w)hole"
of racial singularity proposed by Baker emerges instead as a "miracle of production"
developing from the contradictions of race. 31

°
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Like Baker, Radano is interested in theorizing black music through sound, but feels that the literary critic
as such is as yet unequipped to speak to musical sound without a degree of "mystification" that tends to
obfuscate rather than illuminate the music's history.
Later in the first chapter Radano equates the work of Baker and Gates as similarly romanticizing,
finding their conceptual models to lead in the direction that essentializes the blackness of black music and
unnecessarily valorizes the music as a homespun "vernacular" tool of resistance. In the theories of the
blues matrix and signifyin(g) Radano sees models that reify blackness. By contrast, he proposes a model
that by necessity must interrogate the mutually constituted ideas of blackness and whiteness in order to
get at the "truth content" of this music. He writes: "What drives this search for an imaginary link binding
all black music is the belief in a viable and manifest difference affirming ideological commitments to
'black' and 'white."' 32 In short, without an understanding of the constructedness of race, we cannot begin
to understand black music.
In a 2008 paper delivered to Chicago's Center for Black Music Research, Radano laid out his

theory that "[black music's] very form refuses the appropriative force of a white majority, not because of
some special power, but because of the inherently contradictory nature of race." The "structural
contradiction" that he describes pits the essential and celebrated blackness of black music against the
nation's investment in black music as a unique and singular expression of the American spirit. Indeed,
Radano argues that the power of black music is located in the tension between its status both as a form of
cultural agency and as a public commodity. He writes:
Black music as an unmediated expression of private, bodily feeling becomes through
the economic forces of commodification and property ownership a public form
available to all. This contradiction between the private world ofracialized black
music and its public access in the world of consumer capitalism is what gets to the
heart of black music's authenticity and power. 33

32
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The valence of commodification that Radano describes stresses how blackness entered the national
ideology in the form of the slave trade and is now encoded in the national circulation of black music. As
succinctly formulates the thesis: the power emanates from the tension between "the body and the body
politic."
As he rightly notes, the centrality of African American culture to American culture makes
manifest a paradox-namely that African Americans have had a tenuous and highly contested
relationship with the nation from its prehistory, through its inception, up until today despite this
centrality. Black music speaks the constitutive hybridity of the American nation from its inception and
provides a counterhistory that corrects as it deforms official histories that place Plymouth's pilgrims in
advance of Jamestown's slaves. The Queen's reference to one of America's most enduring symbols-the
"melting pot"-reminds us ofthe historical truth that the nation's "out of many, one" principle has a
glaring exception codified in its racial ideology. It is through my parenthetical construction of(African)
Americanization that I attempt to symbolize this idea of one-ness with a glaring exception, and in
Radano's theory of black music circulating through the body politic as commodity, this heuristic finds
perhaps its best expression. All told, his critique of recent theorizations is a fair one, but his location of
black music's power in the structural contradictions of the incomplete nation is the truly salient point, and
is one that I find to shed new light on Baker's models in particular.
While Radano criticizes Baker and Gates for an unproductive celebration of agency in spite of
commoditization, I think we can salvage a great deal from their models, as the previous analyses have
shown. His conclusions are on the mark, but the continued practices of resistance in the blues code, the
deformation of mastery, and signifyin(g) practices that are so evidently apparent in black music indicate
that we should not entirely jettison our understanding of black cultural forms as vernacular forms of
resistance. Instead, I propose that we move away from the well-worn notion of all black musics as
inherently resistant. Indeed, as hip hop proliferates and becomes increasingly central to mainstream,
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commercial, and often oppressive ideologies it becomes harder to make the case for the wholesale
valorization of black music.
In short, we need not jettison the theories ofBaker and Gates so long as we keep our focus on the
dynamic, fluid, and contested musical and discursive practices that have marked the music's conception
and historical evolution. Indeed, in the above sections I have performed a reading through the theoretical
framework of Baker's blues code and deformation of mastery-with several nods to Gates's
signifyin(g)--that lays bare the constitutive diversity of this music. While the reading may have been a
selective one, it shows how such theories ostensibly devised about black "vernaculars" can productively
be applied to non-American contexts through their consideration of discursive structures rather than
abstract groupings of people-through the code rather than the subject. In this regard I read Baker's
model as definitively anti-essentialist. Indeed, Radano's de-centering of Baker's vernacular racial
singularity in favor of "the foregrounding of ancestral faces" of all hues approximates my reading of the
blues code as a counternarrative of diversity. As it becomes harder and harder to locate the vernacular in
contemporary life, it seems appropriate that we reconsider our terminologies as popular music
complicates ever more fully the distance between life and art, performance and commerce. If Aleem,
Con, and Kwake are any indication, there is precious little "vernacular" about the way that music and
meaning are cultivated today.
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Chapter Six
M.I.A.'s "Terrorist Chic":
Black Atlantic Music and South Asian Postcolonial Politics in London

Quit bending all my fingo
Quit beating me like you're Ringo
You wanna go? You wanna win a war?
Like P.L.O. I don't surrend-o
(M.I.A., "Sunshowers," 2005) 1
Sometimes I think I'm going insane
I think I might hijack a plane!
Don't push me, 'cause I'm close to the edge
I'm tryin' not to lose my head
Uh-huh-huh, huh, huh
It's like a jungle sometimes, it makes me wonder
How I keep from goin' under
(Melle Mel on Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five's, "The Message," 1982/

Chapter Five of Paul Gilroy's 1987 study 'There Ain't no Black in the Union Jack': The Cultural

Politics of Race and Nation, comprises an examination of the manner in which black British music has
"drawn on the cultural politics of black struggles in the US and the Caribbean." 3 As such, it is also
something of a model for the present chapter and my broader examinations of hip hop in Europe. In the
chapter, the sociologist and cultural critic focuses on Britain's settlers of African descent, tracing the
ways that music has provided a diverse set of strategies for both voicing political opposition and relating
to British society at large. These musical and rhetorical tactics, he argues, have shaped black British
identity around a set of shared ideas developed by New World blacks. Gilroy writes: "In particular, the
culture and politics of black America and the Caribbean have become raw materials for creative processes

1
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which redefine what it means to be black, adapting it to distinctively British experiences and meanings." 4
The fifth chapter, titled "Diaspora, utopia and the critique of capitalism," focuses on how the processes of
migration and international commercial networks have brought African American musics to the UK and
comprises a catalogue of US and Caribbean influence on black Britons.
In the present chapter, I use Gilroy's work on black British cultural politics to resituate the
manner in which hip hop is read as oppositional. Here, I mean in particular to interrogate the way that the
music has been conceived as a "resistance vemacular"-to use Russell A. Potter's formulation in his

Spectacular Vernaculars: Hip-Hop and the Politics ofPostmodernism. 5 A major critique of Potter's
work in the hip hop literature comes from Tony Mitchell in the introduction to his edited collection

Global Noise: Rap and Hip-Hop Outside the United States. In the piece, Mitchell notes hip hop's waning
claim to the oppositionality that Potter structures his argument around, citing Gilroy's 1994 comment
that: "Hip Hop's marginality is as official, as routinized, as its overblown defiance; yet it is still
represented as an outlaw form." 6 Notably, Mitchell reads Gilroy's point not as global in scope, but as a
locally proscribed observation highlighting the mainstreaming and commercialization of the US form in
particular. He uses this reading of Gilroy to pivot into territory that he claims provides "more appropriate
examples" of such resistance-those marginal contexts outside of the US where the artists have not yet
been co-opted by commercial forces. Now, over five years on from Mitchell's collection (and almost
fifteen from Potter's), it seems appropriate to revisit some ofthe assumptions regarding the perceived
moment of freedom and emancipatory potential he reads at the dawn of global hip hop.
Mitchell's other primary project in Global Noise is to show how global hip hop is not a
counterfeit and inauthentic approximation of an African American original. He notes that his study is a
direct response to Tricia Rose's call for global examinations of hip hop, but then takes the hip hop scholar
to task for essentializing hip hop. Mitchell writes that in her call for such studies, Rose betrays a view
4
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that the study of global hip hop "would involve studying the appropriation of rap and hip hop as an
essentialized, endemically African American cultural form." 7 In what follows I would like to suggest that
while hip hop might not be (and indeed is not) simply an African American form, its adoption outside of
the US does represent what I have referred to as {African) Americanization. As discussed in chapter five,
the very naming practice of "black" music in the US context has inscribed upon hip hop the contradictory
discourses of American racial ideology. As Ronald Radano explains: the "collision between a notion of
black musical form as racially-defined private property and black music as a force within the consumer
market ... has extended the power ofblack musical authenticity." 8 Although historically constructed, this
authenticity moves with the form insinuating itself in local contexts in myriad ways, most of them wholly
in keeping with the cultural practices and discursive contours of the adoptive subjects. As I demonstrated
in chapter five, the blues code that constitutes the form ofhip hop encodes the genesis of the form, but
does not proscribe the form's development.
More importantly for our purposes in the present chapter, I would like to question the originary
moment that Mitchell posits in his assertion that we might still find resistance potential at the far reaches
of the hip hop galaxy. Not only is the discursive pivot he executes (with the help of Gilroy) an all too
easy rhetorical move, the proposition that hip hop regains a vernacular potency when transplanted misses
the point that hip hop has always circulated throughout culture as a commodity. Hip hop was born of
other commodified black musical forms that were themselves born of such forms. Hip hop has never
been a vernacular-spectacular, resistance, or otherwise-but an expressive form that is always already
deeply implicated in the culture industry and the discourses that its society generates. Indeed, following
Radano, all black music has circulated through commercial networks since at least the early twentieth
century, and more accurately, stretching back to the codification of blackness in the minstrel mask and its
sonic contours. Its encoding as a racialized "black music" confirms this reading.

7
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In this chapter, I look overseas not to argue that I might there find greener pastures for resistance,

but to argue that everywhere hip hop lives, it holds the potential to work through and against racialized
and commodified hegemonies. As a form that was forged in the interplay between European slaveholders
and their African property, this body of musical expression has always navigated the oppression of
commodification. While this is not to say that all hip hop or all black musics are inherently resistant, it is
to say that they hold the potential for resistance. But this music represents the possibility of (African)
Americanization in countless contexts across the globe that comes in forms ranging from resistance
potential to the transmission of American racial ideology and/or commodification. In other words, the
valences of this music are manifold ranging from the profoundly emancipatory and constructive to the
sadly stereotyped and the manifestly commercial.
In order to focus on the multiple valences of (African) Americanization with regard to the
commercial in this chapter, I look at an extremely successful London MC by the name ofM.I.A. I choose
this subject not only for her remarkable capacity for the type of musical syncretization that has
historically characterized black musics, but also for a novel discourse that has grown up around her
music--one that I think speaks volumes about the processes that I am describing in this study. The
phrase: "terrorist chic" provides an alternative heuristic for this chapter, exposing new valences to my
(African) Americanization figure, not the least of these which is gender. I describe the term and its
genesis in sections to come. For now, suffice it to say that the term came into being as a dismissive
gesture towards M.I.A. 's music, indicating a sense of disdain for (feminized) fad and ephemerality. As I
demonstrate, underlying this manifest disdain is an accompanying sense of hypocrisy that any violently
oppositional music must by definition circumvent the commercial-that it must operate in a parallel space
or black market that functions free from the constraints and compromises of our deeply implicated global
society.
Behind such dismissive treatments we inevitably find strategies to cover something up. In this
case, we find a set of (il)logics that inform discourses of authenticity so important to our appreciation of
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music (especially black music) that we would rather leave them alone. Extending Radano, I argue that if
we engage in a mode of"subversive listening" to M.I.A.'s Arular, we can hear in this music the very
thing we are afraid we might-the sound of the authentically inauthentic. 9 Through her postcolonial
musical project that collapses desolate Third World images of guerilla warfare upon seemingly vacuous
First World images of popular culture, she calls into question our reliance on binaries between tradition
and commercial, vernacular and popular and shows her own constitutive hybridity. In the pages that
follow I catalog at length M.I.A.'s work on Arular to show how she works both within and against her
own commodification and other structures of domination. In so doing, I employ Chela Sandoval's
reconsideration of Frantz Fanon's Peau noire, masques blancs [Black Skin, White Masks], wherein she
notes an alternate valence of masks: ''the tactical deception of the impostor who controls." 10 The chapter
is thus a deep reading of the album, demonstrating through music and lyric the multivalent forces of
postcoloniality. Importantly, M.I.A. 's depiction of postcoloniality is voiced through the commodified
form ofblack music-a form that grew out of white American commodifications ofblackness that were
then utilized by African Americans to relate themselves to the nation and to ultimately, if unevenly,
exercise an agency countering the racial valences of nation.

"It's Like a Jungle Sometimes": "The Message" in Brixton (1981)
Writing about London's infamous "race riots" of the early 1980s, Gilroy explores the ways in
which hip hop in particular began speaking to black British youth. He cites one particularly evocative
lyric by Melle Mel of the New York hip hop group Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five to make the
case that rap music and its politics were beginning to resonate in the UK:
As the smoke from the uprisings of 1981 hung in the inner-city air, young Britons
were absorbing the 'Don't push me, 'cause I'm close to the edge' message transmitted
by Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five, and pondering the relevance of Afrika
9
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Bambaataa's 'Zulu Nation' to their own experience of structural unemployment,
police harassment, drug abuse and racial disadvantage. In both America and Britain,
a rediscovery of the black politics of the 1960s has been a consistent feature of hip-hop
culture. 11
As the music and message of hip hop caught on in the US, it began spreading across the globe. Because
of a shared language, nowhere did the music have a more immediate impact than on the UK's music
scene. Melle Mel's message was immediately understood in British inner cities, and Bambaataa's Bronxcentered hip hop movement was soon renamed the Universal Zulu Nation in recognition of rap music's
growing global appeal.
Gilroy thus places music at the center of his discussion of African diaspora politics. In Gilroy's
view, hip hop provided inner-city youth with a new incarnation of solidarity around ideas of blackness.
The music spoke to real problems and offered a set of strategies for promoting unity among black
communities and rallying this solidarity against perceived injustices. The music also acts as a primary
site of racial identity formation and a vessel for fermenting ideas and distributing a shared
consciousness-a point that Gilroy would develop further in his landmark 1993 study, The Black
Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness. 12 But as his remarks about the resonances of the 1981
uprisings indicate, this music not only held a unique potentiality with which to promote solidarity, but
also served as a channel for fomenting and articulating opposition. As he writes: "Black expressive
cultures affirm while they protest." 13 Furthermore, he continues: "The assimilation of blacks is not a
process of acculturation but of cultural syncretism" connecting the disparate Afro-diasporic communities
spread across the globe.
Notably, the lyrics that Gilroy quotes from The Furious Five's breakthrough hit "The Message"
are couched in terms of outright revolt. The track is a jeremiad about inner city unemployment,
underdevelopment, poverty, and blight-its central "message" that if structural racism continues an
11
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uncertain threat will materialize. Such a revolution looms in the verses of the track, and as the above
epigram indicates, Melle Mel posits hijacking a plane as a potential outcome of such dire and mentally
damaging circumstances. In short, "The Message" is: if society pushes I'll push back.
As Gilroy notes, proximity to this edge of economic and racial marginalization may result not
only in a fall into abject poverty but also represents a threat of such communities forsaking their
historically tenuous membership in the civilized nation. He again places African American music at the
center of this equation, writing: "records in this vein exported to Europe the idea that black communities
in the inner city, particularly the young, could define themselves politically and philosophically as an
opposed 'nation' bound together in the framework of the diaspora by language and history." 14
Bambaataa's Universal Zulu Nation served as one overtly oppositional form of alternative national
solidarity, opposing white supremacy, promoting interracial understanding, and offering a contrast with
historically exclusive notions of the nation. Similarly, the analogy of city as jungle serves Melle Mel with
a tool to critique a civilization and its modernity that purport to protect and serve its citizenry, but fail to
provide an adequate safety net for inner city communities. In his Black Atlantic Gilroy theorizes this
radicalized oppositionality as a "counterculture of modernity." While this counterculture does not exist
outside of modernity, it stresses the antinomies of modernity and the hypocrisies of modern nations.
The uprisings that Gilroy refers to in Union Jack began with London's infamous Brixton Riot of
11-12 April1981. The events in the largely black neighborhood ofBrixton represented a tipping point in
UK race relations. Structural inequality and poverty, coupled with an increased police presence in such

neighborhoods of a demographically changed London, made for a situation that was indeed "close to the
edge." Although the details of the uprising remain a contested ground (as suggested by the opposed
historical frames: "uprising" and "riot"), what is certain is that black community members perceived an
instance of police intervention as police brutality and mounted a counterassault on the officers. Just as
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this police incident proved to be a tipping point for Brixton residents, news of the Brixton uprising
provided some impetus to push other communities over the edge. Following the events ofBrixton in
1981, a number of racially inflected uprisings erupted in other neighborhoods of London and across the

UK.
As Gilroy notes, the political dissatisfaction and oppositional ferment that lead to the Brixton riot
was in many ways an echo of the preconditions for the race riots in American cities during the late 1960s
and early 1970s. Writing about the waning influence of Caribbean musics after the 1970's reggae and ska
movements, Gilroy writes of hip hop's rise to prominence throughout the 1980s via a "rediscovery of the
black politics of the 1960s." He writes: "The rappers and breakdancers who once again established
America as the primary source of material for the cultural syncretisms of black Britain, articulated a clear
political line which was well received here." 15 Hip hop is, of course, a form born in the diasporic
interstices of New World blacks from the Caribbean and New York. The music grew out of a dialogue
between the two cultures-a fact that is rightly stressed in the genesis stories about hip hop. 16 Indeed, the
figurehead of the Furious Five, Grandmaster Flash is one such seminal figure who was born in Barbados
and raised in the Bronx. But despite hip hop's well-documented pre-history in the Caribbean, Gilroy
notes a decided shift in orientation on the part of black Britons from the Caribbean to the US-to New
York's hip hop scene in particular.
Given that the majority of Britain's black settlers have Caribbean backgrounds, this new source
of oppositional cultural and political source material may seem misplaced. However, the shift that Gilroy
describes in Union Jack laid the basis for his theorization of a dynamic and changing diaspora in The
Black Atlantic, that later took the form of"roots and routes." 17 He offers this model of black culture "as

15
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an alternative to the different varieties of absolutism which would confine culture in 'racial,' ethnic or
national essences." 18 As he notes in The Black Atlantic, even the idea of a monolithic Afro-Caribbean
culture is fraught with contradictions and complexities. Gilroy writes:
The experience of Caribbean migrants to Britain provides further examples of
complex cultural exchange and of the ways in which a self-consciously synthetic
culture can support some equally novel political identities. The cultural and
political histories of Guyana, Jamaica, Barbados, Grenada, Trinidad, and St. Lucia,
like the economic forces at work in generating their respective migrations to Europe,
are widely dissimilar. Even if it were possible, let alone desirable, their synthesis
into a single black British culture could never have been guaranteed by the effects
of racism alone. Thus the role of external meanings around blackness, drawn in
particular from black America, became important in the elaboration of a connective
culture which drew these different "national" groups together in a new pattern that
was not ethnically marked in the way that their Caribbean cultural inheritances had
been. 19
Gilroy's body of work theorizing the black Atlantic seeks to free the concept of diaspora from its
moorings to the African content, recognizing the commonplace migrations and subtle shifts in orientation
towards various nodes of blackness across the Atlantic. Gilroy writes: "If these [Afro-Caribbean]
populations are unified at all, it is more by the experience of migration than by the memory of slavery and
the residues of plantation society ." 20
In making his argument, however, Gilroy returns again and again to US conceptions of blackness
and to an originary moment-a tear or shift in British hegemony wherein hip hop had real political force.
The prominence of African American musics in his discussions calls into question whether he is, as he
claims, freeing blackness from an essential rootedness in Africa and decentering the diaspora, or instead
asserting a new centrality of black America located in this Brixton moment. He is clearly more interested
in advancing a network model of culture than a top-down theory, but he places a remarkable amount of
emphasis on African American culture. Though seemingly unintended, his diasporic argument delivers a
surreptitious counter-narrative that illustrates how the exported artifacts of African American expressive
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cultures provided the potentiality for the cultural solidarity of Afro-Caribbean Britons through a complex
of international mediatized processes. This counter-narrative suggests that it took conceptions of
blackness "drawn in particular from black America" being mapped onto Afro-Caribbeans in the UK to
create a modem black British identity. If a diverse collection of Caribbean settlers can find political voice
and solidarity in African American music, why not other communities?

London's "Other Blacks"
One notable expression from the UK hip hop scene in the last five years is Maya Arulpragasam, a
Sri Lankan Londoner better known as M.I.A. Though not of African descent, M.I.A.'s work is deeply
engaged with black Atlantic musics and politics, focusing on the effects of racial marginalization and
state sponsored violence in the UK. Her music addresses inner city poverty and the British government's
structural racism, especially regarding racial profiling, police surveillance, and broader discourses of
terror and asymmetrical warfare. The second epigram above, cited from the 2004 track "Sunshowers," is
just one noteworthy example of the rapper's engagement with the radicalized terrorist imagery employed
by Melle Mel some twenty years earlier. Just as Mel implores his society to be careful not to push him,
M.I.A. commands her society not to beat her. The proposed outcome of such violations is, in both cases,
couched in terms of a terrorist threat. Where Mel might hijack an airplane, M.I.A., like the PLO, will not
surrender.
In this chapter, I extend Gilroy's conclusions about black identity in Britain to examine the ways
that the social experiences and expressive cultures of African Americans have resonated with South Asian
communities in the UK. I examine how these resonances, while premised on perceptions of parallel
socio-political situations and imperial histories, are borne of African American musical expressions and
disseminated through commercial media technologies. I look at the ways that rap music in particular has
reshaped discourses of racial inequality in the UK, providing a model of social critique and a set of sonic
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strategies with which to frame debates about national belonging, racial identity, and government violence.
These rhetorical ideas and musical formulations are Gilroy's "raw materials."
In order to give the current chapter a contemporary focus, I use Gilroy's black Atlantic thesis to
interrogate the idea of''terrorist chic" that has recently been applied to M.I.A.'s music. The term
"terrorist chic" comes from journalistic reviews ofM.I.A. 's first album Arular (2004), which works with
terrorist imagery to make anti-racist and anti-imperialist statements. I look at how the postcolonial
presences and voices of South Asians in London complicate Gilroy's thesis, extending it to include other
postcolonial communities. Indeed, there has been a shifting solidarity between African and South Asian
descended populations under the shared banner of "black" for some time in the UK. In M.I.A. 's
postcolonial vignettes on Arular, the rapper reasserts the global reach of the color line and articulates it
through the signifiers of black Atlantic music from American hip hop to Jamaican Dancehall and the
language of London's Caribbean patois, to Afro-Cuban rhythms and Brazilian baile funk. As such,
M.I.A. 's deep engagement with black Atlantic musical expressions also extends the musical palette of
Gilroy's black Atlantic southward beyond its focus on the triangle between the UK, the US, and the
Caribbean.
Here I am explicitly interested in how South Asian Londoners' uses of hip hop both support and
complicate Gilroy's concept of the black Atlantic as a "counterculture of modernity" opposed to the racist
and xenophobic manifestations of contemporary nationalisms. 21 The black Atlantic provides a powerful
model for understanding the counter-nationalisms of the African diaspora that were developed to foment
racial solidarity and combat the brutalities of forced migrations and postcolonial marginalization. But
though Gilroy notes that South Asians in Britain have engaged black Atlantic cultural politics,
particularly through rap music, he does not seem interested in theorizing their inclusion. Given the
history of tenuous but workable solidarity movements between Afro-Caribbean Britons and South Asian
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Britons-the UK's "other blacks" 22-Gilroy's dynamic model would seem well suited to such an
inclusion. My job here will thus be to continue where Gilroy leaves off, theorizing South Asian hip hop
expressions into the equation of black Atlantic cultural politics. In doing so, however, I will also
necessarily propose some reworking of Gilroy's model to allow for the diversity of voices that his basic
transnational arguments support.
As Ronald Radano notes, Gilroy tends to privilege music in a manner that reflects many nonspecialist takes on music-especially black music. Gilroy places music in a category distinct from all
other activities of human endeavor, treating it as a special case. As Radano notes, this is ultimately the
primary flaw with Gilroy's otherwise masterful treatment ofblack music's diversity. Radano writes: "It
is ironic, therefore, that what ultimately complicates Giroy's theory is precisely this vigorous commitment
to a specifically musical determination of social experience .... Despite the diversity Gilroy claims for the
musics of the "Black Atlantic," he remains committed to the politics of center, to a transcendent, purely
musical force that 'gets beyond' the instabilities of discursive contest. ..."

23

As Radano rightly notes, such

absolute constructions ofblack music unnecessarily essentialize black musical sound, cutting it off from
social experience and claiming that unique sound as the unifying factor of black music. We need not read
black musics apart from their discourses. I think the "ellipses" model of form that Houston Baker
elaborates in Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance can be useful here, again so long as its
interpolation is read as just that, an open code, a space for further elaborations of the blues matrix wherein
musical sound relates to and through the discursive universe. 24 This is where I situate my disarticulation
of black music from a totalizing "black experience" that fails to recognize the input of non-blacks and
"other blacks" to the matrix.
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As I have maintained throughout this study, African American expressive cultures are central to
minority identity in the UK as well. If black America can provide the cultural forms with which to
articulate a singularity out of a plurality of Africans, black Britons, African Americans, Afro-Caribbeans,
and others practicing the decalage of diaspora, to recall Edwards, then why not a broader solidarity out of
other sets of ethnicities?25 Gilroy notes the nascent interest in and engagement with hip hop and other
New World musical cultures on the part of South Asian Britons in the early 1990s. He writes:
It is essential to appreciate that this type of process has not been confined to

settlers of Afro-Caribbean descent. In reinventing their own ethnicity, some of
Britain's Asian settlers have also borrowed the sound system culture of the
Caribbean and the soul and hip hop styles of black America, as well as techniques
like mixing, scratching, and sampling as part of their invention of a new mode of
cultural production with an identity to match. [my emphasis ]26
Activated through musical production, the new identity that Gilroy speaks of also carries the set of
rhetorical tactics and oppositional ideas that inform hip hop politics. But this hip hop need not be viewed
as a borrowed form, these ethnicities need not be read as wholly unrelated. Indeed, if we use Gilroy's
formulation we would have to speak of"hip hops"-separate and unequal musical forms that are always
indebted to the master form. Indeed, as my reading ofM.I.A. will make abundantly clear, M.I.A. is not
"borrowing" hip hop to reinvent her "own ethnicity"-she is making music in a style deeply informed by
her life as a postcolonial subject in London's diverse metropolis.
Writing with an uncharacteristic sense of dismay about the implications of such cultural
borrowing, Gilroy treats the appropriation ofNew World black cultures and politics by Europeans of
various ethnicities with some suspicion:
The style, rhetoric, and moral authority of the civil rights movement and of Black
Power suffered similar fates. They too were detached from their original ethnic
markers, exported and adapted, with evident respect but little sentimentality, to
local needs and political climates. Appearing in Britain through a circulatory system
that gave a central place to musics which had both informed and recorded black
struggles in other places, they were rearticulated in distinctively European conditions. 27
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Given his stated goal of an understanding of black culture that does not "confine culture in 'racial,' ethnic
or national essences," Gilroy's tone regarding such non-black adoptions of black cultural politics is
surprising. His assertions deem Afro-diasporic adoptions of African American culture "synchronisms,"
while describing non-black adoptions as "detached" appropriations. Indeed, he discusses migration as the
most poignant of shared historical experiences among black Britons, but seems disinclined to allow for a
shared experience among other recent settlers in the UK.
Although he threatens to essentialize black struggles in this passage, Gilroy posits the
reintroduction of history to the study of race and racisms as one of his primary goals in Union Jack. He
writes of the British case: "This capacity to evacuate any historical dimension to black life remains a
fundamental achievement of racist ideologies in this country," noting that the very notion of race has been
"pushed outside ofhistory and into the realm of natural, inevitable events." 28 As such, Gilroy's black
Atlantic thesis misses a chance to interrogate the constructed distance between synchronistic
inevitabilities and appropriative novelties.
Historian Penny Von Eschen's work on African American anticolonial movements is descriptive
of the emergence of this ahistorical view of race and argues that modern civil rights politics displaced a
prior focus on international and multiethnic solidarity. In her Race Against Empire: Black Americans and

Anticolonialism 1937-1957, Von Eschen argues that with the emergence of the US as "legitimate leader
of the free world" after World War II, African American activists moved from a revolutionary,
anticolonial, and diasporic strategy to a liberal civil rights one. Where progressive African American
organizations and their mouthpieces in the press once had an international focus and readershipreporting on South Asian independence movements as well as African ones-the anti-communist
containment tactics ofthe Truman Doctrine and fascist populism ofMcCarthyism forced the hand of such
diasporic organizations to change tactics. Such activism was thus "domesticated" in the US, writes Von
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Eschen, focusing on the rights of black Americans alone and therefore decimating American leadership in
other anti~imperial and antiracist struggles. Von Eschen explains: "In short, the politics of the African
diaspora, as represented in the broad African American anticolonial alliances of World War II and the
immediate postwar period, did not survive the Truman Doctrine and Marshall Plan. The new liberal
argument on civil rights was intimately linked to changes in foreign policy, arguing that discrimination
within the United States was undermining America's legitimate global strategies."29
Von Eschen thus argues that through its associations with communism, both perceived and real,
the anticolonial movement became a casualty of Cold War hysteria by mid-century, and America's "race
problem" was disarticulated from anticolonial struggles and domesticated as a uniquely American issue.
Recast as "America's 'Achilles heel'" in foreign policy, racism came to be viewed as an abstract and
ahistorical "disease" rather than an effect of slavery and colonialism. Von Eschen writes: "In the 1940s,
racism had been widely portrayed not only by African American intellectuals but also in popular
discourse as located in the history of slavery, colonialism, and imperialism. In the 1950s, the equation
was reversed: rather than the result of slavery and colonialism, 'race' and 'color' were now offered as
explanations for them." 30 As she demonstrates, the civil rights movement effectively brought legislation
against racism, improving the image of the US abroad. However, it ultimately failed to address the
economic structures that would undermine its causes.
In his study Sounds English: Transnational Popular Music, the media and cultural studies scholar
Nabeel Zuberi engages Gilroy's black Atlantic apparatus to address the diasporic music cultures of South
Asians in the UK. Himself a Briton of South Asian descent, Zuberi is interested in how the cultural
politics around blackness have found voice in Asian communities.
He writes: "Alongside the identifications developed through living together in neighborhoods and
schools, black America, the Caribbean, and black British popular culture have been imbibed through
29
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media images and sounds and then worked upon the Brit-Asian imagination. This saturation in black
media has fostered affiliations of affect." 31 The cultural milieu that Zuberi speaks of pits the lived
experience of Britons of Asian and African descent coexisting in the UK against the media images of
New World and British blacks. As we have seen, however, these media images also inform the culture
and politics of settlers of African descent. As such, it must be mentioned that the "imbibing" process that
Zuberi describes includes a reflexive element situating lived experience in dialogue with media influence.
He writes how, like Afro-Caribbean communities in the UK, the South Asian experience of
marginalization has been both "spoken to and spoken through soul, reggae, funk, hip-hop, drum'n'bassthe sounds and images of commercially mediated black popular culture." 32 Indeed, in an article on
Gurinder Chadha's documentary about Asian youth culture in the UK, I'm British But ... , Zuberi quotes
Tejinger Singh, an Asian British musician, who claims that "the majority of Asian kids [in the UK] have
an African American musical identity ." 33
Importantly, Zuberi's formulation of"affiliations of affect" pre-figures Ian Condry's
pronouncement of a "new cultural politics of affiliation" in his study of rap music and globalization HipHop Japan. Condry writes: "Japanese rappers, by allying themselves with African American rap, engage

in what might be called a new cultural politics of affiliation." 34 According to Condry, this politics of
affiliation, though premised on ideas about socio-political affinities and ethical allegiances, is articulated
through cultural transactions. Music provides an especially rich site in which to engage this cultural
politics through the appropriation and adaptation of a set of forms, styles, and lexicons that speak to
international pathways and shared mentalities.
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As Zuberi indicates, however, a politics of affiliation between South Asian and Afro-Caribbean
Britons is not new. He notes that a shared struggle among migrants from Asia and the New World has
existed since the 1960s, writing: "A political rather than biological notion of 'black' emerged in the late
1960s and 1970s as a response to the rise of populist racism, marked by Enoch Powell's 1968 'rivers of
blood' speech. This black movement incorporated an antiracist coalition that stressed the common
experience of African-Caribbeans and Asian settlers." 35 As Zuberi observes, the term "black" was an
inclusive one for the darker hued peoples from the margins of the British Empire. Throughout the 1970s
and 1980s Afro-Caribbean and South Asian Britons constructed an alliance-albeit a contingent and
dynamic one-around an idea of shared blackness through working class ideologies first promoted by
labor unions in the late 1960s.
It is worth note that what is truly "new" in Condry's "new cultural politics of affiliation," as

applied to South Asian hip hop in the UK, is the dominance of cultural and aesthetic modes of political
solidarity. This cultural affiliation seems to be the part ofthe transaction that Gilroy refers to when he
notes hip hop's "rediscovery" of African American civil rights politics. This model of solidarity was
constructed not only from shared economic interests, but through a culture of opposition and moral
authority expressed in verse, song, and style. As a result of the disparate economic goals and cultural
interests ofthe 1960s-era African-Asian solidarity movement in Britain, however, "the 1990s witnessed a
widening gulfbetween the terms black and Asian." 36 Citing Stuart Hall's critique that this allegiance was
always overly dominated by Afro-Caribbean British voices, Zuberi notes the fragility of this political
alliance built around class struggle. As such, he notes how a mediatized "affiliation of affect" seems to
have taken up the banner of black-Asian solidarity in the UK.
In the conclusion to her study Mongrel Nation: Diasporic Culture and the Making of
Postcolonial Britain, Ashley Dawson notes that: "Groups like Fun-Da-Mental and Asian Dub Foundation
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tackle Islamophobia head-on, asserting a sense of pride in Muslim and Asian identity while also
advancing a cultural politics of unity with other racialized ethnic groups in Britain." 37 Though only a
cursory examination of South Asian hip hop in the post 9/11 age, the Dawson touches on the importance
of African American cultural models explaining how: "references to the Nation oflslam are particularly
important in forging black-Asian unity." 38 Indeed, she explains how Fun-Da-Mental's front man Aki
Nawaz used to go by the alter-ego of "Propa-Ghandi," looking east for inspiration, but now looks to black
America more commonly-both for the images of non-violent moral righteousness of the civil rights era
and for the violent anti-establishment images of the Black Power Movement. As her study's title
indicates, her aim is to document the hybridity of the British nation, and as she concludes it becomes clear
that African American culture is a key element in expressing that diversity despite its foreign and
ethnically particularized valences.
Importantly, Zuberi also notes that the 1981 uprisings occurred in the context of an antiracist
solidarity around a shared "blackness." Indeed, along with those Afro-Caribbean residents ofBrixton
were South Asian residents of Bradford and other British communities-black communities that were
also "close to the edge." Zuberi writes:
That same summer in West Yorkshire, twelve Asians from the United Black
Youth League, a splinter group from the Asian Youth Movement, were arrested
and charged with conspiracy after police discovered two milk crates of petrol
bombs on some wasteland in Bradford. The Bradford Twelve were acquitted the
following year. The urban uprisings or "riots" up and down Britain in the summer
of 1981, which seemed to occur once a week, radicalized many [African and Asian
descended] black British citizens ... Authorities were forced to recognize the demands
39
of"minorities" in legislation and funding.
As Zuberi explains, the 1981 uprisings forced the British government to recognize racial and ethnic
minorities as such and establish a dialogue with Afro-Caribbean and Asian Britons. Yet, as he explains,
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news coverage of the Bradford Twelve trial also established South Asian youth as potentially dangerous
"terrorist" elements.
In the following analysis ofM.I.A.'s album Arular, I read the hip hop artist's musical and
discursive project as part of a larger movement in which postcolonial minorities in London are reasserting
an anti-imperialist politics via hip hop and African American civil rights-based logic. Artists such as
M.I.A. are employing what Gilroy refers to as "the style, rhetoric, and moral authority of the civil rights
movement." It is of course this re-historicized postcolonial position that provides the logic of continuity
between minority communities in the US and UK and opens an avenue to the adoption of African
American music by South Asian Britons. In addition, this music seems to validate Von Eschen's thesis as
the fall of Soviet communism has opened up a space for the reinvigoration of mainstream anti-imperial
activism throughout the West. Notably, M.I.A.'s anti-imperialism is voiced through the bright and often
garish sounds, sights, and texts of a more fully commercialized world-a world that M.I.A. seems to
relish in and (re)makes her own. As the music and rhetoric of these hip hop artists indicate, however, a
new bogey now threatens to distract attention from underlying issues of global structural inequality and
thus problematize international solidarity movements. This threat is terrorism.

M.I.A.'s "Terrorist Chic"
In a 10 April2005 review for the Irish weekly, the Sunday Business Post, music critic Jonathan
O'Brien writes: "To call Maya 'M.I.A.' Arulpragasam this year's Ms. Dynamite would be doing her a
disservice, but not much of one. Photogenic, perky and highly politicised, she's currently the darling of
the critical classes in Britain, due in no small part to her 'terrorist chic' lyrics." 40 The phrase "terrorist
chic" started popping up in articles about the Sri Lankan-Londoner rapper almost immediately after she
released her critically acclaimed and commercially successful debut album Arular in March 2005. In his
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reference to Ms. Dynamite, the Scottish-Jamaican Londoner who won the UK's award for best album in
2002, O'Brien is noting the flash-in-the-pan success of another female "urban" artist. Ms. Dynamite's
2006 follow-up album was a critical and commercial failure. As such, the term "terrorist chic" here
establishes the reviewer's expectation that despite her personal appeal and political message M.I.A. 's
music will soon be out of vogue.
In what may be the first example of the term as applied to M.I.A., Samantha Edussuriya
published an article in the Minneapolis-based weekly City Pages on 23 March 2005. In the piece,
"Dancing With Myself," the Sri Lankan American Edussuriya writes:
By now, if you read the music glossies, or tour the blogosphere, or flip through
fashion magazines, you've probably run into Arulpragasam, a.k.a. M.I.A., the
subject of a media onslaught that's been going on since late last year despite the
fact that her album is only now available in the US M.I.A. grew up in Sri Lanka
until age nine or so, and moved to London because of her father's role in a militant
ethnic group. These facts, or variations thereof, are inevitably mentioned in each
interview, cover story, or buzz-generating blurb about her, generally swathed in
high-pitched terrorist-chic excitement. 41
M.I.A. engages discourses of terrorism throughout the album Arular, which she explains is titled
after her father's code name in the Tamil Tigers-the minority guerrilla group in conflict with the ethnic
Sinhalese controlled Sri Lankan government. Throughout the album, M.I.A. uses the image of her
"freedom fightin' dad" as a way to critique the mainstream frame of the war on terror. In her lyrics, the
rapper combines her personal experience of postcolonial life in Sri Lanka and London with imaginings
about her father and his experiences. Indeed, the name M.I.A. conflates both her name (Maya) and her
"missing in action" father. The album is thus a sometimes pensive, sometimes angry, and often
fictionalized sonic autobiography ofM.I.A.'s postcolonial journey and reality.
From paranoid stories of state surveillance and racial/religious profiling to the much-commented
on couplet about the PLO that created a maelstrom of media controversy, M.I.A. examines the grey area
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between terrorists and freedom fighters. 42 In so doing, she problematizes the Manichean binaries used by
both the governments of both the US and UK to cast the "War on Terror" as a zero tolerance good versus
evil transaction. In addition to her lyrical terrorist imagery, M.I.A.'s art school background has provided
her with a set of visual strategies that carry her message from the lyrical and sonic to the visual. Her
videos and album art feature the street art of stenciled spray paint graffiti which along with her silk
screened clothing is characterized by images of tanks, planes, and bombs juxtaposed with tigers and palm
trees.
Aurally, M.I.A. 's terrorist chic is articulated through sonic signifiers of the third world. Her
tracks are bathed in the percussive bell sounds ofBalinese gamelan, Caribbean steel drums, Afro-Latin
hand drums, and African mallet instruments like the mbila, all unified through the swung rhythms of hip
hop drum beats. On one track, "Amazon," M.I.A. employs reverb-laden samples of birdcalls and
scuttling insects to establish the rainforest setting. But just as her visual strategies pit symbols of first
world modernity against "primitive" third world images, her sonic templates are also suffused with
symbols of technology from electro sounds emulating martial bugle calls and air raid sirens, automatic
weapons and laser guns. The intrusion of these sounds into the forest primeval provide M.I.A. with the
basic sonic strategy of her terrorist chic. It is a sonic depiction of the simultaneity of first and third
worlds in postcoloniality. 43
Notably, M.I.A. performs her politicized project bordering on terrorist accommodation through
lighthearted and highly danceable sounds, brightly colored fashion and stage sets, and a highly
energetic-even bubbly-public persona. Edussuriya's article is worth citing further here:
What's lost in the glib "Freedom Fighter" descriptions (one M.I.A. herself uses)
42
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is the messy reality: The Sri Lankan conflict is a Gordian knot of political
manipulation, corruption, fomented ethnic tension, brutal militancy, and baldfaced, universal thuggery ....
I watched M.I.A. 's star ascend with an uneasy mixture of anxiety and delight
because there has never been a Sri Lankan on the US pop-culture scene before.
And because I couldn't stop prancing around my bedroom the first (and fiftieth)
time I listened to "Galang ... " Her music, for all its nonsensicality, is so ... smart.
It's fun. It's interesting. She's not concerned about proving her identity to one
group, and instead searches for other dislocated people, displaced sounds. But, at
least for me, what she's trying to say (oppressed people turn to violence for a
reason) gets undercut by the gimmicky enthusiasm invested in these symbols.
In short, this is M.I.A.'s ''terrorist-chic"-a playful sense oftrendy fashion that can serve to diminish her
"smart" and well-defined message, but nonetheless achieves its goals. O'Brien echoes Edussuriya's
ambivalent skepticism, continuing: "Several of Arular's backing tracks are brilliantly ingenious,
particularly 'Bingo, a maelstrom of steel drums and split second shards of feedback, and 'Amazon,'
which is built around a shimmering swirl oflndonesian gamelan. Yet, for reasons I can't quite put my
finger on, it all feels a little contrived, like a marketing man's idea of what a politicised girl-rapper should
sound and look like."
That both Edussuriya and O'Brien find in M.I.A. 's music a danger of"gimmicky"
commercialism despite their admitted attraction to its fresh sounds and provocative ideas, speaks volumes
about the widespread fear of and fascination with popular music as a vessel for political ideologies.
Indeed, O'Brien's anti-commercial judgment seems odd given the business journal context of his piece.
Consciously or not, the two articles work to uphold the well-established binary of art vs. commerce with
regard to popular music as mass media. But the uncertainty that winds its way through both receptions
also seems indicative of a struggle over the very logic of this binary. Throughout the two representations,
the unspoken specter of authenticity lingers in their considerations ofM.I.A.'s artistic quality. Is she
serious? Is she sincere? Is she just in it for the money?
Perhaps unremarkably, neither reviewer makes their final appraisal based on musical or aesthetic
considerations. Instead, both look to the issue of authenticity in terms of economic and socio-political
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factors. Where O'Brien ultimately resigns himself to his skepticism about the music industry as
personified by "some marketing man," Edussuriya puts her misgivings on the back burner by concluding
with a validation of M.I.A. 's music based on her personal identification: "at the end of all of this, I find
myself applauding her. I wonder how blurry the line between her sincerity and marketing skills will
become; but right now, ifl stand up and look around the pop landscape for anything that I don't have to
try to identify with, anything that resembles me, she's all I've got. And I think, in some ways, I can

follow her."
At the core of this ambivalence over M.I.A.'s terrorist chic is a rupture between politics and
aesthetics. Indeed, this rupture is the very same discursive blockage that makes M.I.A. 's pop music seem
anathema to postcolonial authenticity. This point clarifies Radano's argument that we cannot view music
outside of the discursive and simultaneously illuminates the trouble with the terminology of"vernacular"
in contemporary society. Robert Christgau makes a related point about M.I.A. through his collapsing of
the personal and the political that he sees in the music. Although his discourse of authenticity is
unnecessarily forced, his analysis is worth citing in brief here: "What makes this genuine world music,
aside from the references, is the weaving of the political into the fabric of what ;:rre still, basically, dance
tunes. Any division oflife into personal and political halves is absent."

44

M.I.A.'s music generates little

connection to any cultural expression of ethnicity as a simple, racialized category equating culture to
people group. Indeed, her experience ofpostcoloniality lived through consumer society is surely little
different than that of most children of more recent immigrant groups in London-an experience
dominated by mp3s, mobile phones, and graffiti that few would characterize as vernacular.
Gilroy writes about "the critique of capitalism enunciated by and immanent within the expressive
cultures ofblack Britain."

45
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international distribution network of commercial media. The two work together in this hegemony: just as
the countervailing forces live at the core of the desired messages of commercial media, the desired
message influences the valences of critical reformulations and oppositional redeployments. Referencing
the long history of such diasporic influence and interplay, Gilroy writes of the resonance that 1960s
African American music had with black British audiences and other listeners across the globe, writing:
The soul singers of Afro-America have been able to send 'a letter to their friends'
in Mrica and elsewhere. The international export of New World black cultures first
to whites and then to 'third world' markets in South America and Africa itself, has
had effects unforeseen by those for whom selling it is nothing other than a means to
greater profit. Those cultures, in the form of cultural commodities - books and
records -have carried inside them oppositional ideas, ideologies, theologies and
ph1"l osoph"tes. 46
Notably, Gilroy also highlights the competing interests between the commercial media and the
messages they carry, anticipating Penny Von Eschen's work on the embedded counter meanings in the
work of America's jazz ambassadors during the Cold War. He continues: "As black artists have
addressed an international audience and blues, gospel, soul and reggae have been consumed in
circumstances far removed from those in which they were originally created, new definitions of 'race'
have been born ... The cultural and political expressions of new world blacks have been transferred not
just to Europe and Africa but between various parts of the New World itself. By these means Rastafari
culture has been carried to locations as diverse as Poland and Polynesia, and hip-hop from Stockholm to
Southall [West London]." 47 Indeed, Gilroy hints that the concept of race is central to the commercial
appeal of these musics and to the reterritorialization of the ideologies that are stowed away within them.
The analysis here thus anticipates Gilroy's assertion regarding "the mode of 'racialization' necessary to
making [musics] acceptable items in the pop market" that he issues in his reformulation of Amiri
Baraka's theorizations in the article: "Sounds Authentic: Black Music, Ethnicity, and the Challenge of a
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'Changing Same."'48 In M.I.A.'s poppy yet violent postcolonial South Asian British hip hop, we can hear
the mind-bending diversity at the shifting core of black music.

Arular: Flippin' Tba Scrip'
M.I.A.'s 2005 debut album Arular is from the outset a concept album concerned with correcting a
perceived imbalance in the framing of the War on Terror. By reinserting anti-racist and postcolonial
discursive elements into the language of terror she attempts to build an understanding about the inequities
that lead to terrorism. Indeed, M.I.A.'s rhetorical strategy takes Melle Mel's inner city African American
message of"Don't push me 'cause I'm close to the edge" and maps it onto London's postcolonial inner
city. In so doing, she injects American discourses of race into British minority discourses, while at the
same time broadening the scope of civil rights based hip hop politics to include a forcefully anticolonial
message. The strategy is thus a reinvigoration of the mid-century international anticolonial movements
that Von Eschen describes in her Race Against Empire. But where Von Eschen's African diasporic
subjects employed the press as their solidarity technology in colonialism's immediate wake, M.I.A. and
her generation looks to music to create linkages among broader diasporic groups living with the daily
contexts of a reticent neocolonialism.
In reasserting these anti-imperial perspectives and correcting this imbalance, M.I.A. draws
heavily on American-and more broadly, New World-aesthetic and rhetorical resources. In an
interview with journalist Ashlene Nand, M.I.A. explains her reportage using the example of Public
Enemy's Chuck D, who has famously called hip hop "Black America's CNN": "The only opinions that
are not on my album are ideas that are already in the mainstream, shoved down our throats anyway. So I
felt like I don't need to discuss them. It's nice to take music and make it useful again like Public Enemy
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used it." 49 The War on Terror, as M.I.A. sees it, is a continuation of American and British imperial
projects aimed at third world populations. Her view about the mainstream, as targeted and defined by
governments and media companies, suggests that music can function as a coutervalence to such
overdetermined discourses about terrorism.
Returning to the idea of "subversive listening," M.I.A.' s Arular represents an interesting, albeit
far from unique, opportunity to hear the blaring absences that Radano refers to as "resonances" in Lying
Up A Nation. As he explains, this mode of subversive listening allows us to hear such resonances, but:

"requires a special attention to the muted and muffled sonorities existing between the lines. As Ellison
and other critics have shown us, the truth about black music is rarely rendered." 50 As Radano explains,
this concept is premised on the opening of Ellison's Invisible Man, wherein the protagonist locates the
beautiful sound of invisibility in the reproduction of Louis Armstrong's voice on record. Ellison's
concept of invisibility is a highly ironic one, which highlights the ways that despite the marked otherness
of African Americans, the black subject is an invisible one. As he notes, representations of African
Americans tend to conform to stereotyped: "prefabricated negroes ... sketched on pieces of paper and
superimposed on the negro community." 51 Following Ellison's lead, Radano notes as inaudible the core
of the overwritten black voice. Black musicality is so overloaded with signification that it becomes
impossible to hear an originary moment or essence thereof.
A look at M.I.A. in this context should prove productive because the musical story that she tells
on Arular is so fraught with displacements and absence. Indeed, the name M.I.A. represents an absence,
both regarding her reterritorialization in the imperial center from the territorial margins and regarding her
father who figures prominently in the story of absence. Indeed, it is the distance between M.I.A. and her
father that characterizes another valence of absence that I refer to as the "authentically inauthentic."
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M.I.A. centers her identity on the album in relation to her father's authenticity. She is the daughter of a
Tamil rebel and that is why she is in London instead of Sri Lanka. But paradoxically, it is because of her
father's commitment to his ethnic particularity that M.I.A. is adrift in the postcolonial experience of a
manifestly hybrid subjectivity. M.I.A. explores this subjectivity at length on the album, employing every
scrap of knowledge, every sample of music, and every tum of phrase from every bit of language that she
can reach. The music and its discourse is thus a patchwork of lifted signifiers created by a young woman
whose culture is the postcolonial. It is an amalgam of sights, sounds, and ideas that together form her
reality of inauthenticity.
As I endeavored to explain in chapter five, it is increasingly difficult to locate the authentic, the
vernacular in contemporary society. Paul Gilroy ends chapter three of his Black Atlantic with this point,
seeming to bemoan the loss of an authentic original. He writes: "Apart from anything else, the
globalisation of vernacular forms means that our understanding of antiphony will have to change. The
calls and responses no longer converge in the tidy patterns of secret, ethnically encoded dialogue. The
original call is becoming harder to locate ...." 52 I will not endeavor to locate the point at which M.I.A. 's
authenticity was obscured, but I do intend to aid in the recalibration of what constitutes our definition of
the vernacular. Indeed, I would argue that rather than representing a novel shift in how culture functions,
M.I.A.'s authentic inauthenticity reveals the structures of modern cultural networks that have until
recenlty been hidden behind reticent and outdated concepts of ethnicity. In the resonances that follow we
can read the logics of this network that relies on ethic and national images, but is nonetheless unhinged
from the (il)logics of ethnic particularisms.

The Comprador: "Banana Skit" and "Dash the Curry"
M.I.A. sets her concept album into motion with an evocative utterance of the Muslim rally cry
"Insha 'Allah!" [God Willing]. The first seconds of this introductory track posit this religious cry front
52
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and center with heavy reverb and delay. As the words echo into the musical background they are
resignified as words of jihad, as jarring snare hits and handclaps establish the beat, emulating an exchange
of gunfire. On closer inspection, the highly disjunct and chaotic beat is also revealed to contain the
sounds of camera shutters rifling off photos. The scene quickly comes into focus as a battlefield in the
War on Terror-replete with embedded journalists.
Just as quickly, however, the supposedjihadi who began the track switches roles, becoming a
refugee worker. Indeed, although M.I.A. 's father is implicated in terrorist networks, and although she is
deeply engaged in discourses about Islamic terrorism, she is not a Muslim. She thus switches roles easily,
announcing to her students: "Refugee education number one. Here we go: 'bah-nah-nah.' Say it again
now: 'bah-nah-nah."' As the students-who are overdubs ofM.I.A.'s own voice-work on the syllabic
make-up ofthe word, the skit comes to resemble a scene from My Fair Lady, more than a war zone. The
elocution teacher enunciates the words in proper English, emphasizing the long "ah" sound. Yet the
clamor of guns and cameras continues, now joined by the more comic sounds of electronic bleeps,
simultaneously heightening the disruptive tone of the track and adding a layer of sarcasm to critique the
inane setting of etiquette lessons in an unstable refugee camp. As the lesson continues, the camp's
instructor begins to sound more like a drill sergeant than a teacher. The track ends as abruptly as it began
with a platitudinous sounding shout of: "Get yourself an education!"
In this thirty-second intro, entitled simply "Banana Skit," M.I.A. evinces with no small amount of
sarcasm her decidedly imperial view of the War on Terror. Through the contrasting images of a terrorist
and an aid worker she works to establish the contradictions of postcolonial life. The image of the banana
is especially indicative of her satire--drawing on the colonial histories of"banana republics" where raw
materials were extracted and shipped to foreign occupying countries while native populations were taught
the languages and histories, as well as the political ideologies and class aspirations, of a paternalistic
Western society.
In the opening epigram to his landmark study of such colonial indoctrinations, Black Skin, White
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Masks, Frantz Fanon quotes the Martinican author and politician Aime Cesaire, who writes: "I am talking
of millions of men who have been injected with fear, inferiority complexes, trepidation, servility, despair,
abasement." 53 Fanon uses this statement as a point of departure for his examination of the psychological
effects of paternalistic colonial education systems. The first chapter ofFanon's study, "The Negro and
Language," interrogates the systems of imperial domination and colonization of the African mind. He
writes: "a man who has a language consequently possesses the world expressed and implied by that
language." 54 Yet as he shows, the result of such linguistic power, rather than civilizing and equalizing,
serves to create an intermediary class of native who inhabit a first world mentality but cannot hope to
escape the material effects of colonial systems of racism and exclusion.
In postcolonial discourses the Brazilian term "comprador" [buyer] has come into wide currency
to describe such native agents of the colonial powers. The Brazilian anti-colonial poet and activist
Oswald de Andrade's indicted such intermediaries in his critical formulation of"the forest and the
school." In this model, de Andrade described such imperial exploitation as a brutal combination of the
decimation of Brazil's natural resources (the forest) and the embedding of colonialist ideologies in
Brazil's people (the school). 55 Similarly, M.I.A.'s use of the word "banana" as the focus of her elocution
instructor's lesson simultaneously implicates contemporary education systems of Western aid
organizations with the contemporary extraction of material wealth and natural resources from occupied
countries. That they are part of the same global system that reproduces inequality by colonizing the mind
and occupying the land is all too clear to M.I.A. As we will see, through this "banana republic" imagery
she also tacitly critiques the idea that such imperial outposts were "republics"-i.e. representative
democracies.
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By setting this short introductory skit in a volatile refugee camp that is hardly a refuge, M.I.A.
introduces her audience to the sonic and narrative strategies of her aesthetic and political projects. The
interplay of mental images from rifles and terrorists, to bananas, photojournalists, and aid workers, bring
to the fore issues of religion and class as well as race and gender. Although the track initially comes off
as underdeveloped and chaotic, it in fact frames M.I.A. 's argument nicely. The contradictions,
ambivalences, and ironies that are descriptive of the relationship between First and Third Worlds are
indeed characteristic of a doubly bound, unfinished, and seemingly futile postcolonial condition.
Throughout hip hop's thirty-year history such brief skits have been a popular way to step outside
the formal conventions of songwriting. In addition, skits are a means by which to offer a bit of levity or
self-reflective 'don't-take-yourself-too-seriously' commentary. This is precisely the function of"Banana
Skit," but like the best of hip hop skits, this one manages both to not take itself too seriously and do some
political and aesthetic work that is difficult to formulate in a traditional rhyme scheme. One exemplar
from the hip hop pantheon is NWA's "Don't Drink that Wine" skit, from the 1992 album Efil4Zaggin

(Niggaz4Life, their first album, spelled backwards), which lampoons the social activism of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving, a group that NWA associated with its own critics such as the Parents Music
Resource Center and other moralizing forces in early 1990s America. Perhaps the most famous hip hop
skit, the so-called "torture skit" from the beginning ofthe track "Method Man" on Wu-Tang Clan's 1993

Enter the Wu Tang (36 Chambers) is a hyperbolic take on the excesses of torture. The skit is performed
in the format of''the dozens"-an African American tradition of verbal combat that rewards improvised
witticism and innovative insult. Such hip hop skits are also often recurring affairs. As M.I.A.'s
announcement of "Refugee education number one" indicates, there is more of this dramatic action to
come.
On the album's second to last cut we are treated to another food themed interlude, entitled "Dash
the Curry Skit," which M.I.A. announces at the outset as "Refugee education number two." Using the
Caribbean patois that has become a common signifier of working class social status in London, M.I.A.
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rhymes: "Me come from New Delhi I Me nah got no worry I And if you fuck with me I gon' dash my
curry." Despite her Sri Lankan origins, M.I.A. employs patois verbal constructions and uses a melodic
construction based in Caribbean dancehall music. In this idiom the first syllables of each line are
delivered in a speech song on a repeated note while the last is performed around a fourth higher. Such
easy and dislocated overlays of Caribbean, American, and Brazilian musical idioms are common
throughout the album.
The track's instrumental beat stands in stark contrast to that of the hard-hitting former skit. It is a
jaunty affair over a playful electro bass line replete with a scooping talking drum and a tinkling high end
of cowbells, shakers, and triangle. The track's message seems to be a bookend of sorts-the end of a
voyage from a refugee camp to a First World metropolis where the subject has achieved a sense of
confidence and self-assuredness. Indeed, the track is a lesson in oppositional cool. After announcing the
lesson plan, M.I.A. instructs her students: "dash your curry like you're not in a hurry." Along with the
patois phraseology, M.I.A. is using a distinctly African American influenced sense of cool toughnessknown in UK Caribbean communities as "slackness." Of course, M.I.A. is here articulating this New
World cool to a South Asian metropolis and its most representative cuisine. Just as the African American
model of hip hop skits and the Afro-Caribbean patois and musical idiom have been recontextualized in
urban London, so too has the South Asian spice. They are all signifiers of difference bound together in
histories of British colonialism. Together the skits thus establish M.I.A.'s postcolonial politics and its
strategy of intercultural references, be they appropriations or synchronisms.

Gangstas, Terrorists, and the Concrete Jungle: "Pull up the People"
The first full-length cut of the album, "Pull up the People," continues where the "Banana Skit"
leaves off. The track begins with a primal scream that slides up an octave on "Uuuh"-a gesture
approximating the upward sweep of a Tarzan jungle call. Just after the gesture reaches its apex, an electro
beat of buzzing straight eighth notes enters with snare hits on the offbeat of beats two and three. The
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beat's four-bar loop structure becomes evident as a bleep enters on the downbeat of the third measure and
ends on the downbeat of the fourth. Concluding the loop, a brief synthesizer trill fades in for the duration
of the fourth measure. The minor third trill is reminiscent of the concluding motive of the classic Tarzan
theme, especially as used in the low-fidelity soundtrack of the 1982 Atari adventure game "Pitfall."
While the synthesized tremolo motive is a small and barely discernable part of the sonic texture at this
point, the overall retro video game aesthetic directly suggests the classic jungle adventure game (a Ia the
film Indiana Jones). The musical gesture is thus symbolic of First World jaunts into Third World
adventure.

Pitfall's "Tarzan jungle call"
h
Ji'

11• '
.. '

•

Buzzing Electronic Keyboard

"Pull up the People" - Introductory Loop
'tJ'"

"Uuuuh!"

Electronic Buzz

Ex. 1 - Classic Tarzan Theme and Abstracted version in "Pull up the People"

As is the case with most jungle-themed entertainments, in "Pitfall" the escapade is couched in the
pseudo-scientific terms of "excavation" where the First World hero goes on a quest in search of enchanted
artifacts that are closely guarded by snakes, scorpions, alligators, and the requisite spear-wielding natives.
As in "Banana Skit," M.I.A. is again examining the relations of"us" and "them" of Western civilization.
Where she inhabits the civilizing elocution instructor in the opening skit, here M.I.A. steps into the role of
the primitive native. Importantly, despite the seemingly contrary roles (civilizing vs. uncivilized), her
primal scream is feminized in much the same manner that her role as teacher betrays the gendered
valences ofpostcoloniality. As Maria Torgovnick argues in her Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects,

Modern Lives, Euro-American discourses of primitivism were invented as tools for the subjugation of
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women as much as, if not more than, the subjugation of non-whites. In chapter two, "Taking Tarzan
Seriously," Torgovnick looks at the iconic jungle series in particular, noting that: "Although they appear
to occupy the top of the social hierarchy along with Euro-American males, within the structure of the
Tarzan series women really parallel the Africans and the African landscape." 56 As we will see, M.I.A.'s
commentary in the role of the explicitly feminized native here is part of a broader argument that
implicates the subjugation of women on both sides of the us/them binary.
M.I.A. 's retro and low-fidelity video game aesthetic is the result of a do-it-yourself (DIY) mode
of musical production. As music critic Sasha Frere-Janes describes in his New Yorker piece on the
M.I.A. phenomenon: "Arulpragasam began tinkering with an instrument called the Roland MC-505
Groovebox, an all-in-one drum-machine-and-keyboard unit that lets a musician create rough, electronic
songs quickly. It suited her pragmatic nature. M.I.A.'s debut album, 'Arular,' will be released in
February. Arulpragasam wrote most of its thirteen tracks at home on the 505 and then fleshed them out
with the help of a series of professional producers."

57

Versions of the so-called "beat box" have been

favorites ofhip hop producers from the early days of the form through Run DMC's productions in the
1980s and Dr. Dre's productions of the 1990s. The device allows for the compiling oflayered loops of
prerecorded sounds and more recent versions allow for imported sonic elements, or "samples," as well.
The next loop on "Pull up the People" features M.I.A. spelling her name in digitally clipped
samples, pitting the same snare hits and synthesized blips against timbale hits on the downbeat and
offbeat of three. The use of timbales on this first full track is a musical marker that builds relevance to
M.I.A. 's aesthetic as the album's ensuing tracks increasingly sample instruments and sounds of Black
Atlantic musics of Cuban, Jamaican, Trinidadian, and Brazilian origin. Over this loop M.I.A. starts a
repeated chant of her chorus "Pull up the people I Pull up the poor,'' which in its octave jumping and

56

Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects, Modern Lives. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1990), 68.
57
Sasha Frere-Jones, "Bingo in Swansea: Maya Arulpragasam 's World," The New Yorker (22 November 2004). At
http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2004/ll/22/041122crmu_music (last accessed 20 September 2008).
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portamenti gestures recalls the Tarzan call of the opening. Despite the prior track's references to foreign
aid workers and calls to get an education, however, the people doing the "pulling up" in this narrative are
soon revealed to be the "freedom fighters" themselves. M.I.A. thus recasts the problem as the solution.
Indeed, towards the end of the track M.I.A. offers the lines: "I'm a fighter, a nice, nice fighter I I'm a
soldier on that road." In "Pull up the People," M.I.A. thus examines armed insurrection as an alternative
to the First World's answers to Third World uplift, using metaphors of violence and images of terrorism.
Returning to the original loop in the next section of the chorus, M.I.A. delivers an "ego trip"
about her lyrical and musical prowess in typically self-confident hip hop fashion. In her trademark singsong patois she raps:
Say 'Dang'
'That's that M.I.A. thang'
I got the bombs to make you blow
I got the beats to make you bang
Idiomatically, the idea of dropping verbal "bombs" and beats that "bang" is a particularly ubiquitous
convention in rap music-perhaps the hip hop metaphor par excellence. Jhe practice of employing
verbal and musical weapon imagery stretches back to the first decade of hip hop, emerging in the rhymes
of classic Eric Band Rakim's "Lyrics of Fury" (1988) and in the name of Public Enemy's
groundbreaking production team the "Bomb Squad."
In one particularly effective of example of such imagery, the rapper Guru from Brooklyn's Gang
Starr uses the extended metaphor of a hip hop freestyle to defeat his would be challengers. In his
"Brainstorm" Guru rattles off symbols of serial murder, gang violence, ballistics, and collateral damage,
using analogies casting words as bullets and microphones as guns. Over an aurally assaulting beat that
mirrors the violent onslaught of the lyrics, Guru rhymes:
I'm swift with the shit like a bullet's trajectory
So don't stand next to me
It's like a warm sensation when my shells hit
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You were wrong, you know what you did so you fell quick. 58
The name Gang Starr is, of course, itself a verbal play on the word "gangster." The implications of the
name are illustrative of Guru's wit, capturing the easy relationship between infamy and fame in American
media culture while simultaneously asserting his own preeminence in the world of hip hop. Such macho
boasting is part and parcel of such metaphors, but as M.I.A. proves such blaring self-confidence need not
be macho per se. Her egotistical assertion that people recognize her "bombs" as "that M.I.A. thang"
functions in much the same manner as Guru's bullets help to subject others to his will.
In fact, M.I.A. is not the first to employ extensive terrorist symbolism in hip hop. Along with the
violence of metaphoric bombs and bullets, terror imagery is part and parcel ofhip hop's lexicon, as
evident later in the Gangstarr track "Brainstorm." In the concluding verse, Guru works with terrorist
imagery that, despite its violence, illustrates the intellectual promise of such brutally witty verbal play.
Guru rhymes: "Comin' to your house to douse it I With a Molotov cocktail, I won't fail I Bum out your
eyeballs, and leave a note in Braille." Finally, Guru ties terrorism to torture, rapping: "We fought, I won,
and now you're caught and bein' tortured I Water pellets dripped upon your forehead." With such
couplets containing images of improvised explosive devices and so-called "Chinese water torture," Guru
issues a near exhaustive catalogue of warfare and terror metaphors on the track. In so doing, he also
articulates inner city gangs to guerillas and terrorists.
On the 1988 classic "Lyrics of Fury" Rakim raps: "Terror in the styles, never error-files I Indeed,
I'm known-you're exiled!"

59

The trope of"being known" again surfaces here in the context of violence

and terrorism. Such connections between not being known and violence would seem to indicate a causal
'

relationship between marginalization and terrorism. In the hip hop canon the trope of using violence to
make a name for oneself is especially widespread. As we have seen in Melle Mel's "The Message,"
wherein hijacking is posited as a response to societal neglect, this is not only true of gangsta rap.

58
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Gang Starr, "Brainstorm," on Hard to Earn (Virgin 1994).
Eric Band Rakim, "Lyrics of Fury" Follow the Leader (Universal!MCA 1988).
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Through Rakim's channeling of''terror" and "fury," he is known while his adversary is marginalized.
Just as M.I.A. employs images oflslamist terrorism to frame her response to the postcolonial
condition throughout the album Arular, many African American rappers have couched their political
critiques in radical Islamic imagery, or have themselves been practicing Muslims. As Felicia Miyakawa
notes in her study Five Percenter Rap: God Hop's Music, Message, and Black Muslim Mission, a
significant number of well-known rappers including Rakim and Guru have, to varying degrees,
subscribed to alternative Muslim ideologies such as The Nation of Islam (NOI) offshoot, The Nation of
Gods and Earths, or "Five Percenters."60 Articulating the tenets of his faith to the hip hop penchant for
lyrical weaponry, Rakim raps later on the same track: "I bless the child, the earth, the gods and bomb the
rest."
Likewise, it is through no coincidence that the track following Guru's "Brainstorm," entitled
"Tonz '0' Gunz," begins with a sample of an (in)famously anti-war Malcolm X speech from 1963: "If
violence is wrong in America, violence is wrong abroad. If it is wrong to be violent defending black
women and black children and black babies and black men, then it is wrong for America to draft us, and
make us violent abroad in defense ofher." 61 Although the track bemoans the proliferation of handguns in
inner city black communities, Guru's citation of Malcolm X implicates imperial histories of US
government violence at home and abroad in this build up of weaponry. Malcolm X's rallying cry "by any
means necessary" thus echoes in Guru's lyrics as a reminder of how the mobilization of the Black
Panthers grew out of ideologies of self-reliance and self-defense, but ended in the proliferation of inner
city crime.
Perhaps the first and most widely known example of militant Islam in American hip hop, Public
Enemy's Professor Griff created a media maelstrom when he began appearing onstage with guards
wielding uzi machine guns and lecturing on anti-semitic subjects. The militant images borrowed from

°Felicia Miyakawa, Five Percenter Rap: God Hop's Music, Message, and Black Muslim Mission.
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NOI and Black Panther ideologies of self-defense cast the soldiers collectively as the "Security of the
First World," or Sl Ws. Notably, Professor Griff crafted these iconic figures of black Islamic militancy in
hip hop employing an Afrocentric world view that places black civilization as the First World and
Western "white" civilization as the undeveloped and unenlightened Third World. As such, Griff flips the
scrip' on global power relationships, relegating mainstream America to a marginalized position.
It is, of course, imperative to understand that the connections between hip hop, alternative
Muslim ideologies, and terrorism are purely metaphorical ones. While discourses of terrorism and Islam
appear throughout the history of recorded hip hop, the messages contained in such musics are almost
always couched in terms of knowledge and self-realization-calls to understand the violent historical
circumstances that have led to black American inequality. Indeed, no major terrorist attacks have ever
been perpetrated in the name ofNOI ideology, whereas countless terrorist plots hatched by white
supremacist movements and alternative Christian sects have ended in tragedy. As such, these examples
of black Islamic militancy are engaged in a mode of critique that is more internationally aware and
historically engaged than commonly portrayed in mainstream media discussions that inevitably focus on
the relationship between hip hop and violence. In short, discourses of terrorism appear throughout the hip
hop canon because the more aware, "conscious" rappers have an understanding of such last ditch efforts,
if for no other reason than they see first-hand the contemporary systemic conditions that cause people to
be "close to the edge" and understand the imperial histories that have led to such conditions.
While these aforementioned images of violence and terror are prominent building blocks of hip
hop metaphor, M.I.A. turns the metaphoric into the literal, connecting histories of racist imperialism to
the contemporary military incursions of the US and UK's War on Terror. Indeed, she raps about a Third
World domination in which bombs are considered in a more concrete way as last ditch answers to global
structural inequality. In the first verse of "Pull up the People" M.I:A. raps over a pared down snare and
bass beat:
Yeah, we got god and we got you
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Every day thinking 'bout how we get through
Everything I own is on I.O.U.
But I'm here to bringing y'all somethin' new
You no like the people, they no like you
Then they go and set it off with a big boom
Every gun in a battle is a son and daughter too
So why you wanna talk about who done who?
In the first two couplets M.I.A. comments on the intersection of religion and capital that
characterizes critiques of the War on Terror as a crusade for oil. The mention ofi.O.U.s serves as
shorthand for the cycles of Third World debt at both individual and national levels. Indeed, the hand to
mouth imagery of the second line recalls Melle Mel's daily worries about "going under" and Reagan-era
"double digit inflation." The third couplet establishes the radically oppositional tone of the track, positing
the Third World as "the people" and First World imperialists as ''you." The result of such mutual
animosity, claims M.I.A., is violence, as an insurgent bomb is detonated. In the final couplet M.I.A.
argues for the universal value of human life, ironically by equating the deaths of terrorist with the deaths
of First World soldiers.
Notably, in M.I.A.'s critique of western economic and military domination she remarks that she
has "got the bombs"-a fact that inverts the power relationship and rearticulates agency, again flipping
tha scrip'. In this power inversion, we thus see the parallels between Guru's "Gang Starr" as an infamous
"somebody" and M.I.A. 's terrorist character who is also now famous. In a sense then, M.I.A. 's terrorist
chic draws on a legacy of violently oppositional "gangsta" language that is rooted in hip hop's metaphoric
well spring but also carries the material realities of the armed rebellion of a 1960s and 1970s black
America that felt it was under siege. As the catch phrase of''terrorist chic" implies, there is a sense that
her images are part of an aesthetic-and in that sense this is a style indeed-but this aesthetic is by no
means a novel or short-lived trend. It is instead the most recent iteration of an aesthetic of violence rooted
in a shared history of imperial domination.
It is in this context ofhip hop opposition that M.I.A.'s final verseof"Pull up the People" begins:

"I'm a fighter I Fighter, God I I'm a soldier on that road." Here, M.I.A. 's imagery of a holy warrior on
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the "Arab street" meets the primary locus and psychic center of hip hop meaning making-the inner city
streets of US cities. Where the previous "Banana Skit" looked into a makeshift classroom to analyze the
linguistic educational strategies to be encountered there, M.I.A.'s focus here is out on the ground, among
the people. As Cheryl Keyes describes in her Rap Music and Street Consciousness, the streets are hip
hop's classrooms. The early hip hop crews, that she argues were based on the organizational principles of
street gangs, provided sources of peer learning based in material needs rather than abstract principles
imposed from outside. In M.I.A.'s construction ofthe third world street, we see a grass roots movement
that, whether metaphorically or literally militaristic, is premised on a parallel model of direct action,
involvement, and uplift. The final verse encapsulates this self-reliant and death defying stance as M.I.A.
raps: "Bring me the reaper I Bring me the lawyer I I'm a fighter I I'll take them on."
The piece concludes with a recapitulation of the instrumental introduction, where M.I.A. 's
octave-leaping scream antecedent leads to the minor-third tremolo consequent, thus completing the
abstracted Tarzan call. As with Melle Mel's concrete jungle, M.I.A. sees a population in trouble that
needs pulling up. In a sense, however, the difference between Mel's people and M.I.A.'s is that the third
world communities she is describing have already fallen off "the edge" and are in need of pulling up.
Hijacking a plane is not just a possibility for elements in this community, but a reality, bombing not just a
metaphor, but a tactic.
After four cycles of the introductory loop, M.I.A. adds a foreboding coda. As the final tremolo
reverberates the initial G of the G/B-flat tremolo dyad is reinforced with a diffuse bass note an octave
below and held for eight beats. A tinny and distorted low-fi sample of the "Pull up the people I Pull up
the poor" theme fades in here as the G moves another minor third down to E. The downward movement
in minor thirds from B-flat toG toE outlines a diminished triad that provides the moody and suspenseful
conclusion in much the same manner as a B horror film might use such a device. The effect is sinister
and represents the ugly truth that the people who are in dire need of material support will often tum first
to the "freedom fighters" rather than NGOs of "Banana Skit."
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"You Shoulda been Good to Me": "Fire, Fire" and "Freedom Skit"
The fourth cut from Arular entitled "Fire, Fire" is the first on the album to comment on
postcolonial discourses of migration. It is also the first to pay overt homage to M.I.A.'s hip hop
predecessors and establish her lineage in the genre. In connecting the emigrant and musical elements of
her experience on the track, "Fire, Fire" is something of an autobiographical piece. The piece begins with
a fictionalized tableau of her upbringing in Sri Lanka as the daughter of a Tamil Tiger soldier: "Growin'
up, brewin' up I Guerilla getting' trained up I Look out, look out I From over the rooftop I Competition
coming up now I Load up, aim, fire, fire, pop!" The quasi-autobiographical setup for the track is the first
ofM.I.A.'s many imaginings about her father's experience as a Tamil freedom guerilla on the album. As
with the following "Freedom Skit," the rapper uses the image and memory of her "freedom fightin' dad"
to insinuate herself into his struggle. Here she uses a first person recollection that could refer to her own
radicalizing youth in Sri Lanka, but later reveals itself to be a fictionalization ofher own experience
melded with a longing for the dangerous adventure of her father's "terrorist" life.
The initial loop on "Fire, Fire" features a spare, but aggressive combination of sharp snare hits on
the offbeat of two and the beat offour, paired with heavy bass drum hits on beats four and one of
alternating measures. The bass drum sound on the track approximates the sound of both a samba school
corps of Brazilian surdo drummers and boots on the ground--effectively resulting in the equivalent sonic
images of multitudes of marchers. Rounding out the beat, a cowbell doubles the snare pattern while brush
snare eighth notes provide a constantly shifting subdivision of the beat. As the first verse enters the bell
and brushes disappear and the loop's first melodic device enters-a propulsive pattern resembling the
rhythmic stress and step-wise motion of "The Macarena."
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"Fire, Fire''- Synth Loop

Ex. 2- Variation of"The Macarena" rhythm on "Fire, Fire"

While the musical allusion to the sports arena hit "The Macarena" may seem an odd fit for M.I.A.'s
terrorist chic, such gestures are indicative ofM.I.A.'s penchant for using Latin American musical devices
like the album's previous timbale and surdo samples. Indeed, M.I.A. makes explicit her interest in the
musical device on the track "Bamboo Banga" from her 2007 follow-up album Kala, where she rhymes:
"and the drummers do the shit like 'The Macarena. "' Furthermore, "The Macarena" has a connection to
one of M.I.A. 's favorite musical scenes and sources of sonic ideas; M.I.A.mi, where the tune was
popularized in an English version by the city's Bayside Boys.
As this new loop enters, M.I.A. begins the first verse, describing her emigration from Sri Lanka
as a cinematic escape with an action adventure narrative:
Row da boat straight to da ocean
Give 'im a run, a run at his own game
Signal the plane an' I landed on the runway
A survivor, independent foreigner
As the opening line suggests, M.I.A.'s nod to "The Macarena" loop here also supports a parallel to Miami
as a destination for Cuban refugees fleeing the island. Here M.I.A. again flips tha scrip', giving "(h)im"
"a run at his own game"-presumably referring to a better equipped border patrol agent. Most telling in
M.I.A. 's narrative of emigrant power inversion, however, is her outmaneuvering of the agent and landing
in the former colonial motherland as "a survivor" and "an independent foreigner." Throughout the album
M.I.A. is careful to tum the postcolonial subject position into an asset rather than a hindrance.
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In the remainder of the track, M.I.A. articulates the activity of migration and asylum to the
motion of dance, segueing directly into a verse on artistic movement. The verse traces her exposure to
both American and Jamaican dance steps, as well as Jamaican "chat" (patois) and hip hop fashion in her
new home-London's ethnically diverse council flats. She raps:
First your beats had me running to the running man
Then your chat had me wanna do the Bogle Man
Click suits and booted in the Timberland
Freakin' out to Missy on a Timbaland [beat]
While she does not illuminate who the "you" is in the lines, we might reasonably assume she is referring
to the black style communities in London's peripheries-or "ends"-and by extension in the Caribbean
and US. Her mention of"the running man" is a reference to an early hip hop dance step and the "bogle
man" to a Jamaican step popularized by dancehall artist Bogle. The other references are to hip hop
fashion and footwear, culminating in an homage to the rapper Missy Elliot and her producer Timbaland,
who takes his name from the hip hop boot of choice. The stanza is thus a chronology of her life with hip
hop from the 1980s dances to the continuing collaborations between Elliot and Timbaland. The mention
of the hip hop boots both ties M.I.A.'s earlier war imagery with hip hop and suggests a parallel between
the motion of immigration and that of dance. Just as she finds asylum as "independent foreigner'' in
London, she finds an identity in the hip hop style communities of the city's other immigrants.
As a hip hop artist, argues M.I.A., she can employ her troubled history as a tactical advantage to
achieve her goals. In doing so, she implicates mainstrean1 society in much the way that Melle Mel did in
"The Message," but argues that "close to the edge" populations that endure disrespect and mistreatment
also become hardened and strong. In the section that follows, M.I.A. thus delivers a half-rapped, halfsung taunt while we hear chants of "fire, fire" in the background texture:
You shoulda been good to me
Then I wouldn't get so rowdy rowdy
You shoulda kept ya eye on me
Then I wouldn't get so baddy baddy
Where the "you" in the previous stanza refers to her peers in the West London housing projects, it here
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refers to the British government and mainstream society at large. As is the case with much minority hip
hop across Europe, M.I.A. is her arguing that colonial debts are being repaid in Europe's inner cities. The
chants of "fire, fire" thus symbolize how communities in both colonial and inner city contexts are under
fire. As the track makes clear, her immigrant experience was deeply informed by African American and
Afro-Caribbean music, style, and politics and offered to her a sense of community and a channel of
oppositional and creative energies. What's more, she seems to have found in hip hop an art form that has
both the ear and the pocketbook of the establishment-and ironically, the politics to potentially undo it.
The final verse of the track notes her security in these style communities as well as her own rise
in the hip hop pantheon, when she raps:
Fast forward on to the '04
Got my own flow, get you to the dance floor
Little mamma doin' the booty rolls
Crump clowns got me rootin' for the linos
The final line of the track confirms her continued engagement with the ever-changing world ofhip hop
music and dance as she nods to the newest "battle" dance craze in 2004 on the US West Coast-downing
and krumping. By juxtaposing the warfare tableau at the beginning of the track with this final "battle"
dance scene, M.I.A. is implicitly making the case that her background in war-tom communities has
prepared her for the active competition of hip hop business and culture. As the track concludes, M.I.A.
recalls the chorus of "guerrilla getting' trained up" and "competition comin' up now." With the
juxtaposition of guerilla and rapper in the song's two sections, M.I.A. thus makes the case that she has
parlayed her guerilla training and anti-colonial aims into a musical career that values her soldier's skill set
and oppositional mentality.
The following cut on the UK release of Arular, "Freedom Skit," constitutes the most direct
reference to her father's involvement in guerilla warfare. In so doing, it fills in some details ofM.I.A.'s
fictionalized autobiography in "Fire, Fire" and establishes the logic of her "M.I.A." stage name.
Beginning with the laser gun sounds of video game warfare, the synthesized DIY beat is suffused with
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blips, beeps, and a call of"Fire! Don't move! Drop the gun!" that is also likely culled from video game
play audio. Again, the seemingly contradictory signifiers of popular cultural artifacts and contemporary
warfare are fashioned into M.I.A. 's well-defined aesthetic. The label "terrorist chic" that is commonly
used as a dismissive gesture towards M.I.A. seems nonetheless appropriate. Her logic of pitting
abstracted game imagery against highly personalized stories of struggle points to her impression that the
discourses of terror and freedom are, in fact, a game with uncertain rules subject to one's political
position and the changing fashion of public perception and extra-legal government interdictions. Indeed,
the fact that the track does not appear on the US release of the album indicates the degree of power the
record company has over shaping M.I.A.'s image. There is no published statement that accounts for the
disparity of US and UK releases, but we might assume that the images of terrorism on this track in
particular were deemed too strong for US audiences.
Over the playful video game beat on "Freedom Skit," M.I.A. rhymes in an uncharacteristically
fragile and melancholy voice. She delivers lilting patois rhymes in the dancehall idiom:
Freedom fightin' dad
Bombed his pad
Called him a terror
Put him on wanted ads
With the line "Called him a terror" M.I.A. notes the worldwide linguistic contests to frame the issue of
terrorism-from the discursive battles regarding the Chechnyan rebels in the breakaway Russian province
to the self-determination movement among the Uygher people of Western China. Although the Sri
Lankan conflict is essentially an internal ethnic civil war, she thus maps the Tamil insurrection onto larger
conflicts between minority insurrections and world powers that have found unlikely common cause in a
shared struggle against ''terror." Her comment on "wanted ads" also speaks to the gap in PR power
between government agencies and rebel movements. However, M.I.A.'s understanding ofthis type of
power is also reflected in her belief in the power of the guerilla graffiti images that dominate her visual
aesthetic. Although governments can outspend rebel movements, the grassroots spread of graffiti and
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media coverage of the third world "street" can prove countervailing forces. Her form of terrorist chic
street art thus abstracts icons drawn from media images of third world protests-placards with the visages
of rebel leaders, burning flags, and young men with rifles or stones.
The second section of the brief skit continues the focus on her father:
Daddy's M.I.A.: missing in action
Gone to start a revolution
Freedom fighter got injection
He no act, he got no reaction
The message here seems to signify an imagined interrogation of her father ending with an injection of
sodium pentathol (so-called "truth serum") or some other chemical agent. Again, M.I.A. frames her
father as a freedom fighter and victim of government abuse rather than as a terrorist. Despite this abuse,
however, her stress is not on victimhood but on strength, as she depicts her father refusing to comply with
the interrogation. Most importantly, the stanza establishes the M.I.A. name. By virtue ofhis going
underground to "start a revolution" as a Tamil soldier, M.I.A. 's father Arul Pragsam went missing in
action. Linked with the previous track about emigration, M.I.A. 's logic indicates that she chose the name
"M.I.A." not only in honor of him, but also by virtue of her emigration from her Sri Lankan home. Thus,
she became M.I.A. as well-a point she further clarifies on the track "Amazon."

Black Atlantic 'Hoods and Hoodies: "Bucky Done Gun" and "Galang"
On "Bucky Done Gun," the third cut from Arular, M.I.A. further develops her battle metaphors.

One of three tracks from the album with an accompanying video, "Bucky Done Gun" deploys lyrical
imagery of armed siege and sumo wrestling to fashion a sadomasochistic sexual scene. The video for the
track directed by Anthony Mandler begins with a close-up ofM.I.A. in a loose-fitting hooded sweatshirt.
After a flurry of machine gun snare hits, she approaches a microphone hanging from the rafters and
announces:
London: Quiet'n down I need to make a sound
New York: Quiet'n down I need to make a sound
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Kingston: Quiet'n down I need to make a sound
Brazil: Quiet'n down I need to make sound
As she begins her request an electronic bass sine tone does a two-octave downward portamento,
emulating a bomb dropping. The pitch maintains a sinister rumble before rising over the second line and
repeats this fall and rise over the course of the next two lines.
Her call from London to the New World locations articulates a politics of diaspora that activates a
literal engagement with Gilroy's black Atlantic-the "roots and routes" of cultural exchange between
New World and Old. Here, M.I.A. is imploring her fellow makers of"sound" to yield her the floor, if just
for a few minutes. The opening image of the video translates this desire to be heard into an international
and technologically mediated call. After M.I.A. uses the microphone to request the floor, the video shifts
to pole-mounted bullhorns in a Third World encampment of an unknown location and the track begins in
earnest. Her "need to make a sound" is a poignant reminder of Spivak's question "Can the Subaltern
Speak?," invoking the need for sonic space. 62 As the postcolonial theorist Gayatri Spivak argues with her
rhetorical gesture, Western political, economic, and cultural processes of "othering" have produced a
reified image of the Third World as a mass of voiceless individuals who need to be spoken for. Through
its articulation of representation to agency, the gesture also raises the performative function of speech.
Spivak's question asks of representation, but what of performance? On his 1998 album Fabrication

Defect, the Brazilian composer/performer Tom

Ze speaks to Spivak's question, noting that the subaltern

still: "think, dance, and dream." The formulation calls to attention the power of expressive cultures that
accompany the rhetorical, representative cultures that Spivak is concerned about. 63
With the video's opening imagery of a hooded rapper stepping to a hanging microphone, M.I.A.
summons the spectacle of a boxer taking the reigns from the ring announcer. As such, the visual image
supports the larger themes of conflict within the track and foreshadows the ring of combat that will arise
62

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Can the Subaltern Speak?" reprinted in Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial
Theory, ed. Patrick Williams and Laura Chrisman (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994).
63
J. Griffith Rollefson, "Tom Ze's Fabrication Defect and the 'Esthetics of Plagiarism': A Postmodern/Postcolonial
Cannibalist Manifesto" Popular Music and Society Vol. 30, No. 3 (July 2007), 311.
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in her metaphoric reference to sumo wrestling. However, most notable in this image is its homage to
rapper LL Cool J and his iconic 1990 "comeback" track, "Momma Said Knock You Out." Indeed, the
opening image ofthe video for "Bucky Done Gun" is a direct emulation of the LL video, in which the
rapper, clad in hooded sweatshirt and sweatpants performs his raging hip hop diatribe into a hanging ring
announcer's mic. M.I.A.'s tribute to the visual grammar ofLL's video is especially apparent in the
manner in which the sweatshirt's hood drapes over the rapper's forehead, obscuring the eyes.
The "hoodie" is a well-worn emblem of hip hop fashion globally, but in the case ofM.I.A.'s
London, it also signifies a tactical evasion of the CCTV (closed circuit television) cameras that pervade
the city's public spaces. As such, over the course of the last five years the apparel has become the subject
of much legal and media debate regarding the criminal actions of UK youth who wear hoodies to
circumvent such surveillance. In one exemplary case, an Anti-Social Behaviour Order (ASBO) issued by
a Portsmouth judge included a provision that banned a student from ever wearing hoodies and baseball
caps. 64 As Dan Hancox writes in an article on the 2005 ban of such sweatshirts from "shopping centres,
schools and colleges" in the UK: "It is probably the most maligned item of clothing in decades .... the
sartorial scourge of decent, hard-working, law-abiding Britain."65

In an article from May of2005 entitled "In the Hood," Gareth McLean of London's The
Guardian notes the subtext of race and class that informs these debates, quoting Goldsmiths College

professor Angela McRobbie's comments on the hoodie:.
The point of origin is obviously black American hip-hop culture, now thoroughly
mainstream and a key part of the global economy of music through Eminem and
others. Leisure- and sportswear adopted for everyday wear suggests a distance
from the world of office (suit) or school (uniform). Rap culture celebrates defiance,
as it narrates the experience of social exclusion. 66

64

Patrick Barkham, "Hoodie Ban is Dropped from ASBO," The Guardian (30 August 2005), 7. As the article
describes, the ban was eventually deemed a violation of the youth's rights.
65
Dan Hancox, "Save the Hoodie," New Statesman (31 October 2005).
http://www.newstatesman.com/200510310009 (last accessed 21 May 2008).
66
Angela McRobbie, quoted in Gareth Mclean "In the Hood," The Guardian (13 May 2005).
http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2005/may/13/fashion.fashionandstyle. (last accessed 20 May 2008).
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In a well-documented example ofthe connection between the hoodie debates and the hip hop community,
the widely popular London MC Lady Sovereign, who was recently signed to the American rap mogul
Jay-Z's Rocafella Records label, formed a "Save the Hoodie" campaign. The campaign proved little
more than a public relations stunt to help sales of the white female rapper's 2006 track "Hoodie,"
however, concerns about surveillance are real in :London, especially in minority communities as we will
see in a later discussion ofM.I.A.'s track "Galang."
To be sure, the hood does serve as a means to obfuscate one's identity, as it no doubt has for
centuries. But in the current context surrounding hip hop identity in London, the criminalized fashion of
hoodies offers both a chance to ostentatiously eschew the visual signifiers of mainstream society and its
hyper-civilized fashions (such as the suit and uniform, as McRobbie notes). Furthermore, the hoodie does
give criminals as well as would be poseurs a sort of tactical armor against police and government
surveillance. In a country highly sensitive to terrorist activity since the attacks of September 11, the
subsequent invasion oflraq, and the 7 July 2005 London Transit bombings, it is no surprise that the
government became highly invested in surveillance. But through this 2005 confluence of increased
surveillance and heightened tensions about terrorism, this recently criminalized hip hop fashion has
become conflated with terrorism, resulting in a very real perception of the hoodie as terrorist chic.
Indeed, M.I.A. seems to be commenting on this connection in the 2005 video. Both her visual
lexicon and her lyrics on "Bucky Done Gun" include images of desolate detention camps surrounded by
chain link fences, stenciled icons of warfare, bedraggled young boys and girls, and young men lobbing
improvised explosive devices-Molotov cocktails. In the track's chorus M.I.A. raps the title lyrics as if
to an investigating soldier, saying the suspect they are looking for has already left. The damage is already
done and the perpetrator has already receded back into the community of anonymous bystanders. M.I.A.
raps:
What you want?
Bucky done gun [gone]
What you want?
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The fire done burn
Notably, while visually defined as somewhere in the developing world, the location for the video is left
up to the viewer to discern. Although the images could characterize the scene as a Palestinian settlement,
a Brazilian favela, or a South Asian slum, M.I.A. seems careful to leave this unstated. In this context of
debates about surveillance, hoodies, and terror the video for "Bucky Done Gun" is thus something of a
time capsule of Londoners' fears for the summer of2005-a depiction of faceless enemies from nameless
places.
M.I.A.'s introductory shout out to London, New York, Kingston, and Brazil, concludes with a
transitional gesture of a legion of bass drums, which, as we have seen, approximate the sound of marching
soldier boots in M.I.A.'s sonic template. Confirming this desired reading, the track continues with
another announcement, here not by microphone and bullhorn, but by martial trumpets. The staccato horn
line prepares the way for the sonic soldiers, which now arrive in the sung lyrics:
They're coming frough [through] da window
They're coming frough da door
They're bustin' down dat big wall
And soundin' da horn
The lines delivered in a mix ofM.I.A.'s working class Cockney pronunciation and Jamaican patois are
again sung in a formal idiom from the genre of Jamaican Dancehall that moves from a rapid eighth note
melody on a single pitch to a phrase-ending syllable a major third higher. Her call to Kingston at the
outset of the track is clarified here as we hear a musical idiom born in Jamaica and bearing a historically
important relation to the rap music that developed in the black and Latino communities ofNew York's
South Bronx.
As the track continues, M.I.A.'s idiomatic palette ventures farther south, incorporating elements
from the "baile funk" (or carioca funk) track "Inje~ao" [injection] by the Rio de Janeiro based artist Deize
Tigrona. Notably, the track's beat is not a direct sample of Tigrona's original but instead employs the
rhythmic and formal structures of the piece, and in so doing forms a sort of cover of her baile funk
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original. Among these borrowed structures is a variation of the classic clave rhythm on (sampled)
bongos, accompanied again by samba school surdo drums and zapping electro eighth notes, that together
supply the propulsive beat to the track's four-bar loop.

ttDucky Done Gun" -Bongo Loop

Classic Son Clave Rhythm

Ex. 3 - Variation of classic son clave rhythm on "Bucky Done Gun"

As Christopher Washburne describes in his "Clave: The African Roots of Salsa," the family of modern
clave rhythms likely emerged out of West African bell patterns transmitted to Cuba and other Caribbean
countries with the advent of the global slave trade. Although the clave rhythm in the Deize Tigrona
original seems to be on congas rather than bongos and is more flexibly improvisational in character, the
approximation by M.I.A. and her co-producers on the track captures the rhythmic feel and production
values ofbaile funk. In drawing on such rhythmic elements ofbaile funk that are themselves the result of
Afro-Latin and Caribbean cultural syncretisms, "Bucky Done Gun" is the result of a dense layering of
Black Atlantic idioms-a fact that M.I.A. seems deeply aware of.
Further tracing the idiomatic makeup of the track, baile funk has long been associated with socalled "Miami Bass"-a musical form pioneered by producer James McCauley and popularized by the
rap crew 2 Live Crew in the 1980s. The US form influenced baile funk most prominently in its use of
fast tempo drum machine beats and sexually explicit lyrics. Indeed, "Inje9ao" works with Roland TR-808
"drum machine" beats and plays on the double entendre of"injection" in a doctor's office. Similarly, the
lyrical imagery ofM.I.A.'s track is built around sexualized metaphors ofbattle and submission. She raps:
I'm hot now you'll see
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I'll fight you just to get peace
Heavy weight wrestler
Fight me in your comforter
Let you be superior
I'm filthy with the fury ya ...
I'll hard drive your bit
I'm battered by your sumo grip
Lucky I like feeling shit
My stamina can take it
Gymnastics super fit
Muscle in the gun clip
Bite, teeth, nosebleed
Tied up in a scarf piece
Like the famously "dirty" and often misogynistic lyrics of Miami's 2 Live Crew-M.I.A. engages in both
sexual metaphor ("1 hard drive your bit") and explicitly sexual references ("fight me in your comforter").
Unlike the pure sexual shock value of 2 Live Crew and much baile funk, however, her violations of
mainstream values always have an overtly political cast. As we will see, on a later cut entitled "10
Dollar," M.I.A. pays homage to 2 Live Crew's most (in)famous track "Me So Horny" in a clever,
constructive, and politically puissant fashion.
Perhaps the most notable element from the baile funk original

"Inje~ao"

is a breakdown

comprised of a looped snippet ofthe trumpet fanfare from Bill Conti's theme to the boxing film Rocky.
Indeed, this is the martial trumpet line from the transition-a musical sample that appears in "Inje~ao" in
a recognizable form, but which is truncated and seems to be re-performed on synthesizer in "Bucky Done
Gun." Nonetheless, the short allusion forms the most recognizable feature of the piece and provides the
logic linking the video for "Bucky Done Gun" and "Momma Said Knock You Out." In a manner typical
ofM.I.A.'s diverse musical syntax, the pathway towards this track takes a Miami bass-influenced
Brazilian sample of the fictional boxer's theme song tied to an Afro-Caribbean rhythm and vocal idiom
and reworks the materials for performance by a South Asian Londoner with political aims born of that
context. The track is a study in global musical syncretisms, but importantly works primarily through
Black Atlantic signifiers and styles tied to popular American media products. Indeed, M.I.A.'s musical
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language seems to be grounded in her experience of the Afro-Caribbean music of black Britons in
London, but notably crosses back over the Atlantic in search of new musical forms in the larger Black
Atlantic tradition.
The twelfth cut, "Galang," is the number that established M.I.A. as a phenomenon in London's
club scene. Released in 2004, well in advance of the full album, "Galang" is a story of drug-laced urban
blight and paranoia set to a driving grime beat. The term "galang" is a Jamaican patois term referring to
marijuana that carries an implication of cool much like the hip hop slang "dope." As in "Sunshowers,"
the introductory verse includes a reflexive explanation of her engagement with urban hip hop slang and
the lingo of Jamaican patois spoken in the housing projects of London's "ends." M.I.A. describes her
acculturation into the black British culture of the city's peripheries:
London calling
Speak the slang now
Boys say wha g'wan?
Girls say wha, wha?
Her use of the phrase "London calling" is also indicative of a perceived sea change. The phrase,
borrowed from The Clash's landmark 1979 punk rock anthem, refigures the source of popular music
oppositionality as coming from the city's black communities rather than working class white ones. Just
as The Clash rebel against the "phoney Beatlemania" of the prior generation, M.I.A. takes the reigns from
the The Clash's outdated style of blending appropriated reggae beats with punk rock vocal styles.
Furthermore, M.I.A. reasserts the colonial connotations of the phrase "London calling" which was the
BBC World Service's station ID. As M.I.A. notes, the call is no longer to the colonies but to the formerly
colonized people living in the peripheries of London itself.
"Galang" is the final track from Arular with an accompanying video. As the first video released,
it established the visual grammar of M.I.A. 's postcolonial icon stencils. The simple, but aesthetically
unified video features the rapper in front of a backdrop of artworks of her own production. The graffiti
stencils of tanks and airplanes, tigers and palm trees, and hooded bike riders fleeing from police cars are
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brought to life through simple animations as M.I.A. dances in the foreground. The retro-styled video
takes aesthetic cues from an early hip hop video by another female artist, Neneh Cherry. The video for
Cherry's 1989 "Buffalo Stance" features the same format and aesthetic of the rapper dancing in the
foreground while brightly colored images float by in the background. Furthermore, at one point Cherry's
face is replicated, filling the screen with her image. The playful and brightly colored video was also
inspired by the Afrocentric movement in the late 1980s and early 1990s personified by the movement of
New York rappers known as the Native Tongues. The loose collective of groups such as A Tribe Called
Quest, The Jungle Brothers, De La Soul, and Queen Latifah produced-similarly brightly colored videos
featuring the African red, black, and green tri-color in particular. In turn, M.I.A.'s aesthetic is inspired by
these early hip hop styles and conventions and features the neon color palette typical of 1980s fashion.
Despite her similarly political consciousness, however, her violent messages are a far cry from the socalled "daisy age" image, that brought much criticism from US black communities and lead to the
diminished import of the Native Tongues movement, now widely viewed as a naively optimistic project.
In one of the more poignant sequences from the video, women in headscarves point to the sky as
F-15 fighters fly overhead. The military planes drop bombs, which turn to mushroom clouds and then
into clenched fists. The visual narrative is somewhat detached from the lyrical narrative, but nonetheless
speaks to M.I.A.'s larger project. The message argues that the continued bombing of the Third World by
foreign governments produces solidarity among the victims of such attacks. Furthermore, the iconic
symbol of a clenched fist emerging from mushroom clouds articulates an affinity between victims of
imperialist aggression and the black power movement. Later in the video a supposed terrorist lobs a
Molotov cocktail producing the same effect, a fist rises from the smoke. The symbolic argument follows:
both aggression against and aggression on behalf of dominated peoples will produce solidarity.
At many points, the track's aggressive beat is also supported in the video imagery. The main
loop of"Galang" concludes with three syncopated bass hits that approximate the sound of explosions. On
the first iteration of this loop in the video, the bass hits are matched with a tank producing three fiery
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blasts. Similarly, the video's conclusion features a proliferation of images ofM.I.A. herself. In doing so,
it both references the 1989 Cherry video and anticipates the imagery of the young M.I.A.s in the
"Sunshowers" video. But here, the visual images support the sonic material wherein M.I.A.'s voice
proliferates into a chorus ofvocables on "ya-ya-hoy, oh-yo-ay-o-o-o, ya-ya-yay"-a device common in
hip hop shows that is used to encourage the club audience to sing along.
After a repeat of the "London calling" stanza, the first verse continues:
Slam! Galang galang galang
Shotgun! Get down!
Get down, get down, get down
Too late, you down
The lyrics are representative ofM.I.A.'s penchant for violent imagery, but once again have a second
meaning in a club setting-to "get down" on the dance floor. The track is, in fact, a club anthem that
relies more on the propulsive sounds of the words than on their supposed meanings. Thus, the first verse
ends with a degradation of the words "get down" into: "ge-dang-a-dang-a-da" anticipating the sound of
the chorus: "blaze a blaze: galang-a-lang-a-lang-lang I purple haze: galang-a-lang-a-lang-lang."
As the primary theme of the track, the chorus focuses on smoking marijuana. Again, however,
M.I.A. weaves the theme of illicit drugs into a larger commentary about urban disaffection with the
priorities of police and mainstream society at large. In the first section of the track's two-part verse,
M.I.A. raps about a young Londoner fleeing the police:
Who the hell is huntin' you?
In the BMW
How the hell they find you?
1-4-7'd you
Peds gonna get you
Pull the strings on the hood
One paranoid yout'
Blazing through the 'hood.
The image of the "hood" is again important, as a signifier of the lower-class localities that M.I.A. speaks
about as well as the fashion of choice for young minorities seeking anonymity from the CCTV cameras
that pervade London's private and public spaces.
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Fig. 1- Closed Circuit Television Camera (CCTV) with Hat and Hooded Sweatshirt Prohibition at the
entrance to a Brixton Pub. ("Touting" refers to solicitation).

Indeed, pulling the strings of the hooded sweatshirt helps to further obscure the face. The reference to "14-7" is the UK equivalent of the US star-69 caller ID function. In this case the cellular phone has proven
another way for the police to track an increasingly paranoid youth.
Immediately after a repetition of the above lyrics, the second part of the verse begins. Turning to
her dissatisfaction with mainstream British society-''they" in her formulation-M.I.A. continues:
They say:
'River's gonna run through
Work is gonna save you
Pray and you will pull through
Suck a dick'll help you'
Don't let 'em get to you
Ifhe's got one, you've got two
Backstab your crew
Sell it out to sell you
As the previous track indicates, however, M.I.A. finds that participation in mainstream society does not
guarantee freedom from surveillance and racial profiling. Not without sarcasm, she says that the
youngster should instead be bigger and badder than his/her rivals, be they police or members of one's
own gang. The verse is in effect another argument about the difficulty of the situation in which poor
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postcolonial subjects find themselves in contemporary London. It is a Catch 22-a double bind. As the
track concludes with the crowd chants, the video ends with M.LA. approaching the camera in a hoodie to
"tag" its lens-spray-painting her name through a stencil in brightly orange letters.

It's like a Jungle Sometimes: "Amazon"
"Amazon" is perhaps the most musically adventurous and poetically evocative piece on the
album, in no small measure because the incongruous sounds and synaesthetically displaced images reach
a critical mass on the track. Indeed, through her poetic formulation, "silhouette smells amazing" and
other sensory conflations, the dreamlike track seems premised on the idea of synaesthesia-a concept
from psychology defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as "Production, from a sense-impression of
one kind, of an associated mental image of a sense-impression of another kind." In essence, subjects with
synaesthesia conflate one sensory perception with another. The condition/ability is not altogether
uncommon among musicians and other artists as notable figures from Jean Sibelius and Vladimir
Nabokov to David Hockney, Duke Ellington, and hip hop producer Pharell Williams exhibited
characteristics and sometimes employed their synaesthetically derived concepts in their works. While
there is no record ofM.I.A. as a synaesthetic, "Amazon" engages the idea in the linguistic and narrative
structures of the piece as well as in its musical parameters.
The sixth cut on Arular, "Amazon" continues where "Freedom Skit" left off:
I was missin' in action
On the side of a carton
I was taken in a Datsun
From a street in Acton [West London]
The opening lyrics, mixed low in the track's texture with tinny trebly equalization, are soon heard to be
surrounded with rainforest sounds. The atmospheric production by M.I.A. and producer Richard X sets
M.I.A. 's distant sounding voice alongside chirping birds and the call of a far off primate. The lilting
instrumental accompaniment for this introduction features handclaps and a tinkling Balinese gam elan
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loop that, despite being out of context in the Amazon, effectively establishes the calm jungle setting.
As the second iteration of the above lyric completes, the beat's character changes. A heavy onepitch bass loop on beat one, the and of two, and four-the first half of the son clave rhythm-provides a
thumping change of pace for the piece, drastically increasing the tension. As the next lines enter, we
seem deeper in the jungle and hear M.I.A. 's voice with much-increased presence and bass-equalization.
I was sipping on a Rubicon
Thinking 'bout where I come
It's all this for revolution?
Cuttin' up the coupon
Savin' for a telephone
Can I call home? Please can I go home?
The lines seem disjointed from the previous direction of a kidnapping narrative-perhaps a flashback.
Instead of forging ahead with the pseudo-biographical story ofher abduction, the verse picks up where
the first section of"Fire, Fire" leaves off, examining M.I.A.'s thoughts about her recent emigration to
London from Sri Lanka. She wonders whether her father's revolution was worth the cost of her uprooting
and displacement. M.I.A. not only wants badly to call home, but wants to return to her home as well.
The image of her cutting out coupons establishes her need to engage in the market economy of
her new host country to accommodate her communication with home-a point about commerce and
commodities that becomes an important one throughout the track. Indeed, she begins the verse with the
consumption of a Rubicon-an "exotic fruit juice drink" according to the product's marketers. The image
of the English juice box establishes M.I.A. as a young girl in this scene and underscores her desire to have
a taste of home in the form of a mango, passionfruit, or coconut fruit drink. M.I.A. declares her taste for
mangos in a later track, "Sunshowers," so we might reasonably assume the scene to picture a recently
arrived young South Asian girl drinking a mango Rubicon on a West London street corner thinking about
home.
The term "Rubicon" proves to be a significant choice on the part ofM.I.A. in this evocative scene
about a major turning point in a young girl's life. The historical connotation of the phrase "crossing the
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Rubicon" refers to Julius Caesar's march to war in 49 BCE. The crossing represented a pivotal point, and
to this day the poetic symbolism of the Rubicon refers to a "point of no return." Not only does the simple
image of the juice box thus function as a symbol of this moment's significance, but it also highlights the
imperial connections between ancient Rome and postcolonial Britain. M.I.A. thus implicates this
seemingly innocent "taste of home" in complex and convoluted histories of colonial domination and
material exploitation that foreshadows the young girl's story to come in the track's narrative.
Importantly, M.I.A.'s poetry in this stanza establishes the taste ofpostcoloniality.
The next stanza flashes forward-back to the story of abduction:
Painted nails, sunsets on horizons
Palm trees, silhouette smells amazing
Blindfolds under homemade lanterns
Somewhere in the Amazon they're holding me ransom
In this scene, the story's victim/protagonist finds herselfheld hostage halfway around the world. Despite
being the victim of an international crime, she finds some modicum of comfort in the sounds, sights, and
smells of the Amazon rainforest. They are sensory perceptions that, like the juice box some years earlier,
remind her of home. With the visual images of palm trees, sunsets, and homemade lanterns she gives a
sense of texture to the camp in which she is being detained. However, her mention of blindfolds in that
texture calls into question whether she is, in fact, seeing anything at all. Indeed, her statement "silhouette
smells amazing" raises the possibility that the captive is trying to picture the visual images around her by
extrapolating through other senses. The mention of painted nails, underscores this possibility, as the
smell of nail polish wafts out from M.I.A.'s words.
Notably, the smell also leads back to the studio ofM.I.A.-the-visual-artist wherein silk screening
and aerosol graffiti cans create stenciled silhouettes of palm trees and jungle icons (Fig. 2) and also create
strong olfactory effects.
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Fig. 2- M.I.A.'s "palm tree silhouettes" from the Album booklet artwork for Arular: stenciled aerosol
spray-painted graffiti conflating the tropical image with military imagery (tanks at left) and the valence of
"fire" (right)

Her art often works through conflation and juxtaposition. Here we see M.I.A.'s "palm tree silhouettes"
which are created by spraying aerosol propelled painted through a stencil. Here the street art conflates the
tropical icon with the military image of tanks comprising the trunk and the image of the trees on fire
which gestures both to military exercises and to the burning of a marijuana leaf. As such, M.I.A. visual
art works, like her music, through a mode of conflation that she seems to view as constitutive of her
experience as both a British national subject and a subject of British national anxieties.
Finally, the assonance of the stanza also supports this synaesthetic reading as the "s/z" sound of
the eventual "Amazon" buzzes throughout the verse. Indeed, M.I.A.'s visual art and her poetic process
somehow seems part of her narrative's diagesis-as if the fictional hostage fashions a sense of normalcy
for her precarious situation by creating her own world wherein her words, and the sounds, smells, and
images they signify, meld into one another synaesthetically. M.I.A. continues over the same beat, rapping
repeatedly the chorus: "Hello this is M.I.A. I Could you please come get me?" The beat now includes an
added layer of robotic sounding calls of"o-a-o-ah." M.I.A. 's cry for help, although filtered through an
electronicizing vocoder, nonetheless recalls the monkey sounds from the jungle sample.
In the second verse, she continues to contemplate her abduction:
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Suckin' on a Benson, tryin' to get me undone
Let me go, I don't wanna get tension
Under submission, out of frustration
I'll do it, I'll scream for the nation
In this scene, however, M.I.A.'s character is not being held for ransom, but rather back in Sri Lanka as a
forcibly conscripted soldier of the Tamil Tigers. The increasingly disjunct and surreal narrative now sees
her jumping between temporal and geographic contexts--either literally or as a continued result of the
mental fatigue that began with her original displacement in West London. "Out of frustration," she
decides to comply with the wishes of her captors. She will "scream"-that is cheer, rally, fight, and diefor the ethnic Tamil nation. Again, a commodity provides the point of departure for her verse. Instead of
a straw in a juice box, she is now sucking on a Benson & Hedges cigarette attempting to relax in a Sri
Lankan jungle. Through no coincidence, the choice of the Benson & Hedges brand is another loaded
signifier of the British Empire-the royal brand first made from American tobaccos in 1873 for Queen
Victoria's son, Albert the Prince of Wales. In the narrative, the cigarette serves as a way for the
protagonist to loosen up and agree to go with the flow. Furthermore, the displacement of the
commodities-the southern fruit's juice in the Northern Hemisphere and the cigarette's western tobacco
in the Eastern Hemisphere-serve to further the narrative's sense of global commercial and cultural
interpenetration.
This geographic dislocation and blurring of meaning comes into focus in the track's final verse,
where M.I.A. raps:
Minutes turned to hours and became our dates
When we shared raindrops that turned into lakes
Bodies started merging and the lines got grey
Now I'm looking at him thinking: 'maybe he's okay'
The message of abduction that starts the track eventually gives way to the influence of time and ends in
complicity. The passage of time, symbolized by the buildup of raindrops and minutes, proves the most
powerful consideration in M.I.A. 's final accounting. Just as the lines between modes of sensory
perception became blurry, and just as geographic and national space began to break down and dislocate,
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the relation between captive and captor entered a grey area. In her double entendre on "dates" with her
captor and the statement that "bodies that start merging" M.I.A. uses sexualized imagery, that suggests a
loss of subjecthood through her giving of her self. The line recalls the mention of her "submission" in the
previous verse and implies a relationship of convenience, if not outright domination. On the second
repetition of this final verse, the stanza is short-circuited ending on the word "grey," which-aided by
digital sampling technology-disintegrates into sonic particles. The musical gesture serves to explode the
subjectivity of the protagonist's former self. In so doing the piece also draws on a central image of
Salman Rushdie's critically acclaimed novel Midnight's Children, wherein the body of the postcolonial
protagonist begins to crack, eventually exploding into his innumerable constituent identities. 67 Unlike the
Rushdie novel, M.I.A.'s protagonist does not fall victim to her hybrid multiplicity, but instead flips sides.
"Amazon" concludes with a reformulation of her initial call for help. What begins "Hello this is M.I.A.
Can you please come get me?" now becomes: "Hello this is M.I.A. It's okay you forgot me."
Although M.I.A. 's protagonist capitulates in order to find peace in each situation, the track seems
to argue that in these processes something is lost. That it is, in fact, not "okay." Despite the poetically
alluring synaesthetic images that tum one idea into another throughout the track, the vaguely resigned
capitulation to the grey areas casts the conclusion in a decidedly inauspicious light. Indeed, it seems that
by resigning her position as a victim and accepting her new role as part of the victimizer, she has
sacrificed a part of her humanity. Through this imagery of collusion, the track thus represents M.I.A.'s
struggle with the ideas ofhybridity and reterritorialization that are such central parts of the postcolonial
condition. Although she clearly has no problem with the geographically mixed musical and poetic
signifiers, M.I.A. seems to argue that one must retain one's (op)positionality-that perhaps the
Manichean is the moral. In short, she posits the idea that although we are all part of the same processes, it
doesn't mean we should all capitulate or assimilate to make things easy.

67

Salman Rushdie, Midnight's Children
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Sexual Violence, Imperial Violence: "10 Dollar" and "Hombre"
"10 Dollar'' is, like "Amazon," both a highlight of the album and a centerpiece of its political
project. At once highly danceable and poetically provocative, "10 Dollar" inverts gender, class, and
racial power relations through a symbol of powerlessness-a postcolonial "dial-a-bride." In order to
accomplish this tactical maneuver, M.I.A. employs lyrical references to Western literary and popular
cultures as well as to Tamil ethnic culture over a mercilessly aggressive grime beat. Centered on a
thumping bass drum, piercing handclaps, and a driving synthesized bass melody, the beat also includes
M.I.A. 's signature laser sounds and sine wave portamenti. A new addition to M.I.A. 's sonic palette here
is a sampled cowbell groove in the musical foreground. The sound was a common feature for 1980s hip
hop-a gesture performed on early drum machines and Casio keyboards that had the ability to cut through
rhythmically dense tracks. The cowbell line here performs a similar function and also gives the fresh
sound of the grime beat a retro caste.
M.I.A. enters the track with an introductory melody on a descending A-flat minor triad, singing
the vocables: "Hey, hey, hey, hey, uh, uh." This non-lexical gesture becomes somewhat more meaningful
as she changes to a consequent statement of "Uh-oh, uh-oh, uh-oh, hey, hey." When M.I.A. finally enters
with the first lines of poetry, her meaning becomes clear. She continues in Tamil with the sing-song
delivery of a half-spoken, half-sung nursery rhyme:
Mota pappti [little girl]
Roti sutala [she made rotilbread]
Enne patillian [she didn't have enough oil]
Kaasu ennala [she counted her money]
Kadald ponala [and went to the store]
Kassu patulaya [but didn't have enough money]
Kadakarna patu kan-addicala [so she looked at the storekeeper and winked at him ]68
The lyrics here comprise a traditional Tamil rhyme in which a young girl, lacking the funds for cooking
oil, turns to sexual enticement to acquire the staples for her kitchen. The first vocables are thus a
stuttering and sheepish "pardon me, but ... " gesture to the shopkeeper. The second "uh-oh" is now
68
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understood to be the protagonist's realization that she has insufficient funds. These same "uh-ohs,"
however, will also come to function as an extradiegetic commentary that foreshadows the trouble that the
"little girl" will cause.
Importantly, M.I.A. uses the Tamil rhyme as a native resource with which to launch a more
audacious enterprise. In the verses that follow the little girl will create from the traditional bit of wisdom
a strategy for navigating postcolonial poverty and overcoming imperial domination. The project of"IO
Dollar" is thus the venture of an organic intellectual. The first verse enters immediately after the
introduction, linking the Tamil rhyme with the English lines that follow. Giving heightened meaning to
her opening "uh-oh" melody, M.I.A. raps:

"Chinna [Tamil: little] Girl" is a little girl
From a town: that's all ya need to know
Lolita was a man-eater
Clocked him like a taxi meter
Fuck gold, she was platinum digger
Shakin' ass, making moves on a mover
Visa, then a plane ride to ya
Peace out, she'll kill you like Uma
In the unrhymed first couplet M.I.A. picks up where she left off, introducing the little girl with the Tamil
diminutive "Chinna." Through the precocious language of"that's all you need to know" M.I.A. also
shows an affinity for the story's protagonist. Indeed, though the narrative is not autobiographical, like
many ofM.I.A.'s other lyrics "10 Dollar" imagines an alternate reality for the rapper. Like "Amazon"
and other cuts from Arular, "10 Dollar'' is a 'what if?' scenario that extrapolates her childhood
experiences in another logical direction.
The lines that follow clarity the track's introductory vocables in setting up this young girl as
trouble. First, we hear a reference to Vladimir Nabokov's Lolita, establishing the protagonist's
adolescence and burgeoning sexuality. Next, however, we hear that despite being a very young woman
"Chinna Girl" is already a "man-eater" and a "platinum digger," as though gold will no longer suffice. In
these first few lines the innocent protagonist is recast as a sexual predator, intent on extracting wealth
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from sexual encounters. The lyric draws on a long and often misogynistic discourse about "gold diggers"
in hip hop music, and notably, shared airtime with Kanye West's hit single on the topic during 2005 when
both albums were released. The innocently playful Tamil rhyme about a poor girl and a shopkeeper is
thus stretched into a more oppositional and perhaps more relevant metaphor of postcolonial international
relations.
The next lines establish that this "Lolita" is neither a mere gold digger nor a local prostitute on
the clock, but rather an international businesswoman with a visa and plane ticket-tools that are
foreshadowed in "Hombre." In noting that the little girl is "Shakin' ass, making moves on a mover,"
M.I.A. makes clear her focus on the track-she is inverting the power relations between wealthy "mover
and shaker" businessmen and sex workers. Here, the exploiter has become the exploited. M.I.A. 's verbal
gambit displaces the "shaking" and deal making from the masculinized world of business and relocates it
in a feminized sex trade and its moving bodies. The concluding line clarifies this restructuring with a
reference to Uma Thurman's sexy assassin character in the 2003 and 2004 feature films Kill Bill Vols. 1
& 2. With the analogy, M.I.A. evokes the theme of revenge, as together the films form a bloody and
graphically vengeful narrative. Like Kill Bill, it is easy to root for M.I.A.'s protagonist because of the
sense of redress that she brings to the story.
In the chorus that follows, M.I.A. offers an ersatz translation of the introductory Tamil rhyme
with the same sing-song delivery:
She skipped away to the shop
She found she didn't have enough
She caught him looking right at her
and sucked on a lollipop
Through the image of the lollipop M.I.A. underscores the irony of a little girl from the Third World as a
dangerous adversary. As in the original Tamil, the girl uses a sexually suggestive gesture to achieve her
goals. In this reformulation, however, the protagonist does not "look at" the shopkeeper, but instead
catches him "looking right at her." While we might consider the former version as more proactive and
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therefore more empowering, the stare of the shopkeeper in the latter not only suggests the power
imbalance from the outset, but also confirms that despite his dominant position he is already "caught."
Perhaps more accurately, it is not in spite of, but because of this power imbalance that the businessman
falls prey to his own over-confidence. Furthermore, whereas we are unsure of the final outcome in the
original rhyme, in this version the lollipop gesture 'sets the hook' as it were, confirming Chinna Girl's
success.
Before the second verse M.I.A. returns to the introductory vocable line. In this instance,
however, the line becomes more sexually suggestive as she sings: "Uh-oh, uh-oh, uh-oh, hey wanna?" As
the proposition echoes on the track, the second and final verse commences:
Chinna Girl grew up to be a big girl
Had her sights set on a bigger world
Dial-a-bride from Sri Lanka
Found herself a Yorkshire banker
Need a visa? Got with a geezer
Need some money? Paid him with her knees-up
Year later, started to ease up
Got her own way, shouted out: "see ya!"
The verse again inverts the male gaze working with the image of the little girl as a "dial-a-bride" who,
rather than being procured by a businessman, declares herself the active agent in finding an older banker.
In this transaction, the international and postcolonial implications are made more explicit. She has the
mark-her British suitor-procure her a travel visa from Sri Lanka and proceeds to extract money from
him through sexual favors. After she has secured a monetary reward she completes her year-long scam
and declares her independence. The track returns to the English version of the Tamil rhyme and then to
the vocable melody.
M.I.A. employs the image of young women throughout her oeuvre to make a universalizing case
about the position of women in contemporary debates between First and Third Worlds that are the violent
domain of men. M.I.A. seeks to position young girls not as victims or onlookers but as active participants
in the destructive relationships-if only to point out the universal effects that neocolonial violence has on
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all levels and both sides of conflicts. As part of her stage show for the Arular tour M.I.A. had young
South Asian girls-girls around ten years her junior--dress in the outlaw bandanas and sunglasses to
make her point. What is especially notable is her articulation of postcoloniality to American hip hop in
the formulation of a T-Shirt slogan that reads: "It Takes Immigration of Millions to Hold Us Back." The
slogan is a play on the seminal album of hip hop's militant resistance, Public Enemy's 1988 album It

Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back. The wordplay in this deformation has a number of valences,
some of which seem to cast immigration in a negative light. Indeed, we could read this slogan as that of a
xenophobic protectionist. However, the reading that I would like to suggest--or at least highlight-is the
displacement of the word "nation" that the word "immigration" performs. In any case, the ambivalent
reformulation nicely summarizes M.I.A.'s dialogue with one of her primary American influences, and
forms a continuity between her terrorist imagery and that ofPE's stage shows featuring Professor Griff
and his army of black Muslim "Sl Ws."

Fig. 3 - "It Takes Immigration of Millions to Hold Us Back" - Postcolonial hip hop slogan emblazoned
on T-Shirts of young South Asian girls participating in an M.I.A. performance.

Just as the track seems to be concluding, "1 0 Dollar" reveals its secret: a new and powerful final
section that gives the track its name. M.I.A. raps urgently and repeatedly: "What can I get for 10 dollar?"
to which she offers her own response: "Everything you want." The line is a particularly well-known pop
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culture reference to Stanley Kubrick's critically acclaimed Vietnam War film Full Metal Jacket (1987).
In its original context, the first part of the line is spoken by a US Marine after a very forward Vietnamese

prostitute uses her small but sexually explicit English vocabulary to proposition the soldier and his friend.
The Marine asks: "What do we get for ten dollars?" to which the Vietnamese woman responds: "Any-ting
you want." Notably, in the scene Kubrick uses Nancy Sinatra's empowering feminist anthem "These
Boots are made for Walkin"' to set the mood. Displaying his unmatched talent for using music to add
layers of meaning to scenes, Kubrick introduces the Sinatra recording just as the Vietnamese woman
begins sauntering towards the soldiers, clad in a miniskirt and high heels.
Set against the backdrop of the Chinna Girl narrative, M.I.A. resignifies Kubrick's dialogue.
Now, the little girl-the dial-a-bride--is doing the asking. In broken English, she inquires: "What can I
get for ten dollar?" The answer comes as much from her as from the businessman whom she is
scamming: "Any-ting you want." As the vignette from the previous two verses indicates, Chinna Girl can
get anything she wants. The Full Metal Jacket sample thus solidifies the postcolonial metaphor in "10
Dollar." Read on a postcolonial level, the relationship of foreign currency to native labor is now
inverted-the imperialists are now working for her. She 'flips tha scrip,' and her foreign labor now
dictates the price. The track is thus a parable of Third World agency and entrepreneurship in a global
economy. This final chant is its lesson. Read through the lens ofhip hop, the final stanza and its
quotation of Full Metal Jacket has a precedent in the lyrics of2 Live Crew's 1989 hit "Me So Horny"-a
fact which M.I.A. is no doubt aware. Indeed, with the sample M.I.A. again references Miami, a city
whose club music scene produced 2 Live Crew, their sexually explicit lyrics, and the Miami Bass sound.
2 Live Crew's 1989 track employs two brief samples of dialogue from the same scene in Full Metal
Jacket as the basis for the beat. The Vietnamese sex worker's lines: "Me so horny" and "Me love you
long time" form the track's hook, and another looped sample: "Me sucky sucky" concludes the track.
Where the members of2 Live Crew employ the samples to reflect their own insatiable libidos on the
track, M.I.A.'s interest in the scene is not sexual but financial. The intertextuality of the lines thus pays
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homage to 2 Live Crew and the Miami Bass scene, while refocusing on the postcolonial implications of
the scene previously used for comic effect.
Arular's eighth cut "Hombre" returns to Latin America. Again, however, M.I.A. and her co-

producer Richard X use an Asian musical signifier rather than one from the Americas. Here a synthesized
version of the South Asian tambura drone oflndian classical music fades in and establishes a fleeting
sense of calm-much like the role performed by the Southeast Asian gamelan in "Amazon." Notably, the
tambura is one of only two overtly South Asian sonic signifiers on the Sri Lankan Londoner's globe

trotting album. The atmospheric device quickly grows in volume and intensity, and is soon joined by
shimmering and bubbling synthesized palette that establishes an impression of deep space or the ocean
floor through its reverb and muffled, narrow-band equalization. In a manner consistent with M.I.A.'s
musical lexicon, a jarring laser zap establishes a rift with the previous musical materials and overall sound
design. A portamento sine wave emerges from this ''tum on" gesture leading up to another zap-a ''tum
off' gesture that sets the piece in motion.
Over a loop of a beat one bass drum hit with handclaps and snare on the and of two and the down
beat of four-again, the 3-3-2 first halfofthe clave rhythm-M.I.A. enters with the quasi-Spanglish
lines:
Oiga Rato [listen up a second]
Pica mina numero [take my number]
Me liga [take me] you tiger
Liga para min [take me for yours] pleaser

The opening lyrics establish the track as a flirtatious love song between M.I.A. and the "Hombre" she has
her eyes on. Despite seeming to be one of the album's less politically oriented tracks, it nonetheless uses
the tiger image of her father's Tamil rebel associations, and recalls the submission (''take me") and
"merging" language of previous tracks. As the final line ends a shimmering tone fades in on D, leading to
a melodic line that outlines a dominant seventh chord on "oh." In combination with a sustained falling
semitone "sigh" gesture from G to F# on "eh," the texture creates a vaguely middle eastern tonal palette.
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"Hombre"- Vocal Line

Oil_ _ _ _ _ __

Ex. 4 - "sigh" gesture and arpeggiated melodic line on D7

The following section is characterized by an increasingly diverse beat, which adds to the bass,
claps, and snare myriad synthesized beeps and blips. In addition, the end of the beat's four-bar loop
structure is demarcated by a sixteenth note mbila line. The sound of the African pitched mallet
instrument functions unexpectedly well alongside the conspicuously electronic gestures that dominate the
texture. Indeed, the line is soon joined by the synthesized tones. M.I.A. enters with the first verse:
My fingertips and the lips do the work yeah
My hips do the flicks as I walk yeah
With a good head I came to make it
With a good head I came to break it
Did your momma tell you about me
What did she say? "Don't go play there?"
Gonna make that hot boy want me
Gonna make that hot boy take me
M.I.A. 's bodily imagery establishes the scene as a dance club-a setting with which she is no doubt well
acquainted. Here M.I.A. establishes herself as the subject of the male gaze as she enters the club, but
notably she employs her body's "work" to her own advantage. The double entendre of "good head"
establishes that she has her own priorities in mind, but also suggests oral sex through her mention of
"fingertips" and "lips." She is something of a sexual predator, someone who ''your mama" warns you
about. As the track clarifies later, her character is here a "gold digger." While such figures are a common
subject of much hip hop, in "Hombre" M.I.A. again flips tha scrip on rap music's rampant misogyny.
Although the track is seemingly apolitical, her performance of gender in "Hombre" forms a continuity
with "10 Dollar," where her inversion of the male gaze is an extended metaphor inverting postcolonial
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power relations.
The chorus immediately follows, echoing the Spanish of the track's opening lines and the
playfully aggressive sexuality of the first verse:
'Scuse me little hombre
Take my number call me
I can get squeaky
So you can come and oil me
M.I.A.'s aspiration of the h in the word "hombre" establishes that she is by no means a fluent Spanish
speaker-a fact that is underscored in her next lines where the word tres [three] is mispronounced as the
French treize [thirteen]. M.I.A. raps her phone number: "Cuatro, ocho, cinco, treize [sic tres] I Call me
over."
The final verse of the track clarifies the marital status ofher "hombre," and makes explicit an
adulterous relationship. It also localizes the cross-Atlantic Latin American narrative in Miami. The city
that is clearly central to her musical aesthetic is now directly referenced, where prior musical homages
were oblique at best. She begins:
You can stick me, stab me, grind me, wind me
Puck, we can even ask your wifey
Rich bored at home with a kiddie
She don't know about you getting nookie
'Member when you first started callin' me
You had a ticket waitin' for me
Said you wanna meet me in Miami
So we can start a family
Notably, the track also economic imbalance between M.I.A.'s character and the object/mark of her
desire/hustle. Despite her diminutive pet name, the "little hombre" is revealed to be a man of meanssomeone who can afford the international flight and seemingly support two families. Although the lines
between the two possibilities-true relationship or romantic scam-are again grey, M.I.A. 's character is
clearly acting in her own self-interest. The narrative of "Hombre" thus examines the soap opera imagery
of a "gold digger" narrative from the perspective ofthe woman-a reversal of power structures that
M.I.A. expands upon in "10 Dollar."
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After the last verse concludes, M.I.A. returns to the earlier sighing "eh" gesture and arpeggio
melody on "Oh." To this texture she now adds a child-like melody on "na-na-na-na-na-na-na"-one that
seems to confirm that she's up to no good.

"Hombre''- Vocal Line- Completed
Eh

• - - - ·- - - - -

:J_-.-:Ll!::J.---

En

~~--J:-===---.- - - -

!e cJUttr ttftt(!r; l(]trtrr F~
LNa na nana nana na Na na nana nana na

Na na nana nan a naj Oh_ _ _ __

Fig. 5 - "Sigh" and arpeggio from Fig. 4 - now completed with mocking "Nana" line

At the end of the track, the "eh" and "oh" lines are stripped away and this new melodic material is all that
remains. With the suspended eleventh (G) suddenly absent, the gesture quickly warps from a vaguely
exotic and beckoning siren call to a blatantly childish taunt. She has gotten what she wants .

.from Congo to Colombo: "Sunshowers" and the Universal Postcolonial
Arular's next cut, "Sunshowers," picks up on M.I.A. 's recurrent metaphors of sexual domination
as postcolonial domination and returns to the terrorist imagery of earlier tracks. Starting with a spare
bongo line, M.I.A. begins:
I bongo with my lingo
And beat it like a wing, yo
To Congo, to Columbo
Can't stereotype my thing, yo
I salt and pepper my mango
Shoot spit out the window
Bingo! I got him in the thing, yo
Now what, I'm doing my thing, yo!
Quit bending all my fingo
Quit beating me like you're Ringo
You wanna go? You wanna win a war?
Like P.L.O. I don't surrendo
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The track again articulates a Black Atlantic connection, this time from Africa's Congo around the
southern tip ofthe continent and across the Indian Ocean to Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka. While the
tropical imagery of bongos and mangos function as signifiers of global Third World postcoloniality for
M.I.A., the very name of the capital "Colombo" encodes the postcolonial as the city was named after the
noted explorer by Portuguese colonial powers. Indeed, her mention of"beating" her "lingo" gestures to
the performativity she conceives in the utterance of these images.
Just as the images of her "lingo" are part and parcel of stereotypes that characterize the
underdeveloped world as uncivilized jungle, her references to physical violence represent the reality of
postcolonial domination and brutality. As we have seen, her view of postcolonial violence is deeply
intertwined with a perceived parallel in domestic abuse. Her mention of Ringo (Starr) is evocative of
domestic violence as the Beatie endured a bout of infamy after admitting to drunkenly beating his wife
Barbara Bach. In the context of the track-and the album-the reference to the beloved musical icon is
tantamount to an indictment of English colonialism at large. The domestic violence as postcolonial
metaphor is clarified with the opening verse's controversial final line: "You wanna go? I You wanna win
a war? I Like P.L.O. I don't surrend(er)."
The track is the second on Arular for which M.I.A. shot a video, and like the video for "Bucky
Done Gun," M.I.A. sets the dramatic action in the Third World. Here the lyrical imagery of The Congo
and Bongos, of Columbia and Mangos, sets the stage for video images of a South Asian jungle. To these
images are added shots of monkeys, leopards, lions, and elephants, which encircle a small jungle village.
The South Asian setting is established through the image ofM.I.A. surrounded by teenage girls who--as
the images strongly infer--could be, or once were, her. Importantly, M.I.A. again affiliates herself with
Africa, South America, and Asia-a postcolonial gesture recognizing the shared colonial domination of
the three continents by Europe and North America commonly known as tricontinentalism.
The first frames of the video establish the look ofthe village of tree huts connected by rope
bridges before we see a close shot ofM.I.A. with a monkey on her back. As the camera continues to
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move through the village, we see longhaired girls working on transistor radios while one stands sentry
with a machine gun. As we see more of the village's thirty some girls it seems that they are all dressed in
black and white checkered shirts-a uniform of sorts. Just as we are led to reevaluate whether this is a
village or a terrorist training camp, M.I.A. leads the girls down to a river. There they wash clothes, bathe,
and engage in innocent play while M.I.A. sits atop an Indian elephant recounting the story of a terrorist
suspect. When they return to the village/training camp at the end of the video, they are clad in white
shirts dancing a unison step led by M.I.A. The final shots emulate a Hollywood musical spectacular,
featuring the newly washed girls dancing en masse with yellow ribbons tying their pigtailed hair.
Just as the track is the first to mention a terrorist organization by name, it is also the first in which
M.I.A. seems to express conditional support for terrorist acts. Indeed, the significance of the term
"sunshowers" on the track is a gesture of guardianship and care for a fictional terrorist suspect. M.I.A.
sings the chorus:
'Cause sunshowers that fall on my troubles
Are over you, my baby
And some showers I'll be aiming at you
Cause I'm watching you, my baby
The verse that follows introduces the terrorist character through highly ambivalent and confusing
statements. The verse includes the disapproving lines: "I'm tired of him I I don't wannabe as bad as
him." Shortly thereafter, however, she concludes the verse with the lines:
It's a bomb yo. So run yo
Put away your stupid gun yo
'Cause see though, like protocol
This is why we blow it up 'fore we go
Although she disapproves of the would-be terrorist's gun, she seems to be complicit in the bombing and
the planning thereof. While we might posit a number of divergent interpretations of the lyrics from the
second verse of"Sunshowers," the ambivalence of the lines seems intentional, as the final verse paints a
clearer picture, but offers a conclusion that is just as confounding.
"Sunshowers" concludes:
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Semi-9 and snipered him
On that wall they posted him
They cornered him
And then just murdered him
He told them he didn't know them
He wasn't there, they didn't know him
They showed him a picture then
"Ain't that you with the Muslims?"
He got Colgate on his teeth
And Reebok classics on his feet
At a factory he does Nike
And then helps the family
Beat heart beat
He's made it to the Newsweek
Sweetheart's seen it
He's done it for the peeps [people]. Peace.
The verse paints a picture of a young man who is both a productive member of society and an active
participant in Western corporate culture. The Third World signifiers of mangos and bongos are now
replaced with commercial symbols such as Colgate, Reebok, and his employer Nike-a preferred symbol
of child labor abuses in Southeast Asia. In the verse, M.I.A. notes that despite his engagement with the
UK's commercial economy, the young man has been targeted as an outsider and a threat. He is thus the
subject of surveillance, and through his purported associations with "Muslims" which are captured on
film, he is implicated in terrorist activities. M.I.A.'s statement: "Can't stereotype my thing, yo"-though
describing her musical style in the first verse-echoes here as the terrorist suspect is surveiled, racially
profiled, put on a wanted poster, and eventually killed.
Although M.I.A. paints the character as a victim, her concluding line "He's done it for the peeps"
leaves open the possibility that he was in fact part of a terrorist plot. The seemingly intentional ambiguity
and ambivalence of the track are upheld by the video, which begins with terrorist imagery and ends in a
dance party. Notably, the tactical power of this uncertainty is mirrored in the potent insurgency of
terrorist groups in Iraq, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, and elsewhere wherein terrorist operatives recede into
local communities. In using a village/camp full of near-identical girls, M.I.A. is playing with this
uncertainty that highlights the grey area between terrorist sympathizers and those that live in fear of
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reprisal. Who are the victims and who are the victimizers? More than an indictment of ex-colonial
Western governments, "Sunshowers" is a metaphor of the complexity of our postcolonial moment. As
such, it is also fits into the contradictory framework of''terrorist chic."

Love and Race: "U.R.A.Q.T."
Arular concludes with "U.R.A.Q.T.," a brief love and revenge story that employs numerous

references to American popular culture. The track's beat is composed around a sample of Quincy Jones's
theme to Sanford and Son, "The Streetbeater." The funky organ and moog loop provides a comic finish
to the simultaneously playful and politically provocative album. The beat concludes with a sample of
Red Foxx's catch phrase in the television series, "You big dummy," to berate the subject ofM.I.A.'s
scorn, a home-wrecking woman. The theme of the track is captured in the letters of the title, U.R.A.Q.T.
(''you are a cutie"), a track about text messaging love notes. The track begins with equalization emulating
a mobile phone call:
"Dt-Dt-Dt" on your mobile phone:
'Dt-Dt-Dt' on your mobile phone
You fucked my man and
Wrecked my home
I'll get my bro' to rob your phone
"U.R.A.Q.T." is thus a counterpoint to "Hombre" in which M.I.A. played the dismissively aggressive,
globetrotting adulteress who wrecks an upper class home. Here, her character plays a more street-smart
character willing to call on her siblings to exact revenge.
The track continues with the first verse, a witty comparison between the "tightness" of her
relationship and imaginative analogies involving two US R&B artists. M.I.A. raps:
Now could it be that me and he
Are tighter than J-Lo in her jeans?
And could it be that me and he
Are tighter than R. Kelly in his teens?
But you're fucking with my man
And you text him all the time
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You might' a had him once
But I got him all the time
The Jennifer Lopez (J-Lo) lyric is in reference to the singer and actor's famously voluptuous rear end,
while the R. Kelly analogy works a double entendre that further exhibits M.I.A. 's connectedness to
American music industry gossip. The slang "tight" (cool) might refer to the hipness ofR. Kelly in his
younger years, but it is more effectively a sexual innuendo about the singer's questionable and much
publicized affairs with underage (''teen") girls.
The track continues with the chorus, which includes the title lyrics:
U.R.A.Q.T. [You are a cutie]
Is your dad a dealer 'cause you're dope to me?
You throw them balls across the country
You win gold medals for when you're with me
Given the sexual innuendo that speaks to infidelity through sports imagery, M.I.A. seems
uncharacteristically forgiving of her love interest, especially within the context of the album's
postcolonial feminist framework. It is nonetheless remarkable for its concepts and metaphors-the sure
signs of ability in hip hop music. Further, in its sharp and unwavering critique of her adversary on the
track, M.I.A. shows a single-mindedness that gives the track direction and strength.
Although the track includes some ofM.I.A.'s most clever word play and showcases her verbal
combat abilities, the most notable feature of the track is the manner in which she sets up the Latina
American and African American R&B singers as her sex symbols of choice. Towards the end of the
second verse, she dismisses her female adversary and makes the most overtly racialized reference on the
album, referring to herself as a "brown girl." Beginning with battle and boxing metaphors, she raps:
"You're the shrapnels in the rubble I I'm a raging bull, a rebel." She then switches to a lower pitched
voice and takes on a cooler and more sinister style:
It's all about the low-blow brown girl
The no glove [condom], no love hot girl
The jnknjnknjumpin' off the decks girl
Thejnknjnknjumpin' offthe rocks girl
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Through the lyrics, M.I.A. portrays herself as a sexually promiscuous but responsible minority woman.
With the mention of the perceived exceptional and non-normative sexualities ofJ-Lo and R. Kelly in the
previous verse, M.I.A. articulates an affinity to the two. Rather than turning to British sex symbols (e.g.
David and Victoria Beckham, etc.), M.I.A.looks to the US for symbols of her sexuality. In the lyrics,
M.I.A. takes the insults of her sexual adversary and turns them to her advantage. "Low-blow brown girl"
and "no glove, no love" are resignified as characteristics of a badass, "jumpin' off the decks girl."
While we might find the love stories on Arular confounding tangents from M.I.A.'s political
project, they are instead part and parcel of the experience ofpostcoloniality. As Gilroy writes in a section
of his Black Atlantic entitled "Love Wars and Sexual Healing: A Displaced Poetics of Subordination":
"narratives oflove and loss systematically transcode other forms of yearning and mourning associated
with histories of dispersal and exile and the remembrance of unspeakable terror." Gilroy explains that
this realization occurred to him while: "Watching and taking pleasure in the way that African-American
and Caribbean singers could win over London crowds and dissolve the distance and difference that
diaspora makes through the mimetic representation of an essential black sexuality which knew no
borders ...." Through no coincidence, he argues, it is the experience oflove and the pain of loss that
communicates humanity and brutality on a universal level.

Conclusion: Gilroy and Back on the Block

Chapter three of Gilroy's Black Atlantic, '"Jewels Brought form Bondage': Black Music and the
Politics of Authenticity," concludes with a discussion of Quincy Jones's multimedia legacy project
"Listen Up: The Many Lives of Quincy Jones." Ofthe multitalented music and entertainment mogul's
film, book, and CD, Gilroy writes: "In all these interlocking formats 'Listen Up' celebrates his life,
endurance, and creativity. Most of all, it affirms black participation in the entertainment industry .... " 69
As Gilroy notes, the piece that set this project in motion was the album Back on the Block, a 1990 concept
69
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album premised on Jones's desire ''to incorporate the whole family ofblack American music ... that was
part of my culture." The album was in essence a sonic celebration of black music's changing same. 70
Gilroy's skepticism about the album's concept is made manifest as he notes his wariness about Jones's
use of hip hop on the album's single "The Dude," fearing that the gesture is part of a larger strategy to
authenticate the black lower-class roots of the now wealthy and esteemed cultural icon.
Gilroy's suspicions are confirmed as Jones uses hip hop as a contemporary frame with which to
contextualize a vernacular history of African American musical production. Rather than sticking to the
American forms of jazz, R&B, soul, funk, and hip hop, however, Jones extends his black American
musical family's culture to include Latin American and African forms via the logic of"retention"
deployed in theorizations about the African griot storyteller and his historical evolution in the New World
from the ring shout, through samba and jazz, to hip hop. 71 Emphasizing the incommensurability of his
stated aims and musical implementation, Gilroy writes: "Brazilian and African musical patterns were
annexed by and became continuous with his version of black America's musical heritage," continuing:
The delicate relationship between unity and differentiation gets lost at this point.
Old and new, east and west simply dissolve into each other or rather into the
receptacle provided for their interaction by the grand narrative of African-American
cultural strength and durability. However compelling they may be, Jones's
appropriations of Brazilian rhythm and African language become entirely subservient
to the need to legitimate African-American cultural particularity. The promise of a
truly compound diaspora or even global culture which could shift understanding of
black cultural production away from the narrow concerns of ethnic exceptionalism
and absolutism receded rapidly. 72
In short, Gilroy sees Back on the Block and the broader "Listen Up" project as a missed
opportunity to express the hidden diversity ofblack music. He highlights the musical parameters of the
project as expressions of the transnational movement and imminent hybridity and dynamism of black
musics-truths that go unexpressed if not completely obscured in Jones's discourse. Indeed, this is the
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theoretical intervention that Gilroy's "Black Atlantic" figuration seeks to accomplish. It is a gesture
towards the possibilities that black culture holds if only it can avoid essentializing the ethnic
particularisms that complicate solidarity among black populations.
Ironically, Gilroy slips into an uncharacteristically nostalgic and personal tone in the chapter's
conclusion, bemoaning what he sees as the inevitable march of black American music towards its
complete assimilation into the body politic and its complete commodification by the nation's global
markets. He recounts a story in the form of a negative epiphany and loss of innocence: "Twenty years
later, with the sound tracks of my adolescence recirculating in the exhilaratingly damaged form ofhip
hop, I was walking down a street in New Haven, Connecticut-a black city-looking for a record shop
stocked with black music. The desolation, poverty, and misery encountered on that fruitless quest forced
me to confront the fact that I had come to America in pursuit of a musical culture that no longer exists."
Noting the disconnect between his childhood imaginings about black American music and its present
reality, he continues: "I realise that the most important lesson music still has to teach us is that its inner
secrets and ethnic rules can be taught and learned." In this strangely evocative passage Gilroy thus
articulates appropriations of black music to the concept of market commodification in a singular process
of cultural theft and financial profit.
My point here, is that M.I.A.'s album is very much like Jones's-a catalogue of black Atlantic
musics and discourses that draw on African traditional musics, NY hip hop, Miami bass, Kingston
dancehall, Trinidadian calypso, Cuban son, and Brazilian samba and Baile Funk, as well as from the
London grime and South Asian classical musics that we might assume constitute her own forms. What's
more, through discursive frames such as ''terrorist chic" M.I.A. has been criticized for her seeming
hypocrisy and complicity in the same market and military industrial complex that she claims to militate
against. Indeed, Gilroy's critique of Quincy Jones's Back on the Block and the broader "Listen Up"
project relies on a similar frame wherein the music mogul's wholesale affirmation ofblacks in the culture
industry is read as an easy complicity with a dangerous form of Americanization. It is this judgment of
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hypocrisy sentenced upon Jones that makes Gilroy's concluding story seem so misplaced. Of all the
places that he might go to regain a sense of the emancipatory potential of black music, he heads to a
record store-a retail outlet. The choice, is of course an obvious one, but reminds us that the musical
forms that Gilroy is in search of are largely contained in the commodity form. Indeed, his comments
throughout The Black Atlantic and There Ain't No Black in the Union Jack stress the importance of the
global circulation of black music via recording technologies. It strikes me as odd that, given his historical
critique that Jones lets the old dissolve into the new of an eternal black music, he does not seem to notice
that his own discussions of the vernacular dissolve into the commercial at this point. Indeed, he goes on
to lament the loss of the vernacular, but fails to see that it has not existed for quite some time. The
records he seeks simply encode his image of the vernacular, of the authentic.
In a 1996 interview on the question of"Soulful Style" Gilroy again echoes his misgivings about

the future of black music and hip hop in particular. With regard to the interview's central question,
Gilroy explains: "for me, the value of soul and the idea of soul is that they mark the realm which resists
the reach of economic rationality and the commodifying process. Soul is a mark of how that precious,
wonderful, expressive culture stands outside of commodification, how those cultural processes and the
history in which they stand have resisted being reduced to the status of a thing that can be sold." 73 The
comments certainly cast his record store quest in a new light, but here I wish to focus on the author's
quixotic search for "the realm" of musical expression "which resists the reach of economic rationality and
the commodifying process." This certainly sounds like a place we would all like to be, but I fear that
there exists no such realm, just as there exists no music or meaning outside of the larger realm of
signification that connects musical, economic, and racial meanings.
It is this externality of musical transcendence in Gilroy's theorizations ofblack music that draws
Ronald Radano's attention in his Lying Up A Nation. Indeed, such absolutist discourse is to musicology
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what essentialist discourse is to African American studies-a red flag that says more about a discipline's
own history and pitfalls than it does about the stated object of analysis.

74

Radano writes: "Despite the

diversity Gilroy claims for the musics of the 'Black Atlantic,' he remains committed to the politics of
center, to a transcendent, purely musical force that 'gets beyond' the instabilities of discursive contest." 75
If we are to concede Radano's point that it is a fool's errand to examine black music without looking first
at what constitutes blackness (and whiteness), we can see that a search for the "purely musical" will yield
little more than solipsistic conclusions. Indeed, if we attempt to locate the particularity and power of
black music in the sounds that we define as black ones, we have already submitted to the well-worn paths
that American racial ideologies have laid for us.
This is all to say that MIA's Arular stands as a testament to the imminent hybridity of these
musics. Her music's invisibility in black Atlantic musical discourses highlights this fact. Its resonances
offer proof of a diverse international black music that speaks through American blackness, but is now
constituted through global networks. Furthermore her unashamed interaction with the global music
industry and its love offad complicates the critiques about hip hop's decline. M.I.A.'s cultural and
political project is premised both through violent opposition and through commercial channels-as was
Public Enemy's during the "golden age" of hip hop. Indeed, Chuck D--the central figure in many of hip
hop's golden age narratives-told Hollywood to "bum" just as he shot music videos and his records went
platinum. Indeed, I read Gilroy (along with Tony Mitchell) as perpetuating an archetypal Habermassian
narrative of revolution and regression that is, somewhat ironically, also reproduced in Baraka's
essentializing formulation of the changing same. Of the emancipatory potential for soul, Gilroy writes:
"soul meant the music and the music stands for black sublimity.... It also stands for the dramatic
oppositional moment where the processes of fragmentation and commodification begin [to], if not exactly
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break down, that at least lose some oftheir totalizing power."

76

As my examination ofM.I.A.'s Arular

demonstrates, opposition to totalizing hegemony is not accomplished via the circumvention or
transcendence of such structures of oppression, but through engagement with them such that they might
not be simply put out of mind, but actually reconfigured and diminished. M.I.A. 's Arular represents a
form of "terrorist chic" that, far from being a fad, constitutes a strategy to work against oppression
through commodified difference. Indeed, I argue that through its myriad uses of black music and
discourse it is one manifestation of a highly ambivalent global process of (African) Americanization.
In conclusion, it seems fitting to note a remarkably similar process that Gilroy describes in his
Soul interview. At one point in the interview Richard C. Green asks what will happen when African
American cultural identity becomes the "primary site and market for articulations of black diasporic
cultures." Gilroy responds emphatically that Green's hypothetical has already come to pass, noting:
"Black American culture is the dominant global resource for all of that activity," that "the core of that
black global culture as a world culture is American." [emphasis in original] 77 After making this point,
Gilroy is moved to relate another personal anecdote. He explains:
My mother's family comes from Guyana and they come from the woods, from a
distant and remote part of Guyana, far from the capital. They had to deal with the
fact that an American air base turned up there. My mother's brother gets taken
over, under the wing of African-American military men on that base, and they
teach him to be a mechanic, which then gives him a new life. He was endowed with
new skills under a kind of fraternal relationship conducted through particular racial
categories, which do and don't really translate into what's going on in Guyana ... It
represents a very ambivalent becoming. I'm sure that there are all sorts of other
stories like that.... When you think back to my own period of growing up in the
seventies and so on, when I wanted to listen to soul on the radio, what station did I
tune to? I tuned to the American Forces Broadcasting Network transmitting to
black soldiers in Germany.
The story is not only relevant for the way in which it describes the African American influence on the
author's family and the musical (African) Americanization of Gilroy himself, it also connects American
military might to the spread of American culture. As I explained at the outset of this study, American
76
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cultural imperialism is a slippery subject-at once ubiquitous and nebulous. As we recall B- Tight, the
son of an African American serviceman and a German woman, Gilroy's comments seem appropriate.
The process of musical (African) Americanization in contemporary Europe is indeed "a very ambivalent
becoming"-rife with the antinomies and paradoxes of black music and its genesis in the American
context.
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Conclusion
Heijle Waren:
Hot Commodities, "Der Neger Bonus," and the Commercial Authentic

In a 2004 regional meeting of the American Musicological Society, the celebrated musicologist
and scholar of American music, Richard Crawford, delivered a keynote address entitled "W.C. Handy in
America's Musical Life." 1 The paper, drawn from Crawford's study America's Musical Life, examined
Handy's pivotal role in popularizing the blues for American audiences. The centerpiece of the keynote
address was the musicologist's recounting and analysis of a story from Handy's 1941 autobiography
Father of the Blues. 2 The story recounts an epiphany that, according to Handy, ultimately preconditioned

the genesis of American musical composition. As Crawford told it, the story was revealing about the
impact of African American vernacular forms on American popular music. Indeed, it was. Yet, the
narrative immediately struck me as evocative of a more subtle process at work in this originary tale-the
commodification ofblack musical authenticity.
Crawford's analysis drew on chapter six of Handy's autobiography, "Mississippi Mud," wherein
the Father of the Blues narrates this story ofleading his group, Mahara's Minstrels, at a town dance where
he first "saw the beauty of primitive music." Therein Handy writes: "My own enlightenment came in
Cleveland, Mississippi. I was leading the orchestra in a dance program when someone sent up an odd
request. Would we play some of 'our native music,' the note asked." 3 Unable to satisfy the request with
their subsequent attempt, "a second request came up. Would we object if a local colored band played a
few dances?" Jumping at the chance to get a paid break for his band, Handy granted the request.

1
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A disheveled looking string band took the stage and played "one of those over and over strains ...
that attained a disturbing monotony" while swaying oddly and stomping their feet to the beat.
Nonetheless, Handy notes, "It was not really annoying or unpleasant. Perhaps 'haunting' is a better
word." Then came Handy's epiphany: "A rain of silver dollars began to fall around the outlandish,
stomping feet. The dancers went wild... There before the boys lay more money than my nine musicians
were being paid for the entire engagement." This "native music" was the blues. Taking it all in, Handy
vowed to learn the stylistic contours of this music and set to arranging the form for his band to perform.
He concludes the originary narrative: "That night a composer was born, an American composer"
[emphasis in original].
In the analysis of the story in both his keynote address and his landmark study America 's Musical

Life, Crawford rightly stressed the "mythic fashion" in which this tale stresses "fundamental themes" of
"the authenticity of unschooled musicians" and ''the folk tradition's readiness to be exploited for money."
He concludes his discussion of the genesis story in the published study noting: "Finally, as one who spent
much time of his life in the music-publishing business, [Handy] admitted freely that the Clevelanders'
show of coins had sparked his determination to become the kind of American composer he turned out to
be. The marketplace's discovery of the blues is an episode in American music history that would have
enormous repercussions after World War I."4 In ending with a nod to Handy's appropriation,
arrangement, and publication of the "folk tradition," however, Crawford misses a chance to interrogate a
final step that he alludes to in the text but never directly addresses.
It is Handy's cultivation and codification of black musical authenticity in the published sheet

music of"Memphis Blues" (1912) and the immensely popular "St. Louis Blues" (1914) that
preconditioned the broad public circulation of this newly popular music. Indeed, once the forms were
captured and formalized within the structures of European notation systems and the music publishing
industry, the "classic blues" ceased to be a private African American vernacular form and commenced its
4
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life as a popularly available commodity. The "race record" of the latter song by Bessie Smith in 1925
added to this popularity across the US and ultimately to the now iconic hyper-authenticity of black
musical expression. As such, the birth of an American composer in this story is not located in the
exploitation of a "folk tradition" for money, but in the transactions of cultivation, standardization, and
Euro-Americanization that enabled its entrance into popular circulation in the public commodity form.
This final step is a central one to Ronald Radano's argument in Lying up a Nation. In the
practices of capturing African American vernaculars in European musical notation, Radano sees a racial
crossing that encodes American music as intrinsically hybrid. Looking back to some of the earliest
attempts to represent African American music in notation, he writes: "Understood in this way, origin is
miraculously traceable back to the artifice of slave song's notation, as the ironies of race and the limits of
mediation form an alignment: the secrets of blackness at once constructed through and seemingly
unfettered by white representation come into focus as that which artistic representation fails to convey." 5
Indeed, Radano's description of"alignment" illuminates a parallel between how the American
(composer) represents the African American (music), and how media cultivations represent and construct
an original.
Although black music is constructed to represent an African American essence it is, in fact, a
structure of artifice that itselflays bare myriad processes of cultivation and mediatization. Black music
does not speak an African American essence but rather reveals this structure that speaks the racial
contradictions of"blackness" and "whiteness" and ultimately generates both authenticity and commerce.
As Radano has noted, black musical authenticity can only be understood through the historical social and
commercial processes that created it. As such, I would add to Crawford's insightful analysis the
argument that it is not merely the exploitation of folk music that Handy accomplished-indeed the local
string band accomplished that tum. Instead, as Handy himself suggests, that night the seeds of a new
form of music were born. When Handy took the step of approximating, transcribing, or otherwise
5
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notating the music for commercial distribution, the "native" music became something else. To put it
another way, the silver dollars that were thrown at the feet of the "primitive" Mississippi band might be
understood as an appreciation of an ethnic vernacular music, but the black music that W. C. Handy
developed and made his name from-so-called "classic blues"-was American popular music. Indeed,
the contradictions of what we might call "the commercial authentic" are at the core of such processes of
(African) Americanization. The commercial, the publicly available, and the American, paradoxically
encode racial difference.
In this brief concluding examination, I return to the subject of Aggro Berlin to look at the ways
that black music functions as a commercial authentic in the city and across the globe. As we saw in the
prologue, the record label has made its name packaging racialized identities for sale to the German public
(as well as to Austrian and Swiss publics). Although these authenticities ostensibly are not African
American ones, they gain their power from black music's suggestion of an ethnic African American
original. My concluding examination of Aggro Berlin revisits the label's commercial authentic in
counterpoint with historically salient African American stereotypes and, ultimately, with an unexpected
continuity expressed in the German press's reception of the historic visit of then-candidate Barack Obama
to Berlin in the summer of2008.

Aggro Berlin's Aggressive Business Strategy
In the summer of 2008 I returned to Berlin on a follow-up research trip with the institutional
support of the Deutscher Akademischer Austauch Dienst [German Academic Exchange Service]
"Changing Demographics" program. On that summer's research project I proposed to reconnect with my
contacts and interview artists and record label personnel from Aggro Berlin. While I had a great deal of
success in reconnecting with rappers whom I had met in 2006-2007, I had no luck in securing an
interview with Aggro Berlin after a letter of introduction from the DAAD and weeks of emails, faxes, and
phone calls to the record label's office. For over a month, the standard answer to my inquiries was that
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the artists and label staff were very busy scheduling and promoting SIDO's upcoming tour. As my
fieldwork period was entering its final weeks, I had a breakthrough on 23 July 2008, when I succeeded in
convincing (or perhaps wearing down) Aggro's Director of Sponsorships to speak with the MCs B-Tight
and Tony D about scheduling an interview.
The morning of24 July, the very next day, I received last minute notice that the two would come
into the offices around noon for a "brief forty-five minute interview." I quickly finished my pre-interview
preparatory notes and boarded the M41 bus, traveling a mere four stops before reaching my destination.
The sponsorship person, named Anika, gave me directions to their office in Kreuzberg, which the label
keeps unpublished. The small but influential and commercially successful label had relocated in recent
years to avoid the distractions ofboth avid fans and detractors, including their rival label Shok Muzik
(from chapter four) who had recently started a highly mediatized campaign against Aggro-a hip hop
"beef." Indeed, Anika gave me oddly secretive instructions to wait outside and call her once I arrived at
the address, a large multiuse building typical ofKreuzberg. I carried out my espionage-like mission and
soon thereafter saw her emerging from the rear of the building. She led me around back where we
boarded a freight elevator that opened into a modest upper-level suite of five offices. Ifl was
disappointed that Aggro Berlin headquarters bore no resemblance to the bat cave or a prohibition-era safe
house, I was also very glad to have finally arrived at the ostensible destination of my research project.
Anika directed me to a large multi-purpose space scattered with large promotional materials and
life-sized cardboard Carhartt clothing advertisements. I engaged Anika in an interview while we waited,
asking if she had acquired Carhartt as a sponsor. She sat down and explained that "Tony and Bobby" (BTight) would be arriving shortly and told me a bit about her role as Director of Sponsorship. She
explained that the primary way that sponsorship works for the label is that companies send free products
for artists to wear without asking them to officially endorse the products. For example, Adidas places its
new sneakers on the celebrity rappers but does not feature them in commercials. This way companies like
Adidas and Carhartt can avoid the controversy that Aggro is in the business of while still profiting from
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their huge popularity among what remains the most important demographic for such hip hop-associated
products: 15-25 year old males.
I talked with Anika for some 20 minutes and learned a great deal about other aspects of the
label's business operations. At this point, I was not running out of questions but was beginning to worry
about whether Tony D and B-Tight would be corning. She assured me that they would be, and handed me
to another of Aggro' s office staff, Regi, the web administrator for the label-a very important job as I
carne to find. He explained that he does all of the website development as well as designing new
platforms for web 2.0 content and other interactive bells and whistles to get fans involved online. Regi
also explained that forty percent of Aggro's album sales are now online, but noted that many more are
downloaded illegally. To combat piracy Aggro now is in partnership with Universal Music Group. The
major label does secure distribution for them as well as trolling the internet for illegal uploads of
content-something that an independent like Aggro does not have the resources for. Regi concluded,
"But you'll never be able to stop it. You can only mitigate the losses."
At this point, I asked about their "special edition" CDs, wondering if this value added labeling
was how they planned to get people to buy the actual product? He explained that it was, but not in the
way that I imagined. Regi held up a Tony D CD that included an "Aggro.TV" label explaining that this is
the next generation of value added content-a CD that comes with a software package allowing users to
interface with web-based video clips and other content on the AggroBerlin.de website. The software
package includes audio, video, access to chat rooms, screen savers, media players, and other items that
might appeal to consumers. He explained that in a business model that is quickly moving entirely to the
internet, to sell a CD you must make it a "key" to internet content. I told Regi that I was quite impressed,
thinking that it must have been developed by Universal-another of their anti-piracy mechanisms. I
asked out of politeness: "did you come up with that?" He replied, with poorly concealed pride: "well,
actually, yes."
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As Regi described, it is impossible for record labels to contain their musical content. It is too
easily shared. Instead of wasting time and resources playing defense, the independent label has
outsourced that job and is focusing its energies on new ways of reaching and retaining audiences. As I
have described in the preceding chapters, hip hop and its musical communities do not reside in clubs and
physical communities alone. Despite the music's well cultivated street authenticity, hip hop lives as
much online and in the commodity form as in the face to face contact of musical performance. As Regi
insisted, the answers to questions about piracy are not going to be found in legal modes of thinking that
stress the maintenance of twentieth-century system of distribution and control, they will be found in
artistic and technological innovations that make the music relevant to people's lived experiences. It is by
no coincidence that such innovative forms and ideas would come from a small company more invested in
pushing ahead rather than protecting its entrenched interests.
I cite these business models not only to broaden our understanding of hip hop in a market context,
but to claim that the market structures the ways in which music is consumed. Commerce is not merely
the realm in which music is disseminated, it is part and parcel of what the music is. It may seem a stretch,
but these technological developments in music are, in fact, the historical equivalents of W. C. Handy's
arrangement and codification of the classic blues in sheet music and on shellac 78 "race records." Both
forms of mediation make the music available to new publics, structuring the music's meanings and the
public itself. The audiences for today's popular musics are accustomed not only to being able to access
music with a point and a click, but expect a visual context and a back-story that authenticates the
musicians. In structuring the web 2.0 content for Aggro Berlin, Regi is reformulating the music and its
attendant forms to correspond to the ways that music is consumed today. And rather than conceiving of
his updates as defensive efforts, he is thinking of these innovations as offensive initiatives to make the
commodities appealing to today's consumer. Indeed, in the context of Aggro Berlin's aggressive
corporate and artistic mentality, these commodities are in many ways offensive.
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HeijJe Ware [Hot Commodity)

This brings us to Tony D and B-Tight, who, in 2005 released a mixtape for Aggro Berlin entitled

Heifie Ware [hot commodity]. 6 Tony arrived shortly before Bobby, and I was instantly struck by the
distance between the two young men that I was introduced to and their respective stage personas as each
arrived. Tony D, the maniacal character described as "the full-blooded Arab" on Aggro's website, came
in humbly on crutches and introduced himself in a calm and subdued "Wie geht 's?" The D in his name is
for the English "Damager," but when I asked what had happened to his leg, his reply did not seem to
indicate that the injury was a result of the aggressive energy displayed in his character's music videos and
other media artifacts. He replied: "Ach, nur stress Alter" [Ah, just stress man]. The character commonly
depicted in mohawk and army jacket appeared in the Aggro offices in jeans and at-shirt, his hair grown
in.
"Der Neger" B-Tight, on the other hand, was dressed in the hip hop fashion of baggy jeans and an
oversized, brightly colored t-shirt. The distance between him and his Aggro character was caused
primarily by the rectangular wire rim glasses he wore. In addition, his hair had also grown in-an
appearance that stood in stark contrast with his violent promotional materials (see the prologue), which
commonly feature the rapper with a shaved head. Indeed, I had not expected the two to conform strictly
to their media images, but I was nonetheless struck by the near total disconnect. This blaring disconnect
gave me pause, as I wondered if the two got into character for interviews with music industry
publications. Certainly their television appearances featured their characters rather than themselves, but
today I would meet with Bobby and Tony rather than B-Tight and Tony Damager.
After a brief talk with Tony about his recent creative activities, Bobby joined us, and I turned to
the subject of their collaboration on 2005's Heifie Ware. My first question focused on their conceptions
of the title. What did it refer to? B-Tight spoke English relatively well, but as Tony did not, our joint
interview proceeded primarily in German. Bobby explained that they both grew up in "blocks"-the
6

B-Tight and Tony D hosted by SIDO, Heij3e Ware (Aggro Berlin, 2005).
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large housing projects scattered throughout the city. He noted that his neighborhood in the Miirkisches
Viertel of north Berlin contained a great deal of crime, albeit mostly petty theft and the sale of counterfeit

goods. Bobby remarked: "we both saw a lot ofthis small time sale of stolen goods, and did it ourselves a
little, but the title really means that instead of getting into this life, we used music as our 'hot commodity'
to sell." Tony added another valence of the album's cultivated heat: "and like 'it is hot so you should buy

As I describe in chapter 5, hip hop "mixtapes" are less formal albums with lower production
values and commonly feature large numbers of guest artists. The term, of course, is taken from the premp3 and CDR era when people would make compliations of various artists for friends or family on blank
cassette tapes. Today, hip hop mixtapes (disseminated on CD) are ways for both unsigned and major
label artists to promote their music without the full effort of album recording and promotion. Yet, the
format has also come to represent a way for artists to circumvent legal control over their music and is thus
viewed by music industry organizations as a form of piracy. Although this Aggro mixtape is an official
label-produced product, its naming as a mixtape gives it the nominal street authenticity of pirated, stolen,
or "hot" goods.

Following from the US convention of such "tapes" being "presented by" certain artists, Heifie
Ware is "hosted by" SIDO and features his introductions and banter between tracks. The "hot" album did

perform relatively well in the charts, especially for a mixtape, debuting at number 27 on the German
charts. As Tony and Bobby described, Heifie Ware was, as intended, something of a succes de scandale
featuring artists from the city's unique "porno-rap" scene as well as from self-fashioned hard-core and
gangsta MCs. Indeed, SIDO decided to take the role of host after getting a sense of how provocative the
album would be. He explained his deferral in an interview with the German hip hop monthly Juice as a
career choice that allowed him to let other provocateurs take some of the societal blame for a while. He

7

Personal joint interview, 24 July 2008.
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explained: "At the moment, I must decline. Right now every time a Berliner rapper does something
wrong, I get blamed. And if this CD gets indexed [indiziert] the blame will again fall on me. So I'm
going to sit this one out. This album is a little too hard. Too hot of a commodity." 8 Although SIDO was
indeed the subject of much societal outrage for his violent and misogynistic lyrics of his 2004 album
Maske, the statement may have been a publicity stunt to attract young people to the controversial product
(although Bobby and Tony indicated that it was not). SIDO's mention of a CD being "indexed" is a
reference to the German Bundespriifstelle fiir jugendgefahrdende Medien [Federal Department for Media
Harmful to Young Persons], which keeps a list of offending media works that can result in the legal
suppression of free speech. In as many ways as they could, Aggro Berlin thus marked this commercial
product as excessive of societal norms. From conception to implementation, the mixtape Heifie Ware was
intended to violate boundaries.
Notably, the discourse of "hotness" forms a central trope that articulates criminality, physical
aggression, and sexual excess in the album's lyrical content to a proposed desirable trendy-ness of the
musical style and the illegality of the commodity form. In his article, "Hot Fantasies: American
Modernism and the Idea of Black Rhythm," Ronald Radano anticipates his work in Lying up a Nation by
examining the historical circumstances in which expressions of African American "hot" rhythm were
"marketed as expressions of a racially inherited rhythmic gift." 9 This hotness "traced the meanings of
African-American music across the twentieth century, from the swing sensibility of early jazz to the funk
and groove of hip hop." As Radano notes, the hotness of black music was also premised on the idea of
excess read through the "white supremacist assumptions of a bestial Negro instinct."
On the mixtape, Tony D and B-Tight also articulate the lyrical, musical, and commercial
violations of"hotness" to race. This racialized hotness is featured most explicitly on the track "Der
Araber und der Neger" which begins with an aural assault of three rapidly fired gunshots over Tony D's
8

Juice, (August 2005), 26.
Ronald Radano, "Hot Fantasies: American Modernism and the Idea of Black Rhythm," in Music and the Racial
Imagination (Chic!lgo: University of Chicago Press, 2000), 459.
9
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maniacal yell. The scene is soon revealed as an armed hold-up in a department store. From the track's
outset, the two racialized characters run wildly through the store, killing men and raping women. Bestial
sexual imagery is soon to follow as Tony D raps in his signature cultivated gravelly vocal timbre: "Wir

sind zwei Ficker I Wild wie ein Schwein I Kneten an ihr um I Such 'n Loch und steck'n rein" [We are two
fuckers I Wild like a pig I Rooting around I Searching hole and sticking in]. The second verse continues
the violently sexual "wiling" imagery as the scene changes to a "Nazi party" where B-Tight now delivers
graphic details in much the same manner. Here the (too-easily deployed) trope of sexual violation is
given a presumptive target through a misguided logic of violating white (racist) womanhood. Yet the
verses remain nihilistic as the MC raps "Die Chaoten sind nicht mehr zu bremsen" [The Chaotic ones are
unleashed].
The horrifically violent fantasy of "the Arab and the nigger" thus perpetrates the sexual excesses
of racial otherness against a white normative German nation. Indeed, this violation is conceived in much
the same way as Monsieur R's performance on "La FranSSe" (from chapter 2). It is a racialized violent
sexuality that threatens the nation with impurity. As Radano describes in concluding his argument in
"Hot Fantasies": "The vast repetition of references to black music as a fever, drug, disease, and intoxicant
indicate that the threat of black music related above all to fears of miscegenation, through which hot
rhythm becomes a metonym of the black male body and, specifically, Negro semen or blood." 10
In the chanted chorus of the track, the two reference African American racialized sexuality
through translational wordplay and doo-wop and jazz inflected scat: "Shoo-be-doo-be-doo-be-du bist

nicht wie wir I Dick-dick-dick-dick-dicke Schwanze" [ ... you are not like us I ... thick tails/penises].
Here, the sounds of the "doo-be" scat syllables give way to du bist [you are], positing racial difference in
the first half of the chant. In the second half, B-Tight and Tony D localize this racial difference in the
excess of their Arab and black genitalia. The reference to the English phallic slang "dick," slowly
transforms into the adjective "dicke" [thick]. The trope ofbestial sexuality is then continued, here
10

Radano, "Hot Fantasies," 474.
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encoded in the German phallic slang metaphor par excellence, Schwiinze [tails/penises]. "Der Araber und
der Neger" thus manages to reterritorialize a host of Americanized racist tropes in a German context.

Though ostensibly designed to provoke and challenge white German normativity and racism, the
racialized excess on the track is indeed excessive.
Of course, my point in highlighting the track in the larger context of Heifie Ware is to argue that
through the racialized characters of Tony D and B-Tight, Tony and Bobby are themselves commodified.
They are the "hot commodities." The very presence of these characters signifies racial excess and

reminds us of Paul Gilroy's comments about how cultivated authenticity: "supplements the appeal of
selected cultural commodities and has become an important element in the mechanism of the mode of
'racialization' necessary to making them acceptable items in the pop market." 11 It is through their hyperracialization that their cultivated authenticities greatly exceed national social norms.
On Heifie Ware, Tony and Bobby create hot caricatures through their violent lyrics, the vocal

timbres of their excessive hyper-masculine aggression, and their hyper-racialized visual images. I asked
Bobby about the picture of him in golden manacles-as a human commodity--on his Neger Neger
album, to broach the subject of whether they had conceived of this valence of the hot commodity in
making the mixtape. Notably, he seemed to anticipate my point but answered simply: "No, Specter
comes up with all of those things." His reference was to one of the three co-founders of the label (none of
whom I had the opportunity to meet) who was also its Art Director. While I had not considered that the
art direction was Bobby's, I was struck by the problematic nature of an external force behind this process
of representation at the level of the label's management. Indeed, Tony explained the it was Specter who
came up with SIDO's mask, Tony D's punk aggression, and the tormented images ofB-Tight's racial
two-ness discussed at the outset of this study. The revelation of the multiple identities, corporate
structures, and social processes behind the cultivation of each of Aggro Berlin's characters demonstrates

11

Paul Gilroy, "Sounds Authentic: Black Music, Ethnicity, and the Challenge of a 'Changing Same,"' Black Music
Research Journal, Vol. 11, No.2 (Autumn 1991), 124.
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how the subject of black musical authenticity is constituted in the fantasies of the nation. And again the
process betrays a central contradiction:

B~Tight

and Tony Dare the results of many-layered processes of

commodified musical racialization, but gain their commercial appeal as exceptional individual agents
expressing their racial selves.
Ironically, later in the interview when I asked Tony and Bobby if they experienced the types of
racism that they describe and critique in their tracks, Bobby responded: "Sometimes, but for me there is
actually a kind of 'nigger bonus' -at least in music. When I go into a club I am kind of exotic. There are
not many black people in Germany," he looked down at his arm, pointing out its color and continued "so I
take what I have and I use it." I turned to Tony and asked if there is a parallel "Kanacke Bonus" [Middle
Easterner bonus]. Immediately the two broke out into a chorus oflaughter. "No," said Tony "there are
many of us here. We are not so exotic."

"lch bin schwarz! Und das is auch gut so": Barack Obama in Berlin
By some strange coincidence, that day in July, which proved to be so important for my DAAD
research, was also the date of then-candidate Barack Obama's historic visit to Berlin. That very evening
at seven, the Illinois Senator was to deliver a foreign policy speech set in front of the city's monumental
Siegessaule [victory tower]. The current issue of Zitty---one of the city's two major cultural events

publications-featured a cover story about the visit, as did most local and national publications that week.
On first seeing the caption, I cringed. It read: "Ich bin schwarz! Und das is auch gut so" [I'm black! And

that's a good thing]. 12 The tag line was meant as a play on Berlin's openly gay mayor Klaus Wowereit's
comments from his coming out speech. Yet the line resonated more closely with comments by Geraldine

12

Zitty, 15 July 2008. See also: http://www.zitty.de/magazin-berlin/16143/ (last accessed 12 February 2009).
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Ferraro, who became embroiled in a heated political debate after claiming that Barack Obama was having
such success because he was black. 13

Figure 1- Cover features ofBarack Obama's July 2008 visit to Berlin. Left: Der Spiegel ("Gemany
meets the Super Star") Middle: Zitty ("I'm black! And that's a good thing"). 14 Right: Logo for
Germany's Pop Idol/American Idol-styled singing contest television program.

As I found, this was not just true for me, an American in Berlin. Other Berliners with whom I spoke also
identified the caption as indicative of a broader reading, ubiquitous among conservative critics in the US,
that the candidate was more celebrity personality than political leader. Indeed, Berliners were following
the US election closely even before the candidate announced his intentions to visit their city.
The central problem with media representations ofObama's visit as that of a celebrity-a "Super
Star," as the most widely circulated national magazine Der Spiegel put it-was that in framing his visit in
this way they betrayed the nation's exoticization ofblack entertainers like Bobby. Echoing Ferraro's
problematic gaffe in the American context, these media representations focused on the candidate's
blackness-not in historical relation to the nation's troubled racial history, but in relation to the media
13

Mark Whittington, "Geraldine Ferraro Makes a Racially Charged Gaffe About Barack Obama," Associated Press,
12 March 2008 (http://www .associatedcontent;com/article/653215/geraldine_ferraro
_makes_ a_racially .html?cat=9). Whittington writes: "Geraldine Ferraro, former member of Congress and former
candidate for vice president, recently said that Senator Barack Obama was having the success he was having as a
Presidential candidate because he is black. She has been trying to explain herself ever since."
14
Zitty, 15 July 2008 and Spiegel Online, 24 July 2008. http://www.spiegel.de/intemational/germany/
0, 1518,567804,00.html
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icons of African America. Indeed, both representations above pointed to Ferraro's ironic example of a
"bonus" for black people. As B-Tight later noted, "der Neger Bonus" does not extend far beyond the
well-inscribed parameters of musician and athlete in German national life.
Indeed, the Der Spiegel cover points directly to the realm of musical superstardom in particular,
visually referring to the logo from Germany's "Idol"-styled television singing contest "Deutschland sucht
den Superstar" [Germany seeks the Superstar]. That the future president of the US would be marked as a
celebrity and be automatically associated with music because of his skin color speaks volumes about the
connections between blackness and music. Indeed, this snapshot of early Twenty-first-century Germany
indicates the enduring iconicity of African American musicality in the German national imagination. Of
course, it also reveals the inherent racism of"der Neger Bonus."
As we have seen, the image of black expressive culture in general and black music in particular is
a powerful and universally available one. But as the example of Heif3e Ware should indicate, it also holds
the potential to further essentialize and entrench racial difference. Yet, such glaring examples of the
racial contradictions of black music are readily available in the popular forms circulating throughout
Europe and America, but we can only see them if we seek them out. We can only understand the
contradictions if we allow for the rethinking of our own racial-national subjectivities. For Tony and
Bobby, voicing the racial-national contradiction through the commodified form of black music may be a
necessary step in order to claim the nation and its constitutive hybridity. As I have demonstrated, in
European hip hop we see that Europe is not what it thinks it is. It is a continent and a public polity whose
history is being revealed in the voices of national subjects who, now in the former colonial capitals, are
manifestly audible. It is through black music that we find their most telling expression.
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13. Muschi
14. Was Jetzt Los
15. Wherever We Go
16. Banana Skit
17. Pull Up The People
18.10Dollar
19. Der Araber und der Neger

B-Tight
Blackara
Sidi-0
PizkoMC
Axiom
Supreme NTM & Cut Killer
SupremeNTM
MonsieurR
Orientation
Erci-E
Eko Fresh feat. Bushido
ATM vs. Unknown
Lady Scar
Irie-D
New Flesh
M.I.A.
M.I.A.
M.I.A.
B-Tight & Tony D

3:15
2:51
3:44
3:15
3:45
2:26
4:01
3:40
2:17
3:37
3:50
1:40
4:03
4:06
3:47
0:36
3:47
4:03
3:44
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